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INTRODUCTION

Tef: acronym for Total Experiential Field. Tef is a model of It.
It is everything. It is reality. It is One, Whole, and All.

For nearly all of my 77 years I have lived in Oregon. My home, for well
more than half of those years, has been Oregon’s Rogue Valley, with the Siskiyou
Mountains on one side and the Cascade Mountains on the other. I live in a
modest house in a small city. In most ways, my life is unremarkable. Each day I
walk a familiar, half-hour route that gives me exercise and contact with nature.
Like many retired people I also chat with my wife, keep house, help family and
friends, tend yard and garden, pay bills, buy groceries, exercise at the gym, and
volunteer in my community.
And I also philosophize, one result of which is this book, now in its sixth,
and revised, edition (previously titled, A Theory of Everything: Tef Theory). This
book is an introduction to Tef Theory and to Tefistry (which is the application of
Tef Theory to life), a philosophy I have been developing for more than 60 years,
beginning in adolescence. (I published the first edition of this book exactly 50
years after my inner “Awakening”, which occurred at age 13.) At its roots, Tef
Theory is simple enough, but because it is a theory of everything, it can get
complex. I will strive to avoid needless complexity.
One of Tef Theory’s most basic, axiomatic assertions is this: All the sights
and sounds around me, plus all my inner feelings and thoughts—that is, my house
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and town, the earth and sky, my body, and all my ideas and questions and dreams
and emotions—all these diverse experiences, taken together, are It. Thus, It is my
pronoun for the entire world: not merely my entire world, but literally the entire
world. I claim that It is the one full and complete reality. It is this place and this
time, the whole of life and universe. Nothing else exists for me.
Now, do not misunderstand me. I’m not doubting the existence of things
located elsewhere, far from this Oregon valley—things such as New York City,
and Earth’s core, and celestial galaxies. No, I am emphatically and fully denying
their existence! I am not merely questioning some of the foundations of human
knowledge, I am rejecting those foundations outright!
Let me simplify and concisely summarize this initial, axiomatic point, for it
is key to understanding Tef Theory: The “unseen” does not exist. To exist means
to be present in the here and now. Thus, anything I neither see outwardly nor
think inwardly—in the here and now—does not exist. This is what I mean by
“existence”. Things believed (imagined, inferred, assumed, intuited) to exist in
other times or other places do not exist either then or there, and not as those
things. Rather, they exist only within my belief in them and as that belief (which
itself does exist in the here and now, and only in the here and now). So, I hold,
axiomatically, that the unseen does not exist. The unseen is a mirage in our
minds. I sometimes call it a “lie”. We “lie” to ourselves.
This is clearly a nonstandard view of things. For, building upon this view, I
brashly claim that we humans believe in many, many nonexistent worlds: the past,
the future, the inside of an apple, cities on other continents, distant galaxies,
paranormal universes, supernatural deities, and so on. We give much of our
conscious attention to those worlds—worlds not actually present in the here and
now. And we almost succeed in living among those “unseen” worlds, so
thoroughly do we believe, so powerful is our imagination, so undisciplined is our
thinking.
Indeed, for years I have challenged our customary beliefs about the unseen.
How, I have often wondered, could we actually live anywhere other than right
here and right now? Conversely, how could anything else exist in another place
or in another time? To me, the answer is a self-evident fact: Anything not here
and not now, is not! That is, it does not exist. This is what “existence” means to
me. A painting of two lily pad blossoms, rendered by my father-in-law, hangs on
my office wall. My teacup steams on my desk. Both painting and teacup exist in
a concrete way that New York City and Earth’s core do not. Yet, I must confess:
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Instead of living mostly in the here and now, I, too, fill my life with inferences
and imaginations, with stories and fantasies. And then I treat such worlds as if
they exist! I, too, “lie”—even to myself!
Thus, my computer, the painting on my wall, and my warm teacup all
belong to the here and now. So also do various pains and pleasures inside my
body. So also do the hope in my heart and the ideas in my mind. All this is my
reality. There is no reality beyond it, neither in a Past, nor in a Future, nor
anywhere else in this or any other universe. Reality is solely here and now. The
unseen does not exist.
Well, okay, perhaps I should backpedal and be a bit more precise. It is not
that the unseen does not exist in some way. Rather, I mean something more like
this: “Existence occurs in more than one form.” On the one hand, there is the
“really real” existence of the here and now. Tef Theory gives to this various
names: Actuality, Manifest Experience, This World, Orthoreality, the Herenow.
And, on the other hand, there is the “not as real” world of Representations,
Inferences, Beliefs, and Memories—including everything I assume or imagine
exists elsewhere or in another time, in a there or in a then: the Past, the Future,
Heaven and Hell, Paris and Tahiti, the planet Neptune and the Horsehead Nebula,
and so on. Tef Theory gives to this nonexistence various names: Inactuality,
Nonmanifest Experience, Other Worlds, Metareality, the Therethen. These are
things that reside only as stories and ideas in my mind. True, like everyone else, I
often claim that these ideas have Actual referents, somewhere, sometime. But I
truly do “lie”! These reputed things are simply and self-evidently not part of the
concrete world I perceive here and now, using eye and ear. These reputed things
have no true existence. Instead, they have what I call illatence. More on illatence
later in the book.
In Part One, “Tef Theory”, I shall elaborate on these nonstandard views and
explore many implications of Tef Theory. (“Tef” is my acronym for “Total
Experiential Field”.) In Part Two of this book, “Tefistry”, as well as in my
companion books, including Tefist Wisdom and Tefist Paths to Nature, I explore
ways of applying Tef Theory to the living of life. I recommend that you read Part
One of this book before reading Part Two or any of my other writings on Tefistry.
Try to master the jargon used in Part One. You may want to consult the
GLOSSARY, CHARTS OF TERMS, and FIGURES at the end of the book, as
necessary.
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Tef Theory is the core of my personal philosophy, the core of my wisdom
path. As I said, it is a sculpture I have been carving and polishing for more than
60 years. I first published a book of my ideas in 1986, entitled Love Thy Tef. I
followed this, in 1996, with Tef Theory: A Fresh View Of Reality. In 2008, 2009,
2011, 2015, and 2018 I published earlier editions of this book, entitled A Theory
Of Everything: Tef Theory. This is the sixth edition of those ideas. Here I have
revised the fifth edition and added a new chapter, “Solitude And Community”.
And I have chosen a new name for this edition: Tef Theory And Tefistry.
Tef Theory really does propose to be a theory of everything. It is a
comprehensive view, a philosophy that seeks coherence by providing all other
theories a general context. Thus, it is an integrative, “wrap around” theory,
seeking to make sense of, and to coordinate, any and all theories from philosophy,
the sciences, psychology, history, theology, the arts, and so on.
At many, many points, Tef Theory touches on the psychological aspects of
life. Because it is commonplace these days to tie psychology to neuroscience, I
might have attempted to correlate my views with the structure and function of the
human brain and nervous system. I have chosen not to do this, however, avoiding
correlation with, say, our higher and lower brains or with our right and left brains.
I shall be content just to describe the phenomena of my life experience and leave
such correlations with the physical brain for future consideration.
This book seeks answers to three fundamental questions. I trust these
questions are of vital interest to everyone. Two of these questions will be
explored in Part One, “Tef Theory”:
What is reality and what are its characteristics?
What are the patterns and processes of our lives?
The third fundamental question is addressed in Part Two, “Tefistry”:
How can we live life more happily?
Tef Theory and Tefistry are largely my own, original creations—at least to
the degree that anyone can claim originality, living in this world of fluid ideas and
interconnected minds. Indeed, I am sure I could never recount all the roots of my
thoughts, even were I to try. Instead, I will simply acknowledge here my vast
indebtedness to countless human beings, both known and unknown, both ancient
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and modern, both extraordinary and common—all who are my personal and
cultural heritage. I know this acknowledgment is inadequate, but it is the best I
am prepared to do.
Sprinkled through much of this book are PRAXIS sections. These are
suggested activities and exercises to help you connect Tef Theory to your own
life. These are practical aids to understanding.
You will also find some SO WHAT? sections. In these I attempt to distill
my message, so as to make it more personal for the reader. I believe multiple
methods of communication are more effective than only one.
At the end of the book you will find a lengthy GLOSSARY and a section
called CHARTS OF TERMS. Because I have coined many new terms, and
because I sometimes use old terms in new ways, I feel it is only fair to provide my
readers with definitions. The CHARTS help to show the relationships among key
terms and ideas. I urge my readers to consult the GLOSSARY and CHARTS OF
TERMS while reading. In addition, at the end of the book you will also find
FIGURES that serve to illustrate some of the terms and ideas used.
One eccentricity: I usually capitalize key terms when they first appear in
the text. This shows that they are important parts of Tef Theory and will be used a
bit differently from everyday speech.
However, later on I may drop the
capitalization when it gets burdensome or confusing. And sometimes I have been
inconsistent about capitalization! I hope my readers do not find this practice a
hindrance.
Another eccentricity: My punctuation is somewhat idiosyncratic—though
intentional. For example, I freely employ the dash, parentheses, and underlining
—some might say too freely! Again, I hope this practice is not a hindrance to
reading.
My expository style is to return and return again to my themes—spiral
education, in a word—in order to review my themes, to expand them, and to show
how they interrelate. For some readers this repetition may be annoying and
unnecessary. (Some persons have told me I strangely repeat myself!) I like it,
however, because I think it strengthens my message. You will have to be the
judge of its effectiveness.
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As to philosophy in general, my attitude is this: Philosophy should be
simple enough to actually use. So, I believe a philosophy is “good enough” when
it is just good enough: when it is detailed enough to be useful, but not so complex
as to be overwhelming. Whether I have presented a “good enough” philosophy in
this book is another judgment I must leave to my readers. But “good enough” has
been my goal.
Prior to beginning the first chapter, let me hasten to say that this book does
not assert absolute truths. I know of none to assert. As the title clearly says, I am
offering Tef Theory, not Tef Dogma. For, ultimately, I am not as much concerned
about the truthfulness of my views as I am about their usefulness. Indeed, if these
views are not helpful in changing your life for the better, then they are of little
value to you and are hardly worth your consideration. In short, the final test of
Tef Theory will always be the daily living of you, my reader. As the old saying
goes, “The proof is in the pudding”!
Let me expand this counsel into a bit of general advice, if I may: Never
let anyone’s beliefs rule you—not even your own! Never grant to anyone’s
philosophy the status and power of absolute truth. Cherish an open, free
perspective on life (in Tef Speak: I urge you to hold Soft Beliefs, not Hard
Beliefs). In my ideal world there would be no zealots! Philosophy should assist
us, just as every good tool should, but it must not rule us. What’s more, our
beliefs and our thinking should take up no more than a modest portion of our
life’s hours. We should be only part-time philosophers, at most. Everyone, even
philosophers, must never fail to live life—freely, and richly grounded! In short,
then: Prefer Soft Beliefs and Stay Grounded!
Finally, I acknowledge that Tef Theory will likely not satisfy everyone. In
fact, it will probably never completely satisfy even me!
Some of my
philosophical ideas seem quite solid. Others are more speculative. To be sure, the
inclusion of an idea in this book does not imply I will keep it forever. Moreover, I
am sure that this book contains errors, gaffs, inconsistencies, and just plain
falsehoods. Some of these defects I may already know about, but have left in
place as useful, insignificant, or unavoidable. Others I do not know about and
must leave for my critics to expose.
Thus, you see, Tef Theory and Tefistry are works in progress. I will
continue to refine them and change them, as I have done throughout more than six
decades. Moreover, experts in fields as diverse as philosophy, psychology,
neuroscience, ethics, history, religion, and physics may each object to some or
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even most of my ideas. A few of my readers may summarily dismiss my ideas as
amateurish, or atavistic, or illogical, or simply crackpot. That is their right.
In conclusion, my advice to my readers is this: Use what you can from Tef
Theory And Tefistry and from my other writings. You are perfectly free to ignore
any of it—or even all of it. Even though Tef Theory and Tefistry work well for
me, they may not work well for you. Reader discretion is advised. For me, these
pages contain rich wisdom. But it is your conclusion that must count for you.
Enough said by way of introduction.
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PART ONE: TEF THEORY —
A THEORY OF EVERYTHING
Tef: Acronym for Total Experiential Field.
Tef Theory: A Map of the Processes and Products of Perception.
Tefistry: The application of Tef Theory to the living of life.

Chapter 1:
EXPERIENCE

What Is It?
In adolescence I began an ethical quest. In my early teens I began to
hunger for ethical clarity. The amount of evil in the world perplexed me, and I
wondered what my responsibilities were to other people, to animals, to plants,
even to stones. I chafed under injustices, double standards, and the inscrutable,
contradictory behaviors I experienced in the world around me.
I was seeking wisdom about how to live life. What is good and right?
What is bad and wrong? How can I live a happier life? I soon discovered,
however, that my search for ethical wisdom led to deeper questions: What is real?
What exists? What am I? How does the world work? I felt compelled to dig
deeper.
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Words proved to be very important in my quest. I could see that words
were only tiny fragments of my life, but they helped me to grapple with the big
questions. Gaining clear definitions of key words, I came to see, would be a
major part of my task. For example, I pondered the meaning of “truth”,
“sincerity”, “God”, “love”, “perspective”, and so on.
Perhaps the most fundamental word in my ruminations was “reality”.
Initially I thought that defining “reality” would be simple enough, but I soon
became aware that across the centuries philosophers and ordinary citizens alike
had failed to reach consensus about its meaning. And so I came to discover that
defining “reality” was not a simple task. And in fact, I was actually seeking more
than just a definition. I was also seeking to embed that definition within an
overarching philosophy, a “theory of everything”, a global map of life and
change. I sought wisdom.
I invested many years in pursuing my goal of wisdom, and now I am
proud to say that I actually achieved that goal (well no, to be honest, only some of
it!). Hence, I now seek to share many hard-won insights. One thing I learned,
and that I will revisit often in this book, is Alfred Korzybski’s key observation:
“The map is not the territory!” Thus, Tef Theory is a map of reality, not reality
itself. My map consists only of my words. By contrast, for you, the territory that
matters is your life, your reality. Use my map in your territory at your own risk!
So, let us begin by exploring my basic question: What is reality? What is
the nature of the life we live? What is the most comprehensive thing we can
name? I shall begin by renaming reality: Reality is It. I do this because “reality”
has many different, and even contradictory, meanings. My initial task, therefore,
is to fill up that abstract pronoun, It, with concrete meaning.
To get us started, here are some of the answers that human history has
bequeathed to us about reality, about It. The Materialists have long regarded
matter as the fundamental “stuff” of reality, whereas the Idealists have always
insisted that spirit or mind is fundamental. Thus, in response to the question,
“What is reality?”, Materialists immediately answer: “Matter and Physical
Energy, of course!”, whereas Idealists immediately answer: “Deity!”, or “Spirit!”,
or “Mind!”, or “Consciousness!” Dualists take a double path: “Both Matter and
Mind!” they say. Still others, like me, finding no satisfactory answer, have taken
refuge in the tautological default: “Reality is It!”
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PRAXIS
What do you think: What is reality? An idea web may be helpful here. In
the center of a sheet of paper write down “reality” (or “It”) and draw a small
circle around that word. Then, think of a number of approximate synonyms of
“reality” and write these in the empty space surrounding “reality”. Circle each of
these terms and connect them to “reality” with lines. In the same way, draw
connections between any of your circled synonyms, where appropriate, until you
have created an idea web of synonyms, partial synonyms, and related words
spreading outward from “reality”. Then look over the idea web you have created.
For now, this web can serve as your working definition of reality. Later, you may
want to revise it.

So, what was my answer to “What is reality”? What did I conclude It is?
Assuredly, I was not precocious. I did not spring from the womb crying: “Eureka!
I know what reality is!” Only by much effort was I able to achieve even a little
insight. Hints and suggestions about It had permeated my schooling, just as they
had permeated daily life outside of the classroom. But the fact is, doing
philosophy is not easy, and my university training included not a single
philosophy course. (Lack of philosophical training is not a point of pride, I
concede; it is only an indication of the task I faced.) So, clarifying my views
about reality became a large task, and I needed years to do it.
Indeed, I was not able to verbalize most of my views until my midtwenties. At that time, in the early 1970s, I was employed in Connecticut,
teaching natural science and nature study. I asked each of my employers—the
first was the director of a science education center, and the second was the
director of a nature education center—to grant me an unpaid leave of absence. I
doubt that either of these bosses fully understood my reasons for temporarily
dropping out of my duties, but surprisingly, and fortunately for me, each granted
my request. (I belatedly thank each of them here for their tolerance and
kindness.)
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I requested these two “vacations from humbler toil” (to borrow Henry
David Thoreau’s apt phrase) in part to focus on sharpening my skills as a nature
writer and nature photographer, thus the better to share my knowledge and love of
nature with the public. But I had also become aware that my life lacked unity and
coherence. For example, I could see that my love of nature was not well
integrated with other parts of my life. Moreover, I could not describe or explain
my quest for wisdom, for I lacked a theory within which that quest would make
sense. (At that point I hardly even knew what the word “philosophy” meant!)
But I did know what I wanted: a theory that could unite, integrate, and coordinate
the disparate parts of my life. I needed time, free from “humbler toil”, in which to
look around for such a theory, or if necessary, to design and build one for myself.
So, I requested and obtained two leaves of absence. During each of those
leaves—about two years apart—I delved down into my inner self, digging for
weeks through accumulated layers of dogma, belief, and assumption. Dredging
into those subterranean depths, I unearthed remarkable deposits of disorganized,
partly confused ideas. Each fact, belief, hunch, and theory was more or less
worthy in its own right, yet I was struck again and again by the lack of any
unifying principle, or basic tenet, that would tie them all together. I could sense
what I was seeking, but I was not able to define it or name it.
I hoped to discover a principle or rule or phenomenon to undergird my
beliefs and bind them into a whole. But what might that undergirding be? I did
not want something fake or artificial. Rather, I wanted unity and coherence to
emerge directly from life itself.
“What is It?” I asked as I sat in the empty, bookish quiet of my little study.
“What is common to all things and all events and all feelings? What is common
to all of It?” I came to see that I was searching for the commonality in all things.
Having reached this important realization, my goal became somewhat clearer and
simpler: I was seeking to understand what exists in common among all parts of
reality.
I considered whether the common denominator of reality might after all be
matter and physical energy, as the Materialists had long asserted. But I quickly
saw that matter and energy are insufficient. It is true that material “stuff” is the
commonality of all things in the external world, that is, those things I can observe
with my eyes, such as mountains and human bodies and sunlight. But where
would mind and spirit fit into such a view? Mind and spirit, it seemed to me, are
more nearly something we are, “in here”, not something we observe, “out there”.
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For sure, I saw no material commonality between, say, the weight of a large stone
and my ongoing anxiety about the Vietnam War!
On the other hand, neither could I reduce the material world to mind or
spirit, as the Idealists had long asserted can be done. Clearly, I could not conjure
up battleships by merely thinking about them! And thunder rumbled overhead
whether I wished it to rumble or not! Moreover, I saw that, for me, the material
world has an intense concreteness and vividness that is more compelling than the
intangible stuff of mind and spirit. So, I concluded, the material world is not
composed of mind or spirit—not composed of my mind or my spirit, at least.
Nor would a compromise work, a dualism in which reality consists of
“half” matter and “half” mind or spirit, making up a pair of dissimilar categories,
somehow married together. A dualism would indeed honor the reality of both
matter and mind, yet it would not succeed in bridging them or in undergirding
them. I sensed that all things, even those as unalike as matter and mind, must
have some sort of commonality, some sort of fundamental sameness and oneness.
Consequently, I sensed the need for a yet greater, more inclusive category,
one that could include both matter and mind, without trying to reduce either one
of them to the other. What, I wondered, might this very capacious category be?
“What is It?” I pondered during gentle walks through leafy New England
woodlands and old, abandoned farmlands. “How is everything alike? What is the
common denominator of my life?” Whatever It was, it would have to be broad
and deep and high, big enough to include everything: sunsets, my grandmother,
fast, electricity, yellow, swimming, sorrow, athlete’s foot, God, treachery, alliance,
sour, if, tomatoes, mountains, conservation, crystallography, hopping and
jumping, crisp autumn apples, petty peevishness, even the hairs on a unicorn’s
back. It would have to be the underlying stuff of everything: of all of the world’s
objects, and all of our ideas and fantasies, and all of our bodily sensations, and all
of our felt emotions—all of these things. Something that broad and deep!
So, in my solitude, I thought and thought. And thought a lot more. Then
one day, during my second leave of absence, an enticing new idea occurred to me.
I proposed: The contents of my awareness are all alike in that all of them are
mine. In other words: My awareness is my awareness. This seemed patently
obvious—a trivial truth—but it also hinted at a bit of progress. So, like choosing
to explore an uncharted corridor within in a dark cavern, I chose to explore that
new idea.
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My thoughts unfolded as follows (as best I can remember them). First, I
had concluded that I alone have my experiences. Do I see the world through other
eyes? Do others see the world through mine? No, I had no reason to believe so.
Do I entertain my thoughts using other minds? Or do they use mine? No, I had
no reason to believe so. Everything that I see or know or feel is a part of my own
awareness. My experience is my own experience, not another’s experience. In
fact, I cannot demonstrate that others actually have any experience of their own
(although they report that they do). So, the only experience that I actually have is
my own.
And then, second, I concluded that all the contents of my awareness,
whether tangible or intangible, are alike in that they all do happen for me. That is,
I actually do have them—be they concrete objects in the public outer world, or be
they plans, thoughts, emotions, fantasies, delusions, and dreams within my private
inner world. That is, all things that I experience are realities for me. This means
that reality is entirely positive in its nature. Reality has no negative. The term
“unreal” does not describe anything; all of my experience is real for me. Nothing
is unreal.
These two essential points—that my experience is mine alone and that all
of my experience is real—now led me to a pivotal question: Can I conclude that
all things are parts of my experience? Parts of my experience? Parts of my
experience? I repeated this question, turning it over and over in my mind, like
brushing away the dust from a newly unearthed gemstone. It glinted at me,
hinting of riches in its depths. Yes! This might be the answer! I could sense it in
my bones. And in the hours and days that followed, my views gradually clarified,
so that I came to bask in a sunny, new insight.
In the end, my solution to the puzzle, “What is It?” turned out to be simple
—and quite obvious as well. (Though, truly, can anything be called “obvious”
before we clearly behold it?) My answer became simply: It is experience.
Reality is experience. And my experience is the only experience, the only reality.
When this sunny answer finally did come to me, ironically a chill instantly
settled across my shoulders. Suddenly I felt isolated and alone in the universe—
utterly alone—(though nothing had changed but my thoughts!). I was saying:
Nothing exists that is not experience. And, because my experience is the only
experience, nothing exists outside of my experience.
This new idea was
treasonous to everything my culture had always led me to believe. Still, if I
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wished to be honest with myself—as every philosopher needs to be—I was
compelled to follow my thoughts, wherever they led.
I had concluded that (1) my experience is never truly shared by other
persons, and (2) there are no worlds other than this world—my world—with all its
objects, phenomena, truths, emotions, fantasies, whims, deities, and illusions.
This singular world is radically self-evident. And it is mine alone, composed
solely of my own lived experience. The world is one, and it is not shared.
From this perspective, I could see that other persons are fragments of my
own experience—albeit very significant fragments! Other persons are not
separate realities; rather, they are pieces of one, immense, self-evident reality: my
reality, the reality. Thus, by this new view, you are a part of me!

PRAXIS
For a moment contemplate this last idea: Mine is the only reality, and you
are a part of me. How does this idea make you feel? Insignificant? Vulnerable?
Incredulous? Annoyed?
Now, turn the tables. Contemplate this idea: Your own experience is the
only reality, and I am a part of you. Tables turned, how do you feel now? Whole?
Bigger than you have ever felt before? Awestruck? Free?
The traditional worldview presumes that others exist independently of our
personal perceptions. We rarely question this presumption. But, surprisingly,
there is no proof for it! Although my view affirms the reality of others, it also
asserts that their reality is dependent on my personal experience, not independent
of it. (But note: I do not claim that I create you or control you. Nor, I think,
would you claim that you create or control me.) The point is simply that you are
one part of the only reality that exists, a reality that I sometimes call “mine”.
Similarly, you are free to call your own reality “yours”—a reality of which I am
one part—and I predict you will do so.

So, at long last, I had answered my basic question. I had solved my
central puzzle! The answer really was obvious, once I had thought it through.
Rising like rocky peaks from a sandy plain, every person, every object, every
thought, every emotion—these seemingly disparate and separate peaks are all
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united together, beneath the sand, by their bedrock commonality, their
subterranean, rocky connectedness. They all consist of experience. Thus, It is
experience. And that experience is my experience.
But of course! Obviously my life is composed of experience! What else
could it be composed of? Of course my experience is mine alone! How could
my experience belong to someone else?
These insights did not prevent frequent setbacks, however. Again and
again I slipped back into habits of thought ingrained by years of cultural
conditioning. How, I challenged myself, shall I explain our every-day use of
words like “his” or “hers” or “theirs”—if mine is the only experience? Doesn’t
the very use of “his” and “hers” and “theirs” imply the separateness of persons—
and thus as many separate awarenesses as there are human bodies?
With time and disciplined scrutiny, the error in these questions stood out
clearly. I just needed to be hard-headed with myself. What right, I countered,
have I to assign thoughts and feelings to others? On what grounds? True, others
look and act like me, and I certainly do go about my daily activities assuming or
pretending that others experience more or less what I experience—treating them
as if they have experiences like mine. But where is the proof that they do? And
even if they do, I do not have the experience of others.
So, “It is experience”—this was my epiphany. On this foundation rock I
began to build a new philosophical structure. At last I was able to sigh and let the
tension go. (And I could also return to my teaching job and a paycheck!) For at
last I was free to accept all things as real. Nothing was any longer illusory or
unreal. The material and the spiritual, the inner and the outer, the fictional and the
factual—all the dimensions of life were now real. The name I have coined for
this new view of reality is Tef Theory. At its core is an idea: Tef, the Total
Experiential Field. (Much more on this idea to come.)
Since those early days of philosophizing, I have given decades of
additional thought to this topic. But I still assert with confidence: “It is
experience”. At least “experience” is the best name for the stuff of It that I have
found. Some additional, pretty-good synonyms of It include: reality, life-as-lived,
phenomena, awareness, energy, qualities, and percepts (percepts being individual,
brief experiences). Initially I named my new philosophy Experience Theory. In
practice, however, Tef Theory is catchier, and easier to say and write, so I have
come to use the name Tef Theory rather than Experience Theory. Note that,
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hereafter, in this book I will use these key terms interchangeably: Tef, It, reality,
experience. These are not exact synonyms, but good enough for our purposes.
Now, stepping back from my story, let me say that I only claim the views
in this book as true. I cannot actually prove them, nor can I guarantee that they
will work for you. This is Tef Theory, not Tef Dogma. To me, my views are selfevident. But only by your own living can you prove or disprove them. The proof,
after all, is always in the pudding!

SO WHAT?
Realize that, in order to live your life successfully, you do not have to
employ any philosophy, including Tef Theory. You can just cope with life, come
what may. But if you think philosophy can help you to live better, then you will
need to possess an answer to “What is It?” By concluding and affirming that It is
experience, and that all of It is real, and that all of It is yours alone, you simplify
life’s picture and alleviate some of its “blooming, buzzing confusion” (to borrow
William James’s colorful phrase). So, I hereby offer Tef Theory, with its concept
of the Total Experiential Field—Tef—as a good and useful map of It, of reality, of
experience.

What Are The Limits Of Experience?
To me, one key fact is clear: It is experience. That pretty well says it all.
We can go home now. Call it a day. Bye.
But wait: Tef—The Total Experiential Field—is not a bland, featureless,
homogeneous blob of experience. Overwhelmingly, just the opposite! Tef
contains a plethora of kinds of experience, all of “The 10,000 Things” (as the
ancient Chinese described the seeming infinity of our experiences). So, surely we
can say more about Tef—a lot more. For starters, we can see that Tef has no gaps.

PRAXIS
Look around yourself and within yourself. Experience is everywhere.
Hear birds singing. Feel wind in your hair. Smell the soft earth underfoot. Focus
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on your muscular strength. Feel pressure in your bladder. Heed hunger in your
stomach. Soar with joy. Play among your fantasies, thoughts, and memories. All
of these are your experience.
Look around again. Can you find even one place, or even one thing, that
contains nonexperience? Anywhere? That is, can you find any gaps or voids in
your experience, any places (even tiny ones) where absolutely nothing exists?
Sketch a picture with a gap in it. Look carefully at your sketch. Is the gap
truly empty, or does it actually have something in it?
Try forming a mental image of an experience with a gap in it. Think very
carefully. Is even a mental gap completely empty?

For me, the fact is self-evident: Experience has no gaps. (Or, at least, I
have not yet found any.) In other words, I have never encountered no experience
—anywhere—within my experience. Although I am able to imagine zero
experience, nowhere can I point to a true gap, nowhere have I found an absence of
all experience. Indeed, what we call absence of experience is still actually
something! Simply put, experience is singular, positive, and universal. It is both
the content and the context of our lives. Tef Theory asserts: Tef has no gaps.
Thus, if I slide my finger out over the edge of my desk, all of my
awareness does not stop there. Rather, a certain kind of awareness “stops”, and it
stops only because it changes into another kind: Hardness of wood changes into
softness of air. Or, when I switch off my desk lamp, my life does not cease.
Rather, only one kind of my experience abruptly ceases: visible illumination.
What remains in its place is not nothing. Instead, what remains is darkness. That
darkness is a positive reality in its own right!
Thus, although experience has many faces, it is a oneness, a unity.
Nowhere has it a void, nowhere a gap. Taken as a whole, it is an unbroken
continuum. Indeed, if I should ever find nonexperience, what would I actually
have found? The answer is unutterable, for the word “nonexperience” simply has
no referent.
Think about it: How could experience—of some kind—ever be absent?
Thus, the most I can say is: “Things either exist or....” I cannot name anything to
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follow “or” because existence is never an either/or event. Experience is always
positive. Something always exists, everywhere. Only the kinds of things change.
Only the qualities of Tef change.
But you may rise to challenge this view. What about sleep (or any other
unconsciousness)? Isn’t this a time when our experience stops? Isn’t the
slumberous night a hiatus in our life? My answer is: No, it is not. Observe: We
do not directly experience our time asleep. Upon awakening, we are told by
others (or we can infer for ourselves) that we have been asleep and that events
have occurred that we did not experience. However, the last thing we actually
knew was the experience of falling asleep. (Dreams are also experience, of
course, and we may remember some of them. But dreams are not nonexperience.
Thus, no nonexperience intrudes between the experiences of falling asleep and
waking up, the two experiences that bracket our sleep.) So, while lying in bed,
we have the experience of falling asleep, and we may or may not dream, and then
we have the experience of waking up: a seamless continuum. Nowhere among
these experiences do we find a gap, nowhere an absence of experience. Our
knowledge of missed events is therefore merely an idea, an extraneous, inactual
idea, tacked onto our actual experiences of falling asleep, dreaming, and
awakening. Missed events is an added idea.
Experience waxes and wanes, pulses and ebbs, contorts and straightens,
spreads out its rainbow colors—but it never stops, not even for an instant, not
even in the tiniest of chinks between events. Indeed, this simple fact is an
argument of sorts for eternal life: Within this present life, we have never
experienced an end to life. I confess I cannot imagine what an end to my life—in
other words, an absence of experience—would be like. If my experience were
somehow to end, how would I know or recognize that end? Certainly, mere
reports of my life’s end would not do. For then I would have only the reports, but
not the end itself! We are beings who are composed exclusively of experience.
We never find nonexperience within Tef, for It has no gaps.
But what about Tef’s outer limits? Even if we accept that Tef is a
continuum of changes and transformations, with no gaps internal to it, what about
its external, ultimate, outer boundaries and whatever might lie beyond those
boundaries? Does Tef have a nurturing matrix, or an enveloping context? Does
something contain the totality of our experience?
This, too, is answered by recourse to the positive nature of experience.
The answer simply is: We experience nothing external to Tef. Tef therefore lacks
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any boundaries for us. We are never outside of Tef, so we can say only that, as far
as we know, It has neither boundaries nor a nurturing matrix. In conclusion, Tef
Theory’s answer to the question, “What are the limits of experience?” has two
parts. (1) The Total Experiential Field has neither internal gaps nor external
limits, so it has no limits at all. It is an unbroken continuum. (2) By contrast, an
experience of any one kind does have limits. There are endless, untold numbers
of these kinds of experience, and they change (transform) from one into another,
continually.

What Is The Source And Destiny Of Experience?
I experience my life as an “eternity”. By this I mean that I have
experienced neither a beginning nor an end to my life. So, I say that my life has
—right now—neither a perceived beginning nor a perceived end. Whether
another person or an omniscient god would disagree with me is irrelevant,
because what I have, right now, is my own, personal experience. This “eternity”
of personal experience is more compelling to me than anything I have ever been
told about my life.
Now, I do not assert that my experience never did have a beginning or that
it never will have an end. I only report that, in my awareness, it never has had
either one. Indeed, if I chose to believe in a time before the beginning of my life,
how might I ever know anything about that “before-time”, firsthand, by my own
experience? Similarly, if I am destined to someday experience death and enter an
afterlife, how can I possibly have the experience of being dead before that final
moment arrives?
Thus, in the view of Tef Theory, experience is a continuum, without
perceived beginning and without perceived end. It is undefined and indefinite—I
like to call it an “indefinity”—which is, effectively, an eternity. I have never
found a source for It. Nor do I know the destiny of It. Individual kinds of
experience emerge and then vanish all the time, but where they come from, and
where they go to, I cannot say. Instead, I mumble, “My life is cradled in mystery”
(an expression that lacks substantial meaning).

What Is The Total Experiential Field (Tef)?
As I developed my theory and acknowledged the gapless, limitless
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continuum of experience, I was unable to refer to it. The whole thing had no
name, no symbol, no model. I looked around for the expressive tools I needed.
Unable to find what I wanted, I crafted my own. The Tef concept resulted.
So, at the center of my theory is the Tef concept. Tef is an acronym for
“Total Experiential Field”. It is symbolized by a circle (though an even better
symbol is a sphere, or perhaps a swarm of buzzing bees). “Total” refers to the
singularity, exclusivity, and universality of experience. “Experiential” refers to
the fact of experience, to phenomena, to the stuff making up reality. And “Field”
refers to the continuity and unboundedness of experience, an analogy to the
electromagnetic and gravitational fields studied by physicists. Tef is everything:
One, Whole, and All. Tef is (a model of) It. Sometimes, for variety, I substitute
other words for Tef—such as cosmos, the world, life, the all, everything, the
whole shebang—but each of these terms is inadequate. “Tef” serves my purpose
best.

SO WHAT?
Not only does reality have no known boundaries, it also lacks a known
source and a known destiny. It is very mysterious in this regard. But these
unknowns actually make our lives simpler. Tef Theory says you only have to deal
with what is right here, right now, within Tef. This implies that a demonstrable
deity is not surveilling your every move. It also suggests that no demonstrable
supernatural otherworld awaits you after death. It clarifies what is real in your
life, now. Everything else (if there is anything else) remains a mystery.

What Does Tef Do?
Tef changes, that’s what it does. In the mysterious drama that we call life,
one unchanging fact seems to be the fact of change itself. Change happens,
somewhere and somehow, at every instant. Some things change at a moderate
pace—think of a “moderate” breeze or a “drifting down” leaf. Other things
change very slowly, thus appearing to be permanent or static or constant—think
of the “everlasting” mountains or the “fixed” starry constellations. By contrast,
some things change so fast as to be instantaneous—think of anything that goes
“pop” or “snap” or “blink”.
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Thus, change in Tef does happen—which, because we need time to
perceive change, actually means that the change already has happened. Yet we
cannot be certain that change will continue to happen. We can only predict that it
may happen more or again. Moreover, we cannot predict with complete certainty
just how that change will occur, or what it will be. We do know that some
predictions prove reliable, whereas some fail us.
Nevertheless, we keep on honing our prediction skills. Indeed, the
practical goal of science is to predict the future reliably. And for some reason we
assume that some patterns and events—for instance, the succession of sunrises
throughout history—will continue without fail into the future.
Still, our
expectation that such changes will continue without interruption or cessation
ultimately remains founded upon faith and hope—as it was for our pre-scientific
ancestors. We really do not control very much of Tef.
Some changes in Tef are nonrepeating and random. Call them singular, if
you like. I feel safe in saying there was only one Elvis. He was a singular event,
not recurring, and thus not expected to reappear in future generations. And a
meteorite may fall through my roof tomorrow, but no pattern or trend would be
suggested by that singular crash. It would be a lone, random event. Of course,
every event and every object is unique and singular—nonrepeating—if you take
into account all of the specific details of the event and the fact that no two objects
occupy exactly the same place in space and time. This fact points to another
axiom of Tef Theory: Strictly speaking, every part of Tef is unique and novel.
On the other hand, if we ignore the minor differences and the unique time
and place of every event, we can discover, describe, and name many generalities
about change. Thus, we find that, practically speaking, some events and objects
do occur more than once, and often in highly regular patterns. They do repeat.
One full occurrence of an event or episode is called a cycle. And when cycles
repeat, we find that much of our experience can be regarded as repetitive—as long
as we are not too particular about the fine details.
Some of the most important repeating cycles are temporal cycles, such as
heartbeat, our breathing, day and night, the menses, the lunar phases, the seasons
of the year, the political and economic cycles. Such cycles are oscillations of
change through time. They come to us, they happen to us, they vanish from us.
And they repeat.
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But important spatial cycles also occur, such as segmentation in the bodies
of arthropods, repeating layers in sedimentary rocks, the billions of human bodies
that live upon Earth, and the vast number of stars that spread across the night sky.
These are repetitions of our experience in space. They occur for us because we
scan the world. Thus, we are not always passive recipients of spatial changes; we
often discover them by looking for them and at them.
So, as to what Tef does, we can say: Tef changes. Some changes are
unique and singular, and some are repeating and cyclical. This observation is a
simple fact, the sort of knowledge about nature that scientists routinely gather and
use. This knowledge tells us about the form of change in Tef, the patterns of
change in Tef.
However, we humans are interested in more than just the form of change.
We are also feeling, willful beings who have desires and opinions as to how Tef
ought to change. We care which change happens, and we care when, where, and
to whom it happens. We innately know what feels right, what fits properly, what
we like and want. In other words, we have values—positive and negative—in
regard to the changes in our experience.
Positive Value: We sense the good, the beautiful, the nurturing. Negative
Value: We sense the bad, the ugly, the harmful. In Tef Theory, I roll all of our
positive values into a single fundamental category: Harmony (Harmoniousness).
And I roll all of our negative values into a single fundamental category:
Disharmony (Disharmoniousness). These values—Harmony and Disharmony—
lie deeply embedded in Tef Theory.
Note a distinction, however. Harmony is a goal, the final destination that
we want to reach, whereas Harmoniousness is the direction that we prefer to be
going. Harmony is like the North Pole, whereas Harmoniousness is like the
direction Northward. Thus, Harmoniousness can be experienced routinely,
whereas complete Harmony may be unachievable as a final goal. (Note: Even
though “Harmoniousness” may usually be the more accurate and appropriate
value term, I often employ “Harmony” in its stead.
Why?
Because
“Harmoniousness” is a truly cumbersome word! “Disharmoniousness” is even
more so!)
So, Harmoniousness is the direction of change we always follow when we
are free to do so. We feel our preference for Harmoniousness as a force, a
preferred, directional force that I call the Vector of Value. (This vector is
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analogous to a vectorial force in Physics: a physical force that has a specified
direction.) The Vector of Value is like an arrow orienting us toward Harmony and
happiness and away from Disharmony and unhappiness. All we have to do is
follow the arrow. Yes, life is that simple! And that difficult! Just follow the
Vector of Value.
At first glance, it might appear that our pursuit of Harmony is a choice we
make between harmonious actions and disharmonious actions. However, careful
introspection shows that Harmony is our only choice—hence, it is not really a
choice at all! Even when the world compels or forces us toward Disharmony, still
and always our innate preference is for Harmony. We never prefer anything other
than Harmoniousness; we always quest for Harmony. What is good, is good!
True, we make choices among the potential outcomes that we might seek and the
courses of action that we might take, but our preference for Harmony itself is
never really a choice. We always prefer Harmoniousness. Why? I do not know.
This is another of life’s mysteries!

PRAXIS
1. Try to think of times when you made clear and satisfying choices:
perhaps when you bought new clothing, declined a job offer, stood up for your
rights, or achieved a goal through hard work. Jot down a list of these events.
How did you know, in each instance, what you preferred to do? What were your
criteria for choosing and acting? Did you have to think about your choices, or
did you “just know”? Answer these questions for each event. Your preferences in
these instances show the Vector of Value at work in your life.
2. Imagine a situation in which you are allowed to choose only ten
possessions or conditions for living your life. List what you would consider most
important to have. For instance, for living in an icy climate, you might list a good
heater. Substantial meals might also rank high. Presumably, air conditioning and
a calorie-restricted diet would not appear on your list for that icy climate.
Whatever your ten items, they would likely promote Harmony for you, under
those conditions. They reveal the Vector of Value at work.

Clearly, Harmony contrasts with Disharmony, and we prefer the former.
But how do we actively distinguish the two? That is, how does it feel to sense
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Harmony and Disharmony? For me, some of our “value detectors” include:
whim, hunch, conscience, intuition, heeding the inner voice, and listening to the
body’s signals. Harmony for me is always self-evident and self-validating.
Harmonious things and events feel right. They fit. They “resonate with Tao”,
they integrate well with the world, they bring gladness, joy, warmth, confidence,
trust, ecstasy, love. I, for one, find that Gladness and Gratitude are my key
responses to Harmoniousness. Thus, the better and more harmonious is my life,
the more Gladness and Gratitude I feel. Disharmony brings the opposite of these
responses.

SO WHAT?
Experience is not static. Tef is full of change. And it changes in
wonderfully diverse patterns, ranging from the random and singular to the cyclical
and predictable. Your challenge is to learn about, and to learn how to live with,
the diversity of Tef’s changes. Furthermore, you need to realize that, although the
changes you encounter will be both harmonious and disharmonious,
Harmoniousness is your constant preference. You have no choice about that. As
to Harmony, you always “know it when you see it”. This means that you are the
sole judge of good and evil. Yes, you are! And this is a big responsibility. This
also means that your values are not handed to you by someone else. You are
autonomous! You possess your own values!

Four Meanings Of “Tef”
Stepping aside for a moment, I should point out four different ways that I
use the word, “Tef”. (See Fig. 1.)
First, when I am focusing on a specific region of It, then that restricted
region—called my Field (or Focus) of Attention (FOA)—is the main part of Tef
for me at that time. It is whatever I happen to be attending to, looking at, listening
to, tasting of, etc. Experience in the FOA is narrow in scope and temporary.
Second, when my FOA is broad, yet not exceeding my percepts right here
and right now, then I am experiencing what I call the Existent Tef. As I write
these words, my Existent Tef includes the bookshelves of my office, the
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discomfort of my cold feet, the concepts in my mind, the hope in my heart. My
Existent Tef is the totality of my experience in and of the present, here and now,
what I call the Herenow. The Herenow consists of the FOA, at the center of my
attention, plus all of the peripheral experience that surrounds the center of my
attention. The Existent Tef is all of my present time experience. (In my previous
writings I have used an alternative name here: the Lesser Tef. But the Existent
Tef is not small in scope, and certainly not “lesser” in importance. So I have
retired the term, Lesser Tef, and now call it the Existent Tef.)
Third, an even more global Tef includes everything that occurs in It. This
is everything I am experiencing in the Herenow, in the Existent Tef—including
the Field of Attention—plus in the Therethen—everything I am thinking or
remembering about the past, and everything I am envisioning or desiring about
the future, and everything I am imagining as residing now, but elsewhere than
here. The Greater Tef includes the past and the future, wherever these are thought
to occur, here or there. Thus, the Greater Tef includes all of my experience: both
factual and fictional, both Outer and Inner, both Herenow and Therethen.
And fourth, I use “Tef” to name my model of It—which is to say, “Tef” is
shorthand for Tef Theory as a model. (I have already noted that I often use “Tef”
as a synonym of “It”. I do this even though Tef is actually only an idea or model
of It, not It itself. Tef is the map; It is the territory. This usage is economical,
though it risks the Disharmonies of surrogation, a topic I will discuss later.)

SO WHAT?
The Tef model gives you a global perspective on It. As I will affirm again
and again, taking in the whole picture is essential to optimizing life’s
Harmoniousness. In fact, inability to think globally generates many of life’s
difficulties, whereas cultivating that ability helps to alleviate them. Thus, to live
wholly, you need to cultivate a sense of the whole. Tef is a truly global concept
regarding your experience. A Tef Theory asserts: It is One, Whole, and All.
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Summary Of Chapter 1
1. It is reality. It is life-as-lived. It is composed of experience.
2. Experience is continuous, without gaps and without limits. We do not know
either its source or its destiny.
3. We do know that experience changes, and we always prefer change that is
harmonious.
Gladness and Gratitude are key emotional responses to
Harmoniousness.
4. Tef, the Total Experiential Field, is symbolized by the circle. “Tef” can refer to
only the Field of Attention (FOA), or to the Existent Tef (the Herenow), or to the
Greater Tef (the Herenow plus the Therethen), or to my full model of It (i.e., to
Tef Theory).
5. See the GLOSSARY for additional definitions of terms.
CHARTS OF TERMS.

See also the
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Chapter 2:
MICROSCALE PERCEPTION
Tef Theory holds that experience is the stuff of reality: It consists of
experience. Whether that stuff be material or spiritual, outer or inner, tangible or
intangible, regardless, all of that stuff is experience. Yes, we can imagine
nonexperience, but Tef Theory holds that that image is not a picture of anything.
Nonexperience is an idea only, an idea that lacks a referent.
Experience is characterized, as we saw in Chapter 1, by continuity (that is
to say, experience has no gaps) and by change (that is to say, experience is always
in flux). It is also characterized by lack of any perceived limits and by lack of any
perceived source and destiny. We are unable to say why experience has these
traits. We can only point to them and acknowledge their mystery.
But even though our experience is couched in mystery, we can
nevertheless say a great deal about the ways in which it changes: emerging,
transforming, and vanishing. Therefore, much of the rest of this book will explore
the Processes and Products of our experience—how (though not why) change
takes place—and the uses we can make of those Processes and Products. Another
name for all this is the ontogeny of experience. Knowing the basics of ontogeny
helps to answer important questions: Do all the kinds of our experience emerge
and vanish in the same way? What are the specific Processes involved in
ontogeny? What are the respective Products of those ontogenetic Processes?
With these questions in mind, let us now begin an extended exploration of the
ontogeny of experience in Tef.

The Ontogeny Of Experience: Processes And Products Of Perception
The ontogenetic unfolding of experience is, by another, more familiar
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name, Perception. How experience comes to us, how it transforms and changes,
how we construct new percepts from it, and how it vanishes—these are
Perception. Simply to have experience is to perceive. A person who perceives is
called a percipient. Each instance of Perception is a percept. Tef Theory, it is
now apparent, can correctly be called a Theory of Perception.
There are two kinds of Perception: Passive and Active. The greater part of
Part One of this book explores Passive Perception. We might think of our Passive
Perception as experiential input (stimulus). Sometimes no bodily response occurs
because of it. By contrast, our Active Perception—otherwise called Action—is
bodily output (response) that results from Passive Perception. Action is notably
kinetic, for we use our muscles to change the world. In this and two more
chapters, we will explore Passive Perception, looking at Active Perception in
Chapter 5.

Perceptual Scales
Our Perception takes place at three scales of increasing size, complexity,
and relationship. (See Fig. 2.) These are: microscale, mesoscale, and megascale.
A useful analogy of perceptual scales is a printed page of halftone color artwork.
The overall image on such a page—the big picture—is analogous to our
megascale Perception. The individual lines and color patches—pieces of the big
picture—are analogous to our mesoscale Perception. And the printing technique
itself (consisting of tiny colored dots, best seen with a magnifying lens) produces
the lines and color patches, and is analogous to our microscale Perception.
In this chapter we will look at the microscale details of Tef. These are the
simplest, most basic Processes of Perception. In two subsequent chapters we will
explore how these simple microscale Processes expand and evolve into
increasingly greater and more complex Processes of Perception at the mesoscale
and megascale of Tef.

SO WHAT?
Tef Theory demonstrates that our experience is not random or chaotic.
Experience emerges, transforms, and vanishes in discernible patterns. Thus,
already you can see some of the broad outlines of Tef: It is One, Whole, and All;
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it is both Passive and Active; its Processes operate at three scales. Even just these
broad brush observations imply that we need not merely cope with life. Surely
we can learn to use Tef’s patterns to our advantage in our pursuit of harmonious
living.

The Basic Processes Of Microscale Perception
How, at microscale, does our experience unfold? We might ask, for
instance, about our personal role in Perception: How does experience first emerge
into Tef? Are we mere passive recipients of percepts, or are we intentional
creators of percepts? How do we get parts from wholes, or wholes from parts?
What is the role of memory in Perception? Tef Theory’s map of the Processes and
Products of Perception at microscale may be called the Microscale Model of
Perception. This map may help address these questions.
You will find that the following ontogenetic model focuses on the
emergence and transformation of microscale percepts. Bear in mind, however,
that the complete model also includes the vanishing of percepts, even though that
part of the ontogeny is neglected here.
In this chapter we will explore, step by step, the processes of microscale
ontogeny (see Chart 1). A graphic (see Fig. 3), is progressively filled in as we go,
showing the processes and their products. The complete model is called The
Diamond Cross Model of Microscale Perception. The graphic can be simplified
to a circle, dots, and lines (see Fig. 14). Interestingly, a graphic of the same
design also works for the Megascale Model of Perception, described in Chapter 4!
I will not at this point discuss the simplified graphic, as it is just a concise way of
showing Tef’s structure and has become a “logo” I use for Tef Theory and
Tefistry.

Reception
At microscale, our experience in Tef first emerges through the process I
call Reception (R), the first of four Basic Processes of microscale Perception.
Reception may be thought of as a Portal—an open window or doorway of sorts—
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through which an Original experience “slips” into Tef. Most simply, this percept
will be a tiny bit of Quality (Q). This might be a fleck of color, a pain, a tone, an
effort, and so on. Once received, such Qualities then function as ur-experience
that initiate chains of more complex Perception, resulting, as we will see at higher
scales, in vast combinations of Qualities. I have never detected a cause of
Reception—the Process—or of Quality—its Product. Both Process and Product
are mysteries of microscale Perception. But I can say this for certain: I myself do
not cause Qualities. Hence, I describe Reception and Qualities as “given”.
Quality is continuous and flowing, hence I describe it as “goo”.

Evaluation
Immediately following upon the Reception of Quality, the second Basic
Process of microscale Perception, Evaluation (E), responds to that ur-experience.
Evaluation’s Product—which is added onto Reception’s Quality—is Value (V).
Tef Theory recognizes two fundamental Values: Harmoniousness and
Disharmoniousness.
Evaluation’s innate, natural preference is for Harmoniousness, that is, for
the good, the beautiful, the nurturing. This is a constant and unerring preference.
Evaluation never lies. It never changes its bias or direction. I think of our
preference for the good as an arrow, always pointing toward Harmony. I call this
the Vector of Value. (As noted earlier, the Vector of Value can be likened to a
vectorial force, a concept of Physics.) Thus, Evaluation responds to each received
ur-experience by judging it as either positive or negative: either harmonious or
disharmonious. Value is always Additional to the Original ur-experience, Quality.
Evaluation occurs involuntarily. That is, we do not do the evaluating. If
anything, it does us! Evaluation could therefore be termed “wild”. It happens to
us, and within us, so we have no choice about this vectorial preference for good
over bad. The Vector of Value “hard-wires” us to prefer the good. As with
Reception and Quality, the cause of Evaluation and the source of Value are
mysteries.
Thus, Evaluation is our evaluative response to a stimulus—an urexperience Quality. Evaluation plays no part at all in defining, form-giving, or
naming (these jobs are handled by Mentation, described next). Moreover,
Evaluation is mute: It does not evoke words (with the exception of evaluational
utterances, such as “Wow!”, “Yuck!”, and “Ooooh!”). Instead, it typically
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expresses itself nonverbally, demonstrating its valuational preferences through
bodily Action (or Inaction). Evaluation and Value are the very foundations of
what psychologists call the affective domain—the realm of our emotions, of our
affect.

Mentation
Concurrently with Evaluation’s response to received Quality (or perhaps
an instant later), Mentation (M) also responds to that Quality. This third Basic
Process of microscale Perception adds its own Product, Form (F), to the original
ur-experience Quality. (See Figs. 4 and 5.)
Form entails extent, shape, boundaries, structure. The simplest completed
form given to our ur-experience by Mentation is a node. A node is an entity, a
thing, a bounded “lump” that Mentation defines within the continuum of Tef’s
experience of Quality. The process of creating a node is called pulsing. Pulsing
begins when Mentation recognizes a relatively sharp zone of contrast within
microscale Tef: a boundary segment. As this segment becomes extended and bent
toward closure, it creates, first, an incompleted boundary—which defines a
peninsula of experience—and, subsequently, a closed, completed boundary—
thereby defining a node—an entity—of our experience. One important result of
creating nodes is that we can thereby and thereafter discriminate between
experience that is internal (located inside the closed boundary of the node) and
experience that is external (located outside that boundary). The boundary thus
serves to define two realms: internal and external.
Thus, through the Process of microscale pulsing of experience, Mentation
establishes boundary segments and may close these into defined nodes, the
simplest of entities. (Subsequently, at mesoscale and megascale, Perception
extensively combines and elaborates—“constructures”, in Tef Speak—complex
percepts, be these physical entities and systems in the Outer Realm or ideas and
stories in the Inner Realm.)
Any one entity, be it a simple node or an ultra-complex system of nodes,
when it is perceived as a single, isolated thing, is called a monad. Thus, a lone
node (a lone entity) is also called a monad. This term comes from the Greek
“monos”, meaning “single”. More about monads later.
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Mentation employs two major subprocesses in its constructuring of
entities and systems of entities: Analysis and Synthesis. Analysis takes things
apart. It disintegrates, disassembles, and dissects them, thereby generating two or
more constituent parts from a previous whole. Synthesis, by contrast, puts things
together. It links, combines, and interrelates two or more things, thereby
generating a greater whole from pre-existing parts. (See Fig. 4.)
Three more points may be made about Mentation.
* Note that Mentation, in contrast to Evaluation, does not provide Values. By
itself, it provides only Form.
* Most of our Mentation at microscale is involuntary: hard-wired. Indeed, we
perceive certain “primal” Forms in an instant, with little effort, whether we want
to or not. Thus, we automatically perceive circles, squares, triangles, and other
such “primal” percepts everywhere in the world around us.
* Like both Quality (emergent from Reception) and Value (emergent from
Evaluation), the Form that is emergent from microscale Mentation has no clear
source. It, too, emerges from mystery, though we do have some control over its
use.
Mentation is the foundational process of what psychologists call the
cognitive domain. Thus, microscale Form-giving underpins our cognition.

Integration
Reception, Evaluation, and Mentation are the first three Basic Processes of
microscale Perception. They are key parts of the Microscale Model of Perception.
The Quality, Value, and Form emerging from these processes initially operate
somewhat independently. To constructure full, completed entities, therefore,
Perception must employ another Basic Process, Integration (I).
Through
Integration, Products from the other three Basic Processes (plus Memory) are
linked, combined, and interrelated. The Product is Wholeness (W). Thus, most
microscale constructs contain Reception’s Quality (the ur-experience),
Evaluation’s Value, Mentation’s Form, and whatever records of all these are
archived in Memory. Integration is capable of joining all these Products together
into full constructs.
What causes Integration? Some of the integrative Process is due to the
forces inherent in Evaluation:
We always prefer harmonious things over
disharmonious things, so our desire for Harmony (our heeding of the Vector of
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Value) gathers preferred things together. And some integration is due to the
manipulations of Mentation: Synthesis by its nature joins things together. In a
sense, then, microscale Integration is powered by both Evaluation and Mentation.
Its source is therefore somewhat less mysterious than that of the other three Basic
Processes. Of course all of our microscale constructs begin with Quality born of
Reception.
Archivation
Operating concurrently with the four Basic Processes of Perception is the
process that stocks our Archives (Arcs) with veridical and abstract Memories:
Archivation. Without Archives, the Products generated by the Basic Processes
would evaporate away. So, when we record our otherwise ephemeral percepts as
enduring, archived Memories, they gain longevity. Moreover, as we shall see
later, it is through our Archives that periods of time greater than a few seconds
emerge in Tef. Archives that are literal, detailed, and unambiguous we call
veridical Memories. Those that are less literal, simpler, or purely figurative, we
call abstract Memories.

The Microscale In Conclusion
Risking oversimplification, let us sum up the Microscale Model of
Perception (see Fig.3) as follows:
*Reception (R) is the Portal whereby what we see enters Tef: Quality (Q). This is
the ur-experience for our chains of microscale Perception.
*Evaluation (E) is the Portal whereby our judgment of what we see enters Tef:
Value (V). This dimension of our microscale Perception is oriented by the Vector
of Value so as to direct us away from Disharmony and toward Harmony.
*Mentation (M) is the Portal whereby the boundaries and structure of what we see
enter Tef: Form (F). This process begins the pulsing of nodes within the
continuous “goo” of Quality.
* Integration (I) combines these first three Processes to yield full percepts in Tef,
providing Wholeness (W) in our microscale Perception.
*Archivation (Arcs) stores records of at least some of the Products of our
microscale Perception, yielding veridical and/or abstract Memories of them.
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SO WHAT?
The Microscale Model of Perception is a map of how our most
fundamental perceptual Processes may work. Using this model, you may be able
to manipulate your experience at its most basic levels. At the very least, you can
see that your percepts are mostly, though not entirely, given to you—so you have
a role in perceiving them.

Action
Often, though not always, Passive Perception evokes Active Perception,
aka Action. Action can result from Passive Perception at any scale—microscale,
mesoscale, or megascale. This is stimulus and response: Passive Perception is
the stimulus; Active Perception is the response. Our Actions always have an
effect on Tef, so it is through our Actions that we participate in Tef as agents of
change.
Action generates new ur-experience, creating new chains of Passive
Perception. Action is distinct from Passive Perception in that Action emerges
solely via our Body and therefore reflects our Body. Thus, to produce Action, we
always must do something, using our Body. Consequently, our Action is
entwined with our personal history.
Indeed, Action via the Body yields
experience that discloses the self. Our experience thereby becomes “stamped” or
“branded” with the self. Thus, Body is central to all Action. More on Action in
Chapter 5.

PRAXIS
Think of a specific microscale experience. This could be something
objective and sensory, such as a musical tone, an acrid odor, or a glow of light.
Or it could be something subjective, perhaps a snippet of last night’s dream or a
scrap of new idea you recently thought up. Or it could be an experience internal
to your body, such as a bodily pain or pleasure. Whatever experience you choose,
imagine that it has just now entered your awareness.
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Now, picture how your Evaluation will respond to this particular
experience. Will you feel Harmony, or Disharmony, regarding it? Next, imagine
how your Mentation will modify this experience. Will its outer boundaries
change? Will its internal structure change? Then, picture all these Processes
integrated together, yielding a new, fuller percept. By what name (an Abstraction)
will you store it in memory? And finally, what bodily Action might be elicited by
that chain of perceptual Processes? Answering all these questions takes you
through much of the microscale ontogeny.

Try to answer these same questions for two or three additional complex
experiences, seeking to recognize the microscale Processes and Products
involved.
Here is an example that starts as microscale, but becomes more complex:
Reception: You see a noisy, hurtling orange-brown mass (a group of microscale
Qualities).
Evaluation: Disharmony (the Value you give to it) is followed by an emotion of
anxiety, causing you to be cautious.
Mentation: The mass is identified as canine, barking, large, approaching fast (an
example of complex Form).
Integration: You perceive it as a Whole percept—a dog (Golden Retriever),
possibly dangerous—and you must decide what Action to take.
Archive: Your memory shows that the Golden Retriever is still running toward
you.
Action: You bravely shout at the dog—“Stay! Sit!”—and then perhaps you seek
to befriend it—”Nice Doggie!”

SO WHAT?
You can now see that your percepts, even at microscale, are a joint product
of what is given (i.e., ur-experience Quality) and what is added to that given
experience (i.e., Value, Form, Wholeness, and, usually, Memory). You can also
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see that your Perception consists of chains of perceptual Processes and Products,
sometimes followed by Action. If you wish to most effectively influence or
control your experience, you will benefit from having and using a model such as
the Microscale Model of Perception. You are also now aware that Perception,
though often experienced as instantaneous and involuntary, is actually a complex
process, one that offers many opportunities for modification.

Summary Of Chapter 2
1. Experience emerges from mystery, entering into Tef as the products of four
Basic Processes of microscale Perception. These Processes and Products become
ingredients in chains of Perception that become more and more complex.
2. The first Process in such a chain, Reception, yields Quality as its Product.
Quality functions as the initiating ur-experience in chains of constructuring.
Quality is given and Original.
3. The second Process, Evaluation, is a response to the ur-experience. It judges
Quality in terms of Value—prioritizing Harmony over Disharmony, and thereby
establishing the Vector of Value. Thus, Value is Additional to Quality.
4. The third Process, Mentation, is also a response to ur-experience, giving Form
to it—by applying Analysis and Synthesis, by creating boundaries, by
distinguishing internal and external relations, and by pulsing nodes (entities).
Form, too, is Additional to Quality.
5. Subsequently, these first three Basic Products (Quality, Value, and Form) are
merged by Integration, the fourth Basic Process. This Process yields full
microscale percepts, that is, entities having Wholeness.
6. All the Processes and Products at microscale are given a sort of longevity when
Memories of them are stored in the Archives. Memories may be veridical (literal)
or abstract (figurative).
7. Bodily Action (Active Perception) is sometimes evoked by our Passive
Perception. Action feeds back into the ontogenetic process as new, self-branded
ur-experience. Action is a function of the Body.
8. See the GLOSSARY for definitions of terms. Also see CHARTS OF TERMS.
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Chapter 3:
MESOSCALE PERCEPTION

The foregoing sketch of the Microscale Model of Perception gives us a
foundation for exploring more of Tef Theory. So let us now “ascend” into the
mesoscale of Perception. The microscale processes do not disappear as we
proceed. Much to the contrary, their products gather together in vast numbers
(“by the millions”), to be expressed at mesoscale in more and more elaborate and
complex ways (just as, in halftone printing, “millions” of color dots gather to
collectively produce lines, masses of color, and then complete images). Thus,
mesoscale percepts are built up from aggregations of microscale percepts.
Tef Theory recognizes no sharp boundaries between each of the three
perceptual scales. This is to say that the mesoscale is a somewhat arbitrary
middle region of Perception—in both size and complexity—a blurry-edged
transition zone between microscale Perception and megascale Perception.
Let us look first at emotion in mesoscale Perception, and then at structures
composed of entities in mesoscale Perception.

Mesoscale Emotion
The Vector of Value emerges at microscale because Evaluation prioritizes
Harmony over Disharmony.
Tef Theory holds that we always prefer
Harmoniousness in our lives, which is to say we always want to maximize the
ratio of Harmoniousness (H) to Disharmoniousness (D). I call this relationship
the H/D Ratio. However, with regard to our Actions, although the Vector of Value
determines what we want to do, we discover through living that the Vector, just by
itself, is insufficient to motivate us to act. Our preference for Harmony does not
alone assure our Action. This is why we need emotions. For, our emotions
provide us the motivating power we need in order to move from Evaluation to
Action.
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Mesoscale emotions are affective experience. These include feelings,
passions, and moods. Like the vast numbers of microscale Evaluations from
which they spring, our mesoscale emotions (the simple ones, at least) are either
positive or negative, either harmonious or disharmonious. Examples include joy,
fear, anger, affection, sadness, and optimism, as well as many other feelings that
lack names. But in all instances, the function of emotions is to focus and magnify
(intensify) our positive or negative Values.
Emotions often (perhaps always) have a somatic (bodily) component,
hence might be described as animalistic. This is to say that emotions are often
accompanied by physical sensations in the Body—for example, love in our heart,
dread in our stomach, fear in our spine, exhilaration in our legs, lust in our
genitals, and so on.
Emotions also vary in their intensity. Most are of moderate intensity and
rather short duration, such as the garden-variety feelings we have moment to
moment, day to day.
Two kinds of emotion, however, go beyond these
parameters:
* Passions are ardent, excessive, or even extreme emotions, including lust, ecstasy, hate, and panic.
* Moods are long-lasting emotions, including depression, mania, paranoia, and
chronic obsessions.
Exactly where our emotions come from is not clear to me. That is, even
though I know that they emerge in mesoscale Tef, evoked by our microscale
Evaluations, and that they serve to focus and magnify our Values, such that we
may be motivated to Action, I also know that our emotions are additional to our
Values. They augment and assist our Evaluation. But I am uncertain whether
they somehow grow directly out of our Values or, instead, enter Tef in some other
way. In any event, emotions are almost always present at mesoscale in Tef, and
they go on to motivate us at megascale.
Just as emotions are often felt physically in the Body, so also they are
expressed physically via the Body. Facial expressions and our bodily postures,
gestures, speech, and behaviors all express emotion. Some of our bodily
expressions of emotion are innate; others are clearly learned from family and
culture.
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Typically (for me, at least), the boundaries of emotions are vaguelydefined. Thus, I find most of my emotions to be rather diffuse, analogous to
vaporous clouds or licking flames. In other words, my emotions are rich in Value,
but poor in Form. They can change a lot, sometimes waxing or waning
unpredictably. Moreover—and this is a key point—they are only partly under my
control. We have all had the experience of being “swept away” by our emotions.
Even so, emotions can be minimized—and almost eliminated—as when, through
mental discipline, we strive to be objective and impartial. (Note that newly
emergent microscale Quality, during the instant just prior to its taking on Value,
also lacks all emotion.) Emotions are vital to evoking Action in our lives, and life
would be flat and dull without them.
Emotions enter into chains of response.
Here are some examples,
ascending the perceptual scales and culminating in some sort of Action, followed
by a generalized chain of (positive) emotions and actions (see Chart 2):
Value

Emotion

Emotion

Action

Disharmony —> Annoyance —>

Anger => Aggression

Disharmony —> Fear —>

Panic =>

Flight

Harmony —>

Desire —>

Lust =>

Erotic Behavior

Harmony —>

Delight —>

Ecstasy => Celebration

Harmony —> Gladness and/or Gratitude —> Good Will/Love => Good Works.
As an illustration of this generalized chain, let us suppose you have good
friends who leave a basket of fresh, ripe fruit on your doorstep. And suppose you
have not eaten fresh fruit in a long while. You delightedly find this surprise
basket and eat several delicious fruits. In your chain of response, your microscale
Reception of the fruit’s taste (Quality) elicits an Evaluation of Harmony (the
taste’s positive, harmonious Value); then mesoscale Perception yields a sense of
Gladness (an emotion) regarding that Harmony; then megascale Perception yields
Gratitude (also an emotion) toward your benefactors for their kindness and
generosity; then your emotion of Gratitude builds into another emotion, Good
Will—which, in relationships among Beings, is called Love; and then this Good
Will/Love overflows as Good Works (Action). Your Good Works include roundly
thanking your friends and offering to baby-sit their child next weekend. In this
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chain, Harmony (the delightful taste) alone did not motivate your resultant Action
(your offer to baby-sit). Rather, it was your emotions of Gladness, Gratitude, and
Good Will/Love that moved you to Action. It was a chain of increasing emotion
that motivated you to do Good Works (your thanking and baby-sitting).

SO WHAT?
Value attends percepts at microscale. Similarly, emotion attends percepts
at mesoscale. Your engagement with life requires Action, and most of that Action
requires motivation. But only sufficiently intense emotion is motivating. Your
Gladness, Gratitude, and Good Will occur in chains of intensifying, motivating
emotions. You need to become skilled both in dealing with your own emotions
and in reading the emotions of others, such that you can use emotions to motivate
yourself and others to perform harmonious Actions. Emotions arise at mesoscale.

Constructuring Of Mesoscale Entities
Let us turn now to mesoscale entities. An entity is a “thing”. It is a
defined experience, something contained within a completed, fully-closed
boundary (in contrast to a perceptual peninsula, which has an incompleted
boundary). An entity’s boundary serves both to exclude what it is not—that is, all
experience located outside of it and therefore external to it—and to include what
it is—that is, all experience located inside of it and therefore internal to it. To
repeat, entities are characterized by having closed boundaries.
Entities range from the simplest of nodes perceived at microscale to the
most ultra-complex of perceptual systems at megascale. Dreams, thoughts, joys,
pains, trees, people, cars, continents, and planets are examples of entities. Each
one of “The 10,000 Things” in the physical universe is an entity, but so also is
each of our mental images.
A useful name for the process of building entities is constructuring.
(“Structure” in “constructuring” is an approximate synonym of “complex Form”.
Form, you will recall, initially emerges in Tef via the Mentation Portal at
microscale.) Thus, all entities are perceptual constructs.
How do simple entities arise? The answer seems to be: not entirely on
their own. Tef Theory holds that boundaries, and hence entities, do not exist prior
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to, and independent of, our Perception of them. Recall: Tef Theory holds that
nothing exists completely independent of Perception. Thus, boundaries come to
exist in Tef in part through our involvement in perceiving them. We have an
ability—part of our Mentation—to recognize transitions (i.e., zones of rapid
change), and when we perceive these transitions as being relatively sharp or
sudden, we routinely adopt them as boundaries and use them to define entities.
Thus, we perceive boundaries. Yet, at the same time, Tef must afford them. It
must “permit” us to perceive them by having the potential to be perceived. Thus,
both our ability and Tef’s affordance are necessary for the Perception of entities.
Entities are a joint product.
Boundaries vary in their sharpness. For instance, the visual boundary
between Earth and Sky is often a clean-cut, easy-to-see zone of change—called
the horizon. By contrast, the boundary between early-morning and late-morning
is spread across the mid-morning hours—a very broad zone of change. We may
be tempted, on the one hand, to regard the horizon line as a boundary independent
of us—as an independent fact of Outer Realm nature. And we may be tempted,
on the other hand, to regard the boundary between early-morning and latemorning as an arbitrary decision by us—as an Inner Realm personal choice. But
Tef Theory rejects both temptations. It sees that, in both cases, ur-experience
affords (permits) the boundary that we perceive, while Mentation has the ability
(skill) to perceive it. Boundaries and the entities they define, are, to repeat, a joint
product of ur-experience and Mentation. Of course, some are easier to perceive
than are others. Moreover, Tef may perhaps afford far more potentials for Form
than we have the skill to perceive.
Mentation, working at both microscale and mesoscale, constructures
entities by using two subprocesses: Analysis and Synthesis. Let us see how
mesoscale Perception, using Analysis and Synthesis, generates complex entities.
(See Figs. 4 and 5.)
First, Analysis. This subprocess takes an existing entity and subdivides it.
In the process of creating two or more, lesser entities, analysis recognizes new
outer boundaries and, thereby, new internal/external relations for each of the new
entities. Examples of Analysis: A child takes apart a toy, piece by piece; a
mathematician reduces a numerical quantity to its several factors; a discerning
diner identifies the key ingredients in an aromatic dish. All such processes use
perceptual Analysis.
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By contrast, Synthesis takes two or more pre-existing entities and
combines them to create a new, more inclusive, entity. When finished, Synthesis
will have dissolved or demoted the two pre-existing outer boundaries and
generated a single new outer boundary—and in so doing, generated a new entity.
Internal/external meanings will have changed as well. Examples of Synthesis: A
child assembles a toy from parts supplied in a kit; a mathematician creates a new
algebraic expression using numbers and operational symbols; a gourmet cooks up
an award-winning dish by combining a wealth of savory ingredients. All such
processes use perceptual Synthesis.
In summary: Analysis discriminates, dissects, and disintegrates our
experience, whereas Synthesis merges, unites, and integrates our experience.
Both processes are faculties of microscale Perception, but they continue to operate
in our mesoscale Perception (as well as in megascale Perception). We use either
or both processes whenever we constructure new entities from existing ones. (I
hasten to point out that Analysis and Synthesis work best when manipulating
relatively stable and static components. They do not work so well when
manipulating entities that unpredictably fade in and out of view or randomly pop
into and out of existence.)

SO WHAT?
Your ability to see boundaries—and thus to define entities—is partly your
ability. Reception gives you ur-experience that affords definition, but it is your
Mentation that does the defining. If you wish to modify your percepts, you will
do well to master the basic skills used in the constructuring of entities: the skills
of Analysis and Synthesis.

Elements Of Experience
When I use Analysis I can subdivide an original entity into a pair of
smaller or briefer components. I can then usually subdivide each of those
components into yet smaller or briefer components. And I can often continue this
process of subdivision for many iterations, yielding ever smaller or briefer
components, yielding finer and finer detail. Eventually, however, I run out of
strength or skill. My Analysis reaches a “concrete wall” that ends any more
subdivision. At this “wall”, my attempts to perceive still smaller or briefer
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entities are simply unsuccessful. My Analysis is unable to go further (at least at
that moment).
So, at that moment, within my FOA lies a final bit of experience—a very
tiny or very brief entity—inside of which I can detect no further contrast. Unable
to analyze further, I am unable to perceive any internal relationships or internal
boundaries. This remnant tiny bit of experience is a uniform, homogeneous
Quality, a residual fragment of experience, pure and unalloyed, the simplest bit of
experience that I am capable of perceiving at that moment. In a sense, this is an
“atom” of experience, alongside other similar “atoms” resulting from my
Analysis.
I call such a tiny or brief percept an element of experience. Typically,
each one is a fleck of color, a ping of tone, a twinge of fear, a kick of joy. Note
that these “atoms” of experience do not require any sort of belief, inference, or
faith, for unlike the submicroscopic atoms, molecules, viruses, and bacteria
described by science, the perceptual elements of experience are directly perceived
by us. We experience them firsthand. They are self-evident facts. Each of us has
elements of experience; no one has to tell them to us. (Indeed, no one can tell
them to us!)
We may easily observe elements of experience by examining color
halftone printing in magazines, books, and posters. There we encounter color
images printed on the page. After noting the larger images, we can look closer
and closer, analyzing these images into ever smaller parts, working our way down
until we reach the tiny colored dots that ultimately compose the printing (we may
need a lens to see these dots). There our vision reaches the “concrete wall” of
Analysis. Each tiny dot is an element of experience, occurring at the limit of what
the unaided eye can discern (at least, at that moment). So it is with Tef generally.
Whenever we look or listen or touch or taste the world carefully, we can find
analogous tiny or brief elements of experience everywhere around us. In other
words, the world, as we analyze it, can become more and more “grainy”, until we
reach a limit (the so called “concrete wall”) and the tiniest of perceptual “grains”.
Not all perceptual elements are tiny or brief, however. For example, the
cloudless blue sky can be considered a very large element of experience. Any
contrasts internal to such a sky are at most vague, shifting, or near the limits of
what we can perceive—hints of contrast, but nothing definite or lasting. Such a
sky is, effectively, one very large perceptual element.
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Of course, we can never be certain whether or not a currently perceived
element might eventually be analyzed further to yield constituent parts—perhaps
by applying just a little more time or effort to our Analysis. But in actual daily
living, we learn pretty clearly how far our Analysis usually goes before it reaches
that “concrete wall”. We learn early in life to expect those tiniest specks that are
visible to our unaided eye, or those shortest pips of sound that are audible to our
unaided ear.
(It might be objected that the elements of experience are nothing more or
less than the simplest microscale Qualities and therefore should be classified with
the microscale entities, not with mesoscale entities. The objection is valid.
However, it is at the mesoscale that we begin to build upon the microscale
entities, generating more complex entities. So, in this chapter, instead of looking
“downward” at the details of microscale Perception, we are now looking
“upward” toward the larger-scale features of Tef. We are simply beginning with
the tiniest of Tef’s building blocks, the elements. This difference is a matter of
perspective only. Moreover, as I said earlier, Tef Theory’s three scales of
Perception are not sharply divided regions of Tef. They overlap and merge. The
boundary between microscale and mesoscale, like the boundary between
mesoscale and megascale, is “fuzzy”.)

SO WHAT?
Entities range in size from individual elements of experience to the entire
universe, and more. This range spans the entire perceptual world you inhabit: Tef.
Nothing in that world is hidden from you. What you see—large or small—is what
you get. Elements of experience are the smallest or briefest “building blocks” of
Tef. These are available to you for constructuring entities of greater and greater
complexity, and, ultimately, for constructuring the Whole Shebang: Tef, It.

Monads
Mesoscale Analysis and Synthesis do not operate at all times and on all
things. Trying to do so would quickly wear us out. To conserve our energies and
to focus our attention, we necessarily assume that most entities are, for a time at
least, static and unchanging. Thus, having expended effort in constructuring an
entity, we may, for a time, take it for granted. In doing so, it may reside in either
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our present awareness or in our memory as a static, separate, isolated percept.
When attending to this entity (called the “figure”), we likely have ignored or
marginalized its surrounding context (called its “ground”), focusing primarily on
the entity itself. We call such a single, separate, isolated, entity a monad. Thus, in
Tef Speak, the monad is a “figure on ground”. We create figures on ground of
entities that are actually present to us, as well as of entities that are stored in our
memory.
Thus, monads are, for a time, neither subdivided further into parts by
Analysis nor linked to other entities by Synthesis. Of course we may be capable
of analyzing our monads into constituent parts, or capable of combining them into
yet greater wholes, but often we do not do so—why trouble ourselves needlessly?
For example, suppose you and I are gazing across the waters of a wide
Alaskan river and we notice a dark, rounded silhouette near the opposite shore.
We take for granted that the object is a boulder, a big round rock. If we glance
away, we can safely assume that the boulder will still be there when we look back.
For us the object has become a monad (a figure on ground), and we really do not
have to continually or repeatedly scrutinize it. It has become an unquestioned
percept. Taking it for granted, we are, in a sense, no longer seeing it.
That we have assumed too much, however, becomes instantly clear when
the silhouetted boulder reaches out and grabs up a writhing, silvery salmon from
the water. The boulder percept is no longer appropriate, and we must constructure
an updated percept: a salmon-fishing bear. We must form a new percept, a monad
revised from boulder to bear.
But wait, we are not done! Looking once more, we now perceive wading
boots on the bear’s legs—evidence that we have spotted a demented, fur-robed
salmon poacher! We must necessarily form yet another, different, monad!
From situations like this we can conclude that monads are based in part on
our talent, expectations, incomplete experience, error, laziness, learning,
efficiency, and habit. And our monads are embedded in a world of constant
change. Nonetheless, our time and perceptual energy are limited. Therefore, Tef
necessarily becomes well-stocked with monads: lone, static, nearly context-free
entities that are temporarily taken for granted, treated as figures on ground.
Once made, monads require little or no perceptual effort—provided they
do not change too much. Unfortunately, however, their taken-for-granted status
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may cover up all manner of flaws, contradictions, functional gaps, and
insecurities.
Unexamined monads can easily serve as defenses against
confrontation with reality. Sometimes a great deal of effort is required to breach
our monads, to revise them, to replace them.

SO WHAT?
Static monads are a fact of Perception. They save us energy. But they can
be wrong, and we need to revise them when the evidence changes. True, we
widely utilize monads in our lives, yet we should be wary of their simplicity and
persistence. After all, Tef as a whole is characterized by both complexity and
change.

Dyads, Triads, And Tetrads
When Analysis processes our experience, we often get monads—but only
because we ignore or marginalize everything else. Stated otherwise, to get a
monad, we more or less fill our Field of Attention (FOA) with just a single entity.
We attend to a narrow scope of experience. By contrast, whenever we attend to a
wide scope of experience, we find that our Perception presents us with both the
monadic entity (the “figure”) and its contrast (its “ground”). That is to say, no
monad necessarily exists all by itself, isolated and split away from other
experience. All entities can be seen to have their accompanying contrast. For,
after Analysis has occurred, a monad’s adjacent or surrounding context continues
to exist, but it is attended to only if and when we turn our attention to it. When
monad and context are both perceived, the result is a two-member whole: a dyad.
(Dyads can also be produced by Synthesis, but I will focus here on the role of
Analysis in creating them.) (See Figs. 4 and 6.)
Thus, when we analyze, we get two from an original one. For instance,
we may notice a star—a monad—twinkling in its contrasting context, the twilight
sky. Or we may focus on a lone golden leaf—a monad—clinging to its
contrasting context, an Autumn bough. Each pair so created by Analysis—monad
and contrast—constitutes a dyad. Thus, the term “dyad” announces to us:
“We have two things here”. Synonyms of “dyad” include: dualism, polarity,
binary, couplet, pair, duo, twins. Because Analysis is a very common process in
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Tef, dyads are also very common. The “Generic Dyad” is the This/That Dyad…
composed, of course, of This and That!
The two members of a dyad can stand in relationship to each other in
either of two ways. If, on the one hand, one member continues to contrast
strongly with the other member, we call the dyad a figure on ground. Examples
of figures on ground include a human portrait, an actor on a stage, and a gem in
its mounting. In such dyads, one of the two members overshadows the other in
priority or size or influence (i.e., one member is treated more or less as a monad).
Dyads of this kind are imbalanced and asymmetrical. If, on the other hand, the
members do not contrast strongly in priority or size or influence, we say they have
a Yang/Yin relationship. Dyads of this kind are more balanced and symmetrical.
Their members exist in a complementary relationship with each other. Examples
of such Yang/Yin dyads include left foot and right foot, day and night, male and
female, Conservative and Liberal.
There are “millions” of dyads in our lives, and they all differ vastly in
their importance to us. Many dyads are trivial, in fact most of them are. The stick
and the eraser of my pencil constitute a trivial dyad. Likewise, my office dust and
the furniture it rests upon also make a trivial dyad (trivial to me, anyway).
Some dyads, by contrast, are very consequential, either because of their
scope, their duration, or their influence. The greatest of such dyads cleave all of
Tef, or a vast part of Tef, into two great parts. These I call the Major Dyads.
Examples of Major Dyads in Tef are the Self/Not-Self Dyad, the Nature/Culture
Dyad, the Liberal/Conservative Dyad, and the Outer Realm/Inner Realm Dyad.
There are Major Dyads that subdivide regions in space—think of the Northern
and Southern Hemispheres of Earth—and there are others that subdivide cycles or
events in time—think of Day and Night, and Winter and Summer. All these are
Major Dyads.
Triads—sets of three entities—become salient when we recognize that the
boundary between members of dyads is often not at all sharp. Instead, the two
dyadic members transition gradually, or vaguely, or inconsistently, one into the
other, revealing a significant zone of ambiguity between them. The result is a
triad: the two primary members, plus a zone of ambiguity that bridges them. (See
Figs. 6 and 7.) For example, between day and night we can recognize a
transitional time: twilight. We get three time periods. And between my upper leg
and my lower leg I have a knee region: a total of three leg regions. And yet
another triad is Tef Theory’s three scales of Perception, where a somewhat
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“fuzzy” zone of transition, the mesoscale, separates microscale from megascale.
Another name for the ambiguous zone of transition in a triad is “Exceptional
Third”, or E-3. As with dyads, some triads are of great importance. These may
be called Major Triads.
Tetrads—sets of four—are also common features of Tef. Examples: the
Four Directions, the Four Seasons, the Four Classes of Gaian Matter, the four
Basic Processes of microscale Perception, and so on. (See Fig. 6.) Although
vastly more than four entities can result when we employ Analysis, in the interest
of simplicity I often limit myself to two, three, and four, yielding dyads, triads,
and tetrads. Moreover, I have found that complexity greater than four, while
useful and sometimes needed, may also be more complex than necessary. Much
of our Perception can be adequately organized—and kept simple—by recognizing
just monads, dyads, triads, and tetrads.

SO WHAT?
To a large extent you see the world as composed of monads (or as
asymmetrical dyads depicting a strong figure on ground). That is, you frequently
minimize or marginalize the contexts of monads—as in the FOA. However, if
you want to see the whole, if you want to get the big picture, you must
acknowledge contexts. You must try to see figure on ground dyads more nearly as
balanced Yang/Yin dyads (or even as triads or tetrads). You must try to see the
world from a wholistic, “ecological”, global perspective. You must seek to heed
both yourself and “the other”, to heed both This and That. Remember: Every
monad has a context, discoverable just by looking for it. The Total Experiential
Field—Tef—is a concept that encourages and enables finding and seeing the big
picture, the context, the ground behind or surrounding monads.

Major Dyads
As noted above, most dyads are minor, trivial, or inconsequential. Yet
some dyads divide the whole of Tef, or some vast region of it. For that reason—
and especially if their use also results in strong Harmoniousness or strong
Disharmoniousness—such dyads are warranted the name Major Dyads. A cake
cut into two halves is a true dyad, but it is a trivial dyad (except to foodies, of
course!). By contrast, the pairing of Objective Experience with Subjective
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Experience creates the Objective/Subjective Dyad, a Major Dyad that divides all
of Tef into two great parts.
A number of the Major Dyads are listed below, along with brief definitions
of them. You will note that some are more concrete, others more abstract
(Concrete/Abstract is itself a Major Dyad!). Note that the dyads in this list are not
ordered by priority or importance. Nor is it significant that some are named as
pairs of nouns, while others are pairs of adjectives; I have simply been
inconsistent in naming them. Moreover, the sequence of their members is
inconsequential (for example, should it be the Outer/Inner Dyad or the Inner/
Outer Dyad?), although I tend to place the original, or the more familiar, or the
more concrete member first. (Unfamiliar descriptive terms used here will be
defined and discussed later.)
* This/That: This one vs. That one. Also called the Generic Dyad
* Original/Additional (O/A Dyad): initial experience vs. experience that has been
subsequently appended onto the Original by Synthesis, as for example, Quality
(the Original experience) vs. Value (an Additional experience)
* Harmony/Disharmony (H/D Dyad): experience that is good, beautiful, fitting,
and welcomed vs. experience that is bad, ugly, discordant, and rejected
* Analysis/Synthesis: the mentational subprocesses of disassembly and assembly
* Intuition/Intellection: two ways of megascale Mental processing, one biased
toward Value, the other biased toward Form
* Actuality/Inactuality: authentic, manifest, factual experience vs. faux,
nonmanifest, fictional experience. Also called the Actual/Inactual Dyad. Very
similar to the Orthoreality/Metareality Dyad (O/M Dyad)
* Referential/Representational (R/R Dyad, or Ref/Rep Dyad): the Actual,
Original, firsthand, manifest, mimicked Referent (Ref) vs. the Inactual,
Additional, secondhand, mimicking Representation (Rep)
* Sensible/Mental (S/M Dyad): experience found in the not-self Outer Realm, in
the Outer Body, and in the Inner Body vs. certain experience found in the Inner
Realm only.
Mental experience includes fantasies, dreams, symbols, and
thoughts. (Emotions are often treated ambiguously: Are emotions Sensible? or
Mental?)
Generally, for me, Sensible experience is more vivid, concrete,
compelling, and engaging than is Mental experience
* Outer Realm/Inner Realm (O/I Dyad): experience that is public, objective, and
emergent into Tef via the sensory organs vs. experience that is private, subjective,
and not emergent into Tef via the sensory organs. The O/I Dyad has much in
common with the Public/Private Dyad, the Sensible/Mental Dyad, and the
Material/Spiritual Dyad. Also called the Outer/Inner Dyad
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* Orthoreality/Metareality (O/M Dyad): the given, Actual realm of Tef vs. the
mimicking, Inactual realm of Tef. Similar to the Sensible/Mental Dyad and the
Actuality/Inactuality Dyad
* Self/Not-Self (S/N Dyad): the Inner, aware, thinking, Willful agent (i.e., your
private Person) vs. the Outer, mostly unaware, determining context (i.e., the
public world, including other human bodies, as well as empathized or inferred
Other Beings). Similar to the Subjective/Objective Dyad
* Materialism/Idealism: the philosophical view that reality is fundamentally
material vs. the philosophical view that reality is fundamentally spiritual or
mental. This dyad is very similar to the Material/Spiritual Dyad
* Matter/Energy: those public, physical percepts having mass, volume, and
tangibility vs. those public, physical percepts (such as material images and
elements of experience) lacking mass, volume, and tangibility
* Nature/Culture (N/C Dyad): physical percepts not much influenced by humans
vs. physical percepts much influenced by humans. Applies especially to human
environments (thus, here, Culture means physical Culture, not social or psychic
Culture). Related to the Human/Nonhuman Dyad. Also called the Natural/
Cultural Dyad
* Earth/Sky: the solid region (mostly matter) beneath our feet vs. the gaseous
region (mostly a material image) above our heads. Nearly the same as the
Tellocosm/Caelocosm Dyad.
Space is too limited here for a detailed examination of all of these Major
Dyads, so let us examine just a few of them as examples.

* This/That Dyad: The Generic Dyad
As described above, mesoscale Analysis (or Synthesis, too, in many cases)
can produce pairs of linked entities: dyads. The two members of a dyad may be
more or less equal in size or priority (the symmetric Yang/Yin type of dyad), or
they may be clearly unequal (the asymmetrical figure on ground type of dyad). In
either case, we can designate one member of the dyad as This and the other
member as That. The Generic Dyad is the simplest and most abstract dyad that
Tef Theory acknowledges. (See Fig. 6.)
* The Original/Additional Dyad (O/A Dyad)
This dyad is exemplified by the Basic Processes of microscale Perception.
Recall that experience (Quality) initially emerges into Tef via the ontogenetic
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process of Reception. Functioning as ur-experience, Quality initiates a chain of
microscale Perception in which it receives additions of Value and Form. Thus,
Quality, at the moment of its Reception, has no Value or Form. Complex urexperience, by contrast, carries a freight of added Value and Form. Be it simple
or complex, when ur-experience first enters our awareness, it has not yet received,
at that instant, any new, added Value or Form from ongoing perceptual processes.
Neither Evaluation nor Mentation has had time to respond. We therefore describe
the newly emerged experience, whether simple or complex, as Original
experience. But then, when Evaluation and Mentation do kick in, Value and Form
are newly added: Additional experience.
For example, the sound of birdsong outside my window is Original
experience that is promptly joined by my pleasure (an emotion) in listening to it
and by my recognition (an inference) of it as an American Robin’s rain song.
Both the pleasure and the recognition are Additional experiences appended to my
Original ur-experience of the sound itself. One or more dyads, each composed of
Original and Additional experience, result.
* The Referential/Representational Dyad (R/R Dyad, or Ref/Rep Dyad)
The Referential/Representational Dyad is very similar to the Firsthand/
Secondhand Dyad, the Actuality/Inactuality Dyad, and the Orthoreality/
Metareality Dyad. It entails mirroring or mimicking (aka simulating) of a
Referent (Ref) by a Representation (Rep). Reps are one type of Mimic (Mim, for
short)—the other types are Inferences and Beliefs. A Rep can range from a
veridical Mim to an abstract Mim (the latter includes symbols and figures of
speech, such as metaphors). Whatever it is that the Rep mimics is called the Ref.
For instance, “book” is the verbal Rep for a paper-and-ink Ref that you can hold
in your hands and read. Likewise, an Oval Office portrait is a visual Rep of the
American President, who is the portrait’s Ref. And likewise, the written numeral
“5” is a Rep that mirrors a mathematical idea, its Ref.
Referents always pre-exist their Representations. That is, Reps are always
added to pre-existing Refs. Hence, Refs are always Original, and Reps are always
Additional. More on the R/R Dyad later.
* The Actuality/Inactuality Dyad (A/I Dyad)
Speaking very broadly and loosely, Actuality can mean reality. By this
view, everything that is real is Actual, and because reality is a near-synonym for
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Tef, therefore all of Tef is Actual. But this usage is overly broad. Boiled down, it
merely asserts that experience exists. Such broad usage may be unhelpful.
Also often unhelpful is another usage whereby Actual means Sensible
(e.g., tangible), and Inactual means Mental (e.g., intangible). For example, I have
a personal tendency to treat the Mental as less “weighty” than the Sensible, and
therefore less Actual. However, I have to concede that both Mental and Sensible
percepts are Actual (provided they are being taken firsthand, not secondhand as
Mimics), so this sense of Actuality and Inactuality can be confusing.
So, how should we understand the A/I Dyad? I believe, speaking strictly
and formally, we should use Actual to mean, essentially, orthoreal, and Inactual to
mean, essentially, metareal. Using this tightly-drawn definition, Actuality is any
experience that is authentic and firsthand and factual—that is, orthoreal—whereas
Inactuality is any experience that is inauthentic (faux) and secondhand and
fictional—that is, metareal (mimicking). This is to say that, in terms of the
Orthoreal/Metareal Dyad, metareal percepts are “fake” percepts, for they are
Additional to our Original percepts, their referents. Although we commonly
allow such Mimics to serve as Mental substitutes for their Sensible referents, in
fact they are always other than those referents. “Territories” are Actual; “Maps”
are Inactual. As we gain a fuller picture of Tef, the importance of the Actuality/
Inactuality distinction will become apparent.

SO WHAT?
Percepts are often regarded as isolated, disjunct monads. But, again, if our
experience is to be more complete, we must (sometimes, at least) include the
monads’ contexts or contrasts. Seeking this completeness automatically generates
dyads (or triads, or tetrads, etc.). This is true for both trivial dyads and Major
Dyads (those that are big in size or high in priority). By perceiving the Major
Dyads, we get acquainted with some of the larger structures of Tef (its
“Architectonics”). These global structures offer us rich and useful ways of
handling and organizing our experience. The first step in using them is to become
aware that they exist. And the first place we encounter Major Dyads is at
mesoscale, as products of the mentational subprocesses of Analysis and Synthesis.
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Frame Dyads
Major Dyads can often lie hidden and unexpressed behind our everyday
views of the world. For example, have you ever blindly assumed that other
people are either “with me” or “against me”? Have you ever simplistically
labeled people as either “gay” or “straight”? Have you ever insisted that “things”
are either getting better or getting worse? Dyads that lend such forceful
presuppositions to our perceptions constrain our view, rather like the frame of a
window: We mostly see what the window permits us to see. For that reason, I
refer to Major Dyads that strongly influence or limit our experience as Frame
Dyads. Happiness in life depends in significant part on recognizing when, and
how much, our Frame Dyads influence us.

The Outer/Inner Frame Dyad In Use
One of the most profound of all Frame Dyads splits Tef into the Outer
Realm and the Inner Realm: the Outer/Inner Dyad (O/I Dyad). Tef Theory
defines the Outer Realm as everything that is public, objective, and emergent to
Tef via our sensory organs. This is all of life’s material objects, be they dust
particles, human bodies, or the vast cosmological universe. By contrast, the Inner
Realm is everything that is private, subjective, and (mostly) not emergent to Tef
via our sensory organs. This includes intangible percepts such as our bodily
pains, emotions, flights of fantasy, and all of our thoughts. (See Fig.7)
Where the Outer Realm meets the Inner Realm we encounter a zone of
uncertainty or inconsistency. We call this zone the Body. This zone brackets
portions of both the Outer Realm—such as our hair and our breath—and the Inner
Realm—such as somatic pains and vertigo. Thus, the Body, when seen as a zone
of ambiguity and transition between Inner and Outer, is aptly called the Body
Ambiguous, creating a Major Triad: Outer Realm/Body Ambiguous/Inner Realm.
As an illustration of the role of a Frame Dyad, the following section
categorizes all percepts using the Outer/Inner Dyad as Frame Dyad. These
percepts range from simple to complex: from elements of experience on up to
ultra-complex percepts. Thus they span all three perceptual scales: microscale,
mesoscale, and megascale. Moreover, besides showing a Frame Dyad in use, this
illustration will also showcase the vast range and diversity of experience
contained in Tef. Of course, I could have chosen some other Frame Dyad for this
illustration, such as the Self/Not-self Dyad or the Material/Spiritual Dyad. Just
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bear in mind that the Outer/Inner Dyad is the Frame Dyad I have chosen to use
throughout the following categorization. (As noted, when we fully acknowledge
the Body, we actually create a Frame Triad consisting of the Outer Realm, the
Body Ambiguous, and the Inner Realm. However, for simplicity I will emphasize
the O/I Dyad here, treating the Body as a comparatively minor Zone of
Ambiguity.) (See Fig. 7.)
O/I Dyad: Elements Of Experience
The first of my categories of experience will comprise the elements of
experience. (Recall that elements are those percepts—usually very small or very
brief—that contain no perceptible internal contrast. These are the simplest
“atoms” of our experience, which we meet at the “concrete wall” of our Analysis).
Looking through the frame of the O/I Frame Dyad, we can see three kinds
of perceptual elements:
1. Outer Elements
2. Body Elements
3. Inner Elements.
1. Outer Elements
Much of our experience belongs solely to the Outer Realm. Unambiguous
percepts of this kind are perceived as being “out there”: public, objective,
emergent via the sense organs, belonging to the world of material objects, forces,
and events. Tef Theory recognizes Four Sensory Channels, each correlated with
one of the sensory organs: Vision, Hearing, Savory, and Tactility. (Note that I
have chosen to lump together our two chemical senses, Smell and Taste, into the
Savory channel.) By contrast, our unambiguous Inner experiences are perceived
as being "in here": private, subjective, mostly not emergent via the sensory
organs, belonging to the subjective world of emotions, dreams, and ideas. Body,
as noted, is the Exceptional Third realm, the zone joining Outer and Inner Realms.
The unambiguous Outer elements include color, touch, tone, odor, and
other percepts. Being tiny and/or brief, these elements can often be described by
terse words: tick, tock, blink, snap, pop, rap, tap, tip, bit, spot, dot, hit. We can
sometimes identify a causal agent or source for Outer elements, and we can
usually reach consensus about them with other observers. In other words, the
Outer elements are empirical and public. For example:
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“The winter sky above us was a pure, rich blue from horizon to horizon.”
(Here, an eyeful of blue color is regarded as a very large Outer element of
experience.)
“I heard an ominous ‘clank’ in his car's transmission.” (Here, the ‘clank’
is an audible Outer element of experience.)
“Ugh! I got a whiff of your dirty gym socks—rotten cabbage!” (Here, the
bad smell is a nose-assaulting Outer element of experience.)
2. Body Elements
We tend to be inconsistent or undecided about classifying our bodily
experiences as Inner or as Outer. Some examples of this are temperature, drops in
air pressure, vertigo, sexual experience, muscle ache, and electrical shock. These
are experiences of the Body, but because we are ambiguous about how the Body
should be defined, these elements remain ambiguous as to Outer/Inner. I, for one,
have always been inconsistent in regard to my own Body. I have, at various times
in my life, thought of my Body as all of me, or as part of me, or as none of me!
Can we say that the Body is composed solely of Inner experience or solely of
Outer experience? No, I find we cannot. For this reason, I have invented a third
term, the Body Ambiguous. To see what I mean, consider the ambiguities about
Inner and Outer elements expressed in the following sentences:
“Brrrr, it’s cold today! I’m only slowly getting warm. But am I getting
my clothes warm? Or are my clothes getting me warm? Is my sense of warmth
Inner, or Outer, or both?” (In other words, is my skin’s surface the boundary
between Inner and Outer? If not, just what is the boundary between Inner and
Outer?)
“Hey! I can see tiny dots darting around in the sky! Am I hallucinating
them? Or, do I see tiny swarming insects? Or, do I simply have a number of
floater cells inside my eyes?” (That is, are the specks located in my mind, or out
there beyond my Body, or somewhere within my Body, in my organs of vision?)
“My body aches all over, but I’m still optimistic about winning the race.”
(Does “I” include, or exclude, these Body aches? What is the relationship
between my Body’s aches and “me”?)
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Whatever the answers may be to these questions, I find it most useful to
subdivide the Body Ambiguous into two regions. One region is the Inner Body,
which is private and subjective (for example, pains and pleasures of the flesh).
The other region is the Outer Body, which is public and objective (for example,
skin color and hair length). Thus, we may say that the Body Ambiguous consists
of both Inner Body elements and Outer Body elements.
3. Inner Elements
Some of our percepts, we all agree, are never experienced by other
persons, at least not the same ones, or at the same time, or even in the same way.
Our private, subjective experience includes our “heart, mind, and soul”. This is
unambiguous Inner experience. It includes our emotions, dreams, and thoughts.
Take our emotions as examples. Recall that our emotions are evoked at
mesoscale, aroused by our microscale Evaluations of Harmony and Disharmony.
Elements of emotion include very small or very brief instances of impulse, dread,
sadness, euphoria, anger, and lust, as well as elements that lack names. (Some
emotions, such as awe and embarrassment, are a bit more complex than elements.
Awe, for example, can be analyzed into wonder plus fear.) Consider the
following elements of emotion.
“Here I sit, feeling sad and depressed, at the wildest party of the year.”
(Here, a pang of sadness would be an Inner element of emotion.)
“Whoopee! I’ve won the lottery!” (Here, a surge of elation would be an
Inner element of emotion.)
“Love, my heart just breaks without you!” (Here, a winces of yearning
would be an Inner element of emotion.)

O/I Dyad: Complex Percepts
In the foregoing categorization we employed the Outer/Inner Dyad as a
Frame Dyad to survey the elements of experience. Now let us use that Frame
Dyad to view Tef’s percepts that are more complex than the elements. Although
this chapter focuses on mesoscale experience, we will now be straying into
“higher”, megascale experience, which is the focus of Chapter 4. (Please also see
the GLOSSARY and CHART 3 and Fig. 7.)
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To encompass the full diversity of Tef’s complex percepts, we will use the
following four categories:
1. Complex Outer Percepts
2. Complex Body Percepts
3. Complex Inner Percepts
4. Ultra-complex Percepts.

1. Complex Outer Percepts
Here we find the familiar physical world we live in. Consensus about
these things is relatively easy, for these are the objects, events, and systems of the
material universe: waterfalls, railroad tracks, dinner plates, crowing chickens,
computers, mud, constellations, rotted leaves, barking dogs, city parks, hunting
rifles, thunderstorms, pickles, galloping horses, drifting fog, and so on. We have
little difficulty in agreeing among ourselves that these things are parts of the Outer
Realm. Such Outer percepts are of central interest to the physical and natural
sciences. This group of percepts is sometimes called This World.
2. Complex Body Percepts
Some of our bodily percepts cause us uncertainty. As with elements of
experience, some of our complex bodily percepts are ambiguous as to Outer/
Inner. We may, for example, be unsure whether we are seeing things (Outer
Realm objects), or “seeing things” (Inner Realm images).
Imagine asking yourself the following questions. Decide how you would
answer each one.
“Is my hallucination Inner or Outer?”
“Is my amorous infatuation Inner or Outer?
“Is my chronic headache Inner or Outer?”
“Is my backache Inner or Outer?”
“Is my body heat Inner or Outer?”
“Is my breath Inner or Outer?”
“Is my earlobe Inner or Outer?”
“Is my toenail Inner or Outer?”
“Is my clothing Inner or Outer?”
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3. Complex Inner Percepts
Complex experiences that are unambiguously part of the Inner Realm are
of three kinds (we are ignoring the obvious fact that the Archives—Memories—
also belong to the Inner Realm): (A) emotions, (B) stories, and (C) ideas. (Stories
and ideas definitely lead us beyond the mesoscale and into megascale percepts.)
Let us look at each kind in turn.
(A) Emotions at the mesoscale are Inner responses to the microscale values of
Harmony and Disharmony. The function of emotions is to focus and magnify our
microscale values, motivating us to Action. Emotions are of three kinds.
(1) One kind of emotion is hedonic emotion. This includes our delight in
pleasure and our loathing of pain. Hedonic emotions arise directly in response to
sensations from the Outer Realm or from the Body Ambiguous. Our emotional
responses to warmth, hunger, glaring light, tooth pain, and relaxing massage are
all hedonic emotions. Interestingly, we have only a small number of names for
these Inner responses—desire, loathing, contentment, and malaise are some of
these—often using the sensation itself as the name. Thus “warmth”, “hunger”,
“pain” can suggest not only the sensory sensation itself, but also the associated
emotion. (And of course we also make metaphorical use of these terms: “I am
warming to their nationalist ideology.” “I hunger for your love.” “It pains me
that they lied to me.”)
(2) Another kind of emotion is relational emotion. This consists of the
dyad of Good Will/Ill Will. In our social relationships with other Beings, this
dyad is called Love/Unlove.
Thus, Love—i.e., Good Will within social
relationships—and Unlove—i.e., Ill Will within social relationships—determines
and expresses our social standing and our degree of bondedness with others.
Love and Unlove occur in a range of intensities, from weak to intense. These are
relational emotions.
(3) The third kind of emotion is judgmental emotion. Tef Theory calls
these Opinions: judgments evoked by our ideas (discussed further in Chapter 4).
Opinions include at least four kinds of emotion: Attitudes toward the Present,
Regards towards the Past, Expectations toward the Future, and Mixed Opinions
toward our purely creative Imaginations. Each Opinion has a positive face and a
negative face:
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Our Attitudes toward the Present are Like and Dislike
Our Regards toward the Past are Pride and Regret
Our Expectations toward the Future are Optimism and Pessimism
Our Mixed Opinions toward our creative Imaginations are complex positive and
negative emotions, some of which lack names.
As discussed earlier, our emotions, be they hedonic, relational, or
judgmental, are diffuse percepts:
They usually lack sharp boundaries.
Nonetheless, they can be very powerful, and they sometimes dominate our Inner
experience.
(B) A second kind of unambiguous Inner percepts is our Stories. These complex
megascale Inner percepts include empathies, dramas, and myths. They do not
always obey Natural Law or logic. Stories become a part of many ultra-complex
percepts found at megascale. The purpose of Stories is to reveal Value, to add
emotion, and to facilitate social relationships. (More on Stories in Chapter 4.)
(C) The third kind of unambiguous Inner percepts is our Ideas (the more complex
Ideas are called Scenarios). These, like Stories, become part of ultra-complex
megascale Inner percepts. Because Ideas emphasize Form and structure, these
more often conform to Natural Law and logic than do Stories. (More on Ideas in
Chapter 4.)
4. Ultra-complex Percepts
Thus, our complex percepts include unambiguous Outer percepts,
ambiguous Body percepts, and unambiguous Inner percepts. As you will likely
agree, Tef Theory’s model of Perception is now getting rather “busy”! In fact, as
we enter into the megascale, our experience becomes so complex that we are
compelled to designate yet another class of experience, the Ultra-complex
Percepts. These are percepts composed of numerous constituent parts drawn from
throughout the O/I Dyad: Outer Realm, Inner Realm, and the Body Ambiguous,
creating mixtures of these. Examples of Ultra-complex percepts result, for
example, from viewing vast landscapes, listening to symphonies, watching
theatrical productions, and “journeying” mentally (guided visualizations). The
Ultra-complex Percepts definitely do carry us beyond the mesoscale and into the
megascale, our topic in Chapter 4.
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PRAXIS
Powers of Analysis and Synthesis vary among people, and even within
each person from moment to moment. But I think people are not overwhelmingly
different, one person from another—otherwise we could never agree on anything
at all, and society as we know it would come to a halt. Assuming I am correct, the
following exercise can be meaningful.
For each term below, indicate to which member of the Outer/Inner Frame
Dyad the term belongs. Mark “O” for Outer Realm, “B” for Body Ambiguous,
and “I” for Inner Realm.
Belief
Bursitis
Dread

Iron
Dream
Breath

Nausea
Heaven
Theory

Skating
Lover
Reality

SO WHAT?
Frame Dyads, encountered at the mesoscale and megascale of Tef,
determine much about the day-to-day percepts you live with. If your goal is to
maximize the ratio of Harmony over Disharmony (the H/D Ratio), you must gain
skill in effectively using Frame Dyads (so as not to be used by them). To use
Frame Dyads optimally, you need to be familiar with them—and be able to spot
them, wherever these occur.

Mesoscale Archives
Having a record—an Archive—of our experience is just as necessary at
mesoscale as it is at microscale. Archivation consists of memories, either
veridical percepts—which more or less faithfully and fully record an experience
—or abstract percepts—which record only one or a few key aspects of a referent.
For instance, names are abstractions, some recording as little as the mere
existence of the referent.
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The Mesoscale In Conclusion
In Tef Theory, microscale experience spans from the simplest inputs of
Quality up to the formation of simple entities (monads). Mesoscale experience
picks up with monads and, still using Mentation, forms dyads, triads, and tetrads
—sets of two, three, and four entities—plus lots and lots of constructs of even
greater complexity. The complexity of our mesoscale experience is low to
moderate. Mesoscale is also the scale where emotions become important. Our
emotions focus and magnify our Values. Finally, moving on into the megascale of
Perception, we encounter highly complex experience.
At mesoscale and
megascale, however, our fundamental microscale processes are always operating,
flowing their vast production of perceptual products “up” and into our everyday
percepts. Recall my analogy from halftone printing: At microscale we see tiny,
elemental dots; at mesoscale we see lines and masses and patterns; and at
megascale we see complete images, often in complex compositions.

Summary Of Chapters 1, 2, And 3
We have now explored many of Tef Theory’s foundational ideas. These
describe Processes and Products of Perception. Our chapter headings have been
Experience, Microscale Perception, and Mesoscale Perception. Let us review
these three topics before we turn to a survey of Megascale Perception. (Also see
the GLOSSARY and the CHARTS OF TERMS.)
1. It is experience.
Near-synonyms of experience include reality, quality,
awareness, life-as-lived, phenomena, energy, percepts. Tef is my model (my
“map”) of It. There is no nonexperience. There is no unreality.

2. Two fundamental descriptors of experience are continuity and change. Tef has
no voids and no boundaries, hence it is fundamentally a continuum. It has no
known beginning, end, or cause. Tef is always changing, every part transforming,
sooner or later, from one kind into another.
3.
The ontogeny of experience at microscale can be symbolized by the
Microscale Model of Perception. The microscale ontogeny entails some or all of
four Basic Processes (Portals) of microscale Perception and their Products. These
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play their respective roles in chains of Perception. First, Reception inputs urexperience (“Out of mystery, into Tef”), its Product being Quality. Second,
Evaluation responds affectively to Quality, the ur-experience, judging it in terms
of Harmoniousness and Disharmoniousness. Hence, Evaluation’s Product is
Value. Harmony is always the preferred Value, as expressed by the Vector of
Value. Third, Mentation gives shape and structure to Quality, including the
pulsing of nodes (i.e., formation of the simplest of entities). Hence, Mentation’s
Product is Form. Fourth, Integration of Quality, Value, and Form yields full
microscale percepts. Hence, Integration’s Product is Wholeness. All Products
can be stored in the Archives as Memories, either veridical (literal) or abstract
(figurative).
4. Action often results from microscale Perception. Action, which always occurs
via the Body, functions in turn as new ur-experience, branded by the self.
5. Two subprocesses of Mentation are Analysis and Synthesis. At the “concrete
wall” of our Analysis we perceive elements of experience: bits of pure energy,
pure Quality. Every entity, no matter how complex, can be analyzed down to
perceptual elements.
6. The microscale builds up (through Synthesis) into the mesoscale. At mesoscale
we find Value augmented by emotions. These can be ordinary emotions, passions,
or moods. A generalized chain of (positive) affect entails the mesoscale emotions
of Gladness and/or Gratitude:
Harmony —> Gladness and/or Gratitude —> Good Will/Love => Good Works.
Gratitude is our Gladness toward Beings. Good Will, in our relationships between
Beings, is called Love, whereas Ill Will in those same contexts is called Unlove.
7. At mesoscale, the microscale products are constructured, using Analysis and
Synthesis, into moderately complex entities. Limiting our attention to just a
single entity, considered all by itself, makes of it a monad. However, every
monad has an available context or contrast. A monad and its contrast, taken
together, make up a dyad. Such dyadic members can reside either in symmetric
Yang/Yin relationship or in asymmetric figure on ground relationship. Additional
Mentation can produce Triads and Tetrads.
The most influential or
comprehensive of dyads subdivide all or much of Tef into pairs (members). These
are called Major Dyads.
8. Major Dyads often function as interpretational frameworks for our experience:
Frame Dyads. One Frame Dyad used extensively in this book is the Outer/Inner
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Dyad. For example, Tef’s entities
Outer Percepts, (b) the Ambiguous
Inner Elements and Inner Percepts.
and complex, however, that we can
complex Percepts.

can be seen as (a) the Outer Elements and
Body’s Elements and Percepts, and (c) the
Much of our experience is so highly mixed
usefully recognize a fourth category: Ultra-
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Chapter 4:
MEGASCALE PERCEPTION

In Chapter 1 we saw that It is composed of experience. We examined the
Tef concept and the fundamental characteristics of experience. In Chapter 2 we
explored microscale Perception, using the Microscale Model, which entails four
Basic Processes and their Archives. Then, in Chapter 3, we examined mesoscale
Perception: emotions, constructuring, monads, dyads, triads, tetrads, Major
Dyads, and Frame Dyads. We also categorized the diversity of experience in Tef,
using the Outer/Inner Dyad as our Frame Dyad.
All this has been a good beginning, but much of Tef still remains
unexamined and unmapped. We have yet to see how these fundamentals of
Perception apply to the larger world that we know and inhabit day to day. So, the
time has come to “ascend” further, from the mesoscale into the megascale, there
to explore the largest features of Tef.

Levels, Sectors, Worlds, And Modes Of Megascale Perception
When we ask, “What are the major perceptual Processes operating at
megascale?” the simplest answer is: “the four Sectors of Perception.” (See Fig.
8.) Each of these Sectors is actually a group of distinctive perceptual Processes,
and, as we will see, each Sector is biased toward one of the four Basic Processes
of microscale Perception.
And when we ask, “What are the major perceptual Products that result
from each of these four megascale Sectors?” the simplest answer is: “the four
megascale Worlds.” Each of these Worlds is biased toward one of the four Basic
Products we met at microscale. Thus, at megascale we find four Sectors
(Processes) and their four Worlds (Products). (In addition, the Archives of
memory may be regarded as a fifth megascale Sector and World.)
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Each Sector yields a distinctive mix of experience, and because each
operates at a somewhat different hierarchical level, each Sector is also called a
Level: Level One (L.1), Level Two (L.2), Level Three (L.3), and Level Four
(L.4). This means that each person contains four almost separate “selves”—each
of us is almost a committee of percipients! And beyond the individual Sectors, as
we will see, there are three distinctive combinations of Sectors, which Tef Theory
calls Modes of Perception: Enchantment, Consciousness, and Optimization.
In this chapter we will look at each megascale Sector, or Level, and the
unique World each produces. Again we will use the Outer/Inner Dyad as our
Frame Dyad for interpreting these experiences. The whole picture is called the
Diamond Cross Model of Megascale Perception.
(See GLOSSARY for
definitions of terms. Also see CHART 4 and Fig. 8.)

Level One: The Sensation Sector And Its Material World (“This World”)
As noted above, each of the megascale Sectors has a bias toward a
microscale Basic Process and its Product. The first Sector we will look at, the
Sensation Sector, is biased toward the microscale Process—Reception—and its
Product—Quality. This Sector’s World—the Material World—embraces a vast
region: the Outer Realm (aka the Universe, including the Outer Body),
experiences that emerge in part via the Four Sensory Channels of Vision, Hearing,
Savory, and Tactility, which are channels associated with major sensory organs of
the Body. But the Sensation Sector’s world also includes the Inner Body’s pains,
pleasures, effort, repose, and other sensations. Together, the Outer Realm, the
Outer Body, and the Inner Body make up the Material World, the Product of the
Sensation Sector.
Thus, my Material World is composed of the unambiguous Outer Realm
(the vast universe, including all of physical culture and all human bodies), plus
my own public, objective Outer Body (my skin, hair, nails, etc.), plus my private,
subjective Inner Body (my internal, somatic experiences). Note that because
Inner Body experiences are actually nonmaterial, my label for this World,
“Material World”, is not altogether appropriate. The Material World is also
commonly called This World (or sometimes even the Real World—inaccurately
so, for according to Tef Theory, all experience is real). The Sensation Sector’s
Material World occupies what I call Level One, aka L.1, in the megascale of Tef.
The Material World often serves as the ur-experience that initiates chains of
megascale Perception.
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Perhaps we cannot verbally express the true nature of the Material World.
But surely it is characterized by change (transformation) and by continuity (no
gaps and no external boundary). In simple words, the Material World, as
processed by the Sensation Sector, is “flowing goo”. As we shall see, other
Sectors at megascale seek to be compatible simulations of the Material World’s
“flowing goo” without actually duplicating it.
It is true that I give higher priority to Level One than to the other Levels. I
do this because, for me, its contents are among the most vivid, the most concrete,
the most engaging, the most compelling of Tef’s diverse experiences. For
instance, shiny gold coins resting in my hand are “more real” for me than is either
my daydreams about gold coins or an inventory of the bullion stored at Fort
Knox. Likewise, delicious food on my plate has higher priority for me than either
a photo of a gourmet dish or a TV ad for organic produce. Thus, my experience at
L.1 includes the physical universe, my Outer Body, and my Inner Body. Note that
experience in L.1 is Sensible (that is, it is not Mental, meaning not consisting of
spirit or mind).
Time in the Sensation Sector is experienced as timelessness, the “eternal
present”. There is no past and no future in my experience at this Level. All is
now and all is here. For this reason, L.1 percepts are also called Herenow
experiences. These contrast with Therethen experiences of other places and other
times found in other Sectors. Because the Material World—This World—is often
what people mean when they talk about the “Real World”, it stands in contrast to
our entire Mental Realm (our thoughts, memories, plans, predictions, fantasies,
dreams, visions, illusions, symbols, etc.).

SO WHAT?
How can you tell if your current experiences (the contents of your FOA,
for instance) consist mostly of the L.1 Sensation Sector and its Material World? If
you are like me, your L.1 percepts will be vivid, time will consist of the timeless
“eternal present”, and your experience will belong to either your Body (Inner and
Outer) or to the vast Outer Realm. Whenever you are urged to stay “fully
grounded in reality”, you are being urged to keep your FOA filled up with, or at
least dominated by, Sensation Sector experience: This World, L.1. The Material
World is pure Orthoreality—experience that is Original, given, Actual, authentic,
manifest, as we will see.
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Level Two: The Intuition Sector And Its Story World
The second megascale Sector engages experience through a perceptual
process that I call the Intuition Sector, or Level Two, aka L.2. Here, “Intuition”
means more than the familiar denotation of that word—that is, more than
spontaneous, nonrational knowing, though it includes that. The Intuition Sector is
mute, except for words serving as indicators of emotion, such as “Super!”,
“Yech!”, and “Whoopee!” Instead of words, it operates mostly with Inner images,
metaphors, and expressive Action. The images in L.2 unfold as Stories, which is
to say, as analog Mental “videos”. These L.2 “videos” are composed of “braided
currents” of experience; these currents approximate the “flowing goo” of L.1.
The actors in these Stories are Beings (i.e., spirits/souls/psyches)—notably human
Beings, although gods, goddesses, angels, fairies, ghosts, devils, monsters, animal
spirits, and extraterrestrial aliens also “live” in this Sector.
Thus, the L.2 Intuition Sector’s “videos” constitute its Product, which is
the Story World. Time in the Story World is irregular—we may call it Dream
Time—for it is not uniform or regular or even reliably linear. Repeating cycles of
time are common here. The bias of this Sector is toward microscale Evaluation,
and hence toward Value. Indeed, the main purpose of the Story World’s “videos”
is to carry and deliver Values and to assist the actors’ (the Beings’) bondedness in
their relationships with other Beings. The operant emotions in the Story World
are Love and Unlove (which are the specifically interpersonal forms of the more
general emotions of Good Will and Ill Will). Love builds and strengthens
interpersonal bonds; Unlove weakens and breaks those bonds. Thus, the Intuition
Sector is our social sector, our Community-building Sector.
L.2’s Story World is often called “The Heart”. It is a World distinct from
the Material World (“This World”) of L.1. It is instead a parallel Mental Realm
and/or Spiritual World. Hence I refer to it as an Other World, in contrast to This
World. Experience in the Story World is Therethen experience, in contrast to the
Herenow experience in This World.
It is within this Story Other World that we find the familiar worlds of
Spirituality and Art. Indeed, Love and Unlove—relating to bondedness and
Community—are the central emotions driving both Spirituality and Art.
Spirituality is one’s awareness of, and response to, spirit/soul/psyche, be it one’s
own or that of other Beings. Spirituality functions as the core of Religion. And
Art is one’s personal expression of spirit/soul/psyche via Stories. Because
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Intuition is “mute”—does not use words to convey declarative meaning—the
imagery of Art serves as a nonverbal way in which the spirit/soul/psyche
“speaks”. Thus, Intuition often operates in our lives through Spirituality and Art.
Actually, the terms, “spirit”, “soul”, and “psyche”, are not perfect
synonyms of each other. Yet, for me, they cover much of the same ground,
referring to the subjective and affective realms of Tef, which is to say, the L.2
Intuition Sector and its Story Other World. They are a major part of what makes a
person a person, a Being a Being. Their hallmark, as we shall see, is Willful
emotion. Although not synonymous with Self, spirit/soul/psyche is a major part
of Self.
One way to categorize L.2’s Stories is to use the following four categories:
Fantasies, Narratives, Enacted Stories, and Lived Myths.
* Fantasies are private, unshared Creatives, including night dreams, day dreams,
and shamanic visions
* Narratives are “Told Tales”, shared Stories that include storytelling, legends,
literature, and guided visualizations
* Enacted Stories are acted-out Stories that include cinema, theatre, and sacred
ritual
* Lived Myths are taken-for-granted, lived Stories that we naively assume to be
true, such as our belief in God’s love for us, the righteousness of our nation’s
foreign policy, and the dehumanized nature of our enemies. Lived Myths are
one kind of Belief.
It is within the L.2 Story World that what began as emotion at mesoscale
grows into a personal soul-image. We become our own Being in L.2. There,
using Intuition, we grow our sense of our own spirit/soul/psyche and its Will and
its bonded relationships with other Beings. As stated above, the motivating
emotions of Intuition are Love and Unlove.
Note that in ordinary conversation, “to love” can mean either our feeling
of love—i.e., our positive emotion, our Good Will toward another Being—or our
loving behavior—i.e., our positive Action, our Good Works on behalf of another
Being. In this chapter, “to love” is limited to just our feeling of love (an example
of Passive Perception), not to our loving behavior (an example of Action).
To love someone, then, is to feel a bond with them—as a result of
attraction, affection, gratitude, compassionate empathy, or simply because of our
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innate, instinctual need to bond. To “unlove” someone is to feel unbonded,
alienated, or even hateful toward them—whether because of resentment, or
having been shunned (that is, having ourself been treated with unlove), or having
been repulsed by significant Disharmony. Thus, our personal self-image is
intimately interwoven with our life experience of Love and Unlove in, from, and
toward the world we live in.

SO WHAT?
How can you tell if your current experience is processed mostly by the
Intuition Sector, L.2? If you are like me, your L.2 experience will be Inner and
Mental, less vivid than your L.1 experience, and it will consist of analog Other
World Stories (“braided currents” forming “videos”) that demonstrate your
personal relationships as a Being among other Beings. Time will be irregular
Dream Time. Value, emotion, and Will, especially Love/Unlove, will be central.
The Intuition Sector, and its Story Other World, makes up one branch of Pentef, as
we will see later.

Level Three: The Intellection Sector And Its Idea World
The third megascale Sector is Intellection. This Sector—Level Three, aka
L.3—perceives experience by using the rational mind.
My coined term,
Intellection, implies more than intellect. Intellection is the whole range of our
cognitive, structuring, meaning-giving faculties.
It uses digital processing,
working with discrete “snippets” of Inner, Mental experience—“jostling
marbles”, if you will. Its Product is Ideas, often strung together—unlike L.2’s
flowing Stories—as sequences of snippets, called Scenarios (“movies”). Many of
this Sector’s percepts function as Mimics (Mims) of Referents: Representations,
Inferences, and Beliefs (more on Mims later, but see Chart 5). The microscale
bias of Intellection is toward the Basic Process of Mentation and therefore toward
the microscale Basic Product of Form.
Time in the Intellection Sector is Clock Time: linear, uniform, regular
time, divided into past, present, and future. However, Tef Theory sees that that
portion of Clock Time called The Present is not as an instant, as we often assume,
but instead is a brief, finite period of time: the Present Interval (P.I.). For me, the
P.I. can last up to about four seconds before specific content in it vanishes to
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become The Past and must be “refreshed”. That is, each snippet of Idea lasts, for
me, no more than about four seconds before it no longer feels like part of The
Present.
Because the Intellection Sector’s product is Ideas—thoughts and symbols,
for example—the World that results may be called the Idea World, aka the
Scenario World. Like L.2’s Story World, L.3’s Idea World is also an Other World;
indeed, both Other Worlds stand in contrast to L.1’s This World, the Material
World. Also, like L.2’s Story World, the Idea World is composed of Therethen
experience, not the Herenow experience found in L.1 Moreover, Intellection is
capable of shutting out almost all value and emotion (such as when we discipline
our perceptual processes in order to promote objectivity and impartiality).
One way to categorize L.3’s Ideas is to use the following four categories:
Imaginations, Reconstructions, Predictions, and Concepts.
* Imaginations are private, unshared Creatives, our L.3 Ideas and Scenarios
having no consonance with or correspondence to any other parts of Tef (that is,
initially, they have no Referents in L.1).
* Reconstructions are unprovable, often shared, Ideas and Scenarios, such as
Histories, that explain the past.
* Predictions are seemingly provable, often shared, Ideas and Scenarios that
forecast the future through the use of Inferences.
* Concepts are Representations of the present that, having been tested (matched to
Referents) and thus proved to be consonant with Actual orthoreal experience,
have been accepted as true.
Detailed, rapid sequences of digital snippets in the Idea World—aka
Scenarios—can approach the narrative quality of Stories (which are analog,
flowing experience). Thus, our digital L.3 Scenarios can be likened to celluloid
movies (having rapidly-moving individual frames of film), whereas our analog
L.2 Stories can be likened to videos (having unbroken progressive imagery).
A commonplace name for the Intellection Sector and its Idea World is
“The Mind”—the cognitive, intellectual, rational, logical mind. Although L.3
Ideas often represent percepts from the L.1 Herenow, they are themselves L.3
Therethen (Mental Realm) percepts only. That is, although they may be about the
Herenow, they are not that Herenow experience itself. And so, we meet yet
another example of how “The map is not the territory.” One major function of
L.3 is to serve as a map of L.1. Tef Theory is itself a map; its territory is It.
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Affective experiences associated with the L.3 Idea World are not the
Emotions found in L.2. Rather, in L.3 affective experiences are the positive and
negative Opinions. Tef Theory recognizes four kinds of L.3 Opinions: Mixed
Opinions, Expectations, Attitudes, and Regards.
* Mixed Opinions with regard to our Imaginations
1. Positive: Positive Mixed Opinion
2. Negative: Negative Mixed Opinion
* Regards toward the past (our Reconstructions)
1. Positive: Pride
2. Negative: Regret
* Expectations toward the future (our Predictions)
1. Positive: Optimism
2. Negative: Pessimism
* Attitudes toward the present (our Concepts)
1. Positive: Likes
2. Negative: Dislikes
According to Tef Theory, both L.3’s Idea World and L.2’s Story World are
Other Worlds: Mental percepts standing alongside, but different from, the
Sensible percepts of L.1’s This World (the Material World). When we use L.3, we
stand back and think about other experiences in Tef. Thus, L.3 is spectatorial. It
is “about” things other than itself, manufacturing models about the L.1 Material
World, or about the L.2 Story World, or even about itself.
Thus, the L.3 Intellection Sector stands on the “outside” of things and
events, and it is for this reason that I speak of it as offering a distanced/detached
standpoint. That is, Intellection stands at an external vantage point, or site, from
which it views life. That site lies outside of (and thus separate from) its Field of
Attention. In short, Intellection is a spectator. By contrast, the site of L.2
Intuition is inside the FOA: The percipient is inside the L.2 Story and is engaged
with it. As examples of L.2 participation, picture yourself visualizing something
during a daydream, or engaging in a team sport, or enjoying an amorous
relationship. Your L.2 is then directly engaged in each of these L.1 events. As
examples of L.3 spectation, by contrast, picture yourself thinking about and
planning a project, or piecing together a history, or analyzing a set of facts. In L.3
you are distant from what you are considering. Thus, the L.2 Intuition Sector has
internal site and standpoint—the ball player is “in the game”, engaged and
participatorial. By contrast, the L.3 Intellection Sector has external site and
standpoint—the ticket holder is “in the stands”, detached and spectatorial.
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The Idea World is the home of Philosophy and Science, fields whose
purpose is to produce tested and confirmed Concepts that facilitate Predictions:
observations from the “outside” of things.
Philosophy works partly with
speculative Ideas untethered to the Material World, whereas most Science seeks to
link its Ideas to the Material World by constructuring Concepts that are consonant
with—tethered-to—L.1’s material reality.
One can see, from this perspective, why Art (in L.2) is so different from
Science (in L.3). These two disciplines process experience through quite different
Sectors and thereby produce quite different Worlds. A parallel contrast applies to
Spirituality (in L.2) and Philosophy (in L.3). Although Religion, through its
employment of Theology (regarded here as a branch of Philosophy) uses
Intellection, nonetheless its core is Spirituality, which belongs to the L.2 Story
World. Indeed, the chronic tension between Science and Religion reflects a
tension found within each of us—between our L.3 Intellection Sector and our L.2
Intuition Sector—in short, between our two Other Worlds.

SO WHAT?
How can you tell when your current experience is processed mostly in the
Intellection Sector, Level Three? If you are like me, your L.3 experience will be
Inner and Mental, consisting of digital, Other World Ideas and Scenarios. Time
will be linear, uniform Clock Time. L.3’s affect will be Opinions (less powerful
than L.2’s affect, the Emotions), whereas Form and structure will be much more
important in L.3’s Idea World than these are in the L.2 Story World. Your site will
be located outside of events, giving you a detached or distant, external standpoint;
you will be spectatorial. The L.3 Idea Other World, along with the L.2 Story
Other World, make up Pentef, as we shall see.

Level Four: The Orchestration Sector And Its Optimal World
Finally, we come to the fourth Sector of megascale Perception in Tef:
Orchestration, Level Four, aka L.4. Here the bias is toward the microscale
process of Integration and its product, Wholeness, for here we weave together
processes and products from Levels One, Two, and Three (i.e., from Sensation,
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Intuition, and Intellection), and from the Archives as well, to produce ultracomplex percepts. Orchestration is the most difficult process of Perception, for it
attempts to integrate and harmonize all of the other Sectors, and ultimately all of
Tef. This task draws upon both the bonding power of Love (from L.2) and the
binding power of Synthesis (from L.3). Examples include management of a
factory, direction of a stage play, implementation of a conservation project, and
resolution of an international conflict. For Orchestration, as for Tef in general, the
goal is always Harmony.
In terms of the Outer/Inner Frame Dyad, we see that our fullest percepts
are L.4 Orchestrations that combine Outer experience and Inner experience.
Indeed, to our Outer, Sensible percepts we often link whole trains of Inner, Mental
percepts. For example, an apple is rarely just a (L.1) shiny red spheroid resting in
our hand. Rather, it is a shiny red spheroid plus our memories of crisp, sweet
apples eaten in the past, plus our anticipation of future good munching, plus our
sundry stories of Johnny Appleseed and Teacher’s Pet and Eden’s Serpent. All of
these memories, predictions, legends, and fantasies are Inner Realm, Other World
Additions to the Outer Realm, This World, Original, shiny, red spheroid.
Generalizing and oversimplifying, we may say that the infant human lives
mostly within L.1’s This World, where he or she grapples with Perception of L.1
entities; and that the child and the adolescent live much in the Story World of L.2,
where he or she grapples with love/unlove relationships; and that the adult lives
much in the Idea World of L.3, where thoughts about Therethen places and times
is essential to the planning and conduct of life.
All along our way in life, however, L.4 is necessarily operating. Yet it is,
perhaps, only after years of life experience that we can hope to fully orchestrate
Tef, “getting it all together”.
Indeed for some people the search for
comprehensive meaning gains fruition only at midlife or even in old age. At all
points in life, however, our global grasp of self, world, history, and fate comes
from L.4’s Orchestration. The product sought by Orchestration—its reason for
being—is the Optimal World. Thus, the Optimal World’s microscale bias is
toward Wholeness. The Optimal World’s purpose is to maximize the H/D Ratio.
Bear in mind that, usually, all perceptual processes, at all three scales, are
operating in Tef as we live. From the microscale to the megascale, everything
necessary to the fully functioning person is more or less always on “go”. (Indeed,
extended absence of any major function, whether of the Body, of the “heart”, or of
the mind, renders a person either dead or quite handicapped.) However, the
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degree of each function varies from moment to moment: Now we are mostly
observing, now we are mostly feeling, now we are mostly thinking, now we are
mostly remembering, now we are mostly acting via the Body, and so on.
Moreover, each individual person may have a leaning that characterizes him or
her: Some of us are intellectual nerds, some are social helpers, some are hands-on
doers, some are reporters and documenters of life, and so on. Among all of our
functions and emphases, Orchestration is the most comprehensive, global, and
wholistic Sector. When a society is lucky, its key leaders and honored elders are
skilled orchestrators.
The Optimal World employs both the bonding power of love and the
binding skill of synthesis. Complete Harmony in Tef is the ultimate goal of the
Level Four Orchestration Sector.
Indeed, the sole reason we pursue Orchestration is to increase and
optimize Harmoniousness in our lives. There is no other reason to expend
the effort it requires!

SO WHAT?
How can you tell if your current experience lies mostly in the
Orchestration Sector, Level Four? If you are like me, your L.4 experience is often
ultra-complex, weaving together percepts from all the other Sectors and Worlds,
and indeed, from all three scales of Tef. As we will discuss shortly, your L.1 This
World experience, when permeated by your L.2 Story World percepts, becomes
the Enchantment Mode, facilitated by L.4. And your L.1 This World experience,
when overlaid by your L.3 Idea World percepts, becomes the Consciousness
Mode, also facilitated by L.4. Thus, L.4 is the most comprehensive kind of
Perception that Tef Theory knows about.

“Level Five”: The Megascale Archives
Accompanying the Four Sectors of megascale Perception—Levels One,
Two, Three, and Four—are literal/veridical Memories and figurative/abstract
Memories, stored away in the Archives (Arcs).
These Memories are the
“backups” for the “files and folders” of Tef. Thus, the Archives are, in a sense, a
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“Level Five” Sector and World, held up like a mirror to record, at least to some
degree, the other Sectors and Worlds—indeed, to record experience from all three
scales of Perception, micro-, meso-, and megascale.

The Megascale Sectors In Conclusion
Graphics of the Megascale Model of Perception (see Fig. 8) show
progressively more and more of the megascale Sectors. (See Chart 10 for a full
comparison of the Megascale Sectors and Worlds.) I call the completed graphic
the Diamond Cross Model of Megascale Perception. Because the completed
graphic is rather “busy”, I have also simplified it into a circle (representing Tef),
five dots (representing “Portals”), and “diamond cross” lines (representing the
potential interconnections among parts). (See Fig. 14). We met a very similar
graphic design when we looked at microscale Perception in Chapter 2 (see Fig.3).
My simplified graphic serves to represent both models, and it is my “logo” for Tef
and Tef Theory (see Fig.14).

Three Modes Of Perception: Enchantment, Consciousness, and Optimization
At megascale, Tef’s main features (its Architectonics) include not only the
four Sectors and their Archives, but beyond these, three great Modes of
Perception: Enchantment, Consciousness, and Optimization. Let us briefly
examine each of these Modes.
First, however, note that our foundational experience for each Sector and
Mode is Awareness. Thus, our “default Mode” of megascale Perception is
Awareness. It consists solely of manifest experience. It is the having of firsthand
experience. Awareness is our sole experience in L.1, the Sensation Sector, and it
is our experience in the other Levels whenever their percepts are experienced
firsthand, that is, when their percepts are not mimicking something else. But note
that Awareness by itself yields relatively flat, two-dimensional experience. It is
always and simply whatever it is, possessing no added significance or meaning.
In Awareness, rocks are rocks, moonlight is moonlight, and hunger is hunger.
When you have only Awareness, “what you see is what you get”.
The Enchantment Mode, on the other hand, emerges in Tef when we
combine L.2 Story with L.1 Awareness. That is, the L.2 Intuition Sector adds
Stories that permeate, or interweave, or even alloy with, our Material/This World,
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L.1 Awareness. A Story, you will recall, is an analog “video” that concerns
relationships among Beings (spirits/souls/psyches). Story is Other Worldly and is
often romanticized or idealized. Everything in a Story possesses at least some
degree of spirit/soul/psyche. In the L.2 Story Other World, animism rules!
Thus, whenever we infuse Story (be it a dream, a visualization, a fable, or
a myth) into our material This World Awareness, we are adding soul to an
otherwise soul-free world. The resulting Enchantment Mode is something greater
than our default Awareness. It is something new. In the Enchantment Mode, This
World entities are no longer perceived as mere inert things, but instead as (or as
“houses” for) Beings, each possessing (a little or a lot) spirit/soul/psyche. In
short, through Enchantment we newly perceive everything as more or less in
possession of Will. In the Material World, just by itself, soul is neither present
nor absent. But when we add (infuse) soul into that World, via the Story World, it
becomes enchanted, ensouled, personified, even anthropomorphized. Stones,
stars, and seas—otherwise seen as “dead”, inert, soul-free—are perceived as
being (a little or a lot) ensouled. We may be inspired to proclaim, “The world is
alive!” (And we may even come to expect miracles from it!)
How common is the Enchantment Mode in our lives? Very common! Yet
interestingly, and very significantly, we are usually not aware that we have added
soul to it! We are usually not aware that much of—even most of—our daily
world is in fact an alloy of L.1 This World Awareness and our L.2 Other World
Stories. We are blind to the ubiquity of our injected dreams, fantasies, illusions,
legends, metaphors, and myths.
For example, we love to tell our L.2 myths with abandon, but we do so
without full awareness of them. Ironically, however, if and when we awaken to
our myths, we find that they no longer function very well as myths! Thus, writing
or talking about our myths exposes them to lethal light, or at least weakens them,
stealing their power. This may be one reason why religionists are basically antiintellectual and unwilling to rationally examine their Stories—they fear a draining
of power from them, and thus a draining of soul from the world.
And the Consciousness Mode? Consciousness results from the linking—
typically the overlaying—of Mimic (Mim) to Referent (Ref).
Thus, the
Consciousness Mode is born when L.3 Mimics—such as Representations—are
routinely overlaid upon their Referents. Once this overlayment is in place, we
discover that we are now looking upon those Referents through a “transparent
layer” of mimicking Ideas. Thus, in the Consciousness Mode, it might be said
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that we “glue” a Mimic (Mim) onto its Referent (Ref), to give us a distinctive
two-layer “doublet” percept.
Perceptual “doublets” so produced exhibit a surprising and unexpected
“depth”. Though Consciousness is not an altogether mysterious faculty—for we
do see that it results from our overlayment of Mim upon Ref—nevertheless we
cannot fully explain the unexpected perceptual depth that it yields to us.
Seemingly, we see things for the first time. For, when in the Consciousness
Mode, we widely and routinely see our world through our Concepts, through our
knowledge. Looking through the doublets of Consciousness, we may know for
the first time about Awareness itself: We become aware of our Awareness! And if
the Ref is one’s own self, the addition of a Mim upon it yields a self-image: We
gain self-consciousness.
So you see, the Consciousness Mode, like the
Enchantment Mode, transports us well beyond simple L.1 Awareness.
Note that Consciousness, as described here, is actually Consciousness-of.
That is, in this Mode we overlay a Mim upon a Ref, making us newly aware of
that Ref. We gain Consciousness-of of the Ref. Mere consciousness, in informal,
ordinary language, is a vague term, sometimes synonymous with Awareness itself,
other times with mental alertness, other times with knowledge, and so on, but not
specifically this overlayment of Mim upon Ref, as described here. In my view,
therefore, the clear and unambiguous meaning of “Consciousness” is
Consciousness-of, as described above.
To summarize, Awareness is our “default” Mode of Perception. Our
experience within L.1 is exclusively Awareness.
By contrast, we get the
Enchantment Mode whenever L.2 perfuses L.1. And we get the Consciousness
Mode (that is, Consciousness-of) whenever L.3 is overlaid upon L.1.
What, you might ask, is the Mode of Perception associated with L.4? The
L.4 Orchestration Sector organizes, manages, and refines our experience, aimed at
increasing the H/D Ratio. L.4 links together some or all of Tef’s scales and
Sectors and Modes. What new Mode might Orchestration yield? I surmise we
are actively creating this Mode in our own times. I will call it the Optimization
Mode. It optimizes Harmoniousness. And Optimization’s ultimate goal is a very
rich, multidimensional, ultra-complex, highly harmonious Tef.
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SO WHAT?
The biggest features of Tef are the four Sectors and the three Modes of
Perception. You were likely more or less aware of these Sectors and Modes
before reading this book. But Tef Theory organizes and names them in a way
that, I hope, will assist your pursuit of Harmony. Knowing about and naming the
Sectors is a step toward using them wisely. Knowing about the Modes of
Perception is a step toward using them wisely, too. Of course, we do not
necessarily need to know about either Sectors or Modes. Mere coping with life is
always an option for each of us. But coping is how we are compelled to live if we
lack, or do not employ, a well-developed model of reality—such as Tef Theory.

More Big Features Of Tef
We have now surveyed some of the biggest features—Architectonics—of
Tef: its megascale Sectors and Modes of Perception. We have seen that our
Orchestration of these is the work of L.4, pulling together the products of
Sensation, Intuition, and Intellection (as well as their Archives) to yield ultracomplex percepts, all aimed at attaining an optimal H/D Ratio.
Let us pause now to explore a selection of other important megascale
features of Tef. These will include Matter and Energy; Space and Time; Earth and
Sky; the Human Body; and others. (See also the GLOSSARY and CHARTS OF
TERMS.)

Matter And Energy
Matter and energy are the stuff of the L.1 Material World (“This World”)
or, more accurately, the stuff of the Outer Realm. Matter and energy are familiar
to us. But we might well wonder: Just how does matter differ from energy? Are
these two things closely related? And how do the material matter and energy of
This World relate to the nonmaterial percepts found elsewhere in Tef, such as our
Other World percepts? We need to explore these important questions in order to
live more harmoniously in Tef. (See Chart 6.)
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One problem that impedes answering questions about matter and energy is
the multiple and muddled meanings of the word “energy”. Even Physicists
variously define “energy” (that is, physical energy) as radiation, quanta,
electromagnetic waves, photons, the ability to do work, the basic stuff of the
cosmos. Esoteric thinkers, by contrast, define “energy” (that is, psychic energy)
as the stuff comprising mental or spiritual reality. Some people speculate that
these two meanings converge in the subatomic, quantum realm. From the
perspective of Tef Theory, however, all these views—of physics, of esotericism,
and of convergence—are inadequate, so let me offer some definitions of matter
and energy that I think work better, at least when using Tef Theory.
Tef Theory asserts that It is composed of experience, or stated otherwise,
that It is composed of phenomena. If it is true that Tef—which includes
everything—is entirely phenomenal, then matter and physical energy must also be
phenomenal, right? In this light, Tef Theory asserts that matter and physical
energy are, at base, not utterly different things, but instead just two different kinds
or aspects or expressions of one thing: phenomenal material experience.
Moreover, Tef Theory asserts that matter and physical energy, together, are
not utterly different from psychic energy, which comprises all the nonmaterial
experience in Tef—i.e., all of our Inner images, memories, thoughts, and
emotions. So, in the view of Tef Theory, all experience, whether material or
spiritual, is, at base, Tef-stuff. All the kinds of our experience are simply, to use a
musical analogy, “variations on a theme”.
Further, Tef Theory asserts that each material, This World entity—each
object, let us say—is nothing more than a percept, nothing more than a construct
composed—beginning at microscale—of Qualities (supplied by Reception) and
Forms (supplied by Mentation), with or without the addition of Values (supplied
by Evaluation). Stated otherwise, every material entity is a constellation of
“surfaces and appearances”. But Tef Theory also asserts that these surfaces and
appearances are real and Actual. What’s more, nothing stands behind these
surfaces and appearances. Nothing else is more real or more enduring than the
phenomena themselves. “What you see is what you get.” Tef Theory is, in short,
phenomenalist; I regard it as a brand of Philosophical Phenomenalism.
Stated another way, matter does not have an existence that is independent
of you, its percipient. An axiom of Tef Theory is “The unseen does not exist”,
which it also states as “No experience, no existence”. For example, turn off your
lamp at night, and the chairs in your room cease to exist. Really! Absolutely! If
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your chairs are to continue to exist, in the absence of light, you will have to detect
them through some means other than seeing them (such as touching them).
Let me repeat all this. Tef Theory takes matter to be a perceptual
construct. It begins as material phenomena (Qualities). These phenomena are
given. We do not make them. Rather, our role is to add Form to the phenomena.
Thus, matter is solely “surfaces and appearances” (sometimes called the
“properties” of matter).
Matter is not something standing behind those
phenomena; it is those phenomena.
Phenomena in the Outer Realm—that is, in the Material World—are called
sensations. They emerge through the microscale portal of Reception, build up
within the mesoscale into material entities and simple systems, and reach their
fullness within the megascale Sensation Sector. Thus, Perception gathers together
color, weight, rigidity, sound, smell, inertia, heat, and other sensations and
synthesizes these into constellations of sensation that we can, and do, objectify as
matter, as material entities. Or, to use a different metaphor: Mentation “throws a
net of Form” over a group of selected sensations, and then it names the resulting,
integrated construct “matter”.
What are those selected sensations? Simplistically, matter, to be called
matter, always demonstrates a combination of three properties: tangibility, mass,
and volume. These properties are experienced primarily through Action and
tactility (though strongly corroborated by vision and the other sensory channels).
Roughly expressed, if a percept can be touched (if it has tangibility), if it has
volume (if it has three dimensions and occupies space), and if it has mass (if it has
weight and inertia), then it is matter.
Given this definition of matter, if a percept is composed of Sensible,
material experience, yet lacks any of these three specific traits of matter, then it
should not be called matter. Instead, it should be identified either as a single, tiny
perceptual element or as a constructured, complex material image.
Material images can, however, often be taken as evidence of matter, and
even as acceptable Representations of it. For example, putative matter—say, a
cookie lying on a plate—seen at a distance using my vision channel only, is a
material image, not matter. Yet this image can serve as a symbol or evidence or
proxy of cookie matter. Only when I add other sensory channels, especially
tactility, to my vision, can I declare the plate and its cookie to be true matter.
Thus, my visual material image of the last cookie lying there on a plate transforms
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into manifest matter for me when I grab it and eat it. I can adopt the material
image as evidence of matter, but it remains only an inference until proved. An
inference is a nonmaterial Idea—Inner, Mental, Other Worldly, intangible—not a
truly material thing, not Outer, Sensible, This Worldly, tangible.
Given these ideas, we can now distinguish physical energy from physical
matter. Matter is a constellation of nonmental sensations—at least those having
tangibility, volume, and mass—whereas physical energy is any simple nonmental
sensation, the input of only one or two sensory channels. Thus, physical energy is
either a perceptual element or a simple material image. (Note that the Body’s
physical energy includes both Outer Body sensations and Inner Body sensations.
For example, intestinal discomfort, muscular effort, and bodily warmth—all parts
of the Inner Body—also fit the definition of physical energy: simple, nonmental
sensation.)
However, confusion easily arises here. I myself inconsistently employ the
word “energy” to mean two different things: (1) physical, Material World
sensation, as just discussed, and (2) all experience, anywhere in Tef. That is,
“energy”, when its meaning is not specified, can refer either to just physical Outer
Realm sensations (the stuff studied by Physicists) or to any experience anywhere
in Tef. For my part, I usually try to show, from context, which sort of meaning I
intend. Even so, my readers should be on the lookout for inconsistency and
confusion in my use of the word “energy”. In the present discussion, “energy”
means only physical sensation.
Thus, matter is tangible stuff. It is physical substance. It is constructured
from Qualities received via the sensory organs. Question: Is a Concept of matter
also true matter? Answer: No. A Concept is an idea. It cannot be touched or
seen via hand or eye. It resides in the nonmaterial L.3 Idea World, not in the L.1
Material World.
Even so, in daily life, it turns out that most of what we call “material
objects” are actually ultra-complex percepts that combine genuine Sensible, Outer
Realm matter with nonmaterial Mental, Inner Realm ideas. Take the Hope
Diamond. Its weight, volume, hardness, color, and clarity are genuine Material
World phenomena that we perceive with our sensory organs. It is therefore true
matter, a glittering hunk of transparent bluish carbon. By contrast, appended to
this hunk of matter are its mystique, its crystallographic class, its unique history,
and its monetary value. These latter are nonmaterial, Other World percepts. The
Hope Diamond percept, in toto, is therefore a complex mixture of Material World
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and Other World. Indeed, most of our “material” percepts are this sort of ultracomplex mixture of experience: Outer plus Inner, Sensible plus Mental, orthoreal
plus metareal, This World plus Other World.
In summary: Matter is a constellation of physical, Outer Realm sensations
characterized by tangibility, volume, and mass. By contrast, physical energy is
either a perceptual element or a simple material image. Matter is therefore more
complex than most physical energy. Yet both belong to, are parts of, L.1’s
Material World, This World.

PRAXIS
Try to label each of the following as to whether it is a material experience
(either matter or physical energy) in the Outer Realm, or some kind of
nonmaterial experience in the Inner Realm. Depending on meaning, more than
one label may apply. It is okay to be uncertain here!
wood
hunch
moonlight

heat
joy
quartz

water
red
pain

Try labeling these terms again, using different Frame Dyads, such as
Harmony/Disharmony, Material/Spiritual, Self/Not-self, Sensible/Mental.

SO WHAT ?
Is matter really nothing more than a collection of surfaces and
appearances? You may find this notion incredible, or even challenging to grasp.
You are probably not accustomed to this view. You probably expect matter to be
solid and dependable. You want it to persist, even when you are not looking at it.
But take heart: Know that in time you can see matter as entirely phenomenal.
And when you do, you will also gain an additional reward: You will then see
more clearly the commonality underlying all experience. The disconnect between
matter and spirit will fade. You will likely find a measure of peace in the Oneness
of Tef.
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Space And Time
Tef Theory holds that space and time, like matter and energy, do not exist
as realities independent of our Perception. But this is not to say that they are mere
fictions of the human mind, either. Rather, they are best viewed as two of the
more fundamental features of Tef, Forms that we have added to nature. This
means that we and nature are co-creators of space and time. In this book I have
asserted that Perception, whether of objects or ideas, is a joint product consisting
of what the given, received ur-experience affords (i.e., permits) and what our
creative, perceptual processes are capable of adding to it. For example, although
Mentation provides Form to an entity, it can do this only if the Qualities present in
that entity afford it. Stated yet another way, Mentation and Reception both have
limits: Mentation is limited in what it can accomplish, and Reception is limited in
what it affords.
What the full potentials of our Mentation and Reception may be are
unknown to us. The Laws of Physics, to give a salient example, are assumed by
most of us to be universal and absolute laws of nature. Yet we might ask: Could
other Physical Laws exist—other than, and different from, and additional to the
Laws of Physics we are familiar with? I am willing to concede that such Laws
could exist, but I also observe that our Mentation and Intellection have so far been
incapable of constructuring them. Usually, it seems to me, we add to Outer nature
whatever Form is easiest and/or most pleasant for us to provide, in other words,
we add the most harmonious Form. Such Form has to “fit” our Outer Realm
experience—that is, nature has to be able to “accept” the Form we give to it—but
also the process of giving that Form to nature is usually the one that takes least
effort and/or brings us greatest pleasure. So, theoretically, there might be
concepts different from space and time that we could use to describe our
experience of the universe. But I do not know what those concepts are. Perhaps I
myself am incapable of knowing those concepts.
In the following discussion, I shall look at space and time in the Outer
Realm, where we use them to structure the physical universe. But of course space
and time can also be used to structure the Inner Realm: our Mental, psychic
experience. That is, we also think up and dream up all manner of Other World
spatial and temporal images. However, even though space and time characterize
both This World and the Other Worlds, I shall limit the following observations
mostly to space and time in This World, the Material World, the Outer Realm.
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Space
During our early childhood, we experience space mostly as a lived, bodily
fact—as percepts constructured within the L.1 Material World—whereas, by the
time we reach adulthood, we have come to experience space much more as an
idea—in our L.3 Idea World. That is, for young children, space is a discovery
made by the Body with regard to its powers of Action—essentially, muscular
effort. For adults, by contrast, space is mostly our ideas concerning distance and
volume.
In other words, young children learn and know space through use of their
sensory organs and their muscles: How far must the child reach out, or how much
effort must she summon, in order to grasp a toy? Which takes greater effort:
crawling up the stairs or crawling down the stairs? How much wiggling or
walking is required to get her Body relocated from this room into that room?
Thus, space is first learned as the effort we expend during Action, in the L.1
Sensation Sector.
Only later does L.3 Intellection conceptualize space as the shape or
structure of the universe. Space, for adults, is most commonly perceived as
volume, in three-dimensions. On Earth, where we live, the three dimensions are
oriented at right angles, one of which—the vertical axis—is parallel to the force
of gravity. We are able to identify this vertical, up-down axis because (1) moving
upward requires muscular effort to counter the pull of gravity and (2) moving
downward results in acceleration whenever we are freely pulled by gravity. We
might suppose, then, that our movement along either of the two horizontal axes
should require little effort—as when skating across ice or when driving a car
across an empty, open parking lot—but in fact we live in a complex world full of
friction and abundant obstacles, a world where horizontal movement often
requires considerable effort. Think of the effort expended in bodily wending your
way through a packed crowd or in floundering through a brushy thicket!
The three dimensions of space are also reflected in the human Body’s
organization. Whenever we bipedal primates stand upright, our head-to-feet axis
marks the vertical dimension, our belly-to-back axis marks one horizontal
dimension, and our lefthand-to-righthand axis marks the other horizontal
dimension. It is interesting that very few other species have adopted this
orientation. In most animals, belly-to-back is the vertical axis. Plants lack heads
and feet, of course, but their central structure is typically vertical, parallel to the
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force of gravity, as it is in humans. Our Body’s vertical orientation surely has a
profound influence on how we humans perceive the world.
My own material Body is a perceptual peninsula, at least visually. That is,
I cannot see all of my Body with my own eyes (I can, in fact, see other human
Bodies more fully than I can see my own!). In this sense, then, I perceive my
Body to be located somewhere along the edge of Outer Realm space. For, most of
my awareness lies in front of me, with almost none of it behind me. My Body
visually vanishes near my eyes, so my Body is a visual peninsula, not an entity
having a closed boundary.
By contrast, as an adult I have partly replaced my L.1 sensations of space
with L.3 concepts of space. So, now, I think of my Body as an object located at
the perceptual center of Outer Realm space. Now, it seems, the external universe
“revolves” around me! This perspective is not narcissistic egocentrism so much
as a fundamental and inescapable fact of my adult Perception. Wherever I happen
to be, the center of the universe is always here. My home is always here.
Thus, space is a three-dimensional set of forms that Perception uses to
constructure much Outer (and Inner) Realm experience, including percepts of the
Body. It starts out as Awareness of Body, when we are young, and it later
becomes mostly Ideas about Body. L.4 Orchestration seeks to merge and
coordinate these contrasting percepts of space, thereby to increase the H/D Ratio.

Time
Time is commonly (in contemporary American culture, at least)
conceptualized as a one-dimensional percept.
It is linear, unidirectional,
successive, and regular. It is customarily subdivided into past, present, and future
stages. This is Clock Time (what we might also call Machine Time). It is
perceived via the L.3 Intellection Sector. Thus, we believe that the present has
followed upon the past, and we expect the future to follow upon the present. Let
us admit, however, that this Clock Time is only an Idea, useful mostly within the
Idea World. It is a way of thinking about, and measuring, the flow of change in
Tef, but it is not always a faithful mirror of that change—the change we actually
participate in, in Levels One and Two.
If so, what else can we say about time and about our notions of past and
future in relation to the present? I wish to address these questions in some detail,
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for as well as revealing Tef Theory’s take on the nature of time, they demonstrate
much about Tef Theory in general. I apologize if some of the following
discussion becomes tedious.
At the outset, we need to distinguish time and change. Though related,
these are not the same thing. Change is the flux of our experience, the emerging,
transforming, and vanishing of differences, of contrasts. For example, change is
what Quality does, at microscale. Time, by contrast, is a Mental method for
organizing and measuring change. Change is independent of time. This means
that change can be perceived whether or not we are measuring it using time,
whereas for time to mean anything, change must be occurring and must be
perceived. Time and change are independent descriptors.
In the view of Tef Theory, the Herenow—this place and this time—is
located in the “eternal present”, and only in the present. This is time as it occurs
in the L.1 Material World. We commonly suppose this eternal present to be an
instant (though “eternal” and “instant” would seem to be contradictory terms).
However, we are also continually generating Memories of our Level One
experience, and just prior to each Memory lies a duration that is not an instant, but
is in fact a brief, finite span of time. I call this span the Present Interval (P.I.).
How do we measure the P.I.? I do not know this exactly, but it is clear that
we have some kind of built-in faculty of time measurement. L.3 assumes that this
faculty is regular, consistent, and continuously operating (though in fact it can be
inconsistent and sporadic, and we sometimes conclude that we do not perceive
time accurately or continuously). We use this built-in faculty to validate our
scientific, L.3 time measurements—measurements that use material clocks. The
scientific second, for instance, has no ultimate, transcendent meaning. Instead it
relies upon the personal, subjective meaning that we are able to lend to it. The
second used by science is approximately one resting heartbeat long—probably not
a coincidence. All of Physics uses the second conceptually, but this Concept—
and therefore the intelligibility of the physical universe to Physicists—would
collapse if Physicists lacked a personal, corroborating bodily sense of the second.
Body Time is necessary for validation of Clock Time.
The P.I. is the time span within which we do our Actual living. It is brief.
Typically, for me, it is not longer than four seconds, a period of time within which
I perceive Outer Realm events, as well as all of my Inner Realm thoughts and
feelings. All these Actually occur here and now, in the Herenow. Thus, my P.I. is
one or two breaths long, a few heartbeats long, a couple of side-to-side scans of
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the eyes long. I do not know whether my own P.I. is longer or shorter than that of
other persons. In any case, it is the time span within which the present “wears
out” for me and lives on only as the past—as Memories and Reconstructions of
The Past. It is the length of my attention span, after which my perceptual
processes attend to new, present percepts. Thus, I continually “refresh” the P.I.
This replenishing process is not voluntary or intentional.
It happens
automatically. Thus, every four seconds or less, my perceptual processes
“refresh” any one specific percept, restoring it in the present, if possible. This is,
however, a “rolling refresh”, continually recurring, so that my sense of the present
is mostly continuous, not broken into obvious intervals.
Are you dubious about my notion of the P.I.? Consider this question:
Were the present just an instant, rather than a finite period of time, how could we
ever measure any change at all? Change takes time to occur, but if the present
were only an instant, there would be no temporal “room” within which change
could take place. Our lives would be frozen inside the present instant.
Tef Theory sees the Present Interval as the maximum span of Herenow
that we have prior to our formation of a Memory of it. Moreover, because the P.I.
is brief, it also contains little significant future time. That is, almost no Herenow
Referents of the words “future time” exist within the P.I. Let me say that again:
The eternal present of the Material World P.I. contains almost no future time.
Instead, I assert that the future is almost entirely an imaginary, Other World Idea.
Thus, the future, by this view, is composed mostly of Other World Imaginations
and Predictions, all of which are Ideas, Inferences.
If so, this means that, whereas future time is not an important player in
L.1’s Outer Realm, it does play a big role within L.3’s Inner Realm—the realm of
Imagination and Prediction. In short, the future is a predictive idea It is not
descriptive of the present. Which is not to claim that imagined and predicted
futures never do “come true”. They often do, more or less. But by Tef Theory’s
definition, the future is self-evidently not concrete Herenow experience; it is
imaginary Therethen experience.
Likewise, the past is mostly not a referential Herenow experience. It, too,
is an Other World construct—a Reconstruction—one that is generated by and
within the Idea World of L.3 (with help from the Archives of Memory, of course).
These Therethen pasts and futures would be relatively innocuous, if left
aside to themselves. But things get sticky because we widely grant to our
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Therethen past and future nearly the same ontological status as the Herenow
present has! This sort of erroneous ontological substitution is called (in Tef
Theory) Surrogation. For instance, many people come to Believe in a future
afterlife in heaven. And they also Believe in past eras of history and prehistory,
allowing these merely imagined or inferred Therethens to be treated as if they
were concrete Herenows. Examples abound. High School History teachers like
to say, “We history teachers strive to make the Past come alive, just as real to our
students as is their life on the street today.” And when sociologists talk about
future shock, they tell us, “The Future is already here!” In this way our Beliefs
as to Past and Future times take on a certainty and concreteness similar to that of
the Herenow in the L.1 This World—the P.I.—even though they are actually
Therethen Ideas in the L.3 Other World! This substitution of ideas for concrete
percepts is called Surrogation. We really do Believe in Past and Future!
Thus, through Surrogation, we commit an error—a “lie” of sorts—
granting an ontological status to Therethens that is equivalent to what we
experience in the Herenow. Consequently, most of us really do Believe dinosaurs
once roamed the earth! We really do Believe the American Civil War was fought!
We really do Believe Elvis sang! Or, for another example, take the juicy apple I
am eating here at the computer. The inescapable facts are these: I am not, today,
eating next summer’s apple. Nor am I, today, eating any of the apples I enjoyed
last summer. Only today’s apple is Herenow. All other apples—past and future—
are Therethen apples: Ideas, Predictions, Memories. Same with Tyrannosaurus,
Gettysburg, and the King of Rock!
In short, in the view of Tef Theory, L.1 contains no past and no future time
—except as we illogically authorize ourselves to believe in such past and future
times. There are no Actual placetimes other than this place and this time! (Note
that places and times always function together, as placetimes.) Examples of Other
World placetimes that we illogically project outside the Herenow include: Earth’s
geological past, America’s colonial past, the future of humanity, the spirit worlds
of heaven and hell, the personal unconscious, the menagerie of subatomic
particles, the deep telescopic universe, even the other side of town.
These
Therethen percepts make up a very big share of our total experience! Truly, our
lives are a mixture of Herenow and Therethen, a mixture of past, present, and
future, a mixture of both here and there. Yet we have inadequate Consciousness
of how thoroughly these mixtures pervade our lives.
One can define Science as a disciplined, grounded, intellectional method
for generating Therethen histories. And these are created for the purpose of
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conceptualizing the present. In turn, our Concepts allow us to predict the future—
and to control it, we hope. In Science—which is a L.3 Intellection Sector
discipline—Natural Law explains the present by picturing the unfolding of events
through linear time: past to present to future. Yet from the perspective of Tef
Theory, Science—whenever it is invoking past and future—is invoking imaginary
or inferred, Inactual percepts! Neither the past nor the future is Herenow. Past
and future placetimes, including those accepted as true by Science, are not Actual
Herenow placetimes within This World. They are Inactual Therethen placetimes
within L.3 ’s intellectional Other World.
Can all this this really be so? Surely, you may wonder: Can Tef Theory
reject both the past and the future as mere Imaginations? This seems an
incredible, almost silly, position to hold!
You may rightly ask, what about our memories? Are not our lifelong
memories good evidence of an Actual past? In answer, Tef Theory readily agrees
that our Ideas of past time are built, in part, from memories. And the more vivid
our memories, the more convincing is our sense of that past time. But stop and
consider this question: When do our memories Actually occur? Somewhere in
the past? No! They occur now, not then! Our memories happen in the present!
Like all things, memories exist within the Present Interval, where we employ
them in creating an imaginary history called “The Past”. They themselves are not
part of, and do not reside within, that past.
But even if we come to accept the idea that memories belong solely to the
Present Interval, we still need to account for their existence. From what are
memories generated: imagination, or fantasy, or dream? Tef Theory replies:
Surely none of these.
Then, what could memories be, if not traces of formerly-present, now-past
events? (You may wish to pause for a moment and peer very carefully at those
cobbled-together, contradictory adjectives underlined in the previous sentence.
Notice the trouble we have in describing past time! Why do you suppose this
trouble happens?)
The only way I know to satisfactorily deal with questions about the origin
of memories is to get down to basics, to recast our customary sense of time.
Recast it, that is, by casting it out upon the junk heap of obsolete ideas! I suggest
that time—in This World, at least—should no longer be seen as a sequence of
events flowing from past to present to future. Rather, we should think of time as
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the “eternal present”, located within the Present Interval. Memories are part of
that present, whereas the past, like the future, is an imaginary, constructured Other
World, located in and produced by L.3. The past is a reconstruction.
Thus, “Where do memories come from?” can be answered: “From the
present, necessarily, because only the present is Herenow. Memories mirror the
present. And the present (as a flowing series of P.I.’s) exists forever, never
beginning, never ending, without past, without future.” Memories are Mental
percepts that we store for the purpose of archiving our P.I. percepts. Memories
are Mimics of the present that build up, like compost, in the ever-changing and
deepening garden soil of life. They remain in the present, even when we use them
to imagine a past. Memories are an Other World record, a double, of This World.
Well okay, you may nod in agreement about these notions of memories (if
only to move this conversation along!). So much for memories. But what about
historical artifacts? What shall we make of petrified Tyrannosaurus bones,
prehistoric Indigenous American arrowheads, or Depression Era photographs?
What, in fact, do we even mean by “old” or “historical” in regard material
objects? In other words, even if one buys the view, presented above, that memory
is not part of The Past, what about our ability to reconstructure and picture The
Past by inferring it from physical artifacts instead? Are we wrong when we
interpret historical artifacts as holdovers from The Past?
Tef Theory asserts that historical artifacts, like memories, belong solely to
the present. We have them here and now, only. Yet even granting this, we still
very much want to explain their existence. How to do this, if not as products of a
past that really did happen? For example, old growth trees in today’s forests tell a
story of tree growth spanning decades, do they not? Pyramids are evidence of
civilizations occurring millennia ago, no? And who can doubt the 160 million
years of geologic history that accounts for the feldspar grains in my garden soil?
Surely the world we inhabit offers us abundant and varied evidence of past events.
Ah, the anguished, “meddling” Intellection—it winces when its basic
assumptions are challenged! I have denied it a past—by challenging memory as
evidence for the past—and now I threaten to deny it a past again—by challenging
historical artifacts as evidence for the past! Tef Theory does indeed become an
incredible worldview for any mind that can’t tolerate mystery, that just can’t let
sleeping enigmas lie. Which is the mind we all have!
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With regard to historical artifacts, what we must recognize is that we are
not now manufacturing them. Therefore, nothing we say about their origins is a
here and now description of those artifacts that we possess. What we can do, and
what we actually do (with abandon), is to manufacture a history—a L.3 Scenario,
an Idea “movie”—about those artifacts that satisfies the mind’s natural
compulsion to create scenarios. We do our best to “save appearances” by
inventing a meaningful, consistent history of them. We explain our concrete
present by creating an imaginary past that is consistent with the present:
consistent with our memories, with historical artifacts, with current events.
Beyond this, I am forced to admit that historical artifacts remain a
mystery. Their source is simply unknown to me and are, in a sense, unknowable.
Indeed, we can’t really say anything about past origins, because within our daily
Herenow experience there simply is no past! The past does not exist as L.1
Herenow experience. Instead the past exists only in our minds, as L.3 Therethen
experience. Only the Actual Present Interval is “really real”. Our ur-experience
continuously emerges “from out of mystery” through the microscale portals of
Reception. But take heart: There is nothing illegal or immoral about such
mysteries! Even if our Intellection dislikes them!
Thus, History and Science exist for the purpose of providing us with two
things: an imaginary past to help us explain change in the present, and an
imaginary future to help us predict change. Envisioning the past and the future
sketches out for us a temporal “landscape” of linear time: past, present, future.
But did the past actually happen, prior to now? Will the future actually happen,
next? From Tef Theory’s perspective, there is only one logical answer to both
questions: No. The question, “Does it happen in the present?” makes complete
sense, whereas the twin questions, “Did it happen in the past?” and “Will it
happen in the future?” make no sense at all!
So, with regard to the past, the only view that makes sense to me is to see
history—our notion of the past—exactly for what it is: nothing more than a set of
Inner images, a set of Ideas. Like the myths and folk tales in L.2’s Story World,
and like the theories of Science in L.3’s Idea World, history is simply a scenario
we devise to help us make sense out of the present. Tef Theory holds that history
never “happened” for the simple reason that nothing can “happened”. Things can
only “happen”—now and here, within the Present Interval.
Thus, in the view of Tef Theory, only the Present Interval has existence.
All other times—past and future—instead have illatence (an idea discussed more
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fully later). Past and future have been invented and projected in order that L.3
can utilize a span of time longer than four seconds. Why a span of time? Because
L.3 seeks to digitally model the unbroken flow of change that is L.1. L.3 consists
of snippets (“jostling marbles”), but having just one snippet—the Present—is
inadequate for it to model change in L.1’s “flowing goo”. So, L.3 invokes Clock
Time with its three, contiguous regions: the Past, the Present, and the Future. This
invention is how, using its high standpoint spectation, L.3 can account for change
in L.1. Clock Time is an invention, an artificial Addition to the Original percepts
of L.1.
Now, of course, even if every person on earth were to become familiar
with Tef Theory’s unorthodox views on time, I have no illusion we would cease
believing in past and future times! We want and need these imaginary, Mental
extensions of the present. They are very useful to us. Moreover, in the larger
picture, each of us constructures an overall life history—a General Story—an
autobiography telling us who we are, where we came from, where we are going,
and thus, how It all hangs together for us. I am sure we will continue to do so.
We gain psychological support from such Beliefs. We want to Believe in past and
future. Hence, past and future will surely live on!
Let us finish up with a summary of the above views about space and time.
* Space in the Outer Realm is a three dimensional Form that we use to structure
our Material World sensations. We learn space as infants and children by
muscular effort in L.1, and later in life we think about it abstractly in L.3.
Abstract space is centered upon the percipient’s Body.
* Time is also a Form that we use to structure our Material World sensations.
Time in the P.I.’s Herenow is solely present time, but we customarily choose to
expand our sense of time into an imaginary past and an imaginary future by
creating Ideas of Therethen times. That is, when we are perceiving only in L.1,
time is the eternal present (or, stated perhaps more accurately, time is absent:
timelessness). Extended time makes no sense in L.1’s Material World; past and
future are meaningless there. However, we can recognize a finite, brief duration,
called the Present Interval, lasting for me up to about four seconds. After about
four seconds, I find that any given present percept has become a past percept,
persisting only as memory or a reconstruction. My firsthand experience has been
replaced with secondhand memory. Hence, my perceptual Processes must
continually “refresh” my firsthand percepts. If I then choose to overlay my L.3
“before” and “after” ideas upon L.1, I gain Consciousness-of of time. The
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process of consciously perceiving time is ongoing, and it is neither smooth nor
simple. Through it we create a “landscape” of linear Clock Time. However,
neither memories nor historical artifacts are sufficient justifications for
maintaining our belief in an Actual past. Thus the ultimate source of both
memories and historical artifacts remains a mystery. Indeed, our lives forever rest
in mystery.
You may persist, however: If Clock Time and its notion of the past is
essentially an Imagination in the Idea World, why do we continue to use Clock
Time in our daily lives? Why perpetuate a delusion, a “lie”? My answer is that
our notion of the past proves to be a very useful idea—even though not a truthful
idea. We are accustomed to using it and benefiting from its use. L.3 models the
flow of L.1 experience as digital percepts, and these models prove to have high
utility. So every one of us, and our human Community in general, live as if the
past were, and the future will be, “really real”, like the Present Interval. We
pretend that past time happened—often to our benefit. It is only when we want to
be honest with ourselves that we are forced to concede that past time is imaginary
and Inactual. Similarly, future time.
All this is easier to see when you enter into Solitude, for Community does
not commonly question Clock Time. You are not likely to notice time’s
artificiality so long as you stay within Community. You may have to escape, to
stand in Solitude outside of Community, in order to sense the artificiality of Clock
Time.

SO WHAT?
Space and time, so familiar and taken for granted, are seen by Tef Theory
to be Additions of Form, by you, to your experience. Your Perception of your
Body as being central in Tef is not egocentrism: To yourself, you really do seem
to be at the center. Home is always here and now. You need not feel an
obligation toward either the past or the future. Living in the “eternal present”—
within the Present Interval—you can therefore choose to slough off the traditions
and cultural baggage of the past and to fend off worries and expectations about
the future. This freedom does not give you a free ticket to escapism, however.
Your knowledge of the past and predictions of the future need to be used in your
quest for Harmony. But knowing that they are imaginary products of the mind
allows you to defend yourself against the worst of their deceptions and excesses.
All this is more easily appreciated in Solitude than in Community.
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Nature, Gaia, Degrees Of Freedom, And The Classes Of Gaian Matter
Having examined the somewhat abstruse topics of matter and energy, and
space and time, let us now turn to some salient, more concrete features of the
natural world. These, too, are major features of megascale Tef.
“Nature” is an important word in Tef Theory. Relevant to this discussion,
it has at least three meanings. Let us begin by clarifying these.
a. “Nature” can refer to the essential characteristics or typical behaviors of
something. For example: “It is the nature of material objects to fall toward the
Earth”.
b. “Nature” can refer to all the Earth ecosystems that have not yet been heavily
modified by human activity. These have both living (biotic) and nonliving
(abiotic) components. Thus, Nature on Earth is composed of things that engage
the attention of ecologists, meteorologists, geologists, biologists, and others. For
example: “Nature in Southern Oregon has high biodiversity”.
c. “Nature” can refer to the entire physical universe, including planets, Sun, stars,
and all the millions of galaxies. This “nature” denotes the cosmos, those things of
central interest to astronomers and cosmologists. For example: “A small, but
significant, portion of Nature is ordinary matter and energy”.
Meaning (c), the entire physical universe, includes meaning (b), Earth’s
ecosystems. We can avoid confusion between these two meanings by substituting
the term “Gaia” for meaning (b), Earth's ecosystems. Then we can safely retain
our customary use of “nature” for meanings (a) and (c), two meanings that differ
greatly and will not be confused. Therefore, in the following discussion I shall
use “Gaia” to refer to all of the relatively undisturbed nature on planet Earth.
Gaia is those natural environments within which we live and from which we have
constructed our physical culture. I shall ignore the other two meanings of
“nature” in the following.
Gaia is part of the L.1 Material World, hence it is composed of diverse
kinds of matter and energy. Tef Theory classifies the diversity of Gaian matter
according to its degrees of freedom, where freedom refers to the physical
resistance of that matter to applied mechanical stress. In personal terms, the
degrees of freedom refer to how much difficulty the human Body has in changing
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the shape of a mass of matter—as when trying to cleave it or bend it or perforate
it. The degrees of freedom are therefore reflections of our Action—of our
muscular effort—which is one of our most salient Inner Body sensations. Our
four degrees of freedom in Gaian matter are as follows:
* Minimum Freedom, whenever we physically interact with solid matter,
requires the most effort and yields the least change
* Medium Freedom, whenever we physically interact with liquid matter,
requires moderate effort and yields moderate change
* Maximum Freedom, when we physically interact with gaseous matter,
requires the least effort and yields the greatest change
* Mixed Freedom, when we physically interact with organismic matter,
requires mixed effort and yields mixed changes.

which
which
which
which

Tef Theory uses these four degrees of freedom—minimum, medium,
maximum, and mixed—to group Gaian matter into four large Classes of Matter,
as follows:
* Lithos. Salient natural examples: rock, soil, ice. (There are also many
manufactured cultural solids that resemble natural Lithos: metal, glass, rigid
plastic, and so on.) Lithos is usually abiotic matter. It is the solid phase of Gaian
matter, affording us the minimum degree of freedom. Typically, Lithos has high
density and high opacity. A person cannot bodily enter Lithos (unless it has been
reduced to particles very much smaller than the human Body, such as fine sand or
snow).
* Hydros. Salient natural examples: water, molten lava, petroleum. (There are
also many manufactured cultural liquids that resemble Hydros: alcohol, melted
asphalt, gasoline, and so on.) Hydros is usually abiotic matter. It is the liquid
phase of Gaian matter, affording us a medium degree of freedom. Typically,
Hydros has moderate to high density and either low or high opacity. A person can
usually enter it bodily (ignoring, for the moment, physical or chemical
Disharmonies that might discourage one from doing so!), generally encountering
moderate resistance to movement through it.
* Atmos. Salient natural examples: air, wildfire, volcanic gases. (There are also
many manufactured cultural gases that resemble Atmos: Freon, neon, ammonia,
and so on.) Atmos is usually abiotic matter. It is the gaseous phase of Gaian
matter, affording us the maximum degree of freedom. Typically, Atmos has very
low density and very low opacity. Our Bodies are immersed in Gaian Atmos—in
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Earth’s air—and we can move through it with great ease. At times it can seem
like empty space.
* Bios. Salient natural examples: human Bodies, fish, trees, insects, mushrooms,
plankton. (There are also many manufactured cultural substances that resemble
Bios: various colloids, soft plastics, and so on—but these differ in not being, or
not recently being, part of a living organism.) In contrast to Lithos, Hydros, and
Atmos, Bios is biotic matter. It is the organismic “phase” of Gaian matter,
affording us mixed and complex degrees of freedom. Thus, Bios may be regarded
as a mixture of the solid, liquid, and gaseous phases of matter, a mixture of
Lithos, Hydros, and Atmos. In general, Bios has moderate to high density and
moderate to high opacity. All Bios is biotic, either alive or inferred to have
recently been alive, and in Gaia it entails carbon-based Organic Chemistry.
Lithos, Hydros, Atmos, and Bios are not exclusive or tightly defined
classes of matter. Instances of hybrids between them are common. Thus, mud is
Lithos plus Hydros, fog is Atmos plus Hydros, an erupting volcanic ash flow is
Lithos plus (very hot) Atmos. Moreover, instances of ambiguity occur: solid peat
deposits might be regarded as either Lithos or Bios, and our blood might be
regarded as either Hydros or Bios. Regardless of such hybrids and ambiguities,
the classes of Gaian matter can help us to acknowledge, conceptualize, and
celebrate important generalities about the matter we encounter in Gaia, Earth’s
ecosystems.
Three of the ancient esoteric “Elements”—Earth, Water, and Air—parallel
the above three abiotic (nonliving) classes of Gaian matter: Lithos, Hydros, and
Atmos, respectively. What about the fourth esoteric “Element”, Fire? In terms of
matter, Fire is regarded by Tef Theory as a highly energetic (dangerously hot)
form of Atmos. Tef Theory then replaces Fire with Bios in the four-part list of
Gaian matter. (Of course, the ancient “Elements” also refer not just to matter and
its degrees of freedom, but also to nonmaterial energy and emotion and spirit; but
I am not concerned with these latter topics in this discussion.)
The above categories name only the kinds of matter and their degrees of
freedom. However, Gaia also includes physical energy, which Tef Theory calls
Energos. The totality of Gaia’s matter and energy is material reality, the Material
World. In this scheme, Lithos, Hydros, Atmos, and Bios are classes of matter, and
Energos is the (single) class of physical energy. Our traditional exemplar or
symbol of Energos is the heat and light given off by Fire, which Tef Theory calls
Pyros. Energos is energy.
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SO WHAT?
Tef Theory’s scheme of the four degrees of freedom and four Classes of
Gaian Matter does not necessarily supersede either the categories of matter
(Solids, Liquids, Gasses) recognized by Physics or the ancient “Elements” (Earth,
Air, Fire, Water) recognized by esotericism. But they do focus our attention on
the concrete specifics of our life as lived in Gaia, while retaining a scientific
orientation. You have a central role here: It is your bodily Actions, and the
outcomes of those Actions, that define and demonstrate the degrees of freedom,
and hence the Classes of Gaian Matter (Lithos, Hydros, Atmos, Bios).
Remembering, and frequently bodily contacting, the Classes of Gaian Matter will
help you to keep yourself grounded.

Earth, Sky, And Our World Between
Let us note that each of the four classes of Gaian matter is the main
component of each of four major regions of Gaia, as follows:
Class of Gaian Matter

Region of Gaia

* Lithos composes
the Earth (“Ground”, “Land”, “Lithosphere”)
* Hydros composes
the Waters (“Oceans”, “Aquatics”, “Hydrosphere”)
* Atmos composes
the Sky (“Heavens”, “Welkin”, “Atmosphere”)
* Bios composes
much of the middle realm, which lies mostly between
Earth/Waters and Sky (“Biota”, “Biotic Habitats”, “Biosphere”)
Often we describe Gaia simply as a Major Dyad: Earth and Sky. As to
Earth, we suppose that if we dig into the ground, we will find it is made of Lithos/
Rock. As to Sky, we suppose that if we fly up into the blue, we will find it is
made of Atmos/Air. (And we anticipate that the organic matter of Bios will only
get in the way of either investigation!) Thus, when the child asks, “What are the
Earth and the Sky made of?” the adult may answer, “Earth is made of soil and
rock, and Sky is made of air and cloud”. (Of course, this ignores Hydros, the
Waters of seas, lakes, and streams).
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Tef Theory expands and revises these traditional views as follows. The
Major Dyad of Gaia is indeed Earth and Sky: the ground and the heavens. More
formally, these may be called Tellocosm (the land and the sea beneath our feet)
and Caelocosm (the region above our heads). Using this Major Dyad, we can
attempt to assign all of our Gaian percepts to either Earth or Sky—to either
Tellocosm or Caelocosm.
Earth (Tellocosm) is the Gaian surface we live upon. It can be either
supportive (e.g., land) or unsupportive (e.g., water). However, because most
humans spend most of their time on land, let us regard Earth as mostly solid and
supportive. At first view, the Earth portion of our Gaian dyad has little or no
vertical thickness: We typically encounter it as an opaque, two-dimensional
surface that we can directly touch, see, hear, and smell. We call it the ground.
Yet, interactions with its rock and soil in three dimensions (say, while excavating
quarries, cracking open boulders, and exploring caverns and crevasses) permit the
intellectional notion that Earth everywhere has an inside composed of Lithos, and
we easily come to imagine that this Lithos extends downward indefinitely. Thus,
phenomenally, Earth is simply a solid surface, and we are physically in contact
with it. We stand upon it, run upon it, drive upon it, relax upon it. But we also
commonly adopt the Belief (an L.3 Inference) that Earth consists of solid Lithos,
extending down to unspecified great depths beneath the surface.
Sky (Caelocosm), by contrast, is unattainable to us. That is, we cannot
touch Sky the way we can touch Earth, and therefore we remain uncertain
whether Sky is true matter or only a material image (which may help to explain
why we sometimes call it “the heavens”). But we do know, phenomenally, the
reality of the air that surrounds us—for we live in it and breathe it—and we
conclude from visits to mountaintops that air is present even at great altitudes
above the lowlands. We are justified, therefore, in our Belief (an L.3 Inference)
that the Sky, even up at great altitudes, consists of gaseous Atmos.
What about the Sun? We behold its brilliant disk as part of the daytime
Sky. Is the Sun true matter or only material energy, Energos? Well, clearly Sun is
not matter, for it lacks tangibility. (Or almost none: One might say that the Sun’s
radiation “bearing down” upon the skin is a tangible experience, yet one cannot
interact with the Sun’s radiation in terms of weight, inertia, volume, density, and
texture—the kinds of experience needed for defining matter.) Sun therefore is a
material image composed of material energy—Outer Realm sensations lacking the
mass, volume, and tangibility of true matter. It is a material image shining down
from or through the transparent Atmos of Sky. We honor the Sun, for it is Gaia’s
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primary source of raw energy. Among its many benefits, the Sun “lifts” growing
plants—our food base—above Earth’s surface and it generates our warmth and
weather. In short, the Sun sustains life on Earth, sustains the Bios of Gaia.
Thus (still ignoring Hydros), we commonly perceive our Gaian dyad—
Earth/Sky, or Tellocosm/Caelocosm—to consist of solid Lithos below and
gaseous Atmos above. These two great provinces of our experience are distinct
and broadly complementary: Earth is nearly impenetrable (that is, Lithos has
minimum degree of freedom), though it is immediate to our touch receptors,
whereas Sky is very easily penetrable (that is, Atmos has maximum degree of
freedom), though we can bodily reach only a few feet up into it. So, Sky (along
with its Sun) is a material image, seemingly hovering somewhere within or above
the Atmos in which we live. In conclusion, Earth has minimum freedom and is
perceived to be tangible matter, whereas Sky has maximum freedom and is
perceived to be an intangible material image.
Where and what is our human home in this great dyad of Earth and Sky?
Where do we humans spend our lives? Certainly we live on Earth, upon its
Lithos. But we also live in Sky, or at least, within its Atmos. We stand on Earth
with our heads lifted up toward Sky. We seem to live on/in both members of the
Earth/Sky Dyad.
Let us conclude, then, that our home occupies a zone, that place where
Earth meets Sky. This is a zone of ambiguity. I call it the World Between, or the
Anthropocosm (“human world”). Very roughly, this zone is as tall as human
bodies, or perhaps as tall as big shrubs and short trees. Most (terrestrial) animals
also live within this ambiguous zone between Earth and Sky. Given this zone, we
can now recognize a perceptual triad (a Major Triad): Earth, World Between, and
Sky. In other words, Tellocosm, Anthropocosm, and Caelocosm.
The Anthropocosm—the Exceptional Third in this triad—is endowed with
all four degrees of freedom, and thus all four classes of Gaian matter, giving its
occupants a great richness of experience. We humans—whose own Bodies are
composed of Bios and are physically generalized and are highly adaptable—have
explored most of Gaia’s Tellocosm and Caelocosm, effectively extending and
enlarging our Anthropocosm. We live on every continent and in almost every
terrestrial habitat. Like other organisms, we find our freedom of motion to be
much greater within Hydros and Atmos than within Lithos.
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Are “Gaia” and “Anthropocosm” synonyms? Clearly these terms do
overlap, yet they also differ. The Anthropocosm is everything around us that we
personally call home, the immediate material world in which we live, our Existent
Tef. It is the proximal Herenow, the nearby Outer Realm, the concrete Material
World of L.1 that we can see and touch. It is our physical environment, the
habitat we experience firsthand via the sensory organs. Gaia, by contrast,
comprises both the Anthropocosm and our mind’s eye extension of that
environment to the entire planet: the Existent Tef plus portions of the Greater Tef.
Thus Gaia consists of the Anthropocosm plus all of the ecosystems of Earth that
we can imagine, whether we actually live in them or not. The Anthropocosm is
part of the L.1 Material World, whereas Gaia is a hybrid of L.1’s Material World
and L.3’s Idea World.

SO WHAT?
Sometimes in living our lives we become mired in details, other times
preoccupied by abstractions. Stopping to gaze upon the great dyad of Earth and
Sky (Tellocosm and Caelocosm) helps us to reground ourselves in Gaia and shifts
our attention from the minutiae of life to the big picture.
The Outer Realm is perceived as a Major Dyad: Earth and Sky. These are
realms you can relate to because they are your Herenow environment—unlike
Therethen Concepts such as the continents or the stratosphere or the nation. Your
home partakes of both Earth and Sky. What you actually inhabit, then, is the
material Anthropocosm, an ambiguous World that lies between Earth and Sky,
between Tellocosm and Caelocosm.

Humans And The Anthropocosm
We have explored some of the Outer Realm megascale features of Tef:
matter (be it Lithos, Hydros, Atmos, or Bios) and energy (Energos); threedimensional space; past time, future time, and the Present Interval; Sky
(Caelocosm), Earth (Tellocosm), and the World Between (Anthropocosm). Let us
now explore even more of the Anthropocosm. This is our home in Gaia, and we
need to know it well if we seek to optimize the H/D Ratio in Tef.
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When we study the world and its history, we come to see that our lives,
which were originally reliant on nature, have now become flooded and drowned
by the tides of culture. One result of this inundation is that most of us now lack
adequate personal knowledge of how physical nature (Gaia) is put together and
functions. We live surrounded mostly by physical culture—houses, stores, office
buildings, schools, vehicles. Beyond this, we have rather recently submerged
ourselves within endless images delivered by entertainment devices, by the media,
and even by “virtual reality” devices and programs. Our ties to physical nature
have become frayed. Individually and societally we are now disoriented and
disconnected from the natural part of our L.1 Material World. To regain our
bearings, I believe we need to restore our familiarity with the salient natural
features of the Anthropocosm.
To begin such a reorientation and reconnection, we might ask ourselves
this initial question: What were the big objects in the natural world, the primary
world in which humans used to live, many thousands of years ago? Put another
way, when we walk across a natural landscape, what things do we bump into,
even today? What things are big enough to block or divert our travel?

PRAXIS
Mentally strip away the physical culture of your immediate world: the
buildings, the streets, the bridges, the fences, the vehicles, the power lines.
Whatever remains is what defines and characterizes your immediate natural
world. Make a list of the larger of these natural things. (If you live in a totally
artificial environment, you may need to access a park or ex-urban setting for this
Praxis.)

Certainly the largest features of the natural world are the topographic
features of the Tellocosm: hills and mountains, valleys and canyons, rivers and
lakes, glaciers and deserts, shorelines and mudflats, bays and oceans. And,
overhead, the great natural features of the Caelocosm are Sun, Moon, Milky Way,
clouds, rainbows, aurorae, and so on.
However, these topographic features of the Tellocosm are all far larger
than the human Body. Instead, what I am aiming for here are the immediate,
human-scale objects that ancient humans would have encountered every day as
they walked about, right here on the ground—in a sense, the “furniture” of their
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home, the natural features of their World Between, of their Anthropocosm. These
big objects certainly would have included the following:
* Megaliths: standing stones, rock ledges, riverbanks, ice masses, crevasses
* Megaflora: trees, logs, large shrubs
* Megafauna: large animals, including other humans
This list implies that throughout human prehistory the big objects of the
Anthropocosm were of three kinds: standing stones, trees, and big animals.
Science tells us that we evolved among these features, and I sense that we still
respond strongly to them and that we still need them for our psychological wellbeing.
Standing stones offered us shelter, as well as safe vantage points from
which to view our surroundings. We still find ourselves drawn to them. Trees
composed the forests—the groves in which we made our ancient homes—and we
are still instinctively attracted to their trunks and fruits and sheltering boughs.
And the big animals played important roles in the drama of our daily lives,
providing us with food and other material resources, creating for us both danger
and opportunity, inspiring wisdom in us, and even offering us a feeling of soulful
companionship. Remember that up until just a few thousand years ago, humans
were quite familiar with truly big Ice Age animals, most of which are now extinct.
In the Northern Hemisphere these included massive mammoths, humongous
ground sloths, whopping wapiti, and really big bears, bison, and birds.

SO WHAT?
If you wish to renew and restore your bonds with nature, with Gaia, one
way to begin is by getting to know the immediate, salient features of your own
natural Anthropocosm: its standing stones (megaliths), its trees (megaflora), and
its surviving large animals (megafauna). Your ancestors evolved among these
features, and that world is still part of you. These were the “furniture” of your
natural home. You need to get reacquainted with these and other aspects of the
natural Anthropocosm. Learn their names and their natural and cultural lore. Get
to know them intimately. (See my book, Tefist Paths to Nature, for additional
ideas that can help you relate to Gaia.) In short, you need to love both man and
the natural world. You need nature as a counterbalance to culture. You need
nature, as poet Robinson Jeffers expressed it, “...not man apart from that”.
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The Body Ambiguous And The Self
Here we stand, sandwiched between Earth and Sky, feet on the ground,
head in the air. Our material Bodies are composed of Mixed Matter. That is, we
are made of Bios, which is an amalgam of Lithos (bones, teeth, and nails), Hydros
(blood, lymph, urine), and Atmos (breath and flatus), as well as other substances
of intermediate state (muscle, cartilage, skin, fat, hair). Some of these material
substances of the Body are ambiguous as to the Outer Realm/Inner Realm
distinction.
But we also experience ambiguous percepts of the Body that are not
obviously material: headache, lethargy, vertigo, muscular action, pounding heart,
and rumbling intestine. And at least some of these are ambiguous as to the Outer/
Inner distinction. Also, we may wonder: Are these objective or subjective? Self
or Not-self?
Thus, the Body well deserves the name Body Ambiguous: a zone of
transition or mixing between Outer and Inner, between Sky and Earth, between
Self and Not-self. We encountered the ambiguity of Body in Chapter 3, but its
importance calls us back now for another look.
What we want to know is:
Ambiguous to the self?

What is the relationship of the Body

PRAXIS
On the one hand, materialists, such as behaviorists and some
neuroscientists, argue that our physical Body is all there is of us. On the other
hand, spiritualists, such as New Agers and traditional religionists argue that our
Body is just a house or garment for the human spirit, or even that our material
Body is spirit, only. Tef Theory resists such either/or, exclusionary definitions of
Body. Tef Theory finds that the Body Ambiguous brackets both matter and spirit,
both Outer and Inner experience. And where, exactly, shall we draw the line
between these Realms?
To see what I mean, ask yourself the following questions about your own
Body, again using the Outer/Inner Dyad as your Frame Dyad:
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Is the clothing I’m wearing Inner, or Outer?
Is the hair on my head Inner, or Outer?
Is my breath Inner, or Outer?
Is my Body heat Inner, or Outer?
Is the empty space inside my stomach Inner, or Outer?
Is the pain in my lower back Inner, or Outer?
Is my love for my family Inner, or Outer?
Is my memory of childhood Inner, or Outer?
Is my meditating mind Inner, or Outer?
In this exercise our Frame Dyad is the Outer/Inner Dyad. Although it
seems plausible that lines can be drawn between members of this dyad, an
important question remains: Why and where are we warranted to draw these
lines, especially when the lines seem arbitrary or inconsistent or vague?

Thus, Tef Theory sees the material Body as a zone of ambiguity, a zone of
perceptual transition. Does it belong to Sky? or to Earth? Of course, it belongs to
both, for the Body is part of the ambiguous World Between, our Home Place.
And is the Body made of Lithos, or Hydros, or Atmos? Of course it is made of all
of these, and none of these, for it is composed of Bios, the fourth, mixed-freedom,
class of matter.
So, given this material ambiguity, let us return to our initial question:
What is the relationship of Body to self? Is the Body a part of the self? Or is the
Body only a part of the not-self? Our self, as seen by others, includes our Outer
Body—its observable, public, objective features. Yet even our public, external
Body is not a simple, homogeneous entity. For instance, the Outer Body is
polarized toward its anterior end. Have you noticed, for example, that the prime
minister’s face is regarded as far more a part of his self than is his belly? Hence,
prime ministers’ faces get photographed often, but not their bellies!
Similarly, we also closely associate our self with our brain and nervous
system. Strict materialists, in fact, regard self and brain as essentially an identity.
But materialists aside, I think most people infer that our visible Body “contains”
an invisible, private spirit/soul/psyche “within” it. Thus, our self is usually taken
by other people to consist of both a Body and a soul.
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Our Inner Body experiences include pain, pleasure, effort, vibration,
electrical shock, and so on. Of course, our Inner Body can be “seen” only by
ourselves—subjectively, privately. Our Outer Body, by contrast, can be seen by
others—objectively, publicly.
For each of us, our own Outer Body is a
perceptual peninsula, not fully observable to our own eyes. However, neither the
Inner Body nor the Outer Body is everything that we mean by “self”. Indeed, we
often regard the Body as a minor, low priority, peripheral part of the self.
So, if Body—both Outer Body and Inner Body—is only a minor part of
self, what other part of our experience can we point to as the “core” of self? The
emotions, perhaps? The realms of pure thought, perhaps? Unfortunately, neither
of these subjective realms fills the bill, either. Even the spirit/soul/psyche, which
characterizes much of our experience in L.2, is inadequate. In fact, our Inner,
Mental Realm alone cannot be all of our self, because it would then be
disembodied. Yes, I can temporarily perceive my Mental Realm as disembodied,
but I cannot do so for long: My bodily experience always intrudes. Self is
necessarily at least partly Body.
My conclusion: I think we need to regard the objective Outer Body and
the subjective Inner Realm as two distinct regions of Tef that, although they are
individually emphasized from time to time, are both needed for a whole self.
Neither can stand alone, and neither one reduces to the other. Yet, at the same
time, no sharp and absolute boundary separates them. Body and the Inner Realm
are parts of Tef’s continuum—in a practical sense and also in a theoretical sense.
Self and Not-self constitute a “fuzzy” dyad of experience. “I am my Outer Body”
is true, but only half true. “I am my Inner Realm” is true, but only half true.
Instead, within the Body, the Inner Realm merges with the Outer Realm, and self
merges with not-self. Hence, the Body Ambiguous is truly a zone of transition,
spanning Major Dyads: Self and Not-self, Inner and Outer, Earth and Sky, and
combining the four classes of Gaian matter. When we finally recognize the Body
Ambiguous as the central region of Tef, we thereby transform the Outer/Inner
Dyad into a Major Triad: Outer Realm/Ambiguous Body/Inner Realm. And the
Body thereby gains very high significance.

SO WHAT?
If your Body is indeed both ambiguous and central to Tef, this fact makes
your Body both enigmatic and crucial to your quest for Harmony. Your Body is
pivotal to your quest. Therefore, you need to know your Body well, to love your
Body fully, to express your Body clearly. Both Outer Body and Inner Body.
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Other Worlds
The foregoing megascale features of Tef have emphasized the Outer
Realm: the Material World. What of the Inner Realm? Here we find ourselves in
the L.2 Story World and in the L.3 Idea World, the two Other Worlds that stand in
contrast to the L.1 Material World. (The Archives may also be regarded as an
Other World, but will not be discussed here.)
My referring to the Story World and the Idea World as Other Worlds may
seem peculiar, but this is indeed appropriate because these Worlds contrast
strongly with the concrete Material World, aka This World. Even powerful
Concepts (such as Natural Laws) that have been shown to faithfully represent
Outer Realm percepts are nonetheless not part of the Outer Realm, for, as
Korzybski reminded us, “The map is not the territory”! For example, if we sit for
an hour reading a book about trees, during that hour none of the experience
evoked by the book is an Actual tree—that is, none of the text’s information
consists of Outer Realm roots and bark and leaves that you can grasp with your
hands. Rather, all of the percepts evoked take place in your Mental Inner Realm,
as Inactuality, as Stories and/or Ideas (Scenarios). The book evokes Inner Realm
Other Worlds only: nonmaterial images. The book’s words and pictures are
Mimics, not the Actual Referents of those words and pictures.
Of course, you should not confuse Tef Theory’s Other Worlds with the
otherworlds envisioned by religion and science fiction. Tef Theory’s Other
Worlds do include the supernatural and sci-fi otherworlds—as Stories and Ideas—
but those otherworlds have no referents in This World. Because they do not
represent anything in This World, the otherworlds of religion and science fiction
are clearly “Rootless Representations”—they are ungrounded. (Though these
otherworlds may claim to be rooted, or grounded, somewhere outside of Tef, you
will recall that Tef Theory does not recognize the existence of anything outside of
Tef.) Indeed, Tef Theory sees many of the otherworlds—the heavens and hells
and all the sci-fi realms of distant space and exotic time—as L.2 Fantasies and L.3
Imaginations that have been repurposed as fictional Stories and Scenarios.
Moreover, Tef Theory sees many other Inner Realm percepts commonly regarded
as This World entities—such as black holes, atomic nuclei, and the minds of other
persons—as Other World creations, too! These are not things of This World, not
things of the Herenow. Not orthoreal things.
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SO WHAT?
Leaving aside your Emotions and the Inner Body, my labelling of your
Inner Realm as Other Worldly may jar you. And, I hope, it will jar you!—into a
fresh perspective. In this view, even your own back is Other Worldly! What, you
say? Perhaps you are willing to agree with my view that, by Tef Theory’s criteria,
heaven and hell are Other Worlds—for reputedly they are located somewhere else
—but even your own back? Yes, indeed. I say your back is Other Worldly, too,
for it is out of (your) sight. With regard to your vision, it does not exist in the
Herenow! Visually, your back exists only as a Therethen Idea for you, an Other
Worldly Idea. Things that exist only in your mind—such as black holes, other
souls, the Loch Ness monster, Santa Claus, your liver, and your back—belong to
the Other Worlds. Seeing Tef this way can help you perceive both This World and
the Other Worlds more seriously, honestly, and clearly.

Summary Of Chapters 1, 2, 3, And 4
This concludes our overview of the some of the biggest features
(“Architectonics”) of megascale Perception. Before moving on to Chapter 5,
which explores Action, let us review the key ideas from Chapters 1, 2, 3, and 4.
(See also the GLOSSARY and the CHARTS OF TERMS.)
1. Tef Theory proposes that the stuff of It is experience. Near-synonyms of
experience include: reality, energy, awareness, phenomena, qualities, life-as-lived,
the Herenow, and percepts. It has no negative, for experience positively is, only.
There is no unreality. Existence depends upon experience (not the other way
around)—as expressed by one of Tef Theory’s axioms: “No experience, no
existence” (aka “The unseen does not exist”).
2. Experience is both continuous and changing. It has no limits and no gaps. It is
in flux, yielding both singular changes and repeating changes (successive cycles).
3. Perception is the overall process, or ontogeny, whereby experience emerges
into Tef, transforms there, and then vanishes. Two types of Perception are Passive
Perception and Active Perception (aka Action). At microscale, experience unfolds
through the Basic Processes of microscale Perception, as follows.
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Experience emerges into Tef as ur-experience via a process (portal) called
Reception. The simplest ur-experience is a simple Quality, of one kind or another.
Ur-experience in turn evokes the Value-giving process, called Evaluation.
Harmony is our preferred direction of change in all of our experience. This
preference can be described as the Vector of Value, the “arrow” of preference
pointing away from Disharmoniousness and toward Harmoniousness.
Urexperience also evokes the Form-giving process of Mentation, resulting in
perceptual peninsulas and entities. The simplest of entities are called nodes.
Analysis and Synthesis are key mentational faculties. Subsequently, Integration
of the Basic Processes and Products yields full, whole microscale percepts.
Memories—veridical and abstract—function as Archives of all the processes and
products of Perception. Action (Active Perception) via the Body, often results
from Passive Perception. This whole microscale ontogeny of experience can be
diagramed as the Microscale Model of Perception. Experience vanishes just as
mysteriously as it emerges and transforms.
4. Analysis yields new, simpler percepts through disassembly of existing
percepts. Analysis of experience ceases when it reaches pure, unalloyed percepts,
called elements of experience. The elements are typically very small or very
brief. Synthesis yields new, more complex percepts by joining together existing
elements and/or percepts. We perceive many things as being relatively static, and
we take these for granted, giving little regard to their contrasting partners or
contexts. These individual static things are called monads.
5. Tef Theory is phenomenalist: neither materialist, nor idealist, nor strictly
dualist or pluralist.
It builds its worldview upon the commonality of all
experience. All experience is phenomenal.
6. At megascale, we encounter Tef’s biggest features, the Sectors and Modes of
Perception. The first Sector, is the L.1 Sensation Sector, which produces the
Material World, also called This World. Next is the L.2 Intuition Sector, which
produces the Story World (an Other World). Next is the L.3 Intellection Sector,
which produces the Idea World (also an Other World).
Last is the L.4
Orchestration Sector, which produces the Optimal World and its optimized
Harmoniousness. Archives store our veridical and abstract Memories of all four
Sectors. This whole interrelated process is called the Megascale Model of
Perception.
7. All Perception in L.1 is in the default “Mode” of experience called Awareness.
This is the having of Sensible, Herenow experience only. Three true Modes of
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Perception are built upon L.1’s Awareness. Addition of L.2’s Stories (which
permeate or interweave the L.1 Herenow) yields a Perceptual Mode called
Enchantment, wherein every Herenow entity is associated with a Will, a Being, a
spirit/soul/psyche. Thus, Animism results from L.2’s empathy of Other Wills.
Overlayment of L.3’s mimicking percepts (Mimics, Mims) upon their referential
percepts (Refs) yields a Perceptual Mode called Consciousness, or, more
precisely, Consciousness-of. Consciousness-of of one’s own self is called selfconsciousness. L.4, seeking wholeness and Harmony, generates the Optimal
Mode, thereby maximizing the H/D Ratio in Tef.
8. Perception creates dyads at mesoscale. These are pairs of entities having either
symmetrical Yang/Yin relationships or asymmetrical figure on ground
relationships. Major Dyads subdivide all of Tef or a vast part of Tef. The Major
Dyads include This/That (the Generic Dyad), Original/Additional, Actual/
Inactual, Sensible/Mental, Outer/Inner, Referential/Representational, and many
others. A Frame Dyad is any Major Dyad through which we interpret the world.
9. The Outer/Inner Dyad is one of Tef Theory’s most important Frame Dyads.
Tef Theory does not try to reduce one member of this dyad to the other. The
Outer Realm is public and objective, and it is emergent via the sensory organs.
The Inner Realm is private and subjective, and it is mostly not emergent via the
sensory organs.
10. In the Outer Realm Material World, some percepts (those having mass and
volume and tangibility) are true matter, and others (those lacking these essential
properties of matter) are merely material images made up of physical energy. In
general, matter is more complex and physical energy is less complex. Matter is
characterized by volume, mass, and tangibility. Time is customarily, though
artificially, elaborated into past, present, and future time. (The present is actually
the Present Interval, which for me lasts up to four seconds.) The four classes of
Gaian matter—reflecting the four degrees of freedom of Action—are Lithos,
Hydros, Atmos, and Bios. Physical energy may be called Energos. Fire, in the
view of Tef Theory, is a dangerously hot form of Atmos called Pyros.
11. Our Outer, Herenow natural environment may be subdivided into Earth
(Tellocosm), Sky (Caelocosm), and the World Between (Anthropocosm). Salient
features of the natural World Between include standing stones (megaliths), trees
(megaflora), and large animals (megafauna, including humans). The cultural
world is a modification of the natural world. Gaia consists of our immediate
environment, plus the conceptualized planet and its ecosystems.
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12. The Body Ambiguous is a zone of ambiguity or transition between the Outer
Realm and the Inner Realm. The Body (both Inner Body and Outer Body) is
central in Tef.
13. The Inner Realm contains the Inner Body, the emotions—which include
passions and moods—the Archives, and the two Other Worlds: our Stories and our
Ideas (aka Scenarios). Much of our experience is a hybrid or mix of Inner and
Outer experience, and thus, it consists of ultra-complex percepts.
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Chapter 5:
ACTION AND INACTION

Tef—the Total Experiential Field—is Tef Theory’s Mental model of the
totality of all phenomena. In this model, phenomena are seen as alike in some
ways, but also different in some ways.
All phenomena are alike in that:
* They all exist, once they are experienced (that is, Tef is composed exclusively of
existent phenomena);
* They all contribute to Tef’s continuity (that is, Tef has no gaps);
* They all participate in Tef’s change (that is,Tef is in flux).
All phenomena are different in that:
* They change at various rates (thus, in a given time period, a plethora of
phenomena are variously emerging, vanishing, and transforming);
* They contrast with one another in terms of their microscale contents
(that is, differences in Quality, Value, Form, and Wholeness are
ubiquitous);
* Some of them emerge, transform, and vanish as a result of Passive Perception,
whereas some of them emerge, transform, and vanish as a result of Active
Perception (Action).
In this book we have thus far focused on Passive Perception. Although
some of our explorations led us to the doorstep of Active Perception, we have not
yet explored that topic. That is, we considered our observations, feelings,
thoughts, and dreams, but we did not explore how we might respond to these
through our Action. Obviously, however, we humans are not passive percipients
only. Using the Body, we are also creators and modifiers of experience—through
our Action. Therefore, in this chapter let us broaden out Tef Theory by exploring
our active responses to experience: our Active Perception, aka Action (and
Inaction).
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The Body And Action
To begin, let us establish that Action is a function of the Body. When we
act, changes occur in the Body, most noticeably with regard to muscular activity.
Other bodily responses, such as neural changes, hormonal changes, and changes
in blood chemistry, usually do not directly or significantly affect the world around
us. But our muscular responses can and often do. This chapter therefore focuses
on muscular activity. (Of course I am referring here to flesh and blood human
Bodies. The Bodies of cyborgs and robots perhaps do not need muscles to
produce Action!)
Whenever we act, our muscles—whether large or small—do something.
They change. We perceive this muscular activity as four kinds of experience:
* The Outer Body’s public, objective changes (i.e., the muscular extensions and
contractions of our Body parts)
* The Inner Body’s private, subjective percepts associated with this muscular
activity (e.g., pain, pleasure, effort, relaxation, acceleration, change in position)
* The Outer Body’s behaviors and the consequences of these in our interactions
with the Outer Realm (e.g., walking, singing, coaching, speaking, farming,
warring, sleeping, etc.—Actions that our Body performs and the impact of these
Actions on other persons and on the world in general)
* Inner Realm spin-offs that accompany the above Actions (i.e., Level Two
Stories, Level Three Ideas, and Archives, as well as Level Four Orchestrations of
all these).
Our larger muscles are noticeably active in sex, work, play, aggression,
defense. Smaller muscles are noticeably active in communication—speaking,
writing, and some kinds of art. What is most important, however, is not the size
or strength of the muscles used, but the amount and kind of change they can
actually cause. For example, communication achieved by using our small
muscles—speaking or writing, for instance—can “leverage” changes in the world
that are overwhelmingly greater than those we can achieve by using our large
muscles alone. For instance, we usually find it much easier and more effective to
verbally tell someone our wishes than to physically demonstrate those wishes. In
fact, by engaging in social relationships mediated by communication, we can
effect changes in Tef that would be impossible through our own large muscle
efforts alone. An extreme instance of this “leverage” was President Truman’s
small-muscle verbal command that flattened Hiroshima and killed many tens of
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thousands. Similarly, on the domestic scene, I have seen how my announcement
from the kitchen, “Dinner’s on!”, can throw listless children and slumberous pets
into instant, vigorous Action.

SO WHAT?
Once again, you can see that Body is central in Tef. Your Body is your
conduit for self-expression, your primary means of responding to your life
experience. If you are to be fully you, at least some of the time you must act.
And that Action is produced by your Body’s muscles.

Kinds Of Action
I have defined Action as the Body’s muscular response to Passive
Perception. This Action takes place solely in the L.1 Herenow Material World,
which is to say, in the Present Interval, in both Outer Body and Inner Body. At
least four different kinds of muscular Action can be distinguished.
a. Spontaneous Action. This Action is involuntary. It happens for no reason that
we are aware of at the time. (Strictly speaking, then, spontaneous Action is not a
response to our Passive Perception, for it has no perceived cause—although we
may speculate about a cause or, later, even discover a cause.) Thus, an
involuntary twitch in one’s eyelid—bothersome, unwanted, unexplained—is a
spontaneous Action. Likewise a sudden leg cramp—which we may infer is due to
dehydration, but whose cause is not actually perceptible to us—is also a
spontaneous Action. Such muscular Action simply happens, mysteriously. It is
not obviously caused by (and may not even be correlated with) L.1’s Hedonic
Emotion, or L.2’s Will (Relational Emotion), or any of L.3’s Opinions.
b. Reflex Action. Like spontaneous Action, reflex Action is involuntary. But
unlike spontaneous Action, reflex Action can be attributed to a known cause at the
time. Your doctor taps your knee and instantly your lower leg kicks forward. A
bee zooms toward your face and instinctively you duck to avoid it. You eat too
much spicy food and soon your stomach begins to churn. You race fast around
the track, and your heartbeat races, too. These are all reflex Actions of the
muscles. You have little or no control over these Actions, yet their cause is known
to you. (Note: You may prefer to regard spontaneous Action as simply reflex
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Action for which you have not yet discovered a cause. If so, this will allow you
to lump the Spontaneous and Reflex categories into one. Your choice.)
c. Willed Action. This Action is a L.2 response arising from our Story Other
World and its associated relational motivation. Thus, it emerges from the L.2
Intuition Sector. To understand Willed Action, let us recall the four categories of
L.2 Stories (“videos”):
* Fantasies: purely private Creatives in our L.2 Other World, including night
dreams, day dreams, and shamanic visions
* Narratives: “Told Tales” that we communicate to others, including storytelling,
legends, literature, and guided visualizations
* Enacted Stories: the embodied Stories associated with cinema, theatre, and
sacred ritual
* Lived Myths: Stories that resonate with our social experience and that we have
come to take for granted as true. These are often called Beliefs.
Recall that L.2, the Intuition Sector, responds especially to its underlying
microscale values and mesoscale emotions. A Willful response builds up from
these, and this can then motivate muscular Action. As we saw earlier, a
generalized chain of (positive) motivation in L.2 looks like this:
Harmoniousness —> Gladness and/or Gratitude —>
Good Will/Love => Good Works (that is, Good Action).
This chain is a sequence of Processes and Products. Our microscale
Evaluations of Harmoniousness initiate the chain. At mesoscale, those feelings
elicit emotions of Gladness. Next, “up” in the megascale Intuition Sector,
Gladness can evolve into Gratitude (if in a social context) and subsequently into
Good Will (called Love in a social context). Sufficient Good Will, or Love, may
then “overflow”, motivating the Body to Actions that, we hope, are Good Works.
Through our Actions in a social context, we share (reciprocate) Good Will
and Ill Will with other Beings. To repeat, another term for these social
reciprocations is Love and Unlove. Good Will and Love are the positive emotions
we feel in all of our L.2 Stories (i.e., in our Fantasies, Narratives, Enacted Stories,
and Lived Myths). Thus, our feeling of Gladness results from any kind of
harmonious experience derived from any source, whereas our feeling of Gratitude
is our gladful response toward Beings when they bring us harmonious experience.
Stated simply, then, Gratitude is our Gladness within a social context.
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Willed Action is usually voluntary. That is, we can usually control it
(although our strongest Will—our passions of lust, anger, panic, grief, etc.—do
sometimes “carry us away”). In any event, our feelings of Love or Unlove often
motivate muscular Action in our Body. Note that the perceptual site of our
experience in L.2 is internal and participatorial, so that we experience ourselves as
“part of the scene” in this Action. We are participants inside the Story; we
perceive ourselves living the Story, feeling the Will, expressing the Love, etc.—
not watching all these from the outside, as L.3 does with its spectation.
d. Planned Action. Also called Intentional Action in Tef Theory, this kind of
Action is guided by the Ideas in L.3 and is motivated, at least in part, by the
Opinions that attend those L.3 Ideas. The Ideas in L.3 include intentions, plans,
strategies, maps, theories, and models, all of which occur as digital sequences of
Ideas—aka Scenarios—composed of linked-together snippets, or “movies”, in
contrast to the flowing “videos” of L.2’s Stories. (I often liken these linked L.3
snippets to jostling marbles: entities jumping and bumping from next to next to
next in our Scenarios, not flowing continuously, as in L.2 Stories.)
To gain more insight into Planned Action, let us first review the categories
of L.3 Ideas, as given in Chapter 4:
* Imaginations: purely Creative Ideas and Scenarios that, being creative, may or
may not be consonant with Herenow patterns in L.1’s This World
* Reconstructions: Unprovable Ideas and Scenarios, such as Histories, based on
Imaginations, that we may choose to adopt as “warranted” Beliefs about a past
time
* Predictions: hypotheses built from Imaginations and referring to future time,
which, if testable, can be shown to have been either consonant (“warranted”) or
not consonant (“unwarranted”) with Herenow patterns in This World
* Concepts: Predictions that have been tested and proven to be consonant with
Herenow patterns in This World—that is, consonant with the present time and
therefore may be called Rooted Representations and Warranted Inferences. We
find that proven Concepts have high utility in taking Planned Action (e.g., in
engineering).
Action using L.3 Ideas is motivated in part by the L.3 Opinions. As a
general rule, however, L.3 Opinions are not as strong as the emotional
motivations of Good Will (or Love) and Ill Will (or Unlove) found in L.2.
Instead, the L.3 Opinions serve more as governors and regulators (for example, as
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ethical standards), in contrast to the powerful drives and motivations of L.2’s
relational emotions and L.1’s hedonic emotions. Let us review the L.3 Opinions,
which we also first met in Chapter 4:
* Mixed Opinions, evoked by Imaginations
1. Positive: Positive Mixed Opinions
2. Negative: Negative Mixed Opinions
* Regards toward the past, evoked by Reconstructions
1. Positive: Pride
2. Negative: Regret
* Expectations toward the future, evoked by Predictions
1. Positive: Optimism
2. Negative: Pessimism
* Attitudes toward the present, evoked by Concepts
1. Positive: Likes
2. Negative: Dislikes
Thus, L.3’s Planned Action is guided by its Ideas and regulated by its
Opinions. Note that, unlike the Action motivated by L.2 Emotions, the Action
motivated by L.3 Opinions places the site of the actor outside the scene, external
to events. In L.3 we see ourselves as acting upon events from the outside as
spectators.
e. Orchestrated Action. Part of the Disharmony we experience in life is due to a
clash among the welter of percepts we experience—material things, Stories,
Ideas, Memories—and part is due to a clash among the values and emotions we
feel toward these entities—hedonic emotions, intuitional emotions of love and
unlove, and the intellectional opinions. Thus, just as we must orchestrate entities
in order to increase the H/D Ratio, we must also orchestrate emotions. This is
Orchestration of a Major Triad—Outer Realm/Body Ambiguous/Inner Realm—
that is, Orchestration of the physical world together with Heart and Mind. The
challenge grappled by L.4 is to optimize Harmony in the face of a multitude of
diverse inputs coming from three scales of Perception, from four Sectors of
Perception, and from three Modes of Perception. This is a huge, complex task.
Note well, however: Success in optimizing the H/D Ratio is the crown
of living, our true success in life! Successful Orchestration yields the Optimal
World.
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SO WHAT?
You need to realize that your Actions, like your Passive Perceptions—are
diverse and that they involve many parts of Tef. You need to know which of your
Actions are voluntary and which are involuntary, hence, which you can (partially)
control and which you cannot. And you need to discover ways of Orchestrating
your Actions so as to optimize the H/D Ratio. Your Body is your means of
Action. Thus, your Body is your primary means of expression. Learn to use it
well.

Motivation Of Action
Tef Theory defines an effective motivation as being any Value, Emotion,
or Opinion that is sufficiently powerful to elicit muscular Action. Let us now
sketch two main kinds of motivation of Action, called the Prime Motivations.
(Here we will again use the Self/Not-self Dyad as our Frame Dyad.) Motivations
reflect the Vector of Value, so of course our motivations aim to attain Harmony.
Whose Harmony, however—Self’s or Not-self’s—determines how we classify
these motivations.
* One of the Prime Motivations furthers Self-interest and is the foundation of
conservatism. It is protective of the Self, inward-looking, directed toward
survival and homeostasis and promotion of the Self. It allies easily with Pride
toward the past, with tradition, with the status quo, and with personal defense and
security.
* By contrast, the other Prime Motivation furthers Not-self-interest and is the
foundation of liberalism. It risks the Self, and it is outward-looking, directed
toward change and growth in the Not-self (the “other”). It allies easily with
Optimism toward the future, with visionary creativity, and with Community
transformation and enhancement.
Both Self-interest and Not-self-interest are part of every person’s psychic
make-up. However, most of us lean—are biased—toward one Prime Motivation
or the other. Self-interest and Not-self-interest are both mostly a function of L.2.
For conservative Self-interest, the sense of Value—and our willingness to “give a
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damn”—is focused on the Self. For liberal Not-self-interest, the sense of Value
—and our willingness to “give a damn”—is focused on the Not-self. But both of
these motivations are L.2 functions.
Both of the Prime Motivations grow and shift with age. The fact is that
our pursuit of Harmony requires, of each of us, that some of our Actions be
directed toward Harmony for the Self (plus or minus its key possessions) and
some toward the Not-self (including other persons, the Community, the world).
This is, of course, a prescription for tension between our motivations, and it
shows yet again our need for effective Orchestration by L.4.

Inaction
Action via the muscles typically means action of the muscles. But
sometimes our Action lies in refraining from muscular activity. At these times,
not acting may be more important than acting. Restraint, forbearance, calm,
reserve, or delay all have their place as a negative form of Action. And our
Inaction may require its own level of motivation, say, in order to limit or block
our Action. Knowing when to act boldly and when to lie low are both important
in our quest for Harmony.

SO WHAT?
Action requires motivation. You need to know which parts of you yield
which kinds of motivation, and you need to know to what end—either Self or
Not-self—the resulting Action is directed. Be aware of your biases: Are you
more conservative, or more liberal? Biased more toward Self, or toward Not-self?
Regardless, unless you know about, and can tap, sufficient motivation in yourself,
you may not be able to act at all, whether conservatively or liberally. And if your
motivations are in conflict—as can happen to any of us—you may suffer Inner
conflict, disorganization, and even blockage, which are forms of Disharmony.
Finally, you must learn when to act and when not to act.

This discussion of Action (aka Active Perception) complements our
overview of Passive Perception. We have seen that Passive Perception, at micro-,
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meso-, and megascales, generates a vast range of experience: simple percepts,
entities, emotions, This World, and the Other Worlds. Yet we now see that it is
primarily through our Action that we respond to these Passive percepts. Our
Action takes place most notably through muscular activity of the Body, which of
course is one’s own Body. Hence, one’s Action becomes an expression of
oneself: one’s values, one’s emotions, one’s intentions, one’s self-image.
Moreover, our Action serves as ur-experience in new chains of experience.
Chains involving Active Perception are distinguished from chains involving
Passive Perception by the stamp of self that Action exhibits. Our Actions serve as
our personal tracks in the sands of time, our unique, personal gifts to history.

Summary Of Chapter 5
1. Our Passive Perception contrasts with our Active Perception (aka Action).
Action is a response to Passive Perception. All Action occurs in and through the
Body.
2. Most Action is caused by the muscles, whether large or small. Some is
Spontaneous (involuntary, and cause unknown), some is Reflex (involuntary, and
cause known), some is Willed (by L.2), and some is Planned (by L.3). Will is a
culmination of our built-up Values and Emotions. Planning reflects the guidance
of our Opinions.
3.
Motivation of Action (whether by Will or Planning) occurs as two Prime
Motivations. One motivation furthers Self-interest and is thereby inherently
conservative. The other furthers Not-self-interest and is thereby inherently
liberal. Each person acts from both of these Prime Motivations.
4. Inaction can be a kind of Action.
5. Our Actions express the self. Our Actions become our “tracks in the sands of
time”. Our Actions are “self-stamped”.
6. L.4 Orchestration of Passive Perception and Active Perception, and of all the
kinds of each, seeks to yield the Optimal World, where Harmoniousness is
optimized.
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Chapter 6:
SOLITUDE AND COMMUNITY

In the foregoing five chapters we explored many of the foundational ideas
of Tef Theory. We described the traits of It. We observed how Passive Perception
contrasts with Active Perception. We explored all three scales of Perception—
microscale, mesoscale, megascale—and many kinds of experience within each
scale. And we also noted the Modes of Perception. All of these big features of
Tef are what I call its Architectonics.
However, my readers may have wondered why Tef Theory, as presented in
those first five chapters, seems skewed toward the individual percipient.
Community—which is central to our lives—is only mentioned, certainly not
emphasized. In fact, Tef Theory, as I have presented it so far, could even be
branded a solipsism (a topic I shall address in Part Two, “Tefistry”). I agree that
this imbalance of the individual vis-a-vis society—or, more to the point, this
imbalance of Perception when in Solitude vis-a-vis Perception when in
Community—does need to be corrected, and that task is the focus of this chapter.
(Please see the GLOSSARY, the CHARTS OF TERMS, and the FIGURES as
needed.)
Note: I often use the terms “society” and “Community” as approximate
synonyms. But in fact, to me, “society” usually denotes a group of persons who
are linked by contracts or by history or by fate, whereas “Community” usually
denotes a group of persons who are linked by empathy, gratitude, and love. Thus,
for me, “society” is associated more with the Form-biased L.3 Intellection Sector,
whereas “Community” is associated more with the Value-biased L.2 Intuition
Sector. Nonetheless, having noted this contrast, I shall use the two terms
interchangeably in this chapter.
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Some Major Dyads
First, a few words about Major Dyads. As we saw in Chapter 3, the Major
Dyads emerge in Tef within mesoscale Perception. Each Major Dyad subdivides
all of Tef, or a vast region of it, into two members. One such dyad—the
Individual/Society Dyad—stands at the center of this chapter. In addition, there
are other Major Dyads that are nearly synonymous with that dyad, or that help to
fill in the picture. Let us briefly describe some near synonyms of the Individual/
Society Dyad: the Self-Not-self Dyad, the Subjectivity/Objectivity Dyad, the
Sensible/Mental Dyad, and the Orthoreality/Metareality Dyad.
In the Self/Not-self Dyad, the Self is more or less the individual Person,
whereas the Not-self is all Other Persons (~other humans) plus all the rest of the
Universe from stones to stars. But it is only the Other Persons part of the Not-self
that makes up society/Community. (Some writers, notably Aldo Leopold, have
urged us to expand the notion of Community beyond humans to include all of
Nature—wise counsel that I support. But for now I will follow custom and limit
the meaning of Community to human Community.)
Another relevant Major Dyad is Subjectivity/Objectivity. Note that my
subjectivity and my Inner Realm are Private experience. I conclude that no other
Person has any direct access to my Subjectivity, so my subjective experiences are
mine alone (whether I communicate about them or not). My Subjectivity includes
my Inner Body’s pains and pleasures, plus my Emotions and Opinions, plus my
Other Worlds of Story and Scenario, plus my Memories. This realm stands in
contrast to Objectivity—Public, shared experiences in the Outer Realm, including
my Outer Body, other human Bodies, our planet Earth, and the vast celestial
Universe. Thus, the Subjectivity/Objectivity Dyad is very like the Inner Realm/
Outer Realm Dyad. It might also be named the Private/Public Dyad. All these
dyads overlap in meaning with the Self/Not-self Dyad.
Taking yet another perspective, we see that Tef is divisible into the
Sensible/Mental Dyad. The Sensible Realm (which is experience entering Tef via
the Sensory Channels of the Body) stands in contrast to the Mental Realm (which
is experience not entering Tef via the Sensory Channels). Thus, the Sensible
Realm is also more or less the Outer, Public, Objective Realm, whereas the
Mental Realm is more or less the Inner, Private, Subjective Realm.
Finally, another key Major Dyad—also having relevance to the Individual/
Community Dyad—is the Orthoreality/Metareality Dyad. This dyad could also
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be called the Authentic/Faux Dyad or even the Original/Additional Dyad.
Orthoreality is any experience that is given, authentic, Original, “natural”, and not
invented. Metareality, by contrast, is experience that is mimetic, faux, Additional,
“artificial”, and invented. Stated otherwise, Orthoreality consists of concrete,
material, Sensible experience; Metareality consists of abstract, symbolic, Mental
experience. The Orthoreality/Metareality Dyad also has close ties to the Nature/
Culture Dyad.
You can see that all of the Major Dyads mentioned above overlap with one
another, but are not perfect synonyms. However, this overlap is useful to us in
defining and communicating the meaning of each dyad. That is, each dyad can
gain meaning in terms of other, nearly-synonymous dyads.
Tef Theory, you may agree, has by now become rather stuffed with jargon
and ideas! Take heart: We need not use all of them, all of the time. Moreover,
we need not always make the entire “climb” from microscale, up through
mesoscale, and into megascale and the Modes. But in any event, my goal here is
to redress the previous chapters’ shortchange of society vis-a-vis the individual—
or stated otherwise, the shortchange of Community vis-a-vis Solitude. And I have
found that, while all the Major Dyads we have reviewed are helpful in this task,
they are not quite sufficient. I need, therefore, to introduce just one more Major
Dyad.

Contef and Pentef
Up front, let us recall some of Tef Theory’s fundamental principles:
* It is reality. It is One, Whole, and All.
* Tef Theory’s model of It is Tef, the Total Experiential Field.
* The stuff composing Tef is experience, aka percepts. These are the Products of
Perception, resulting from the Processes of Perception.
* Our preference in our experience, arrowed by the Vector of Value, is to enjoy
Harmoniousness, and our ultimate goal in life is to achieve Harmony throughout
Tef.
* Tef can be viewed as composed of three scales: microscale, mesoscale, and
megascale.
* Tef can be subdivided, beginning at mesoscale, into Major Dyads, including the
Individual/Society Dyad (~the Solitude/Community Dyad).
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We must recognize that at megascale each of us is deeply and
fundamentally divided—by L.2 and L.3. True, our experience is functionally
unitary in L.1—our Sensation Sector and its Material World (“This World”). This
owes to the fact that microscale Quality is “given” to us, and Quality is
foundational to our megascale This World. We gain Quality solely by microscale
Reception. Quality is therefore Original and is the ur-experience that starts all of
our chains of microscale Perception. Thus, because L.1 is substantially composed
of Quality, that Sector, too, is functionally unitary, not deeply divided.
Beyond L.1, however, our megascale Perception does become divided,
bifurcated. That is to say, how and what we add to the Original L.1 experience
varies, often greatly, depending on how we are perceptually processing: either
through the L.2 Intuition Sector or through the L.3 Intellection Sector. Indeed,
our Addition of L.2 Stories into L.1 yields a distinctive worldview called the
Enchantment Mode, whereas our Addition of L.3 Scenarios onto L.1 yields a
distinctive worldview called the Consciousness Mode.
In short, L.2 and L.3 are quite different ways of processing and
interpreting our L.1 experience. Yet we use both of them, most of the time,
lifelong.
Consequently, one of life’s great challenges is the integration,
management, and coordination of these two contrasting, even conflicting, Sectors
and their Modes—Enchantment and Consciousness. This is a challenge we strive
to meet by using our L.4 Orchestration Sector. So, how can we best orchestrate
Tef? This chapter is an attempt to describe and assist L.4 Orchestration, while we
explore the topic of Solitude and Community. (See Chart 10 for a comparison of
the Megascale Sectors and their Worlds.)
Yes, Tef is One, Whole, and All. But it is not a bland blob of experience.
Rather, Tef is rife with contrasts and details. The Sensible/Mental Dyad reflects
this: Some of our experience is Sensible, and some is Mental, with much of the
Mental Realm mimicking the Sensible Realm. That is, our Mental Mimesis
creates names, symbols, images, and then whole Stories and Scenarios that are
about This World. These Mims reside solely within the Mental Realm; they are
L.2 and L.3 Mimics that symbolize or simulate our L.1 Sensible Realm percepts.
Thus the Mental Realm is separate from, and Additional to, the Sensible
Realm, which is Original. In the Mental Realm we create a map of the world.
And because The Map is not the Territory, each Mim always stands alongside the
thing it mimics. Map and Territory are always two things, not one!
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So, I will begin this Orchestration of the Individual/Society Dyad (aka the
Solitude/Community Dyad) by introducing one more Major Dyad: the Contef/
Pentef Dyad. This new dyad offers us a picture of how the Sensible Realm and
the Mental Realm relate to each other. I will also propose a theory of how Pentef
arises from Contef. (See Fig. 9 and Chart 7.)
Contef is short for “Continental Tef”. This is a vast region of Tef that is
roughly synonymous with the Sensible Realm.
And Pentef is short for
“Peninsular Tef”. This is a different, but also vast, region of Tef, roughly
synonymous with the Mental Realm. (“Peninsula” derives from the Latin root
words paene, meaning “almost”, and insula, meaning “island”. A peninsula is
land extending out from a continent into the sea, thus “almost an island”. A
peninsula is partly, but not entirely, separate from its continent.)
So, in the analogy depicted here the Original main body of Tef—Contef—
is “continental”, whereas Pentef is “peninsular”. (Recall a similar concept we met
at microscale: When Perception forms a node, or entity, initially a boundary
segment begins to close, forming a “peninsula” of experience, and then this
boundary closes all the way, fully demarcating a completely disjunct entity, an
“island” of experience.) The basic idea of the Contef/Pentef Dyad is that Pentef is
one part of Tef that has come to be nearly walled-off, so as to create an effectively
separate realm within Contef. Thus, Pentef is nearly separate from the remainder
of Tef, nearly separate from Contef.
How long ago was it during our evolutionary history that Contef and
Pentef separated? I cannot answer this question, but physical boundaries would
seem to go back to at least the evolutionary invention of cell membranes (for
example, the bag that encapsulates any one of a cell’s organelles or the membrane
that sequesters genetic material within the cell’s nucleus). That invention took
place a long time ago, perhaps billions of years ago! But, returning to the point of
this chapter, our ability to create and use our Mental faculties, including L.2
Intuition and L.3 Intellection—both of which operate within Pentef—must also
have had a long development during our animal evolution, spanning many
millions of years. And we humans have, through our Culture, continued to
elaborate the uses of these two Mental Sectors over a timespan of many millennia.
Moreover, we continue to elaborate them culturally today. Tef Theory merely
seeks to raise our consciousness of this ancient dyad: Pentef and Contef (~the
Mental and the Sensible).
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Be clear that Pentef is part of Tef: It resides inside of Tef. Tef Theory
asserts that nothing lies outside of Tef. Pentef is simply a part of Tef that interacts
with the other part, Contef. Thus, Pentef might be regarded as not so much a
peninsula of experience extending out from Tef, but rather as a pocket formed
within Tef. (Two other physical analogies may be apt: the Biological concept of
tissue invagination, and the Geological concept of magmatic intrusion. And
perhaps the term “enclave” will also be helpful when thinking of Pentef as a
pocket within Tef.) So, again, Tef Theory asserts that Tef is One, Whole, and All.
And, again, it asserts that everything in Tef is real—including both Contef and
Pentef—for there is nothing in Tef that is unreal.
Now, the first five chapters of this book outlined many Processes and
Products of Perception, including the megascale Sectors and the perceptual
Modes. What we need to add now is a theory of how the Sectors and Modes
emerge within Pentef and of how this theory can be applied to our topic, Solitude
and Community. What are the steps involved in all of this, and what are some of
the consequences? Okay, here goes: my theory of how Pentef arises from Contef.
(See Fig. 9.)

Repstocks And Creatives
Something—I am uncertain what—serves as the boundary that separates
Pentef from Contef. Perhaps the boundary is nothing more than the different,
contrasting functions or processes performed by Pentef and Contef.
This
boundary separates these two vast perceptual realms, except at one place: where
Pentef differentiates itself from (invaginates, intrudes) Contef. At that place, the
two realms remain joined together. I propose that, in that place, perceptual
ingredients can, and do, migrate from Contef into the confines of Pentef. I call
these migrating ingredients Repstocks. Perhaps most Repstocks are simply
microscale elements of experience, though some Repstocks may be more complex
than these.
Whence this newly-coined name, Repstocks? We will see that a portion of
the percepts that are constructured from these ingredients end up as
Representations (aka Reps). So, I coined the name Repstocks to stand for all such
ingredients, whatever their ultimate use.
Thus, Repstocks are the basic
ingredients of all percepts in Pentef, both in the L.2 Intuition Sector and in the L.3
Intellection Sector. In short, it is via the migration of Repstocks that part of
Contef is diverted and becomes sequestered within, and as, Pentef.
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Again, whether Repstocks end up as ingredients of L.2 Stories or of L.3
Scenarios, the initial process is similar: The Repstocks are diverted away from
Contef and become sequestered inside Pentef. There the Repstocks serve as the
ingredients of new, invented constructs. First, the Repstocks are constructured
into percepts called Creatives, percepts that can stand on their own as firsthand
experience. There are two kinds of them. In L.2, Creatives are called Fantasies
(for example, night dreams and day dreams). In L.3, Creatives are called
Imaginations (for example, speculations and innovative new ideas). Both kinds of
Creatives are, initially, firsthand experiences—but only so long as they are not
employed as mimics. Thus, Creatives have a life of their own. We are familiar
with the Creatives, for, at least from time to time, we fill our FOA with either
Fantasies or Imaginations or both.
But after they have been constructured in Pentef, our Creatives can in turn
offer us crucial new Mental opportunities: Our Creatives can be repurposed.
Then, no longer standing on their own as firsthand experience, our Creatives can
now take on a new role as Mimics (Mims). Each Mim is a symbol or simulation
of something else, and as such functions as secondhand experience. Thus,
Pentef’s Fantasies and Imaginations become transformed—repurposed and
specialized in their function—Creatives that blossom into the two great
contrasting Sectors, L.2 and L.3. Our Fantasies blossom into the L.2 Intuition
Sector. Our Imaginations blossom into the L.3 Intellection Sector. As noted
earlier, these two great Sectors process experience quite differently from each
other. We have already explored these Sectors in this book, but now, in the
context of Pentef and Contef, we can look at them in a new way.
As to L.2 Intuition (see Chart 8): As just stated, L.2 Fantasy is initially its
own genuine, firsthand Creative experience in Pentef. We have night dreams, we
have day dreams, we have other L.2 Fantasies. But we now see that when these
Creatives are repurposed they become transformed into L.2’s intuitional Stories.
Subsequently, these Stories (which I describe as “braiding currents”) become
interwoven with (“perfused into”, or “alloyed with”) L.1’s Contef percepts.
There, and of major importance in Tef Theory, L.2 Stories serve a key function:
They import and impart Value, Emotion, and Will into L.1. The result of this
Addition is the Enchantment Mode of Perception. (Recall that megascale L.2
Intuition is biased toward microscale Value, having relatively little interest in, or
allegiance to, microscale Form.)
So, our L.2 Stories become laden with Value, Emotion, and Will; they are
carriers of these. Perhaps this is due, at least in part, to the millions of years that
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our human ancestors have lived in Communities. In any event, our L.2 Sector
automatically presupposes that each and every thing in the L.1 Sector “has”
Emotion and Will of its own. In other words, L.2 expects to encounter Will
everywhere in L.1, at all times. Will is the hallmark of Beings; thus L.2 expects
to encounter Other Beings (of some sort) everywhere. Thunder rumbles, an
animal gallops, a stream rushes by, a boulder rests mutely, a bird sings, a human
waves her hand. L.2 expects to “find” a Will—an Other Being—linked to each of
these things and events. L.2’s process of “finding” Emotion and Will is called, by
Tef Theory, Empathy. So, L.2, through Empathy, presupposes that any and all of
Tef “contains” Willful Beings, of one sort or another. The result is a world
thoroughly personified, and even anthropomorphized. Animism results. The
Enchantment Mode results. Belief in Deities can also result. In short, L.2
presupposes that the world is “alive”, containing Beings who are more or less
Willful. The Story World in this way emerges within the L.2 branch of Pentef,
and its Value-laden Stories become woven into L.1’s Material World. The L.2
Intuition Sector mythologizes the L.1 Sensation Sector.
And as to L.3’s Imaginations in Pentef (also see Chart 9): How are these
Creatives different from L.2’s Fantasies? Recall that L.3 Intellection is biased
toward microscale Form, so it has only limited interest in, or facility with, Value.
Rather, once Pentef’s Repstocks have become constructured into L.3 Creatives,
these can in turn be repurposed into Scenarios whose main function is to carry and
express Form. Yes, L.3 can deduce the presence of Other Beings, but it does not
automatically presuppose them, as L.2 does. To L.3, the world is basically inert
and mechanical—not “alive”, not full of Willful Beings, as presupposed by L.2.
Moreover, Pentef’s L.3’s Scenarios (see Chart 9), beyond the importation
of Form, serve additional important functions when they engage Contef’s L.1.
We need to explore these additional functions. Doing so, we will discover that the
L.3 branch of Pentef is itself bifurcated into two branches. We are now entering
the world of Mimics (Mims), the products of Mimesis.

Representations (Reps) = Proven Ref Images
Suppose we are processing in L.3, the Intellection Sector/Idea World. We
can outline the overall chain of L.3’s perceptual processes and products as follows
(see GLOSSARY, Chart 5, and Figs. 9 and 10). (Except for Contef, all of this
chain operates within Pentef. The arrow symbol “—>” means “is followed by” or
“results in”.)
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Contef —> Repstocks —> L.3 Creatives: Imaginations —> two kinds of
repurposed L.3 Imaginations: Representations and Inferences —> diverse L.3
Scenarios —> Beliefs and Surrogations.
As this chain reveals, the first branch of L.3 generates Representations
(Reps). This process seeks to match a candidate Representation—called a Ref
Image, located in Pentef—with a This World Referent (Ref), located in Contef.
The candidate Rep claims to accurately mimic the Ref. (In Representations the
mimicked Refs are typically simple entities or events, whereas in Inferences,
discussed below, the mimicked Refs are more complex systems or events.) Recall
that Reps, along with Imps, are called Mimics (Mims) in Tef Theory. A synonym
of “to mimic” is “to simulate”. Thus, Mimics, whether abstract or veridical, claim
to simulate their Referents.
Suppose, for example, that our L.1 Ref is an automobile. Its L.3 Rep
might simply be a spoken word (“car”). Note that this lone word does not give us
much information beyond the simple fact that the automobile exists. Or, the Rep
might be an accurate line drawing of the automobile—providing us an abstract,
figurative Rep that captures essential features of the Ref. Or, the Rep might be a
color movie of the automobile zipping down the road—providing us a veridical,
literal Rep that accurately mimics many of the Ref’s traits.
Be it abstract or veridical, a candidate Rep (Ref Image) must match its Ref
well, if we are to accept it as true and proven. Note that (unlike an Imp) a true
Rep does not (cannot) mimic a Ref that is nonmanifest. The Ref must be manifest
and present—i.e., it must be part of Herenow Orthoreality—and, again, the match
between Rep and Ref must be good. If it does not well-match its Ref, we say that
such a Rep, even if it initially may have looked promising as a candidate Rep, is a
Rootless Representation—which is to say, not a Rep at all. It has no manifest
“roots”, no Ref that it matches well. It is not truly representational and cannot be
accepted as a true Rep.
Once well-matched and thus proven, our Reps can, in turn, become
building blocks of L.3’s Ideas and Scenarios. Recall that Scenarios are composed
of linked-together digital snippets—“jostling marbles”—in contrast to L.2’s
Stories, which are composed of flowing analog energies—“braiding currents”. In
this way, L.3’s proven Reps become sequentially linked together into digital
Scenarios and serve as Mims of the L.1 Herenow Material World. In other words,
once Reps are proven true, they can be accepted and can then be employed as
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Concepts. True Reps, and the Scenarios we build up from these, are part of what
we call Knowledge. In this way, our true, proven Reps provide us a Map of the
Territory: a Pentef Map that matches well some part of the Contef Territory.
Thus, Reps function at the core of human describing and thinking.
Representations—be these names, abstract Reps, or veridical Reps—are
descriptive of the world. They are Mental Mimics—simulations—of their Contef
Refs: Accepted Reps are Mental Mims of Herenow Refs. As noted above, an
alternative, equivalent term for “candidate Rep” is “Ref Image”. The latter term
simply clarifies that the Rep, be it candidate or affirmed, is an image or idea
residing in Pentef, not a Ref residing in Contef. The Ref Image is not the same
thing as its Ref—for, of course, the map is not the territory. Ref Images also
function in other kinds of Mimics: our Inferences and our Beliefs.
One additional, highly important consequence of matching Rep to Ref
always astonishes me. We met it earlier. That is, I find that whenever I Mentally
overlay a well-matched Rep “upon” or “in front of” its Ref, and then perceive the
Ref through that Rep, an unexpected perceptual “depth” results. I see the Ref in a
fresh, new way. In a sense, I see it for the first time. Tef Theory’s name for this
deepened kind of Perception is Consciousness—or, more accurately,
Consciousness-of. And so it is, that whenever I widely overlay proven Reps upon
my world, I have then entered into the Consciousness Mode of Perception. (Such
Consciousness-of likewise results when Inferences are overlaid onto L.1.)

Inferences (Imps) = Supported Ref Images
I said above that L.3 has two branches. Representation (which pairs Ref
Images to their Refs) is one branch. The other branch is Inference (which also
pairs Ref Images with Refs). (See GLOSSARY, Chart 5, and Figs. 9 and 10.)
So, let us now sketch the processes and products of the Inference branch.
Inference is a Process of megascale Perception. Like Representation, it
occurs within the L.3 Sector of Pentef—that is, within the Mental Realm. It
happens within “the Mind”. Being a part of L.3, Inference (like Representation)
processes its experience as Digital entities, not as Analog currents. Thus, both
Reps and Imps process experience as “jostling marbles”. But Inference differs
from Representation in crucial ways.
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Inferences (Imps) and Representations (Reps), when affirmed, are both
Mims of other things (their Refs). The biggest difference between Imps and Reps
is that Imps do not simulate manifest, Herenow percepts, as do Reps. Rather, the
Referents of Imps are percepts that we have projected imaginatively into some
other place or time. Thus, the Refs of Imps are projected, Therethen percepts.
This means that the Refs of Imps, being nonmanifest, are merely putative, not
observable (not empirical). Yes, Inferences (Ref Images) are built, as are
Representations, from repurposed L.3 Creatives, that is, the Imaginations. But
Imps do not need to match any Herenow Referents—for there are no manifest
Referents available Here and Now to match with them! Instead, Imps pretend
their Refs. Imps hypothesize their Therethen Referents.
Moreover, whereas Reps simulate entities or simple events, Imps simulate
much more complex Refs, such as systems, processes, histories, and futures. So,
whenever we want to think beyond the Present Interval and the concrete Sensible
World, we invoke Imps. That is, when we hypothesize, we are thinking transtemporally: about The Past or about The Future, not about The Present. Or, we
are thinking about some Other Place. We are not thinking about the Herenow
placetime. Since we have no manifest Ref to match it to, any candidate Imp that
we hypothesize can never be fully proven and accepted, the way a true Rep can
be. Rather, at best, an Imp can only be supported and then adopted. We can only
marshal evidence in favor of it. If we accrue enough good evidence, then we can
adopt the Imp as true. Still, even when we conclude that our Imp is warranted, its
reputed, projected Ref remains nonmanifest. An Imp cannot be matched, so it
cannot be proven.
This is the difference:
*A Rep is a Ref Image, in Pentef, that claims to mimic a manifest Ref. Thus, with
Representation, we have a Ref Image, plus a claim that that Ref Image mimics
(simulates) its Ref. The manifest Ref of a true Rep is Actual and at hand.
*By contrast, an Imp is a Ref Image, in Pentef, that pretends and projects a
nonmanifest Ref. So, with Inference, we start with suggestive evidence, we form
a Ref Image, and we then claim that the Ref Image mimics (simulates) its
nonmanifest Ref. The Ref of an Imp is Inactual and not at hand. So, whereas
Reps are founded on direct, empirical experience, Imps are founded on hypothesis
or speculation and indirect evidence.
What special functions do Imps serve? For one, Imps can serve as
Reconstructions of The Past. We can infer that dinosaur fossils unearthed in The
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Present tell of exotic Mesozoic reptiles that lived in The Past. Or, we can attempt
to reconstruct the weather patterns of the year 1785, so as to explain some historic
storm on planet Earth. Or, we can hypothesize about the sharp nail that punctured
our car’s tire this morning. Yet the reputed Refs—the Mesozoic dinosaurs, the
weather of 1785, the puncturing nail—are not now manifest. Our Imps of The
Past can only project—i.e., infer—their putative Therethen Refs.
Similarly, Imps can serve as Predictions of The Future. We can speculate
as to how today’s lifeforms may continue to evolve into new lifeforms, millions of
years hence; we can forecast tomorrow’s weather with some confidence; we can
plan to avoid all construction zones later today, just to prevent more punctured
tires. Clearly, none of these projected, Therethen future Refs consists of manifest
Herenow experience. We can at best only wait and see if something similar to
them, or arguably connected to them, becomes manifest.
Hidden Things
Thus, the past and future Referents of our L.3 Imps are projected. What
about our Inferences of The Present? When we attempt to explain what is
happening now, in The Present, our reputed Referents are hypothesized as
occurring in another place—that is, the Refs are claimed to be Now, but not Here.
They are not manifest here. Hypotheses of this sort are clearly Inferences. By
using invented, inferred Scenarios of The Past, we can partly explain The Present,
helping to placate the Knowledge-hungry Intellection Sector.
For example, picture this: Suppose your playful kitten has just batted a
wheeled toy toward your sofa, and the toy has vanished underneath. What can
you say now about the toy? Almost nothing. You cannot make a Representation
of the toy, for it is no longer manifest and therefore it is not available for
matching. You can only make an Inference of its fate and then surmise the
likelihood of whether your Imp is correct (that is, whether it is warranted).
What inferred, hypothesized outcomes are possible for the toy, in The
Present? The possibilities seem almost endless. For example, when the toy rolled
beneath the sofa, it might have continued rolling, for it reappeared about a second
later on the other side. Or, the toy might have become stuck beneath the sofa, not
reappearing until you lifted the sofa to free it. Or, it might have mysteriously
vanished altogether and forever, leaving no trace, not even when you lifted up the
sofa and searched for it. Or, it might (at the speed of light) have clandestinely
flown up and away to the Moon and then returned to Earth and to the sofa, all
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while you were waiting for it to reappear. Your Imp cannot be certain what the
toy’s fate was, or is, or will be. But you may feel warranted in your notion that
some fates are more likely than others. And you can “test” your Imp by awaiting
reappearance of the rolling toy or by lifting the sofa to search for it. Thus, some
Imps are more or less “testable” (though never provable in the way a Rep can be
proved—by well-matching of Rep to Ref).
Tef Theory says Imps make claims about projected Referents. These Refs
are envisioned to be Hidden Things: things that are not now manifest. (Or, if
something becomes manifest, we can do no more than link that manifest
something to the Ref we earlier projected. The Ref itself remains ever putative
and Therethen, never manifest and Herenow.) For example, once Science gets
beyond describing some part of the manifest Universe (using Representations),
most of its subsequent work consists of L.3 Scenarios (Inferences) about
nonmanifest Hidden Things (thought to exist in that Universe).
Other Beings
A key subgroup of inferred L.3 Hidden Things is Other Beings. Beings
include selves, personalities, spirits, souls, psyches, Wills—intangible Mental
subjectivities (which we associate with Others’ tangible Sensible Bodies). Those
Beings are typically human Beings, myself included.
My own Being is manifest to me; it is self-evident. But all Other Beings
are Hidden Things to me, for they are nonmanifest, not self-evident, not
observable empirically. Yet, as with Hidden Things in general, our inferences of
Other Beings may be deemed warranted—and then adopted—even though those
Other Beings are never manifest. That is, we do not expect Other Beings ever to
have been manifest, or ever yet to become manifest, and clearly they are not now
manifest. Yet we commonly Believe in them anyway! Other Beings are the
Willful forces in Tef that our L.2 Empathy presupposes and detects. L.3 possesses
only indirect, inferential evidence of Other Beings—no direct observational L.1
experience of them. Yet, surprisingly, these nonmanifest, inferred, projected
Other Beings are the essential constituents of Community!
Let us look again at our chains of Pentef L.3 percepts (see Fig. 9).
Contef —> Repstocks —> L.3 Creatives: Imaginations —> two kinds of
repurposed L.3 Imaginations: Representations and Inferences —> diverse L.3
Scenarios —> Beliefs and Surrogations.
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Again, L.3’s Imps project Refs that are Hidden Things, including Other Beings.
All Imps reside within Pentef, not within Contef.
But wait. We need to confront a conundrum here. If Other Beings never,
ever, become manifest (and as a consequence we can never possess proven Reps
of them), how and why do we nevertheless Believe in them? On what grounds
do we feel warranted in forming our social bonds and in belonging to our
Communities—if these are composed of merely hypothesized Other Beings?
Tef Theory sees our Belief in Other Beings as supported by three sets of
indirect evidence. Let us pause to take stock of this available evidence.
* What is the first set of indirect evidence of Other Beings? As to the L.1
Sensation Sector, it is the case that Other Beings have no direct presence in my
L.1. They provide nothing Sensible to me. (Be clear: I am talking here about
Beings, not about their associated Bodies.) Thus, Other Beings are nonmanifest
to me: I cannot observe any mass, volume, or tangibility about them, nor can I
describe any color, sound, taste, or other Sensible properties of them. So, I have
no direct, L.1 evidence for them, with two “sort of” exceptions—Cultural
Assumptions and the Social Analogy—as follows.
One exception is my preconditioning by Cultural Assumptions. Of course,
the Bodies associated with Other Beings are manifest to me: Outer, tangible,
Herenow, and Public. Material Bodies are part of L.1 and are therefore part of
Contef. I can and do physically interact with Other Bodies. But the point is,
Other Bodies are routinely assumed by my Community—my culture—to be the
“homes” of Other Beings. Each and every day I am encouraged and expected to
concur with this assumption. “But everyone Believes it!” they say. I was born
into my culture, and have lived more than 70 years in it. It tells me that tangible
Bodies are “inhabited” by intangible Beings. (Here I shall ignore speculations
about disembodied life after death and beliefs about bodiless Beings who live in
spirit worlds.)
So, like my culture at large, for me a Person is a dyad: an Other Body
paired with an Other Being. And the Body part of the Person dyad is manifest—
Outer, tangible, Herenow, and Public—whereas the Being part of the Person is
nonmanifest. We seem to have evolved an L.2 ability to detect these Other
Beings, an ability called Empathy. Thus, I live within a social consensus that
assumes that every Public Outer Body is somehow linked to a Private Inner
Being. This dyadic “fact” is just taken for granted, a Cultural Assumption.
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The other exception to lack of direct Sensible experience is my own selfevident subjectivity. Aside from the general cultural consensus about the dyadic
Person, I do have direct personal evidence of my own: My own Being. Whereas
My Outer Body is like all other Persons’ Bodies in that it is manifest, My Inner
Being is different from all other Persons’ Beings: Whereas all Other Beings are
nonmanifest for me, My Being is manifest for me. So, My Being is unique: For
me it is the only manifest Being! (Conversely, since My Being is entirely Inner
and completely Private, I presume it is not manifest to other percipients.) My
Being is my self-evident subjectivity. I have it, “I am it”. It is manifest to me,
and only to me.
And when I acknowledge that My Being is manifest, and that it is the only
Being that is manifest for me, I am compelled to speculate about the likelihood
that Other Beings may “inhabit” all the other living Bodies. I am compelled to
wonder: Am I the only Being that truly exists? Am I unique? Is mine the only
Body that is “inhabited” by a Being? Or, instead, is it reasonable to suppose that
each and every one of the Other Bodies in Tef has an associated Being? My
wondering can be expressed as an analogy, which Tef Theory calls “The Social
Analogy”:
My Body : My Being :: Other Bodies : ??Other Beings??
Or, stated otherwise,
My Manifest Body : My Manifest Being :: Other Manifest Bodies :
??Other Nonmanifest Beings??
My conclusion? I think it is reasonable to conclude that Other Bodies
likely do have Other Beings associated with them. And that I am probably not
alone, probably not a singular Being, all alone in the Universe. But still, I have no
direct, Actual, L.1 experience of Other Beings to prove this conclusion.
* What is the second set of indirect evidence of Other Beings? As to the
L.2 Intuition Sector and the evidence for Other Beings: The Intuition Sector
appears to have been molded by evolution to presuppose Other Beings. As noted
earlier, we have L. 2 powers Empathy that are prone to “find” (detect) Other
Beings—Other Wills—just about everywhere we look.
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And not only do we have an evolved ability to find Other Beings, but—
pertinent to the present discussion—we also have a desire to find them. We want
to find them. We innately yearn to bond with Other Beings and to join into
Communities with them. I call this L.2 desire for bondedness and Community,
“The Fond Delusion”. It is fond because we want it strongly. It is a delusion
because all the Other Beings in our Community, to be honest, have no manifest
existence (as discussed above). We have no direct L.1 experience of those Other
Beings. L.2 only empathizes Other Beings. So, in part we Believe in them
because we want to Believe in them: The Fond Delusion at work. I myself want
to Believe that my friend’s subjectivity really exists. I don’t want to be alone! I
don’t want to be excluded from Community! (Playfully, I call this desire “The
Fond Delusion of Inclusion”. But it is nonetheless a sincere desire.) In short, my
L.2 is not only able to find Other Beings, it wants to find them, too. This seems to
suggest that they do exist.
* What is the third set of indirect evidence of Other Beings? As to the L.3
Intellection Sector’s evidence for Other Beings: Although the evidence is
indirect, L.3 can deduce the existence of Other Beings. This L.3 indirect evidence
is of two, related, kinds.
First, we Beings communicate with one another: “Hello! I am over here!
Is anyone over there?”—“Yes, I am over here!” We code and decode messages
between and among us. We seem born with the potential, and the desire, to
communicate; we learn languages and we verbally and nonverbally express
ourselves, lifelong.
Note, however, that these communicated messages do not pass directly
between Other Minds and our own Mind. Rather, messages arrive indirectly into
our Pentef, for we have to decode them from the “surfaces” where we find them:
on physical/material carriers. These carriers are part of Contef. That is, all
messages are inscriptions, literally or figuratively, upon material Contef carriers—
typically as symbols, sounds, marks, or gestures. Then, using the skills of Pentef,
we decode these physical/material inscriptions into meaningful Mims. For
example, we talk to one another, but only via physical Contef carriers: the sounds
we make with our voices or with loudspeakers. Or we write to one another, but
only via physical Contef carriers: printed pages, illuminated computer screens,
and ephemeral skywriting. Or we gesture and dance our meaning to one another,
but only via our Outer Bodies, which are likewise part of physical Contef. Thus,
the transmission of messages to and from our Pentef is always via physical Contef
carriers. We are inspired to ask ourselves: Where do these carried symbols
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originate? Their source remains a mystery—unless we deduce the existence of
Other Beings! We conclude that Other Beings “must” have created the messages
and sent them to us! This deduction of Other Beings is a process and product of
our L.3 Intellection Sector.
Second, besides communication, our L.3 gains indirect evidence for Other
Beings through our interactions with them. That is, we interact with Other Bodies
—Body-to-Body—in complex ways that, like messaging, is hard to explain unless
we infer that Other Beings are “housed” in those Other Bodies. We cannot easily
explain how we can cooperate together—“Let’s dance!”, or “Play ball!”, or
“Okay, Choir, let’s sing that chorus again!”—unless we Believe that we are
participating in a Community of bonded, interacting Beings. Again, as noted
above, in the view of Tef Theory, the Person is a Body/Being combo. These
Bodily interactions feed our L.3 deductions that such Beings exist, and these
deductions serve to bolster our sense of warranted Belief in those Beings.
So L.3 has three sets of evidence to support Belief in Other Beings: (1)
ubiquitous Cultural Assumptions about Beings, plus the Social Analogy that is
built on our own self-evident subjectivity; (2) our innate Empathy of Other
Beings, plus our Fond Delusion; (3) our deductions from messages and from our
interactions with Other Bodies. We hold our Belief in Other Beings strongly, and
usually without question.
Even so, despite such strongly held Belief, a stubborn fact remains: Our
deductions (Imps) of Other Beings are linked to putative, projected, nonmanifest
Referents only. We have no direct, L.1 Sensible experience of those Referents.
Consequently, our Belief about Other Beings is untestable. I have never seen an
Other Being, and consequently I am forced to label my Belief in Other Beings,
however strongly I may hold it, “The Social Lie”.
In fact, given our strong desire to bond with Beings and to belong to
Community (fed by Empathy and powered by the Fond Delusion), and given our
strong L.3 deductions of Other Beings (based on the Social Analogy and on our
messaging and interactions)—all of which can be theorized as the products of
biological and cultural evolution spanning vast time—I am not surprised that we
do Believe in Other Beings and in Communities of those Beings. Yet, at the same
time, Tef Theory asserts that this Belief, when looked at honestly, is unprovable.
Our Belief is truly a “lie”—The Social Lie—a “lie” that all of us employ every
day, almost every moment!
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A Dilemma
Given the foregoing discussion, finally the topic of this chapter—Solitude
and Community—can perhaps come into focus. It appears that the reason I
shortchanged the topic of Community in the first five chapters of this book is that
I regard our Belief in Other Beings to be a “lie”! I see this Belief to be an
unproven (because unprovable) Inference and that its putative Referents—Other
Beings—are nonmanifest. We cannot “get our hands on” Other Beings. We can
now see that the Processes and Products of Perception described in those first five
chapters apply more fully to the manifest percepts that each individual percipient
Actually has. And it is a fact (of my life, at least) that these Actual percepts are
most fully available in Solitude. By contrast, Other Beings and the Community of
such Beings result from an obsessive human delusion: the Social Lie.
Even so, I want to Believe in Other Beings and in Community! So, I
wrestle with a dilemma: Some key experience (in Solitude) is Actual, and some
key experience (in Community) is Inactual—yet I also really want to Believe in
the Social Lie. I even prefer to treat Other Beings and Community as if they were
Actual. This is my dilemma. I have two sides of me in conflict. (Complicating
things, moreover, is my realization that I cannot Bodily survive very long without
the help and support of Community!) So, how can I reconcile this dilemma of my
Perception? What can Tef Theory offer as a resolution? What will best increase
the balance of Harmony over Disharmony, in this respect, optimizing the H/D
Ratio?
I may think to myself: If only our Imps were Mimics of Actual, manifest
Refs! But Imps are not. That is not their purpose. Imps exist because we seek to
imagine things that are not Actual, not manifest. Consequently, our Imps do not,
and cannot, have manifest Refs. Rather, our Imps always refer to imagined,
unobserved, nonmanifest, projected Refs—for instance, Other Beings.
Let’s pick up on that last descriptor, “projected”.
If projected,
nonmanifest Refs—such as Hidden Things and Other Beings—are not Actual and
manifest—and we have no experience of them—then according to Tef Theory
they have no existence! Recall that Tef Theory asserts: “No experience, no
existence.” Yet, if projected Refs have no existence, what do they have? What is
their ontological status? Where do we believe they “reside”, if we project them
out beyond Tef (that is, beyond both Contef and Pentef)?
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I repeat: Tef Theory asserts that nothing resides—exists—outside of
experience, outside of Tef: “Tef is One, Whole, and All. Tef is It.” This is the
basic perspective of Philosophical Phenomenalism. Yet our Inferences do project
—and we willingly and routinely do Believe in!—things that are not experienced.
In short, we Believe in things that do seem to reside outside of Tef. A dilemma,
indeed! We need a resolution here!
One resolution of this dilemma is simply to dump Tef Theory. Just
condemn Tef Theory as untenable and abandon it. That would do it. However, I
am not prepared to go that far, not after working on this philosophical project for
more than six decades!
Another resolution is to go back to mere coping with life, “head in sand”,
being willing to suffer and tolerate whatever inconsistencies and paradoxes and
dilemmas life may throw at us. All of us do this kind of coping. But I am
persistent: Can’t we do better than just cope with life?
Yet another resolution is to retreat into Philosophical Realism, a view that
most people do seem to hold. Realism asserts that things can exist, and do exist,
independent of all observers. Realists turn Tef Theory’s axiom around 180
degrees, saying: “No existence, no experience.” That is, Realists assert that things
have to exist first, independent of any and all observers, before we can have any
experience of those things. So, for Realists, when an Inference projects a
nonmanifest Referent, that Referent “really could be there”—really could exist—
even though we have no experience of it. Such a Realist Imp carries almost the
certainty of a matching Rep, despite lacking any manifest Ref to match with it.
I prefer neither to dump Tef Theory, nor to merely cope with life, nor to
lend credence to Realism. Yes, I confess that in my daily life I myself use many
perceptual tools. But I claim that Tef Theory offers us some improved and
enhanced tools that can increase and optimize the H/D Ratio. The key is wisdom
enough to know when and how to use the tools that Tef Theory offers. That
wisdom is what Tefistry explores in Part Two of this book.

Resolution Of The Dilemma
Having wrestled with this dilemma for some time, I think I have
discovered a resolution of it: I have chosen to revise the definition of “existence”.
I have come to see that “existence” can have more than one meaning, depending
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on one’s basic philosophy—Phenomenalism or Realism or something else. The
kernel concept we are contemplating here is ontological being. We might ask,
what is the ontological state of nonmanifest Referents? (Note: This ontological
“being” is not to be confused either with “Beings”, much discussed in this
chapter, or with “Seeing and Being”, to be explored in Part Two. See the
GLOSSARY for disambiguation of these look-alike terms.)
Ontological being (o-being, for short) is “is-ness”, presence. For Tef
Theory, it is the presence of experience. Tef Theory has said all along that, until
things become manifest, they do not exist—thus, nonmanifest things have, for Tef
Theory, no existence. This is a Phenomenalist stance. By contrast, Realism says
things can—and some really do—exist in the absence of any experience of them.
Thus, according to Realism, some things can and do have o-being even when no
one is watching.
So, my way to resolve this dilemma is to redefine and restrict our meaning
of the word “existence”. In short, in Tef Theory’s view, “to exist” means “to be
experience” (with a nod here to Bishop Berkeley!). Hence, Tef Theory can say:
“No experience, no existence.” This means that (1) the manifest Refs of accepted
Reps do have existence and (2) the projected Refs of adopted Imps do not have
existence. Therefore, neither a Hidden Thing (such as a toy that has rolled under
the sofa) nor an Other Being (such as my friend’s subjectivity) shall any longer be
said to have existence. Using this reconciliation, only a visible toy and my
friend’s visible Outer Body shall be accorded true existence. Henceforth, for Tef
Theory, the only existent experiences will be manifest experiences.
Okay, having acknowledged that only manifest reality is existent, we now
need another, new, category of o-being that applies to whatever is left over and is
not existent. What shall that category be? What shall we call the ontological
being of inferred, projected, putative, nonmanifest Refs? I suggest inventing and
using a new term that functions somewhat like “existence”, but one that tells us
we are dealing instead with an inferred, projected, putative, nonmanifest Ref.
And the term I have invented for this function is “illatence”.
So, I propose that henceforth we should refer to two kinds of ontological
being: existence and illatence. I surmise that the correlative of “to exist” would
be “to illate”. For example, I propose that both a visible toy and another Person’s
Body have existence—these are existent things—whereas both a vanished toy and
the Being that we say “inhabits” another Person’s Body do not have existence, but
instead have illatence—these are illatent things. Bodies exist; Beings illate.
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Using this new terminology, I can now say that all of my accepted L.3
Reps match up with manifest, existent L.1 Refs. These Reps match well—
abstractly or veridically—with these Refs. (And these Refs are Actual.) By
contrast, I can now say that all of my adopted L.3 Imps are associated with
projected, illatent Refs. There is nothing existent with which to match these Imps,
for their putative Refs are not manifest. Thus, Imps project illatent Refs. (And
these Imps are Inactual.) So, the resolution of my dilemma is this: Henceforth, I
shall grant to Referents either existence or illatence, depending on whether those
Refs are manifest or nonmanifest, representational or inferential.

Parallel Tefs (Partefs)
Unfortunately, an immediate problem arises from this resolution! For, on
the one hand, I have said that my existent Reps are matched to existent Refs and
that these Reps and their Refs reside inside Tef. In more detail, I say that all my
proven, accepted Reps are located within my L.3 Sector, in Pentef, and that the
Refs of these Reps are located within my L.1 Sector, in Contef.
On the other hand, my warranted, adopted Imps—themselves existent and
located within my L.3 Sector—project illatent Refs that are reputedly not part of
my Contef. This means that the projected, illatent Refs of my Imps are (claimed
to be) not located within Tef!
Where do I propose these projected, illatent Refs are located—if not inside
and part of Tef, where Tef Theory insists they “should” be? Could it be that
illatent things genuinely do lie outside of Tef? That is, do Hidden Things and
Other Beings lie “somewhere else”, beyond Tef’s frontiers? Yet if we allow that
even one thing can lie outside of Tef, we seem to be knocking on the door of a
radical new idea: Parallel Tefs (Partefs, for short). Each Parallel Tef would be a
whole new “universe”, parallel with Tef and in addition to it. With the advent of
Partefs, Tef would no longer be One, Whole, and All—at least not the only One.
Seemingly, there might be as many illatent Partefs “out there” as there are Other
Beings. And all this would seem to validate a (revised) version of Realism:
“Things can illate—can have o-being—even if not perceived, even if not
experienced, even if not manifest, even if not existent.”
My response to this problem is to sidestep it. For I wish to avoid invoking
nonmanifest Partefs. I seek to sustain the primacy and singularity of manifest
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experience. In other words, I seek to sustain Phenomenalism and to resist
Realism. So, instead of Realism, I shall assert this perspective: Even though
reality contains both existents and illatents, henceforth only existents will be
acknowledged as Actual, manifest, and Herenow. And so, whenever I choose to
employ illatents as part of my Pentef’s Mental machinery, those projected Refs
will be explicitly acknowledged as Inactual, nonmanifest, and Therethen.
My position is that Mims—both Reps of existent Refs and Imps of illatent
Refs—are parts of reality, and that both Reps and Imps are located within Tef, for
both Reps and Imps are actually just Ref Images inside of Tef. However, whereas
I can literally point to the manifest, existent Refs of my Reps, I cannot similarly
point to the illatent Refs of my Imps, for my Imps have no manifest Refs to point
to. So, whenever I choose to employ illatent Refs in my Mind (L.3), I am actually
employing Ref Images only, not the projected Refs themselves, whether existent
or illatent. In other words, all Ref Images are located within L.3., and L.3 is part
of Pentef, and Pentef is part of Tef. The Refs I have projected to reside outside of
Tef do not actually reside in such a place. I merely pretend that they reside there,
outside of Tef. Thus, my projected, illatent Refs are always pretended. Illatents
never have existence. It is my pretending—which employs (existent) Ref Images
—that allows me to infer, to use Imps.
Mims include Reps, Imps, and Beliefs (toss in Memories, too, if you like).
Of these, you will have noticed that Reps always have three parts (see Fig. 10).
Our Reps each have: (1) a simulating Ref Image (located in Pentef, inside of
Tef); (2) a claim of Mimesis (aka simulation); and (3) a Referent (an existent,
manifest, Herenow percept, usually located in Contef, inside of Tef). Likewise,
you will have noticed that Imps also have three parts (again, see Fig.10). Our
Imps each have: (1) a simulating Ref Image (located in Pentef, inside of Tef); (2)
a claim of Mimesis (aka simulation); and (3) a Referent (an illatent, nonmanifest,
Therethen, metareal percept, projected to be located in a Partef, outside of Tef).
Because Tef Theory insists that all things are in fact located inside of Tef, we must
—again—conclude that our Imps’ projected Refs are only pretended. We cannot
empirically observe the illatent Refs of our Imps; we can only pretend (imagine)
and project those Refs. So, our Reps do not have to pretend about their Refs,
whereas our Imps clearly do, always.
Because we pretend about our illatent Refs, I feel these do not initially
deserve the same ontostatus that we grant to our existent Refs. (“Ontostatus” is
short for “ontological status”.) In other words, although I may choose to Believe
in nonmanifest illatents—Hidden Things and Other Beings—nevertheless I resist
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(initially, at least) granting to these nonmanifest things the higher ontostatus
enjoyed by manifest things. Thus, although I condone Believing in (pretending
about) illatents—especially if this practice helps to increase the H/D Ratio!—yet I
cannot initially grant to them the ontostatus I grant to stones, to streams, to stars,
and even to my own self-evident subjectivity. This is not an issue of reality
versus unreality (for there is no unreality). This is instead an issue of manifest
versus nonmanifest. It is a matter of Orthoreality versus Metareality, of authentic
versus faux. In short, initially I grant a higher ontostatus to orthoreal existents
and a lower ontostatus to metareal illatents.
This said, however, I confess that I do routinely choose to elevate the
ontostatus of illatents from Metareality up to Quasi-orthoreality! I routinely treat
illatents as if they have an ontostatus close to the Orthoreality enjoyed by
existents! Thus, I treat my Imps of Other Beings as if they were as “solid” as
stones, streams, stars, and my own self-evident subjectivity! I treat Other Beings
as if they were manifest.
Thus (initially, at least) I grant higher ontostatus to existents as a way to
sustain Phenomenalism and preserve the exclusive Oneness, Wholeness, and
Allness of Tef. But I also grant higher ontostatus to existents because of a
personal bias: To me, my Herenow, orthoreal, existent Refs are simply more
compelling than are my Therethen, metareal Ref Images of those Refs! This is to
say that nonmimetic experiences (such as manifest Refs) are more compelling to
me than are mimetic experiences (my Reps’ and Imps’ Ref Images). This is my
personal bias. Why do I have this bias? Simply because, for me, nonmimetic
percepts are richer, more vivid, more authentic than are mimetic percepts—which
are simpler, paler, and faux. For me, Orthoreality is more compelling than is
Metareality. Bodies are more compelling than are Mims of Bodies, for example.
This bias reflects the fact that Mims are not Original, not given. Rather,
Mims are invented Pentef simulations of their Refs. Mims are always imposters
of a sort. They always mimic (e.g., mirror, model, map) something else. They
themselves are faux vis-a-vis the Refs that they mimic. Thus, manifest things—
for example, sunshine and birdsong and icebergs—are richer and more vivid and
more authentic than are any words, ideas, or inferences about those things. I am
confessing that, for me, Contef outranks most of Pentef. On average, what goes
on in my Mind (my Mental Realm) receives (from me) lower ontostatus than
does what I perceive with my Body (my Sensible Realm). For me, L.1 is richer,
more vivid, more authentic than is either L.2 or L.3. So, basically, for me, my
Body outranks my Being! I’m an animal first, a mind second!
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This is my personal bias. This is how It is for me. But, as always, “The
proof is in the pudding”. For you, It may be different than it is for me. I cannot
speak for you. You will have to decide for yourself about what ontostatus you
will grant to your illatents and to your existents, and about any biases you may
have toward these diverse percepts.

Beliefs
So much for Pentef’s accepted Representations and adopted Inferences.
What about the Beliefs that also reside as Mims in Pentef? Are these something
different from Reps and Imps? We have talked a bit about Beliefs already, but
there is more we can say.
(I often capitalize “Beliefs” in order to contrast them with lower-case
“beliefs”. Lower case “beliefs” can mean any truths, concepts, or knowledge, or
even just whims and hunches. Upper case “Beliefs” denotes metareal notions that
are more intentional, specific, important, and stronger—and commonly
unquestioned and taken for granted.)
Unlike our proven, accepted Reps and our warranted, adopted Imps, our
Beliefs are held more by choice than by good matching or by the marshaling of
evidence. When we represent things, we rely on matching: Reps either match
their Refs well, or they do not. Regardless of this matching, however, we can
choose to Believe in whatever Reps we want to Believe in. And when we infer
things, we marshal evidence for our Imps, be it strong or weak (and we do seek
strong evidence). Regardless of the evidence—strong, weak, or even absent—
however, we can choose to Believe in whatever Imps we want to Believe in. So,
unlike accepted Reps and adopted Imps, we choose—we opt-for—our Beliefs.
Beliefs can simply “live on their own”, for better or for worse. Our Beliefs may
or may not be good Mims.
And this is so with our Beliefs as to Other Beings. These Beliefs are
largely a choice, for we have no direct experience of Other Beings and only some
indirect evidence for them. Our Belief in them is motivated strongly by The Fond
Delusion: We want to Believe. We humans are a gregarious lot. Our desire—our
obsession even—is to be bonded with Other Beings and to live in Community
with them. Thus we are prone to Believe the Social Lie, whether this choice is
rational and supported by the facts, or not.
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Moreover, we have yet another motivation for choosing and holding our
Beliefs: By holding whole-hearted, blind, unquestioned Beliefs—“Hard Beliefs”,
to use Tef Theory parlance—we may in fact enjoy more Harmoniousness than by
holding weaker, or less certain, or more fully examined Beliefs—“Soft Beliefs”. I
think this is why religious Believers are often loath to question their gospel-based
Beliefs: Questioning might, so they accurately sense, weaken their cherished
Hard Beliefs and threaten the full benefits of those Hard Beliefs. And this is also
why our Myths can be severely weakened by intellectional examination of them:
They grow pallid and weak from exposure to the light of inspection. Moreover,
this is why patriots and zealots of all stripes so dislike anything or anyone they
deem to be disloyal: They cannot tolerate threats to their emotional support
system. So, the holding of Hard Beliefs has its benefits.
Moreover, our Hard Beliefs can even come to function as surrogates for
This World. Surrogation is what happens when our Hard Beliefs (which reside in
Pentef, the Mental Realm) are irrationally taken to be the same thing as This
World percepts (which reside in Contef, the Sensible Realm.) Surrogation is
Metareality supplanting Orthoreality, such that Mind may become even “more
real” than Body and Universe. When we surrogate, we are “living in our heads”.
(This seems especially to be a hazard of Idealism, the philosophical view that
spirit and/or mind is more real than, or at least more important than, matter.)
And then, there is Community, itself. It appears that any weakening of
Hard Beliefs and Surrogates may also handicap our sense of bondedness and
Community. You can’t deeply love another Person unless you Hard Believe that
their Body “contains” a Being. If you begin to question the existence of Other
Beings—as, for example, when Tef Theory points out that Other Beings are
illatent, nonmanifest, Therethen, Inactual, unprovable—this questioning can
weaken, or at least threaten to weaken, your sense of bondedness with those Other
Beings. Likewise, it is easier to join into Community, and to participate in it,
when you have no doubt or hesitation as to the ontostatus of that Community. It
seems that Hard Belief about Other Beings builds the strongest bonds and the
strongest Community.
It is for these very same reasons that I myself routinely choose to elevate
the ontostatus of Other Beings from that of projected illatents up to, or nearly up
to, that of orthoreal existents. That is, I frequently grant Quasi-orthoreality to
illatents. For, I want Other Beings to be Hard Beliefs for me. I willingly selfdelude. Both my Fond Delusion and the demonstrated utility of Hard Beliefs in
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increasing the H/D Ratio encourage me to artificially elevate the ontostatus of
Other Beings (and of Hidden Things, too), regardless of whether direct or indirect
evidence for them is at hand.
In short, Beliefs imply choice. By contrast, true Reps are proven solely by
matching them well with their Refs (thus permitting our acceptance of them).
And our Imps gain support (warrant) by our marshaling of evidence in their favor
(thus permitting our adoption of them). In other words, both Reps and Imps rely
in some way on the Sensible, empirical realities of L.1, whereas our Beliefs can
result largely from Mental choice alone. Our Beliefs make claims that may or
may not be well-matched or strongly-supported by facts. Indeed, our Beliefs can
even embrace Pentef’s Creatives—our Fantasies and Imaginations—as if these,
too, were accepted or adopted Mims. Because Hard Beliefs can be held
unquestioned, such Beliefs risk becoming ungoverned, unregulated, uncontrolled.
So, what has this chapter so far revealed to us about Solitude and
Community? Clearly our Perception when in Solitude is in tension with our
Perception when in Community. On the one hand, Solitude shows us reality
unhindered by the Social Lie. It allows us to admit to our artificial elevations of
ontostatus. It offers us time and opportunity to hear the still, small voice, to live
life without the distractions and distortions of Community and its “lies”. And, at
least for me, Solitude also connects me to experience that I find more vivid and
compelling: the Sensible Realm, Contef. On the other hand, Community is
inevitable and necessary for our survival. Moreover, we desire—per the Fond
Delusion—to be bonded. We do not want to live in isolation. And evolution
seems to have molded us to engage in mutual messaging and in coordinated
interactions, Person to Person, Being to Being—indirect evidences that do support
(warrant) our Beliefs in Other Beings and in Community.
In conclusion, we want and need both Solitude and Community. Clearly,
any L.4 Orchestration of Tef must include both. Ultimate Harmony depends on
this successful Orchestration. Ample opportunity and encouragement for our
experience in both contexts must be assured.
Thus, we need to experience all of the following Major Dyads—both
members of each:
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Solitude/Community
Individual/Society
Time Alone/Time Together
Nature/Culture
Country/City
Contef/Pentef
Actuality/Inactuality
Sensible Realm/Mental Realm
Self/Not-self
Private/Public
Authentic/Faux
Original/Additional
In short, we must strive to sustain both Solitude and Community in a
harmonious balance—as a Yang/Yin dyad, not as an exaggerated figure—be it
Solitude or Community—on its ground.

Co-creation Of Beings
One final observation about Community needs to be highlighted. In some
respects, this observation is the most important of all: We illatent Beings cocreate one another. We live in a Community that we co-create and that co-creates
us. We are all in this together. To borrow from John Donne, “No man is an
island….” Beings create Beings.
We learn early in life that we are able to cause changes in the Pentefs of
other Persons. We interact and we message (ranging from the infant’s wail all the
way to the adult’s declaration of Universal Human Rights). And, for each of us,
these interactions and messages influence our Beliefs, our adopted Inferences, our
accepted Representations, our Empathies, and our value-laden Stories. For when
we message (communicate) our personal Pentef Metareality to another Being, and
thus seek to substitute, within them, our Pentef Metareality for their Contef
Orthoreality, changes in that Other Being’s Actions can and often do result. Thus,
indirectly—not directly—our minds can alter other minds, and thereby change
their behavior, and thereby change the world. Through give and take, we cause
illatent reality to become more and more strongly supported; our Belief in Other
Beings becomes—for us—more and more warranted. Presumably, we shall never
directly behold another Being. But indirectly, we can more and more influence
and create one another. I influence you somewhat; you influence me somewhat.
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We mold one another. We co-create one another. Our Belief itself becomes
creative. The illatent effectively becomes almost existent: Quasi-orthoreal. This
process is an especially important part of human experience.

Summary Of Chapter 6
The following summary of Chapter 6, “Solitude and Community”, is
effectively a restatement of it. It also employs most of the foundational ideas of
Tef Theory. More on this chapter’s topic will appear in Part Two, “Tefistry”.
1. The Solitude/Community Dyad is a key Major Dyad.
strongly overlaps that of other Major Dyads:

Its meaning

Individual/Society
Time Alone/Time Together
Nature/Culture
Country/City
Contef/Pentef
Actuality/Inactuality
Sensible Realm/Mental Realm
Self/Not-self
Private/Public
Authentic/Faux
Original/Additional
2. Mimesis (aka simulation) creates new Mental worlds within Tef.
Mimesis produces both L.3 Representations that match existent (observed,
manifest) Referents and L.3 Inferences that project illatent (putative, nonmanifest)
Referents.
3. Another way to understand mimesis is to invoke the Contef/Pentef
Dyad. Contef consists mostly of L.1’s Sensible This World: Actual Herenow
Orthoreality. Pentef includes L.2 and L.3 and their Mental Other Worlds: Inactual
Therethen Metareality. Thus, the Mental Realm mimics the Sensible Realm, and
seemingly transcends it, too. Pentef resides within Contef, but is separated from it
by a boundary of some sort, except where the Pentef “peninsula” emerges from
and remains joined to the Contef “continent”.
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4. Tef Theory proposes that Pentef’s contents originate as Repstocks
diverted from Contef; the Repstocks become sequestered in Pentef.
The
Repstocks then serve as ingredients in the constructuring of Creatives: L.2
Fantasies and L.3 Imaginations.
5. L.2 Fantasies, when supported by Empathy (which presupposes
ubiquitous Wills in Tef), can become repurposed and elaborated into Stories about
Other Beings (Other Wills). Whenever Wills are widely empathized, this act
ultimately produces the Enchantment Mode of Perception (which is, essentially,
Animism).
6. L.3 Imaginations, when repurposed as Mimics (Mims—simulations),
can serve as either Representations (Reps) or Inferences (Imps), and these L.3
Mims can then be elaborated into Ideas and Scenarios. Whenever Mims are
widely overlaid onto their Refs, this act generates the Consciousness Mode of
Perception (including Self-consciousness, which contributes to our self-image).
Consciousness is more accurately named Consciousness-of.
7. Candidate Reps (aka Ref Images), when shown to be well-matched to
their Refs, can be declared proven and can then be accepted as true Reps. True,
proven Reps mimic individual entities or simple events. The Refs of proven Reps
are Herenow experience only.
8. Candidate Imps (aka Ref Images), when well-supported, can be
declared warranted and can then be adopted as true Imps. Refs of Imps are timetraversing Scenarios, that is, Scenarios that project (pretend) nonmanifest
Therethen Referents extending in time beyond the Herenow. Imps mimic
relatively complex percepts and events. Imps claim to mimic both Hidden Things
and Other Beings. Hidden Things sometimes become manifest (or, stated more
accurately, manifest percepts emerge that we infer are linked to Hidden Things),
such as when we make successful predictions. Other Beings are projected, illatent
Refs, not manifest in the Herenow. We believe Other Beings (unlike their Bodies)
were never manifest in The Past, and we predict they will never become manifest
in The Future.
9. Reps are more simple and more certain than are Imps. Reps rely on
direct, empirical matching. Imps rely heavily on indirect evidence, marshaled as
support for their claims of mimesis.
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10. I have no direct evidence of Other Beings. Indirect support for my
Imps of Other Beings includes:
* Cultural Assumption (“But everyone Believes it!”). I was born into a cultural
context where Other Beings are assumed to exist and Belief in them is
encouraged and expected of me.
* Self-evident Subjectivity and The Social Analogy (“Am I alone? Am I the only
Being?”). Is My Body the only human Body that “houses” a Being? Or are
there Other Beings? Yes, I think Other Beings are probable, even though they
are nonmanifest.
* Empathy (“My Intuition Sector detects Other Wills and Other Beings throughout
Tef!”). Indeed, my L.2 Sector presupposes Other Beings, everywhere.
* The Fond Delusion (“I don’t want to be alone!”). My L.2 Sector desires to
detect Other Beings, and it desires to be in Community with them.
* Messaging (“Hello! I am over here! Is anyone over there?”—“Yes, I am over
here!”). My L.3 Sector codes and decodes messages. It adds coded messages
onto physical carriers that interconnect My Person with Other Persons.
* Interactions (“Let’s dance!”). Belief in Other Beings explains my ability to join
into coordinated interactions with other human Bodies. This Belief explains a
lot of otherwise mysterious observations about the world.
11. Our Beliefs in Other Beings are as-if Beliefs. I elevate your
ontostatus. I treat you (Your Being) as if you were a Herenow, This World,
manifest percept for me. But you are not. Yet, even though you are not manifest,
I choose to Believe in you and in our shared Community together. Tef Theory’s
name for this Belief is The Social Lie. When in Community, I live this lie and do
not question it. When in Solitude, I live outside this lie and know another truth.
12. Thus, we face a dilemma. Our experience in Solitude is in tension
with our experience in Community. What can we do to manage this tension? We
can, of course, resign ourselves to just coping with life, to live through each
moment as it comes to us. Or, we can join the many who embrace Realism,
which asserts, “Things—including Other Beings—exist even when not perceived,
even if never perceived.” However, I do not wish to just cope. And Realism
seems incoherent to me. I prefer not to be incoherent.
13. Tef Theory offers a resolution of this dilemma. First, we should
redefine existence to mean the ontological status of only our experienced,
manifest Referents. Second, we should establish a new category of projected,
nonmanifest Refs, and these will have illatence for us. Third, we may choose—
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by a leap of faith it seems—to treat our illatents as if they were existents,
regardless of the evidence for or against them. But this choice is a Belief—
something different from a proven Rep or a supported Imp. Our Belief in illatents
is a disregard of evidence, a self-delusion. We pretend our illatents. We live the
Social Lie.
14. For me, Contef outranks Pentef, if only because Pentef derives from
Contef. And Pentef gains its acceptance or adoption (even as a Soft Belief) by
retaining its grounding in Contef. Therefore I prefer to grant to Contef a higher
initial ontological status (aka ontostatus) than I grant to Pentef. Moreover, for me,
Contef is usually “better” than Pentef: It is generally richer, more intense, more
authentic, more compelling. Thus, for me, Therethen Metareality—Reps, Imps,
and Beliefs—all have a lower initial ontostatus than does Herenow Orthoreality.
Thus, I prioritize the Sensible Realm over the Mental Realm, Orthoreality over
Metareality. But of course, L.4 Orchestration reveals that we need to employ all
of Contef and Pentef, if we want to optimize the H/D Ratio.
15. This said, I often do choose to elevate the ontostatus of Pentef up to
Quasi-orthoreality, putting it nearly on par with Contef. I do this because I am
motivated by The Fond Delusion and because holding Hard Beliefs about
projected Refs can in fact often increase the H/D Ratio. This is not a fully rational
choice, yet it may nevertheless provide an optimal L.4 Orchestration of Tef—
which is the goal imposed upon us by the Vector of Value. Pure consistency may
not be an option in life!
16. The strength of our Bonds and of Community depends on the strength
of our Belief. Hard Belief as to the existence of Other Beings usually strengthens
bonds and Community, and questioning our Hard Beliefs can weaken them. So,
when suitable, I choose to Hard Believe in Other Beings and to join into
Community with them—even though, in Solitude, I concede that this choice
commits me to The Social Lie. Having made, and lived with, this compromise—a
sort of “bargain with the devil”—I need periodically to reground my life. And in
order to reground, after periods of living The Social Lie—in Community—I need
opportunities for Solitude. I need opportunities to return to This World. I clearly
need and want both Solitude and Community.
17. Action resulting from what we process in Pentef can change This
World—Bodies and Universe: Contef. But we can also influence Other Beings:
Pentefs. We influence one another, causing changes in one another’s subjectivity.
In this way we co-create one another…and Community…within It.
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PART TWO: TEFISTRY —
APPLIED TEF THEORY
Tef: Acronym for Total Experiential Field
Tef Theory: A Map of the Processes and Products of Perception
Tefistry: The application of Tef Theory to the living of life.

Part One of this book has explored the fundamental ideas of Tef Theory,
my “map of reality”. I have asserted that the goal of life is Harmony throughout
Tef. Part Two will explore ways of applying Tef Theory to the living of life, ways
of pursuing Harmony. Before starting Part Two, readers are advised to have
familiarized themselves with the ideas and jargon presented in Part One; indeed, I
shall assume that my readers have done so. (The GLOSSARY, CHARTS OF
TERMS, and FIGURES will continue to be helpful in Part Two. I also suggest
exploring my other publication.)
Possessing the key ideas of Tef Theory and a basic knowledge of how
Perception works is one thing, whereas actually using those ideas to increase
Harmony in life is quite another! For, the optimizing of Harmony requires an
ability to apply that knowledge to life, to successfully work with the details—the
bedeviling details! Here, in Part Two, “Tefistry”, I shall sketch out many such
applications and offer a number of techniques for optimizing Harmony in our
lives. Thus, Part One gave us the roots, trunk, and major branches of Tef
Theory’s tree. Part Two will add leaves, blossoms, and fruits onto that tree.
Welcome to “Tefistry—Applied Tef Theory”!
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Chapter 7:
MORE BRANCHES OF THE TEF THEORY TREE
My overall objective for this book, as stated in the Introduction, is to
address three key questions about life. Part One, “Tef Theory”, focused on the
first two questions:
What is reality and what are its characteristics?
What are the patterns and processes of our lives?
Now, Part Two, “Tefistry”, will explore the third question:
How can we live life more happily?
***

The Solipsism
As we begin our exploration of Tefistry, let me attempt at the outset to
dispense with a potentially fatal flaw in Tef Theory: the solipsism. During their
contemplations, all philosophers worry about encountering that big, hairy beast,
called the solipsism. Most believe that only an insane or dim-witted person would
welcome and befriend such a beast. Nevertheless, while exploring Tef Theory’s
ideas, could it be that I have stumbled upon a solipsism? Have I even been
captured by it? Possibly so. Yet, I continue to believe that Tef Theory is not a
solipsism. Here I shall try to persuade you why I believe this. Of course, you will
be the judge of my success. (Note that the Frame Dyad in this discussion is the
Self/Not-self Dyad.)
Customarily, a solipsism is a claim that the self is all there is. A solipsist
claims that other people and the vast universe—indeed, all of the not-self—is
contained within (thus, is a part of) the self, and has perhaps even been created by
that self. As you will rightly surmise, the self referred to is the solipsist’s own
self! Thus, the solipsist is God-like: He or she is all there is, and may even be the
Creator of all there is.
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So, is Tef Theory a solipsism? A case can be made that it is. In Chapter 1
I recalled how, decades ago, during my days of wandering among old fields and
abandoned farmland in New England, I came to the conclusion that nothing exists
but experience. I also concluded that all experience is mine alone: I do not have
thoughts by using others’ minds, nor do I have feelings by using others’ emotions.
I can state these tenets as a syllogism:
* Experience is all there is;
* All experience is mine;
Therefore:
* My experience is all there is.
An easy reading of this conclusion would be:
I am all there is. I am It, and It is I.
This conclusion does indeed constitute a solipsism. Were this conclusion
accepted uncritically, my book would have to end right here.
However, the above syllogism contains an error: “All experience is mine”
is false. The fact is: Some experience is mine, in some instances, but much
experience simply is—without regard to my self or to any other self.
For example, consider Reception, the Original first step in every chain of
microscale Perception. It is the Portal where Quality “enters” Tef. At the instant
of Reception, when Quality becomes ur-experience in Tef, “mine” and “me” do
not exist. These cannot apply, for at that point, prior to Mentation’s addition of
Form to the Quality—including the Form of the self percept—my self is not then
present. Self has not yet been constructured. At that point the microscale urexperience simply is—without regard to selves of any sort. Self is nowhere in
sight. We can be reminded of this whenever we are surprised by an unexpected
event, say, a sudden balloon pop or the flash of a meteor across the night sky.
Within that instant we are unaware of ourselves: Mentation (i.e., Synthesis) has
not yet had time to link that sudden pop or flash to our self-image. The event
simply exists, without regard to any self, whether myself or another self. Thus,
there is at least one place in every chain of Perception in which self does not exist:
at basic microscale Reception.
In fact, the full-blown self does not develop in Tef until the megascale
Intuition Sector is functioning. Moreover, even when we are perceiving at
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megascale, my assertion that all experience is mine is still false. Or, rather, it is
misleading, in the way I said it. I meant that, whenever my experience can be
associated with my self, then I am able to say that my experience is not your
experience. But the fact is that, throughout the megascale L.1 Sensation Sector/
Material World, experiences occur that are simply a part of Tef, sans self.
Experience within the Sensation Sector/Material World is not associated with any
self, unless and until—at megascale—we add a self (e.g., my self) to it. The
Outer Realm—the not-self, which is primarily the material universe—precedes
the self percept. Self is part of Pentef, whereas the not-self is Contef. Contef
precedes Pentef. Pentef’s self cannot contain or have created the Contef that
precedes it.
So, let us cast another syllogism, showing something that Tef Theory does
assert with confidence:
* Experience is all there is;
* It (Tef) is all there is;
Therefore:
* It (Tef) is experience.
But this syllogism is quite a different claim. It is not a solipsism. It expresses
two of Tef Theory’s fundamental assertions: It is, and It is experience. Self plays
no necessary part here.
In sum, after a self has been constructured at megascale, we may then
choose to associate (or not) our experience with that self. But this is after the self
emerges. And as to the self being the creator of experience: Choosing to
associate our experience with the self—after the fact—does not justify the claim
that the self has created that experience. Any such claim about self, and the
resulting solipsism, is simply an error of thinking. True, our Intellection is able to
imagine the solipsism, but we are not compelled to accept that imagination as a
proven Representation of anything.
In short, a solipsism is an illogical construct. To avoid solipsisms, we
must carefully distinguish what we mean when we use the word, “self”. Although
poetic uses of “self” are often solipsistic, I believe Tef Theory’s use of it is neither
poetic nor solipsistic. For I do not claim that I myself is all that is. Rather, I
claim that Tef is all that is. My self is only a limited part of Tef, not the whole of
it.
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Of course, you will need to make up your own mind about this concern.
What do you think: Is Tef Theory a solipsism? (Even if Tef Theory were
confirmed to be a solipsism, I think many parts of it would remain true and
useful.)
TEFISTRY: Perception is mysterious, but we can describe some of it. Some
experience is given; some is added. But the self does not do all of this giving
and adding, as solipsism would claim. Some experience just is, regardless of
the self. Solipsism is an error of thinking, an error that, if believed, burdens
life with a false understanding of the self.

Constructuring, Causation, And The Sources Of Experience
Experience continually emerges (and vanishes) in Tef. This process is
called the ontogeny of experience. Tef Theory claims that experience emerges at
microscale, and it does so in two ways: spontaneously through the Reception of
given ur-experience, and “artificially” through addition of experience by the
constructuring activities of Evaluation, Mentation, and Integration. Yet surely this
view raises a question. What exactly happens when percepts form? And how
much of this “artificial” constructuring do “I” do?
My answer to the latter question is: Seemingly, none. I can say with
certainty and clarity only that constructuring does happen, via the microscale
Basic Processes. True, I use locutions such as “My Mentation constructures
experience into entities”, and “I think X”, and “I prefer Y”. But these are just
expedient wordsmithing. I use these expressions because I am familiar with
causal explanations and because I lazily assume that my self is causally involved.
I assume my readers will grasp what is going on when I speak in that way.
The fact is, however, that (1) much experience in Tef emerges
mysteriously via the microscale processes and (2) the microscale processes
precede the megascale constructuring of my self. The net result is that Original,
given experience, emergent via the microscale portals, is mysterious as to its
origins. The self cannot be claimed as its cause, for the simple reason that self is a
subsequent, megascale, constructional Addition (as discussed above in “The
Solipsism”). Microscale experience in Tef—regardless of whether it is Original
(via Reception) or Additional (via Evaluation, Mentation, Representation, and
Integration)—simply has no known cause. Perception, not the causal self, is what
Tef is all about.
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Moreover, I confess I am impatient with causation of any kind as an
explanation of change. Yes, I do routinely use the notion of cause and effect, but I
have learned to use it with discretion. Causation is not a Natural Law. It is an
artificial tool, used by the Intellection Sector for explaining things. That is,
causation is a convention of thinking—not a fact of nature—and, as such, it needs
to serve at my pleasure.
My impatience with the notion of causation grows from my doubt as to the
claim that causal factors or causal agents can be empirically linked to effects. I
assert, to the contrary, that causes can never be empirically linked to effects. I
assert, instead, that any such notion of a link between cause and effect is only a
proposed Inference—a Hypothesis—of the digital mind, and one that fails to
make the grade as a supported, adopted Imp when we seek evidence for it. The
notion of cause-and-effect is better regarded as a Rootless Imp (“an Imp in search
of a Ref”). Look as diligently as we wish, we fail to confirm any link between a
putative cause and its claimed effect. There is no such linkage, no continuity. I
assert that whatever “links” we do “find” have been added by our minds (in L.3),
not observed with the eye (in L.1).
For example, when a baseball bat swings and hits a pitched ball, we say
that the bat causes the ball to change its course and hurtle into center field. But
the facts are otherwise. We observe only the following: (1) a bat swings, (2)
“contact” (that is, a very close-up association) occurs, and (3) the ball flies away
on a new course. What is the link in this supposed cause-and-effect event? Can
we point to it? What true continuity is there between bat and ball? What actually
happens at “contact”? All that we can really observe is the swing of a bat, the
hurtle of a ball, and our intellectional association of the two events. Our Inference
of causation in this example lacks empirical confirmation. It is correlation, not
causation.
And as to the self: Is the self really the agent we cite as the cause of our
personal Actions in the world? And does our self somehow constructure our
entities? Or is self, instead, an artificial idea, a Mental construct? Of course, the
question is not new. For a very long time we humans have been asking, “What
am I? What is my relationship with the world?” We have answered as best we
could. Trouble was, we did not notice the error in the questions themselves. We
have always taken for granted that our self—real and independent (and perhaps
even immortal)—exists “within” or “behind” the reality of the physical Body.
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But surely now we know better. Now, as in the past, self is a kind of
“fiction”. It is a construct, the Mental packaging we wrap around a bundle of
perceptual ingredients. To be sure, those ingredients—our emotions, dreams,
thoughts, Inner Body percepts, etc.—are high and wide and deep. But the self is
merely the useful packaging that we wrap around those ingredients. And this
packaging is quite thin. Self, it seems, is a convenient bag, an Other World
container, to contain our personal, This World experience.
So, what can we say with confidence about constructuring, causation, and
the sources of experience? We can say:
* That experience occurs, both static and changing
* That ur-experience mysteriously emerges via Reception
*That the Form of experience is provided by Mentation
*That Reception and Mentation are not processes that our self uses for
constructuring of percepts, but that the opposite is true:
Reception and
Mentation constructure the self
*That causation is an invented idea, an Inference that cannot be demonstrated
empirically.
Let us further examine and emphasize this last point. In each instance of
causation in the Material World, science says, physical energy is transferred
between two material objects, such that a predictable effect occurs in one or both
of the objects. Thus, in the above example, energy is supposedly transferred from
a swinging bat to a pitched ball. In general terms, science claims that a causal
agent transfers energy to an affected object. However, the only way we might
empirically “see” this transfer is to somehow sample the energy when and as it is
transferred. Such empirical sampling requires that we (or an instrument read by
us) must somehow “get in between” the causal agent and its affected object and
actually sample the energy flowing there. Can we ever do this? Can we ever do it
fully?
For example, suppose we have before us a light bulb wired up to a battery.
(See Fig. 11.) The battery is claimed to be the cause whenever the bulb lights up
because the wires complete an electrical circuit between the battery and the bulb.
To test this claim, we could place a meter along the wire between the battery and
the bulb and sample the electricity flowing there. What are the possible outcomes
of this test?
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If by chance our meter happens to consume 100 percent of the energy
(electricity) flowing in the wire, we expect to find no change in the bulb.
Presumably, all of the battery’s energy will have gone into the meter, not into the
bulb; the bulb does not light up. The key effect (a lighted bulb) does not occur, so
we have no support for claiming causation if and when the bulb does light up.
*

* If by chance the meter happens to consume 0 percent of the energy in the wire,
again no claim of causation can be proven. For, with no sample to cite, we have
learned nothing about the putative flow of energy between battery and bulb.
* If the meter happens to consume less than 100 percent of the energy in the wire,
we can infer that some unsampled (that is, not metered) energy has remained in
the circuit and is causal. But Tef Theory’s axiom insists, “No experience, no
existence.” So, any claims about the existence of unsampled energy in the wire
and its power to effect change in the bulb can only be Inferences, not actual
sensations. If the bulb lights up, we typically feel justified to claim causation.
Still, we really have no empirical evidence to prove what caused the illumination
to occur. In other words, although we see that the meter itself has changed, this
observation does not conclusively show us what caused the bulb to light up.
There could be other causes, or even no cause at all!
Tef Theory claims: “The unseen does not exist. No experience, no
existence.” Our experiences can demonstrate correlation, to be sure, but they do
not demonstrate causation. If the bulb lights up, its light can only be inferentially
associated with the battery. Thus, our sampling of the circuit—whether the meter
consumes all, none, or some of the putative electrical current—proves nothing
more than correlation. Causation remains elusive.
Causation, so I conclude, is always an unverifiable Inference. It is an aid
to our thinking, to be sure, yet it is not empirically demonstrable. I think all Imps
regarding causation should be used with discretion.
In fact, for most
philosophical work, the notion of causation probably should be avoided. By
contrast, correlation (i.e., description) is demonstrable, and often it is “good
enough”. Correlation is empirical and Actual; causation is inferential and
Inactual. Correlation entails existence; causation entails illatence.
TEFISTRY: Causation is a useful tool of intellectional (L.3) thinking. It is
an essential idea, for example in science and engineering. But it is illatent,
not subject to proof. Use it with discretion. Correlation may be all you really
need anyway.
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The Grand Illusion
“The Grand Illusion is the separateness of things.” So says Tef Theory.
Separateness is a mirage, an Addition generated by the analyzing microscale
Mentation and sustained by megascale Intellection (L.3). Thus, multiplicity is an
illusion, for when all things are seen as mere regions of It, then the only number is
one. Tef is One; our Original experience is continuous, unbroken, limitless, and
unitary. Trouble is, the cutting, discriminating Mind (L.3 Intellection) doesn’t
know, or can’t conceive, that such a unity exists. It locks itself within its own
cage. The key? You get two by cutting up one. So, if you want only one, quit
cutting!
Yet, to microscale Mentation this advice is unwelcome, for it puts Analysis
out of a job. Analysis is no longer allowed to take things apart, discouraged from
its role of turning one into many. And to the megascale Intellection Sector, biased
as it is toward Form and Mentation, this advice is likewise unwelcome. The
continuity of our This World experience frustrates Intellection. When Intellection
cannot appoint limits to experience—cannot give experience a start and a stop,
cannot define it into digital snippets—then it also cannot control and manipulate
it. For you see, the intention of Intellection—the “meddling” Intellection!—is to
manipulate things, especially things in the Material World. Those things—entities
—require that boundaries be perceived. Houses, pencils, shopping carts, horses,
clouds, and sailboats—all these are entities “defined out” from the continuum of
This World experience.
And L.3 Intellection also seeks to define and control things in the Other
Worlds: pleasures, revelations, sorrows, concepts, predictions, knowledge. So,
wherever it meets continuity in experience, Intellection seeks to find or create
discontinuities, entities, digital snippets. You see, Intellection is a finicky eater: It
consumes its experience only as discrete bites—bite by bite, snippet by snippet!
Indeed, it chokes on the endless continuum!
Intellection’s obsession with finite, separate things compels it to ask and to
keep on perpetually asking: Where do things come from? What do they do?
How can I control them?”
For ultimate answers, it feels compelled to
manufacture either a First Cause (such as God, Who by definition needs no cause
for Himself) or a cosmological answer (such as the Big Bang, which pushes the
question beyond arm’s length). Yet Tefistry counsels that, with the aid of L.4’s
Orchestration, Intellection can relax, and it can concede that ultimately the
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separateness of things—and thus the multiplicity of things—is an illusion. It is
the Grand Illusion. Tef is One, Whole, and All, even though Intellection always
sees it as an assembly of many separate things: “jostling marbles”.
Over time a green bud can expand into a gorgeous red blossom.
Intellection can model this floral expansion as a scenario of snippets, a sequence
of separate events, a “movie”. It digitizes the continuum of floral expansion. But
when confronted with the continuum itself, Intellection is helpless.
The
blossom’s slow unfolding remains a mystery to the Intellection, for the unfolding
is a continuous process having no beginning, no parts, no gaps, and no end.
Empirically, the blossoming bud is “flowing goo”, not “jostling marbles”. Only
our intellectional thoughts about it have beginnings, parts, gaps, and ends.
Meanwhile, the blossom expands, right in front of our eyes, whether our L.3
Intellection can define it into entities or not!
Thus, all notions of continuity are unsettling to our Intellection-dominated
Minds. Such notions upset our comfortable, accepted, digitized views of reality,
challenge our assumptions about causation and explanation, and call into question
our ability to control the world. When put off-balance by its engagement with
continuity, Intellection may cry out: “Give me back my categories and my
entities! Reinstate my creation scenarios! Reassure me of my power over
events!”
The best response to Intellection’s panic is neither to shun it nor to shelter
it, but to work with it. Intellection must come to understand its limits and restrain
its ambitions. Indeed, Intellection, perhaps our greatest servant, has too often
become a tyrant. It has dismembered the continuum, rendering reality into
countless entities (not to mention countless Mental simulations—Mimics—of
those entities), and then, through surrogation, it has even demanded that this
fragmented, Inactual L.3 mimesis be given the same ontological status as our
continuous, Actual L.1 experience. Through surrogation it has burdened us with
faux realities, Inactual substitutes for Actual, continuous experience. Yet, if we
will only look around us, we will find that the continuum is still there (here!):
Actual, obvious, authentic, whole.
Contef remains, regardless of Pentef’s
simulations and surrogations.
We must gently tame the Intellection, even as we employ it. We must help
it find a more balanced and cooperative role in Tef. We must strive to get all of
our experience together, to orchestrate all things into a harmonious whole. This is
the Orchestration role of L.4. This is what Tefistry seeks to do. The separateness
of things in L.3 is useful to us, but it is indeed the Grand Illusion.
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TEFISTRY: Tef Theory holds that Original, Actual experience, as perceived
by the L.1 Sensation Sector, in Contef, is “flowing goo”. It also holds that
processing in the L.3 Intellection Sector, in Pentef, fragments that continuous
“goo” into defined entities: snippets, “jostling marbles”. Thus, a digital,
fragmented Pentef is imposed upon the analog continuity of Contef. Though
this fragmentation is indeed a Grand Illusion, nonetheless it turns out to be
very useful. It therefore persists in Tef. (Even the self is perceived as an
entity, a “jostling marble”.) Consequently, in living life we use, and need to
use, the Grand Illusion. But we should use it with discretion. And from time
to time, we need to return from the fragmented Inactuality of L.3 to the
continuous Actuality in L.1: from the Additional to the Original, from the
Inactual to the Actual. We can more easily make that return when perceiving
our experience in Solitude, temporarily freed of Community.

The Mind/Brain Problem: Being And Seeing
What is the relationship between mind and brain? This question is at the
core of an old philosophical puzzle, the Mind/Brain Problem. Tef Theory does
not fully solve this puzzle, but it does aspire to add some clarity to it. That clarity
can be useful to Tefistry.
We have been taught that we have a brain inside our head. (Most of us
accept this teaching without opening up our skull to prove it!) We have also been
taught that the mind somehow resides—wholly or partly—“within” that brain.
So, most of us suppose that without a brain we would have no mind. What we
know with certainty is that mind and brain interrelate: Physical change to the
brain (e.g., chemical or mechanical damage) can alter the mind, and Mental
Realm activity can change how the physical brain functions (e.g., increased
thinking results in increased blood flow to parts of the brain).
Some people try to reduce mind to brain. Or, alternatively, to reduce brain
to mind. This depends on their philosophical school. Thus, strict Materialists
insist that mind is nothing more or less than the electrochemical processes
occurring in brain tissue. Mind, in this view, is simply an aspect of the brain’s
matter and physical energy. But I cannot accept this view as it stands. Selfevidently, squishy white brain matter has nothing in common with, say, my love
of sweet-scented lilac blossoms. In other words, I would not—and could not—
trade the one for the other! These are not substitutes.
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And strict Idealists assert that the physical brain is somehow a product of
consciousness, an outgrowth of mind. This means that the brain—and every other
material thing—is somehow reducible to mind. Yet I balk at this notion, too.
How has my squishy white brain tissue come to be created by, or from, my mind?
The two are just too different to be interchangeable. I feel certain I have never
created a brain, not even my own brain, just by thinking about it or just by willing
it!
Still others—Dualists—say that mind and brain are two separate and
different realities. Mind and brain, they say, do affect each other, yet these remain
realms unto themselves. I can warm to this view, but only if it does not create two
completely disjunct, independent realms, two realms totally unlike each other and
wholly unconnected to each other. Somehow, somewhere, I insist, mind and brain
must have a common origin, a common source. This has to be my demand, for
Tef Theory pictures mind and brain as variations on a common theme—
experience—not as two utterly unalike cosms within Tef, or even outside of Tef.
(Here I often call up the “Tuning Fork Model” as illustration of my view. The
two arms of a musician’s metallic tuning fork are separate pieces of metal, except
at the base, where the arms arise from the one handle. Neither arm reduces to the
other, yet the two arms are not completely disjunct either. Mind and brain share a
“handle” in common: experience.)
In the view of Tef Theory, brain is what neuroscientists observe (at least
when the skull has been opened up to their inquisitive eyes!), and thus brain tissue
belongs to the objective, Outer, Sensible Realm: to the L.1 Material World (“This
World”). By contrast, mind belongs to the subjective, Inner, Mental Realm: to the
“Other Worlds” of L.2, L.3, and the Archives. The brain is material, and it is
perceived objectively. The mind is nonmaterial, and it is perceived subjectively.
Thus, in Tef Theory’s view, mind and brain belong to different perceptual Worlds
and Realms, and they are not reducible, one into the other. Rather, both are
instances of experience. Both are members of Tef, the Total Experiential Field.
They share a “handle” in common.
Another way of expressing these ideas is to use the terms “Seeing” and
“Being”. (See the GLOSSARY for disambiguation of “Being”, “A Being”, and
“being”, as used by Tef Theory.) In short, Seeing a brain (even one’s own) is not
the same thing as Being a mind.
As an illustration, suppose we are
neuroscientists, closely examining cells in the brain of a research subject while
she inhales the aroma of a warm cinnamon roll. Using a special brain imaging
instrument, we can observe her neurons firing to one another. However, the fact
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remains that, even when we observe this neuronal firing a thousand times over,
we never smell a warm cinnamon roll. Yet we believe she does. Our Seeing of
her brain cells gives us no part of her olfactory Being. We simply cannot stare at
a living brain (even one’s own) and expect to smell a warm cinnamon roll! Such
an act would amount to true alchemy! Brain is not mind. Seeing is not Being.
Or, imagine you are listening right now to music on your home audio
system. You are happily humming along and tapping your foot to the beat.
Wouldn’t you find it peculiar if your hearing-impaired neighbor suddenly rushed
in with a voltmeter and began to probe the circuitry of your audio system in hopes
of hearing the music you are hearing? Why would anyone expect to hear music
by watching the dial of a voltmeter? Similarly, how can our probing of the
circuitry of a Person’s brain (an instance of Seeing) ever give us an experience of
that Person’s hearing (an instance of Being)? Wouldn’t such a quest reflect a
confusion of the meaning of Seeing and Being?
We know, of course, that when we electrically, chemically, or surgically
alter the brain, we get alterations in the mind. This is empirical fact. However,
our interpretation of this fact does not warrant saying that the brain is the mind.
Brain is patently, self-evidently, not mind. We can justifiably say only that mind
and brain are closely associated (i.e., correlated).
Again, I concede that Tef Theory does not fully solve the Mind/Brain
Problem. But clearly, neither does any claim that mind and brain are one and the
same. That claim is an error of equating things that are not the same things.
Brain is a This World percept, whereas Mind (except when taken
firsthand) is an Other World percept. The two occur in separate Sectors of Tef,
brain in Contef, mind in Pentef. There is no demonstrable, direct causation
operating between these Sectors. They do correlate, however, and they can be
orchestrated together by L.4 in our quest to optimize the H/D Ratio.
TEFISTRY: We need to grasp the difference between brain and mind. It is
the difference between objective, spectatorial experience (Seeing) and
subjective, participatorial experience (Being).
It is also the difference
between the Sensible Realm—Contef—and the Mental Realm—Pentef. It is
likewise the difference between Referents and their Mimics. A clear grasp of
these differences can give us greater control over our lives and can promote
our happiness.
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Free Will And Determinism
What about another old philosophical controversy: Free Will vs.
Determinism? Which side does Tef Theory take? And what difference does this
controversy make to Tefistry? The answer is: You can take one side, or both
sides, or neither side, depending on your standpoint (your site) and whether your
Frame Dyad is the Self/Not-self Dyad or something else. Multiple answers!
By this I mean: How you look at this problem determines not only the
answer you get, but also whether you have a problem in the first place! Thus,
from the perspective of my L.2 Intuition Sector, I perceive that my Bodily Action
results from my free Will, whereas, from your L.3 Intellection Sector, you say that
my Bodily Action is determined solely by my environment. In this instance, the
two of us would be viewing from different sites and therefore from different
standpoints. Our truths are relative to our respective perceptual sites. Moreover,
these views are both constrained by use of the Self/Not-self Dyad as Frame Dyad.
In this dyad, Self is linked to Free Will, whereas Not-self is linked to Determinism
by the environment. Eliminate this dyad, and the problem vanishes. That is,
cease using the Self/Not-self Dyad and there remains no Free Will/Determinism
controversy.
Suppose, to illustrate this by using an analogy, two opinionated
swordsmen stand face to face upon a long, straight roadway, somewhere out in the
country. The sun shines brightly, birds carol, soft breezes caress their brows. The
first man announces: “This road runs straight ahead of me!” The second man
counters: “No, it runs straight behind you!” Each man speaks the truth, as he sees
it. But because neither man can recognize the relativity of his truth, a heated
argument ensues. Suddenly swords flash in the sunlight, and they fight until both
lie bloody and dying on the ground. The truth, I conclude, is dependent on each
swordsman’s perspective. (Note: Philosophical disagreements do not have to end
this way!)
The Free Will and Determinism controversy is long-standing. Some say
we freely choose our Actions. Others say our Actions are completely compelled
by the world. Can both views be correct? I say, yes, they can both be correct
(even though we may continue to feel the tension of this old controversy). I
would like to offer four ways to deal with it.
First, we can just ignore the controversy. This is the head-in-sand
approach to life. We can just cope with such conundrums; we need not try to
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understand or resolve life’s unknowns and contradictions. And, to be honest, this
approach works fairly well!
Second, we can firmly adopt either Free Will or Determinism. Like the
two swordsmen, we can believe that the truth must be either A or B. Either we act
by Free Will only, or we are puppets of Determinism only. This solution requires
a consistent, selected standpoint—placing our site in either L.2 for Free Will or
L.3 for Determinism. We adopt one truth and employ only that truth. This
solution has the virtue of consistency and simplicity. Unfortunately, it conflicts
with life as we actually live it. As a practical matter, we often cannot adopt only
one standpoint. If nothing else, this solution is likely to place us in conflict with
all those who do not share our standpoint.
Third, we can learn to tolerate multiple standpoints. This calls for a
relativistic, non-absolutist, pluralistic attitude toward truth. However, such a
solution requires—if we are to avoid the Disharmony of confusion and/or
disagreement—that we at all times identify the site of each speaker. We have to
say who the speaker is, what his perceptual megascale Level is, and what his Field
of Attention contains. We already do this somewhat, usually informally, but we
are not fully consistent and disciplined about it. This kind of solution will lead us
to champion Free Will when perceiving life from L.2, and to champion
Determinism when perceiving life from L.3. Thus, we can change standpoints
whenever it suits us, but we must reveal our standpoint in that moment. The
analogy comes to mind of describing light by using both a wave theory and a
particle theory. We need to specify which theory we are using, even if both can
adequately describe the light we see.
A fourth solution to the controversy is to resolve it altogether by gaining
even higher standpoint. From a very high standpoint—such as that provided by
L.4 Orchestration—we can see that both Free Will and Determinism are parts of a
larger, global process: our Perception of change in Tef. When we gain high
enough standpoint, the Self/Not-self Dyad dissolves. Without Self and Not-self,
the controversy loses its polarization. No Self remains to champion Free Will,
and no Not-self remains to champion Determinism. We are left with only our
Perception of change within Tef, within the global wholeness of reality, within the
oneness of It.
Consider this illustration of the four ways discussed above. First, from our
respective L.1 Sensation Sectors, you and I may both agree upon the simple fact
that I wrote this book—free-willed or not. Thus, at L.1, neither Free Will nor
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Determinism need be asserted; the simple fact is, the book somehow got written.
Second, from my L.2 Intuition Sector, I say that I chose to write this book because
I wanted to do so. That is, I acted by Free Will—I chose to perform a Good
Work, motivated by my Good Will. By contrast, from your L.3 Intellection
Sector, you may conclude that I wrote this book because I was motivated by the
world’s promises of money and fame. So, you will say I was motivated by
deterministic factors originating beyond myself. Third, we can move on up to
L.4, the Orchestration Sector. From that lofty standpoint you and I can both agree
that truths themselves are controlled by the percipients’ sites and Frame Dyads, so
we realize that we have to specify whose perspective and whose truth is being
expressed. And finally, we may even grasp, at high L.4, that the world is one vast
process, operating globally to yield this book. In a sense, L.4 is a return to L.1: It
just states the facts, making no assertion that either Free Will or Determinism is
dominant. It does so by overriding the limited perspectives of L.2 and L.3.
If all the above views are worthy, we can conclude that the controversy
over Free Will and Determinism is an artifact of Perception, due to contrasting
standpoints. From the high standpoint of Tefistry, the Free Will vs. Determinism
controversy is seen to be a complex, but manageable, artifact of our Perception.
But also note this additional perspective:
“Free Will” has never
necessarily implied complete or unhindered Will. In fact, our Will is often
thwarted, at least to some degree. No one gets his own way all the time. What
“Free Will”—in the context of Tef Theory—does imply is (1) that we do
experience and express Will, and (2) that our Will is our own (that is, our personal
Will does not belong to another self or agent). By contrast, “Determinism” claims
(1) that we do not know the sources of our Will and (2) that the free agency of our
Will is an illusion. Yet Determinism is, some of the time, cooperative and
coincident with our sense of Will, instead of being opposed to it! Determinism
need not be seen as completely hindering or thwarting of our Will. Thus, Tef
Theory offers a broader, greater context in which to understand the controversy
and to manage its consequences. At L.4 we can accept neither, and both, Free
Will and Determinism—just not the one or the other.
TEFISTRY: Do these views help to clarify the Free Will and Determinism
controversy? Perhaps. Perhaps not. You be the judge. In any event,
Tefistry urges you to choose and use whatever answer(s) assist your quest
toward the highest Ratio of Harmony to Disharmony.
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The Material/Spiritual Dyad In Use
Tef Theory and Tefistry compete, successfully I hope, with other
worldviews, whether these belong to religion, science, politics, economics,
philosophy, or other fields. Indeed, were Tef Theory not somehow different from
these, and yet advantageous, too, I would have a very short book to write and very
little claim on your attention! In what ways, then, can I demonstrate the
advantages of using Tef Theory? One way is to show how Tefistry uses the Major
Dyads, as in this and the next four sections of this chapter. This first section,
looking at religion, consciously chooses to use the Material/Spiritual Dyad as its
Frame Dyad.
The world’s religions see reality in many and diverse ways. Yet I think
when we strip away the details of creed and ritual and tradition, we find a
commonality that is central to all of them. Thus, Tef Theory suggests that every
religion has two parts. One part is that religion’s unique L.3 intellectional
worldview—its theology. This theology is built upon and around the second part,
which is a common core of L.2 intuitional feeling, its spirituality. That is, the
world’s religions are a very diverse group of L.3, intellectional worldviews—
theological and philosophical worldviews—that arise from a universal L.2,
intuitional response to life—a specific emotional and spiritual response. That L.2
core or basic response consists of awe and gratitude. Both of these emotions can
inspire intense feelings of Harmoniousness and a Will that Harmony shall prevail.
In short, Tefistry asserts that religions are composed of diverse theologies
that spring from our universal Will to Harmony. Each individual religion filters
both its Will and its worship—both its motivating emotion and its Good Works—
through a specific, intellectional theology.
Within all religions we find the Material/Spiritual Dyad. It serves as the
primary Frame Dyad for religions, discriminating Tef into two members: matter
and spirit. Religions typically give spirit priority over matter, creating an
asymmetrical, figure on ground relationship. Different religions implement this
prioritization in different ways, however.
In Animist Religions, spirit is sensed/intuited/empathized, and projected,
into or onto all things in This World. In other words, Animism creates a state of
universal Enchantment where every material thing “has” some sort of nonmaterial
soul or spirit. That is to say, in Animism the L.2 Intuition Sector/Story World
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ensouls the L.1 Sensation Sector/Material World.
Empathy for, and a
presupposition of, spirit is foundational to Animism. It intuits that the world is
“alive”.
In Deist and Theist Religions, spirit (e.g., God, Goddess, or the Great
Spirit) is held to lie behind, or beneath, or alongside of—but outside of—material
reality. Thus, deity is separate and distinct from This World and is vastly more
real, profound, and powerful than it.
Polytheist Religions, with their multiple deities, occupy a mid-range or
transition between Animism and Theism. And of course mixtures of these views
occur.
Philosophically, these religious views are all brands of Idealism, that class
of worldviews in which spiritual experience is considered to be “more real”, or
more powerful, or of much higher priority, than material experience. In short, for
nearly all religions, reality is not fundamentally material, but is, instead,
fundamentally spiritual. Material Nature is but the external garment or handiwork
of a wholly spiritual deity or ultimate reality.
Tef Theory warms somewhat to the Idealist worldview, but only
somewhat. This is because Tef Theory asserts that all things are real, whether
they be material or spiritual. Tef Theory holds that material experience cannot be
reduced to spiritual experience. Matter and spirit are both real because they both
belong to Tef. Consequently, Tef Theory parts company with religion over the
latter's insistence that the spiritual is more real or more important than the
material. For instance, in Tef Theory, God and mud are equally real. Tef Theory
rejects the Idealist figure on ground—of God, the high vs. mud, the low—and
seeks instead a more balanced, complementary, symmetrical Material/Spiritual
Dyad.
Science, by contrast, leans toward Materialism. It does so at least in part
because the objects of scientific study—things in the objective, material, Outer
Realm—permit rather easy consensus among observers. Thus, scientists focus on
matter and physical energy in large part because they can agree about these things
among themselves. Matter, which is part of the objective, public Outer Realm, is
tangible and relatively easy to test and prove to others, whereas spirit, which is
part of the subjective, private Inner Realm, is intangible and difficult or even
impossible to test and prove to others. Thus, nearly everyone can agree about the
existence of streams and stones; far fewer can agree about the existence of
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Goddess or God or even about the existence of the spirit/soul/psyche of Other
Persons. So, science routinely limits itself to public, material stuff, and therefore
tilts toward Materialism.
Hard core materialists insist that matter and physical energy, in whatever
form these take—solids, liquids, gases, plasmas, radiation, kinetic energy, force
fields, material images—is the ultimate reality. For them, mind and spirit are
merely names for the special ways that human bodies behave (behaviors that are
indeed distinguishable from the behaviors of, say, icebergs and boulders).
Scientific Materialism becomes the “religion” of materialists. (Of course, many
individual scientists do experience the L.2 core religious feelings—awe and
gratitude—and these feelings may lead them to embrace Materialist Pantheism or
some other religion. However, they adopt any such religion as religious persons,
not as scientists. Their L.2 empathy may indeed detect the spiritual realm, even
though their scientific L.3 observations do not.)
Tefistry does resonate somewhat with Materialism, but only somewhat.
For, again, Tef Theory sees all experience as real. The spiritual is real, just as the
material is real. The spiritual cannot be reduced to the material. All things are
real. Here, again, a balanced, complementary dyad will be more harmonious than
a figure on ground dyad.
Other fields—such as politics, economics, the various schools of
philosophy, and even popular entertainment and street culture—also lean either
toward spirit or toward matter. However, Tefistry cannot follow them to their
respective goals. From Tefistry’s perspective, such worldviews are biased or
incomplete, or they do not plumb to sufficiently fundamental levels.
Thus, Tef Theory seeks to be neither an Idealism nor a Materialism.
Rather it is an instance of philosophical Phenomenalism, wherein all experience is
held to be, simply, phenomenal. All percepts lie within the Total Experiential
Field, without regard to the Material/Spiritual Frame Dyad. The upshot: We
should at times abandon the Material/Spiritual Dyad, or at most, use it cautiously.
So, what is Tefistry’s conclusion here?
The claim that reality is
phenomenal is a foundational tenet of Tef Theory.
As an example of
Phenomenalism, not burdened by either materialist or idealist allegiances, Tef
Theory and Tefistry offer this counsel: If you have lost your way among thickets
of competing worldviews and religions, always return to your own ur-experience.
Come back to your own awe and gratitude. Come back to the phenomena. Come
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back to the Original Actualities of your own life. Learn to tell the Original from
the Additional, the Actual from the Inactual, the Referential from the Mimetic. If
necessary, drop back from the megascale (from your Sectors and Modes) to the
microscale (to Quality, Value, Form, and Wholeness). Drop back to Nature when
Culture becomes overwhelming. Drop back to L.1 This World when the Other
Worlds of L.2 and L.3 become disharmonious or preoccupying. Drop back from
Metareality to Orthoreality. If necessary, drop back. Reground yourself.
TEFISTRY: Keep squarely in mind the two parts of religion: theology and
spirituality. Prefer the latter over the former. This is a matter of priorities.
In fact, when lost or confused about any part of life, drop back from
Metareality to Orthoreality.
Thus, Tefistry’s prime advice regarding
experiential confusion and lostness is: Return. Drop back. Reground. You
may find this return is easier if you temporarily leave Community and seek
out Solitude.

The Referential/Representational Dyad In Use
We briefly met the Referential/Representational Dyad (R/R Dyad) earlier.
Because representation occurs widely in Tef, the R/R Dyad is highly influential,
and we should therefore look at it in some detail.
(Note: This section treats Representations specifically. These are Mimics,
in the Present Interval, of individual entities or of simple-event Scenarios. Keep
in mind, however, that Inferences, too, are Mimics. Our Imps simulate timetraversing, more complex Scenarios involving past, present, and future events.
Imps claim to mimic nonmanifest, illatent Referents. For simplicity, this section
speaks mostly about Representations, but know that much of it also applies to
Inferences.)
The Referential/Representational Dyad consists of two members. These
are distinguished by their contrasting functions. One member functions as the
firsthand, authentic Referent (Ref), and the other member functions as the
secondhand, faux Representation (Rep).
The Rep is a Mimic, a Mental
simulation, of the Ref. This means that Refs are instances of Actuality, and Reps
of Inactuality. Note that a claim of representation links a Ref to its Rep.
Perhaps unfortunately, “Representation” can have two meanings. One
meaning names the overall process of creating a simulating Rep. The other
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meaning points only to the image, the simulating percept itself. The potential
ambiguity here—between process and image—is not often a problem, but we can
disambiguate these terms by substituting “Ref Image” for “Representation” when
we intend to denote only the mimicking image. The Mimic, then is a Mental
image—a Ref Image—residing in our Mind (in Pentef); it is what simulates the
Ref (in Contef). This image contrasts with the whole process: (1) creating a Ref
Image, (2) matching the Rep to Ref, and claiming accurate simulation, (3) and
perceiving the Ref itself: the whole process of Representation.
Representations (Ref Images) are commonplace. For example, the page
you are reading is a Ref (an Actual, firsthand, authentic experience). It can be
symbolized (mimicked) in your Mind by the word “page” (an Inactual,
secondhand, faux Rep of that Ref). Or take another example, Mt. Shasta—a
famous mountain in Northern California. Suppose it stands before you now, a
massive, snowy, volcanic peak, washed pink by the setting sun. It becomes a Ref
when you take a photograph of it; the photo functions as its material Rep. In turn,
the photograph can become a Ref when you think up a label for it, say,
“Alpenglow on Mt. Shasta”. The label functions as a Rep (aka Ref Image) of the
photograph, which now has become a Ref. Of course, both label and photograph
are Inactual mountains; only your Sensible viewing of Mt. Shasta is Actual.
A dyad similar to the R/R Dyad is the Original/Additional Dyad. A
Referent is Original experience. It exists as a percept whether or not it has been
mimicked with a Rep. A Rep, by contrast, is Additional experience, a mimicking
simulation that is linked to the Referent. If a Rep also comes to function as a
surrogate—as a functional substitute for its Ref—it becomes a complete imposter.
It has then become a stand-in for that which it is not. It has become a deception.
Such a surrogating Rep may justifiably be called a lie.
There are various kinds of Reps (Ref Images). A word is a completely
abstract Rep. It is a mere symbol for its Ref, sometimes serving just as a name. A
concept is an accepted Rep that has been proved through testing (that is, proved
because it matches well its Ref, at least in one or more key respects). An archived
concept—Knowledge—can also serve as a Rep (though technically it is a
“Rootless Representation”, since its Ref no longer exists in the Present Interval).
Our day-to-day lives are awash with Representations and other Mimics.
We swim in a sea of them. We take them for granted, and sometimes—when they
are allowed to surrogate—we even take them to be as real as their Referents (or
maybe even as more real than their Referents!).
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What is yet more important—extremely important—is that
Representations, along with Inferences, give us the power to think—by providing
us with ideas—Mental percepts. In short, our Representations and Inferences
enable us to visualize, to contemplate, to calculate, to plan, to transform ideas in
our Minds. For instance, by generating Reps of Outer Realm objects, we can
figuratively bring those objects into our Inner Realm. For example, when
shopping for a new home, although we cannot get an Actual brick and lumber
house into our Mind, we can get an Inactual Mental Ref Image of it in there!
Then we may inform our real estate agent, “I have a specific house in mind” (ha,
ha, ha).
Moreover, having and sharing Reps permits us to communicate
declaratively. We do this whenever we use symbols in written and oral language
and in mathematics. Such communication (messaging) is central to the operation
of society, for it facilitates sharing of information and values. It is a reciprocation
from person to person, from one Other World to another Other World, making
society efficient and productive. Society relies on the messaging of Reps and
other Mims.

PRAXIS
Representations are essential to communication.
importance, try the following challenges (they’re tricky!).

To demonstrate their

a. Without using any Representations, try communicating to someone the
existence of a specific Outer Realm entity (a physical object or a material image).
b. Without using any Representations, try communicating to someone the
existence of a specific Inner Realm entity (a feeling, an idea, a dream, etc.)

Reps have been around a long, long time—as long, I suppose, as humans
have been conscious animals. Anything that has lasted that long must be
extremely useful, otherwise it would have vanished. I believe part of this staying
power is due to the role of Reps in producing Consciousness. Recall that in Tef
Theory, Consciousness is defined as the overlayment of Mims (Reps or Imps or
Beliefs) upon their Refs. Thus, our Reps, in addition to enabling us to name
things, to communicate, and to think thoughts, also help create our
Consciousness.
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Let us examine Consciousness a bit further. In Part One of this book I
introduced the Modes of Perception. I observed that Awareness is not the same as
Consciousness.
For, whereas basic Awareness is the mere having of an
experience, Consciousness is the ability to create an L.3 Rep of that experience
and then to overlay that Rep back upon that experience. So, in order to have
Consciousness, we must not only have an experience, we must also have a Rep of
it, to add onto it.
Take, for example, the commonplace belief that newborn humans have
Awareness of warmth, even at birth. Babies clearly seek it for the wellbeing of
their Bodies. But I suggest that young humans gain Consciousness of warmth
only when they are old enough to “stand back” Mentally from their L.1
Awareness of warmth and to form L.3 Representations of it: memories of warmth.
Then, when they have become able to link (overlay) their sensory Awareness of
warmth with their Representations of warmth, they become conscious of warmth.
The result of this linkage is a startling expansion of “two-dimensional”
Awareness into “three-dimensional” Consciousness. Our experience gains a new
and remarkable “depth”. (And bear in mind that this is Consciousness-of—
neither the vague conflation of Consciousness with Awareness so common today,
nor the mere state of being awake, alert, and noncomatose. Many current
commentators lament not being able to define or explain Consciousness, calling it
a mystery. I think they are confused and are actually pointing to the mystery of
Awareness, not to Consciousness-of, as I have defined it here, which I think is
clear and unambiguous. Consciousness-of is therefore not totally unexplained
and mysterious.
In conclusion, the R/R Dyad results when we exercise our ability to
generate Representations. Our use of Reps helps us to have names, memories,
thoughts, communication, and Consciousness-of. Thus, it has remained in use
through the ages. So powerful and pervasive is the R/R Dyad that we tend to
overlook the price we pay for using it. We trumpet its positive points and
undervoice its negative points. Yet it does have some negative points, and these,
like the liabilities attending other Major Dyads, tend to mushroom if we remain
ignorant or indifferent to them.
What, then, are the Disharmonies of the R/R Dyad? In a nutshell, they are
the Faustian Bargain of substitution: We accept lower-value things as substitutes
for higher-value things. We substitute the faux in place of the authentic.
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Whenever we allow a Rep to substitute for its Ref, however useful this act is, it is
a self-deception that negatively affects us in the following three ways.
First, substitution claims things to be equal when in fact they are not. We
allow things to be regarded as identities, even though Tef Theory holds that no
two things are ever identities. In Tef Theory’s view, each and every entity is
novel. “I am Vern Crawford” is a lie. I am not Vern Crawford, for I am not my
name. Similarly, “A = A” is false because the first A is not the same one as the
second one. And “A = B” is even “more false”, for obviously the letter A tapers
up to a point, whereas the letter B bulges out into side bumps!
We can validly and safely use expressions such as A = B only if we mean,
not that A and B are identities, but that A and B are allowed to be equivalents in
some way—a knowing substitution. For example, A and B may be used as
substitutes for each other when their function is solely as alternate Reps of a Ref.
That is, if A = 7 and B = 7, then A = B, in the sense of 7. Similarly, if Vern
Crawford = my name, and if Vernon Crawford = my name, then Vern Crawford
(the words) = Vernon Crawford (the words), in the sense of naming. But these are
examples of equivalency, not of identity, examples of a knowing substitution.
Even so, we live in a world where unheeded substitution is rampant.
Increasingly we live in our minds. We are forced to compromise the truth, forced
to tolerate extreme substitutions, at least some of the time. Indeed, if we were
always perfectly strict about not equating things, life would be very different. We
have come to rely upon the deceptions of substitution! Can you imagine literature
without the rampant use of metaphor? If the moon could no longer be a lantern in
the sky? If a con man could never again be a snake in the grass? If the stormy
sea could never again be a roiling, boiling cauldron? No, we want to have and to
use substitutions. These are useful inventions.
By contrast, however, some substituting Mims are damaging and offensive
and need to be retired. For example: “Blacks are niggers”; “Men are chauvinist
pigs”; “Coyotes are varmints”. Even if these were true Reps (which they are not),
these Mims would still be unacceptable in the view of Tef Theory. Name-calling
(including even name-giving) is always a form of lying! I conclude that we must
remain alert to the basic deception inherent in substitution, alert to claims that
Representations are equal to their Referents, or alert even to claims that they are
identical to their Referents.
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Second, the R/R Dyad brings us Disharmony when it confuses secondhand
truth with firsthand experience. This is another way of looking at the error of
equating unequal things, just described. A Referent is firsthand, authentic,
Original experience, whereas a Representation is secondhand, faux, Additional
experience. This contrast is similar to the familiar contrast of fact vs. truth. As
defined by Tef Theory, truths are any of my ideas, images, knowledge, symbols,
and words that are about my firsthand, factual experience. My firsthand, Original
experience (the fact) is always self-evident and incontestable. It just is. My
secondhand, Additional experience (the truth), by contrast, is something I say or
think about that firsthand experience. And, indeed, I can say whatever I want to
say. Talk is cheap. I can say things that match, or “fit”, and are useful in regard
to that firsthand experience, or I can say things that are “off-the-wall” and useless
or even harmful. Either way, everything I say about firsthand experience is truth
—at least it is truth as viewed from a highly elevated standpoint. From a high
perspective, the only untruth in life is our error of equating and confusing
secondhand truth with firsthand fact! Reps are not their Refs. “The map is not
the territory.” (This situation can also be expressed as Orthoreality—Refs—
versus Metareality—Reps—a topic to be discussed shortly.)
This is, of course, a pretty radical thing to say—in effect, that there are no
final, absolute truths! Fundamentalist religionists and other zealots will condemn
this notion as subversive! Such persons regard some truths (theirs, of course!) to
be Actual parts of the world, or even to be more Actual than the world itself. This
surrogation is clearly an error, but I notice we humans all tend to do it. For
instance, some of us chase dreams of monetary wealth instead of working to
assure love in our families and food in our stomachs. We watch TV soaps instead
of savoring the beauties and challenges of our own daily lives. We pursue the
truths of philosophy, science, religion, ideology, and morality to the exclusion of
seeking blue skies, laughter, and clothes that fit well. Too often we lose our
ability to distinguish the difference between truth and fact, the difference between
our secondhand Reps and our firsthand Refs, or, stated otherwise, the difference
between Pentef and Contef! (Note, again, that I am using “Representation”
broadly here. The Reps I refer to actually include other Mims: Imps and Beliefs.)
Third, the R/R Dyad’s Faustian Bargain also affects us negatively by
preoccupying us. This may be even more devastating than the confusions just
discussed. For in our preoccupation with secondhand Representations we can
very nearly lose contact with firsthand Referents altogether! Routinely we swim
submerged in a sea of symbols, a sea of Mimics. When we do lift our dripping
heads above the waves, we hardly believe our eyes. I mean, every one of us, most
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of the time, is immersed in a sea of ersatz experience, a Mental sea of Reps and
other Mims. Too little in our lives is firsthand. Nearly everything is secondhand,
not existing just for itself, but smothered by a burden of Representation. Art
objects, for instance, are too often expected to stand for something else, expected
to be representational, rather than just allowed to be themselves.
When we preoccupy ourselves with Representations, those Reps remain
mere signposts—always pointing somewhere else! We replace both tangible
objects and authentic feelings with words and more words. We adopt stereotyped
roles. We cling to myths. We retreat into memories of the past. We distract
ourselves on the home computer or peer with beery eyes at the TV. We read the
news, think and worry, and talk and talk and talk, endlessly. We become totally
preoccupied, ungrounded, floundering in a sea of Representations. How often do
we come up for air? How often do we reconnect with firsthand experience? Too
rarely, I think. We have become nearly lost!
One might suppose that these Disharmonies of the R/R Dyad are only a
thinker’s disease. Not so. Every one of us suffers from them. We all swim in a
sea of truths. (Not to mention the even more toxic waters of half-truths, errors,
and outright lies!)
So, what to do? Should we firmly boot the R/R Dyad out the door? And
get along without its benefits of Consciousness, communication, memory, and
thought? Hardly. Besides, we do not have time enough to implement such a
remedy. Our species needed many thousands of years to become dependent on
the R/R Dyad; we might need thousands more to discard it. Instead, I suggest the
following mitigations.
* Let us be careful whenever we use the verb “to be”—the verb of identity that
we use to equate things. For example, when we express what an adult female
human is, let us insist that the equations we make do not limit or distort the
person. An adult female human is a daughter at certain times, but at other times
she is a student, a spouse, an athlete, a musician, a voter, a neighbor, an
employee. She should not limit her self-concept to any one of the labels or
identities (Reps) she receives, including daughter. She is not those labels.
* Let us strive to distinguish clearly between truths and their Referents. We must
distinguish the secondhand from the firsthand. Ask not, “Is this experience
true?” Ask instead, “Is this a self-evident, firsthand experience? Or is it,
instead, a substituting, secondhand experience, not the ‘real thing’?” We must
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distinguish authentic from faux. In other words, be your own judge about life,
and eschew blindness and authoritarianism wherever these occur. Keep things in
their proper place and do not confuse them. (See the discussion of Orthoreality
and Metareality below.)
Note that most of what I have said here about Reps also applies to Imps—
Inferences.
Imps are unprovable Scenarios, asserted to mimic pretended,
projected, nonmanifest, illatent Refs. The difference is that, whereas Reps mostly
mimic entities, Imps typically claim to mimic whole Scenarios, spread across
time. Otherwise, they are similar in that they are Mimics (simulations): Reps are
Mims of Actual, existent Refs residing in Tef, and Imps are Mims of Inactual,
illatent Refs claimed to be residing in a projected Partef.
By defining
“Representation” loosely—to include both Reps and Imps (and even Beliefs)—we
can apply the ideas in this section to all the Mimics of our firsthand Refs.
TEFISTRY: Reps (and Imps) are very useful. But they easily consume our
lives and obscure our firsthand reality. As surrogates, they can even supplant
their own Refs. Therefore, I feel we must use the R/R Dyad with discretion.
Use the verb of identity, “is”, with great care. And then, always reground
your experience in firsthand, This World percepts—as often as necessary to
maintain balance and to optimize the H/D Ratio.

The Orthoreality/Metareality Dyad In Use
As we have seen earlier, a number of the Major Dyads of Tef are quite
similar and strongly overlapping in their meaning. These are near-synonyms, near
equivalents of each other. These similarities become useful when we want to
define any one of them. For example the statement, “Dyad A is much like dyads
B, K, and P”, gives meaning to Dyad A for us, even though Dyads B, K, and P are
not exactly synonymous with Dyad A or with each other. Each slightly different
dyad lends emphasis or color that another may lack.
Here are some nearly-synonymous Major Dyads much used in Tef Theory:
Orthoreality/Metareality
Referential/Representational
Firsthand/Secondhand
Actual/Inactual
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Sensible/Mental
This World/Other World
Outer Realm/Inner Realm
Authentic/Faux
Factual/Fictional
Original/Additional
Contef/Pentef
The Orthoreality/Metareality Dyad (O/M Dyad) is a key part of Tef’s
Architectonics. Because the dyads listed above overlap so much, we can fairly
well define the members of the O/M Dyad simply by linking all the first terms
with Orthoreality and all the second terms with Metareality. Doing so generates
two great groups, wherein the metareal members are often Mimics of the
orthoreal members. Thus, from this list:
Orthoreality is experience that is more or less Referential, Firsthand,
Actual, Sensible, This World, Outer Realm, Authentic, Factual, Original, and
Contef.
Metareality is experience that is more or less Representational (Mimetic),
Secondhand, Inactual, Mental, Other World, Inner Realm, Faux, Fictional,
Additional, and Pentef.
When we examine the O/M Dyad, we can highlight certain facts:
All experience is real. There is no unreality in Tef. There are, however, many
kinds of experience. These can be either orthoreal or metareal. We need to know
the difference.
* Some experience (which is usually Orthoreality, for me) is more vivid and
compelling than is some other experience (which is usually Metareality, for me).
* Some experience (Metareality) functions as Mimics (Mims): Reps and Imps and
Beliefs—and may even function as surrogates of their Refs.
* Some orthoreal experience functions as Repstocks and Creatives, used in the
constructuring of Additional, metareal percepts.
This occurs during the
constructuring of Mims (Reps, Imps, Beliefs) in L.3 and notably during
communication. Recall that during communication, a metareal message is coded
upon (“rides upon the surface of”) an orthoreal carrier, from which we can decode
the message.
* Some people, by habit, temperament, or poor mental health, may become
preoccupied—temporarily or chronically—with one or the other Realm,
Orthoreality or Metareality. The experience of some people, for example, is
*
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restricted to the Material World in ways that allow them little inspiration. They
are “stuck” in Orthoreality. Other people become “lost” in Metareality, living far
too much “in their heads”. If the latter—a preoccupation with Metareality—
happens to us, we need to “drop back” from Metareality to Orthoreality. By
dropping back we can restore our groundedness and regain Harmoniousness.
Dropping back occurs mostly in Solitude.
TEFISTRY: Knowing about the O/M Dyad can help us in our quest for
Harmony, our quest for optimizing the H/D Ratio. In our lives we need to
balance our orthoreal experience with our metareal experience. This L.4
balancing may call for either regrounding in Contef (to gain more
Orthoreality) or spending more time with Mental (Pentef) Other Worlds (to
gain more Metareality).
In any case, be wary of the confusions of
surrogation whereby Metareality can supplant Orthoreality.

The Self/Not-self Dyad (S/N Dyad) In Use
As we have seen, our analytical hatchet-work at mesoscale splits Tef into
many Major Dyads. One of the most important of these is the Self/Not-self Dyad
(S/N Dyad). Because our self-image is a central concern in contemporary life, we
need to understand this Major Dyad well. Earlier, in Part One, we explored this
dyad to some extent. Let us now explore it further.
How do we define self? I can think of at least four common definitions of
self: self as Body, self as knower, self as Will, and self as a unique pattern that
persists through time.
First, self may be defined as the visible, material Outer Body. (By this
definition, all material things other than the Body make up the not-self.) There
seems, however, no room here for subjective, Inner Being. Only Materialists can
adopt this view with rigor, and I sense that most people remain unclear and
inconsistent about the relationship of their Body to their self. Is Body all of self?
Is it only one (important) part of self? Or is it perhaps none of self? The answer
seems to depend on whom you ask and when you ask them. Query a barefoot kid
who has just stepped on a thorn, and he will probably tell you his smarting flesh
(his Body) is a very important part of himself. Ask a dying Christian who thinks
his next stop is Heaven, and he may say his flesh (his Body) is mere matter, soon
to be left behind, not a part of his true self. For most of us, however, I think the
relationship between Body and self is unclear or ambiguous: Body is both part of,
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and not part of, the self. From this perspective, perhaps the best we can say is that
our self is not solely our Body.
Second, self may be defined as the knower (where “to know” implies both
cognitive and affective experience—sentience, if you like), and the not-self is
defined as the known. This is to say that I can define myself as my Inner,
subjective experience, whereas the not-self is all of my Outer, objective
experience (excepting, perhaps, my own Outer Body). Clearly, by this definition,
all other selves belong to the not-self, because they are not me, not my subjective
self—clearly not the same one as me. Thus, I can define my self as the knower,
and the not-self as the known. Here, the not-self includes both my Outer,
objective experience of the universe and my Inner percepts (empathies,
imaginations, fantasies, inferences) regarding the subjective selves of other
Persons.
Third, my self may be defined as my Will. We typically regard our selves
as volitional Beings, as agents of Willful causation. And because, as Tef Theory
claims, Will is an overflow of our emotion, self can therefore be characterized as
emotion. That is to say, most of us, in these scientific times, take for granted that
the abiotic trio of matter—Lithos, Hydros, and Atmos—behaves only
mechanically, following elaborate permutations of Natural Law, and thus that
these abiotic things have no Will—no self—of their own. Bios, however, is
ambiguous (as usual). Some instances of living Bios—specifically, other humans
and some of the “higher” animals—we empathize and/or deduce to have Will, and
thus to have a self, whereas many “lower” forms of Bios—the bacteria, algae, and
molds, for example—we take to be essentially mechanical in their behavior, more
like abiotic matter, and therefore lacking a Willful self. In this view, horses
plausibly have a self, but mushrooms likely lack a self. Thus, the self seems to
imply the presence of Will.
In all of these cases—pondering whether, or to what degree, self is either
Body or knower or Will—we note that the self has an identity through time.
Whatever its components may be, we take it to be a unique, persisting pattern.
Each self is assumed to have a set of characteristics—idiosyncratic in certain
details to just that Person—lasting from cradle to grave. Thus, one’s self has a
distinct, unique history. Throughout the years of my life, I have always claimed
to be me—Vern Crawford, this self, not some other self—identifiable as a unique,
enduring pattern, distinct in certain details among all other entities in Tef. Notself is everything that is not part of me, not part of my self, not part of this unique,
persistent pattern.
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Summing up, the self is traditionally regarded as a realm of Tef that is
related to the Body (ambiguously so), or that is a subjective knower, or that is
imbued with Will, or that is some combination of these realms. In any case, self
persists as a unique pattern through time. Not-self includes the vast material
universe, plus all other human Bodies, as well as any private selves those Bodies
may “have”. Tef Theory does not wholly disagree with any of these definitions,
but it does suggest modifying them in several ways.
First, the self is partly, but not wholly, a set of given percepts. (Recall that
Tef Theory says the self is not an independent existent, as Philosophical Realism
claims. According to Tef Theory, nothing exists independent of Perception.)
Rather, the self, like all perceptual entities, is partly a product of the processes of
constructuring. So, a part of self is indeed “given”, emerging as ur-experience
Quality via microscale Reception. But, other parts of self emerge from our
constructional processes of Evaluation, Mentation, and Integration—at microscale
—and from the Sectors of Intuition, Intellection, and Orchestration—at
megascale. And of course Archivation (Memory) is a necessary faculty in all
cases. One consequence of this view is that self is more malleable than we may
often assume it to be. Because we have constructured important parts of it, we
may also have the power to alter it somewhat.
Second, although self is customarily regarded as a knower (a percipient),
Tef Theory sees this view as only a conventional understanding. The self percept
is in fact only associated with knowing. In actual fact, self-as-knower places the
cart before its horse. Perception constructures the self, not the other way around!
(Any claim that the self “makes” its percepts is a solipsism, and solipsism is
traditionally considered problematic by philosophers and by society in general.
See the discussion above, “The Solipsism”.)
Indeed, if the Microscale Model of Perception is correct, the ontogeny of
experience begins when ur-experience first emerges via Reception. Yet at that
early point, the self is nowhere in sight: Our ur-experience, “newly emerged from
mystery”, exists at that point solely as undefined, free-floating Awareness. In
other words, initial ur-experience exists alone, not linked to self. I—my self—
does not exist at that early point, and therefore I am not then having an experience
of self. Only subsequently do my perceptual processes constructure an image of
the self as a Being, as a percipient. Thus, my self as knower is an inference,
perhaps only an invention, perhaps just an imagination. Self can be regarded as a
convenient, conceptual bag, one that contains a vast mass of experience.
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Third, self is held to be Willful. But again, this is only by assignment. We
may suppose that Will is a component of self, but the fact is, we can have Will
without first having a self. We deceive ourselves if we think that our self-image
actually generates Will, or that the two must go together. Self is a construct, of
which Will is not a product, but rather is merely a correlated experience.
Fourth, although self exhibits a unique, persistent pattern through time,
permitting a sense of self-identity, self nevertheless does change. We are not
entirely the same Person at age 50 that we were at age 5. In fact, we admire
people who are able to change as they age, especially those who grow in
character, strength, or beauty along the way. This ability to change goes by
several names: adaptability, plasticity, personal growth, self-realization, keeping
up with the times, achieving one’s full potential. Moreover, everyone goes
through periods of accelerated change at the four key milestones of life: birth,
puberty, midlife, and death.
Be all this as it may, the fact remains that we often do perceive the world
in terms of the Self/Not-self Dyad. It is a commonly used Frame Dyad. We
prefer to believe in human beings as independently existing entities. Indeed, our
own self, when taken to be a Willful agent of causation, is the central actor in our
life’s General Story, our autobiography.
Moreover, and complicating the whole picture, is the need of society to
form and use its notion of my self. Self image is not just for my use and benefit,
but also for the use and benefit of Community. Others need to have a notion of
who I am: my values, my knowledge, my history, my aspirations, my ability to
contribute to Community. Thus, self is as much a social construct as it is a
personal construct.
We also need to look at some of the Disharmonies that result from using
the S/N Dyad, but first I wish to highlight three additional facets of the notion of
self.
1. We, as selves, can be characterized as having two Prime Motivations: selfinterest (which includes self-preservation and self-promotion) and not-selfinterest (which includes altruism and world-promotion).
These Prime
Motivations are key emotions for achieving Action. Let us discuss each of
them.
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* Self-interest is our motivation—our Will—to sustain and promote the self and to
protect it from loss. In order to advance our self-interest, we are motivated to
protect ourselves, feed ourselves, defend our freedoms, and seek to maintain
physical and psychic homeostasis. Self-interest gives high priority to defense and
security. It cherishes the self over the not-self, tending to see the self as a figure
upon a ground of not-self. Thus, self-interest is “inward-looking”, emphasizing
love of self. It is less trusting of others. It is the core of conservatism. And it is
essential to the pursuit of Harmony.
* Not-self-interest, by contrast, is our motivation—our Will—to reach outward, to
do good works in the world, to explore, to be creative, to bond, to produce
offspring, to protect and nurture people and the world beyond our own self. We
do these things either by expanding our definition of self—thus annexing portions
of the not-self—or by prioritizing the not-self at or even above one’s own self.
Thus, not-self-interest seeks, at a minimum, a balanced dyad of self and not-self,
and it may go on to emphasize not-self over self in a figure on ground dyad. It
gives high priority to inclusiveness and sharing. Hence, not-self-interest is
“outward-looking”, emphasizing love of not-self. It is more trusting of others. It
is the core of liberalism. And it, too, is essential to the pursuit of Harmony.
Thus, self-interest draws us inward—we retreat, like the cautious snail,
into the security and contentment of our shell—whereas not-self-interest draws us
outward, like the yearning butterfly, soaring free from its chrysalis and seeking
the company of other butterflies. These two Prime Motivations pull in opposite
directions, yet both are necessary for optimizing Harmoniousness in Tef. Both are
present in social relations, in economics, in politics. Each person has, and needs
to heed, both motivations, conservative and liberal. Our challenge is to find a
balance or combination of our motivations that will yield optimal
Harmoniousness: the highest H/D ratio we can promote. So, let us cheer for the
full L.4 Orchestration of our Prime Motivations!
2. Perception of our own self facilitates our Belief in other selves. This Belief
enables us to treat others ethically. We see similarities—bodily and behaviorally
—between our own self and other Persons, and we hear others speak in
decodable, meaningful words. We can then, by analogy, project upon them the
same selfhood that we take for granted for our own self. We project onto others a
set of values, thoughts, and abilities that are based on, and reflect, our own values,
thoughts, and abilities. The more similar to us someone (or an animal or a robot)
happens to be, the easier and stronger and more effective is the analogy.
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Our name for this ability to see ourselves (or something like ourselves) in
others—especially, our ability to recognize our emotions in others—is Empathy.
The Golden Rule—“Do toward others as you would have them do toward you”—
like other important ethical rules, rests squarely on our ability to empathize. If we
lacked an image of our own self, we could not then Believe in other selves, could
not employ Empathy, and could not establish ethical rules. Thus, our personal
self-image is requisite to Belief in other selves. And our Empathy is requisite to
ethical living.
3. Our self-image also permits us to imagine supernatural deities (as well as other
imaginary Beings, including scary ghosts and those little green space aliens). We
imagine our deity(s) by clothing our own intuitions and mystical experiences with
human or humanoid details. Thus, it seems obvious to me that our theological
vision of deity(s) mirrors our own self: We create God(s) in our own image.
(Indeed, psychologists could perhaps use the sophistication of a client’s image of
deity as an indicator of the sophistication of his or her self-image.) I note that
supernatural deities are always more or less anthropomorphic (as are science
fiction monsters and the pilots of UFOs). Perhaps we are simply unable to
imagine deities that are not anthropomorphic.
I also assert that our ability to imagine deities enables us, using the
Intellection Sector, to objectify our Intuition Sector’s spiritual feelings of awe and
gratitude. That is, once we are old enough to enchant Tef with spirit/soul/psyche
—using L.2 Intuition—we go on to invent explanatory images—using L.3
Intellection—to account for those feelings. We invent deities to placate the L.3
mind’s hunger for explanations. This sleight-of-hand is also conducive to
worship: Our images (L.3 Ideas) of deities can distract, preoccupy, and thereby
sideline the Intellection, thereby giving Intuition the freedom it needs to express
its spirituality—its awe and gratitude. In other words, our deities can give us
freedom to worship, unimpeded by Intellection’s meddling. Using theology, we
“buy off” the restless Intellection, thereby freeing ourselves to live our spiritual
Stories.
I am saying, then, that when we worship in L.2, we do not actually
worship the L.3 deities we espouse! Rather, we worship in spite of them!
Spirituality is not theology. Our ideas about deities merely serve to distract and
placate our Intellection—thus keeping the Intellection busy. This fact suggests
that we need not believe in deities in order to worship. With or without belief, we
can feel spiritual awe and gratitude. In short: We need not believe in order to
worship! This is a very important point, because worship seems a natural and
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necessary part of life. Moreover, our worship—not our theology—is capable of
motivating us to do Good Works, thereby helping us to optimize Harmony in Tef.
To recap, the Self/Not-self Dyad influences much of life in three positive
ways:
* It sets up an arena in which Self-interest and Not-self-interest (the Prime
Motivations) play out their respective roles of Conservatism and Liberalism.
* It enables us to employ empathy and ethics, which are skills needed for
pursuing Harmony in social relationships—our Bonding and Community.
* It facilitates worship—our feeling and expression of awe and gratitude—by
distracting our Intellection with ideas about deity (i.e., with theology) and
thereby freeing our Intuition to express its Love and Good Will.
Certainly all these are good and important blossoms of the S/N Dyad. Yet
this dyad also bears thorns, ones that we need to handle carefully. When we use
the S/N Dyad, rather than the self and not-self complementing each other like
Yang and Yin, the self often becomes exaggerated, standing out as an excessive
figure against its ground of not-self. In a word, we humans are often burdened
with disharmonious self-centeredness. This thorn is a perennial hazard, described
by Tef Theory as three kinds of centrism: egocentrism, ethnocentrism, and
anthropocentrism. Let us briefly look at each of these Disharmonies of selfcenteredness.
1. Egocentrism is the most common and fundamental kind of self-centeredness. It
over-emphasizes the personal self and therefore under-emphasizes all of the notself. As we discussed earlier, the personal self typically includes one’s Inner
Realm experience, plus one’s Body (ambiguously), and sometimes even some
Outer Realm possessions such as one’s spouse, one’s bank account, one’s home,
one’s security blanket. Gross over-emphasis of the self results in overweening,
greedy, isolationist self-centeredness. For example, the egocentrist may proclaim:
“I am the greatest and the best!” In reaction to this egocentrism, other people
become annoyed, defensive, or even retaliatory. Egocentrism carried to excess is
a pathology in Tef.
2. Ethnocentrism expands the self beyond egocentrism, widening one’s sense of
self to include one’s social group. Although loyalty to the group—be it family,
clan, society, nation, race, religion—can be a source of Harmony, when extreme it
can also be disharmonious. While striving to preserve and promote one’s group
and its values, one may become elitist, bigoted, or even oppressive toward out-
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groups. For example, the ethnocentrist may proclaim: “We alone are God’s
chosen emissaries, defenders of His Word!” Nationalism, imperialism, religious
extremism, racism, sexism, war, genocide—all of these can result from
ethnocentrism. When excessive, it, like egocentrism, is a pathology in Tef.
3. Anthropocentrism is self-centeredness in terms of our entire biological group,
whereby the self expands to include the entire human species. When extreme it
reveals itself as “hate” or callousness or indifference toward other species and
even toward the rest of Gaia. For example, the anthropocentrist may proclaim:
“Human beings are the noblest and highest form of life—just below the angels!”
Environmental deterioration and the extinction of species can result. In this way,
excessive anthropocentrism is yet another pathology in Tef—one that may
someday lead to extinction of the human species itself.
Although the Disharmony generated by excessive self-centeredness falls
upon the not-self, the self suffers, too. Thus, I doubt that there are any overall
winners from excessive self-centeredness. What to do? Tef Theory holds that to
shift our behavior away from excessive self-centeredness we must be able to see
life from a fresh perspective. Our self-image—as a dominant figure against a
background of not-self—may have become hardened and locked-in. So, to make
our self-image more pliable and adjustable, we may need to break away from
ourselves, to see ourselves from a new vantage point.
How might we do this? How can we “break away from ourselves”?
Unfortunately, this task may be difficult. Gaining enlightenment, becoming more
self-conscious, grasping a wholistic perspective, coming to see ourselves in a
fresh new way—by whatever name we give it, this may be hard to do. Help
comes, however, from simply becoming aware how much the S/N Frame Dyad
constrains us, as well as from learning that self-centeredness can become
pathological.
Self-centeredness lacks adequate inclusiveness. Even when we have
become aware of ourselves, and of other Persons, and of the whole world—we
still may not be aware of all these things together, as a whole, as one, grand
Community. Tef, the Total Experiential Field, is the greatest “community” of all
—hence the importance of our becoming aware of the Tef concept. For, once we
perceive the whole, we can better appreciate the roles of each of the parts, and we
can begin to rebalance the exaggerated self—“demoting” it to just one part among
many—thereby adjusting the dyad toward a more symmetrical, complementary,
Yang/Yin balance. More inclusiveness serves as therapy for all three centrisms.
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Gaining this awareness of the whole is analogous to stepping back from
your front door in order to view your entire house. Or like climbing a high peak
in order to view the broad valley spread out below. In the material Outer Realm,
when we seek more comprehensive views of the physical world, we are seeking
higher or wider viewpoint. To get this “big picture” in a physical, geographical
sense, we must literally step back somewhat or climb higher up. We seek out a
better physical vantage point from which to view the Material World.
Analogously, what we need for moderating our self-centeredness is an
elevation of our Inner Realm awareness. We need an intellectional grasp of the
“big picture”. We seek an elevation of our psychic, Other World perspective,
giving us a higher Inner Realm “viewpoint”. In a word, we seek higher
standpoint.
The place where we mentally “stand”, as we think about something, is our
Inner site. If we stand too close to our own selves—as we do when we are
excessively self-centered—we cannot see ourselves as part of the whole. We
can’t see the forest for our own tree. So, we must learn how to “stand back” or
“rise up” in order to gain higher Inner standpoints, higher sites. We must learn to
gain greater and greater conceptual perspective upon both self and not-self.
(But beware. Note that a rise in standpoint is largely an intellectional, L.3
process.
L.3 is spectatorial.
Seeking to gain perspective, we loft our
intellectional site to higher, more distanced levels of Perception, yet this makes us
less and less participatorial. Moreover, in elevating our intellectional site, we risk
preoccupation with Representations, for at L.3 we are often perceiving at
secondhand, thirdhand, and so on. We risk disconnection and ungroundedness.
So this medicine may carry the undesirable side effects of spectation and
preoccupation. Beware.)
Essentially, we seek higher standpoint for the purpose of increasing our
Consciousness.
But, after we have gained higher standpoint, and new
Consciousness, we must return to L.1—to the Body—the only place where Action
can ensue. For, it is only at L.1 and the Body that we are able to engage the world
directly, through our Action. L.1 is where we directly participate in This World.
Thus, although Intellection’s elevated standpoint can be an effective tool,
we must not become lost there. Metaphorically, we can go up the mountain to
gain enlightenment, but always we must come back down to the valley—
enlightened—and do our work. When we have become adept at both gaining
standpoint and then returning to Action, again and again, we discover that we
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have learned to alternate our perceptual Levels in rapid succession, effectively
living both “upstairs” and “downstairs”—to use another metaphor—almost
simultaneously. Such alternation of sites is a L.4 skill, useful for orchestrating
multiple Sectors of experience.

PRAXIS
To mitigate self-centeredness—be it egocentrism, ethnocentrism, or
anthropocentrism—we need to climb the Inner mountain, look upon our
experience freshly, make a plan, and then return to the valley and act upon that
plan. To gain experience in climbing the mountain, try the following exercises.
* Climb a nearby hill, mountain, or tall building. Look around at the view below.
Find familiar landmarks. Notice where you live or work. Picture yourself down
there. What is your life like in that place? Are you happy with the picture you
see? How would you like to change it?
* Now and then, consciously stop and think back to a recent conversation you
have had. Ask yourself: How did I come across to others? Was I truly heard?
Did I say what I really wanted to say? And did I truly hear what others were
saying to me? Were my responses ethical? Did my responses increase the H/D
Ratio in Tef? Your answers here will expand your self-image and your standpoint.
* Visit a farm, a zoo, or the countryside—anywhere you can spend some time
interacting with animals: horses, cattle, dogs, cats, chickens, or wild animals.
Contemplate what life is like for those animals. Think about your personal
relationship to them. Describe the planet that you and they live upon. Do the
same for an ecosystem: a forest or river or desert or seashore. Do you feel
superior to nature? Do you feel you are more deserving—as a human—than other
species are? How do you think you should feel about your relationship with other
species?
*Use the Tef concept. Tef is a model of the ultimate whole. Thinking in terms of
Tef lifts us above the particulars of life. It loosens our tight focus on self (and on
not-self, too). The Tef concept has the potential to resolve, reconcile, and even
subsume, the tension between self and not-self. Without the Tef concept, there is
always the question: Which is more important, me or them? With the Tef
concept, we have the potential for finding balance and optimal Harmoniousness.
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TEFISTRY: The Self/Not-self Dyad is a key Frame Dyad in our lives. Study
it carefully. It influences our motivations, our messaging, and our ability to
bond to other Beings.
It can become distorted into self-centeredness.
Foregoing its use, at least from time to time, can help increase the H/D Ratio
in our experience.

The Nature/Culture Dyad In Use
We turn now for a brief look at yet another Major Dyad, the Nature/
Culture Dyad (N/C Dyad). This dyad subdivides the physical Material World,
focusing on Physical Nature and Physical Culture.
On the one hand, Physical Nature is the original material environment,
that physical realm not manufactured by, or not heavily influenced by, us humans.
On the other hand, Physical Culture is that part of our material environment that
obviously is manufactured by, or heavily influenced by, us humans.
As in the Self/Not-self Dyad, the place of the Body in the N/C Dyad is
ambiguous. Originally, the human Body was wholly natural, but it has become
more and more modified by the processes of Culture: today we have artificial
teeth, joints, and lenses; inoculations against germs; polluted and highly processed
food; clothing of diverse sorts; haircuts, tattoos and Body piercings; and so on.
Nonetheless, our Bodies remain more nearly natural than is much of the everyday
Physical Culture that surrounds us.
Culture in general has brought us many Harmonies. It has freed us from
many sufferings and disasters and brought us pleasures and opportunities never
known to us as wild animals in Nature. However, Culture has also brought upon
us distinct Disharmonies: competition for resources, environmental pollution,
global climate change, new diseases, new fears, the extinction of many species,
and even the possibility of our own extinction. Perhaps our greatest loss from
submerging ourselves ever deeper in Culture has been our loss of relationship
with Nature: our loss of a sense of meaning and belonging that for millennia was
inherent in our relationship with the natural world. I believe this need for
relationship with Nature has not vanished. Rather, it is being neglected now,
while our excessive commitment to Culture intensifies into an addiction. We
seem to be engaged in an unholy war against Nature, causing a distinct figure on
ground. Culture increasingly dominates Nature.
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What to do? Is a return to prehistoric lifestyles in order? No, I think it is
too late for that. Instead, Tefistry urges that we first attain better perspective on
the Nature/Culture Dyad. We need to achieve higher standpoint, including the
standpoint afforded by L.4. We need to climb the Inner mountain, observe the
situation below, and make a plan. Then we need to return to the Valley, and act.
We need to understand the impact of Culture on ourselves and on Nature, we need
to clarify our priorities, we need to find opportunities for change, and then we
need to act.
The plan of action we devise will necessarily be an Orchestration. In a
sense, both Nature and Culture demand higher priority in our lives! Culture must
become sustainable. Nature must continue to provide resources for Culture’s
evolution. But the key to this Orchestration is necessarily a Consciousness-of of
the whole—an ultra-high-standpoint Consciousness-of—such as that facilitated
by L.4 Orchestration and the perspectives of Tef Theory. Rebalancing of the
Nature/Culture Dyad—away from a culture-dominant, asymmetrical figure on
ground dyad and toward a more symmetrical, complementary Yang/Yin dyad—
depends on this Orchestration. This Orchestration is what Tefistry seeks.
TEFISTRY: Because we have Bodies, we are part of Physical Nature and
Physical Culture. So long as we have Bodies, we need to sustain both Nature
and Culture; we need to nurture both members of the Nature/Culture Dyad.
This is a huge challenge for L.4 Orchestration, especially in view of the
current dominance of Culture and its lack of proper management.
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Chapter 8:
EARTHQUAKE QUESTIONS
Earthquake Questions: Self
Having examined the preceding five Major Dyads, and having considered
some suggestions for L.4 Orchestration of them, let us continue our exploration of
Tefistry by looking at other blossoms and fruits of the Tef Theory tree. Let us
temporarily abandon the Tree metaphor, labeling the following queries
“Earthquake Questions”. Honest answers to questions of this sort (these being
mere examples; there are endless others) can be unsettling, even shocking. Such
questions and their answers can “earthquake” us. These are the kind of questions
that intelligent, uninhibited children often ask—questions that adults, too, may
ask, but not often enough. I have grouped these Earthquake Questions under the
headings of Self, Physics, Metaphysics, and Society. Let us begin with questions
about Self.
“What Am I?”
“What Am I?” actually has a number of potential answers, some of which
we have already explored. (The question is here treated as essentially the same as
“What is my self?”)
The following list contains even more answers for
consideration.
*I am Tef’s Basic Processes of microscale Perception, their Products, and their
Archives. That is, I am the sum of my microscale percepts.
*I am one of, or some combination of, Tef’s megascale Sectors: Sensation, Intuition, Intellection, Orchestration, and Archivation.
*I am my Outer Body, which is the public, objective Body that others can see.
*I am my material brain, or perhaps my Body’s nervous system, which includes
my brain.
*I am my Inner Body, that is, those private, subjective sensations of my Body that
no one shares with me.
*I am mainly my emotions, my “heart”, my affective experience.
*I am mainly my thoughts, my “mind”, my cognitive experience.
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*I am whatever others tell me I am: husband, father, philosopher, naturalist, writer, neighbor, and so on.
*I am the Total Experiential Field, that is, the totality of Outer Realm/Body Ambiguous/Inner Realm.
So what is the self? From time to time, I may consider my self to be any
one, or a combination, of the above. However, in general each of these answers
shows itself to be inadequate in some way:
*For sure, I am my microscale percepts, but I am more than these.
*Same for my megascale Sectors.
*Likewise for Body, be it Outer Body or Inner Body, or both together.
*And my material brain/nervous system is only a part of my Body.
*My Inner experiences—my emotions, thoughts, and Inner sensations—also
seem insufficient, too small.
*What others happen to say I am, though arguably part of me, is clearly not all of
me, for it is only their point of view, separate from mine.
*On the other hand, Tef is too big, for although it does contain my self, it also
contains vast realms that are not my self.
So, what am I? My answer to this Earthquake Question is: I seem to be
whatever I happen to Believe I am at any given moment, in any given context!
Typically: I consider myself to be a unique complex of Inner and Outer percepts
emerging from the continual Integration of billions of microscale percepts and the
elaboration of these by the megascale Sectors into the megascale Worlds. This
complex entails:
* A unique, public Outer Body, associated with
* A unique, private Inner subjectivity, both of which have
* A unique, persistent identity through time.
So this is who I am: I am a unique, complex, and enduring part of Tef.
Do I make myself perfectly clear? No, of course not! Self probably cannot be
made perfectly clear. Moreover, each Person is complex and changing. Perhaps
we need to concede, as well, that the word, “self”, refers to more than one aspect
of my Person. But even when it is taken to be unitary—a single thing—what I
call “I” can easily be analyzed into subordinate faculties and aspects and
subpersonalities. These “lesser selfs” serve in a variety of different roles and
contexts. True, I am uniquely different from other selves. But I am complex, not
simple. This answer does not help much, however, for the same can also be said
of numerous other not-self entities in Tef!
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Is this vagueness about the self’s definition a problem? Perhaps. Or
perhaps not. It depends on how heavily invested or preoccupied we are with selfimage. Indeed, whenever we lessen our preoccupation with self, we find that our
need to define and defend it lessens or even goes away. This is one reason why
service to society and engagement with nature are both healthy activities: Filling
our Fields of Attention (FOA’s) with these not-self percepts nudges us away from
our preoccupation with self. In short, service to society and engagement with
nature are antidotes to self-centeredness.
So, back to the Earthquake Question, “What am I?” What is the self? To
answer this, we must also ask, “In whose sight?” And, of course, “Whose self are
we asking about—mine or yours?” If it is my self, my answer will include selfevident, subjective Inner experience that is not manifest to you and to other
Persons. My subjective self is invisible to you; for you, my self is mostly your
empathy (your L.2 “inference”). If it is your self, my answer will surely be
likewise incomplete, for only your Outer Body is empirical and Actual for me;
your Inner Realm is hidden and Inactual for me, since I must empathize and/or
deduce (infer) it. Perhaps we can agree on this observation: I am neither you nor
the rest of the world. But also note: The not-myself—what I am not—points
toward what I am. If you know the whole, then what a thing is not points to what
it is.
Beyond all these answers, however, I suggest that the best answer
regarding “What am I?” is probably this: I am what I reveal through my Actions.
I self-brand everything I do. Therefore, by turning you attention to what I do, you
can tell a lot about me, about my self. And so, to the Earthquake Question, “What
am I?, perhaps the best (though incomplete) answer is: “I am self-branded
Action! What I am is what I do.”

“Can Other People See My Thoughts?”
Tef Theory replies: No. Your thoughts are part of your Inner Realm, and
that realm is private and manifest only to you. Unless you communicate, your
thoughts (your ideas) are never shared with anyone else. And, even when you do
communicate, your thoughts are not directly transferred to others. Rather, your
communication evokes thoughts in others that they suppose are similar to your
thoughts. (At least this is my own experience of communicating. Is your
experience different?) The same goes for feelings: No one else knows what you
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feel unless you tell or show what you feel. And then, at best, others can only
suppose what it is you are feeling, using their own finite capacity for feeling as a
reference and resource. This process of sensing the subjectivity of others involves
empathy. In short, other people can empathize your Inner experience, but they do
not truly share that experience. After all, your Inner Realm is defined as private,
right?
But now you may wonder: Suppose you never, ever communicated any of
your thoughts or feelings—not once. How would anyone know that you have any
thoughts or feelings at all? Tef Theory’s answer: No one could, and no one
would! If you never communicated anything at all, you would be no more than a
mass of warm Bios! As far as others could tell, your Body would have no
associated Being.
For this reason, although a doctor may assert that a severely braindamaged person can no longer think or feel, in fact the doctor only surmises this
to be the case. After all, the doctor does not actually share the brain-damaged
person’s experiences (any more than you or I do). The doctor can only report that
the patient lacks normal neural responses and does not communicate, not even
responding to pain stimuli. For this reason, I assert that the doctor does not, and
cannot, know for sure that the patient’s thoughts and feelings have ceased. The
doctor can only use whatever empathy and inference are available to him or her.
Thus, whatever thoughts you believe others are having is actually a
product of your own powers of empathy and inference. These are a projection of
your own experience upon them. Likewise, it is reasonable to believe that other
people empathize and infer about your thoughts and feelings, projecting their own
experiences upon you. Therefore, I conclude: Others can never actually see your
thoughts.
“What Happens To Us When We Die?”
When a person dies, his Body quits. It quits growing, quits repairing,
quits functioning. Muscular Action stops. And not long thereafter the Body
begins to decay, relinquishing its chemical elements to the great recycling systems
of Gaia. This is how we, as spectators, experience another Person’s dying and
dead Body. It is how the dying and dead Body is seen by us who are not dead.
But probably your question is not about death of the public, objective,
manifest Outer Body. Probably you want to know what happens at death to our
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private, subjective, nonmanifest Inner experience. That is, even if we clearly
understand that our objective muscular Action stops at death, we also want to
know what happens to our subjective experiences: our thoughts and emotions and
memories and Inner Body sensations.
Tef Theory asserts that no living person knows the answer to this question.
For, to my knowledge, no one has ever described the experience of being dead to
anyone else. This is because dead people do not speak. People who have had
near death experiences have told us surprising things about dying, so it would
seem, but not about death—not about being completely dead. Thus, we who are
not yet dead have no way to know what happens to our subjective experience
when we have died. Stated otherwise, the word “death” has no referent in our
experience, so “death” is not a genuine Representation. Rather, it is a “Rootless
Representation”, or at best a poorly-supported Inference. By contrast, the word
“dying” is a genuine Representation, for it refers to our lived, Actual experience,
an experience that can (at least in part) be communicated to the living.
Tef Theory recognizes no gaps, no beginning, and no end to our
experience. Who, then, can be certain that death marks the end of experience? I
allow that maybe death will be the end of my experience, though I cannot imagine
what might lie beyond death—beyond the end of experience—unless it would be
more experience! Does this view begin to sound like eternal life or reincarnation?
These are beliefs held, we should note, by billions of people around the world.
Perhaps we will indeed experience being dead after we finish dying—only
to discover then that we can no longer communicate with the living! But how can
we know about any of this beforehand?
Thus, we hear talk about near death experiences (that is, about dying, not
about death) and about visions of the afterlife (which are surely only imaginative
speculations), but no one actually knows anything at all about death. I confess I
know nothing about it from personal experience, and I doubt that I ever will know
anything about it while I am still alive. Dying, I am certain, will occur for me, but
I don’t know whether or not death will ever occur for me. Possibly there is no
such thing as death!
“What Is The Unconscious Mind?”
Tef Theory holds that Representations (Reps)—true, proven, “rooted”
Reps—always have well-matched, manifest Referents (Refs). If otherwise, they
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are “rootless” Reps that lack Referents and therefore are not really Reps at all.
(Note that Refs always pre-exist their Reps.) What are some of the kinds of true
Reps?
*Veridical Reps: These are Reps that faithfully mimic their Refs, hence are good
matches of them, in many ways.
*Abstract Reps: These are Reps that also match their Refs, but that mimic only a
limited, though significant, part of their Ref, often just their Ref’s key Form.
*Signs and Symbols: These are Reps, including names, that are highly abstract
Mimics. Often arbitrary, they assert the existence of their Ref, but not much
more.
*Concepts: These Reps (Veridical or Abstract) possess proven Referents—proven
by the fact of their close match to those Refs—in the present. Thus, Concepts are
about Herenow Referents. (An idea that looks like a Concept, but which does not
mimic a Herenow Referent, is an Imp: It will be either a Reconstruction of the
past or a Prediction of the future, for Imps project Therethen Referents.)
*Knowledge: This is our ideas that have Referents located in a past Therethen—
but treated as if that placetime were Herenow. Knowledge is therefore always
“historical”.
Thus, although Knowledge is routinely treated as if it were
Concepts, strictly speaking such Knowledge consists of rootless Reps, having no
Herenow Referents. Hence, Knowledge consists, not of true Reps, but of Imps.
But we use Knowledge as if it were true Reps—as if it were Concepts—
nevertheless.
I think the unconscious mind, as conceived by Freud and Jung, is a
Rootless Representation
It lacks a Herenow, manifest Ref.
Of course,
“unconscious mind”—the term itself—is a true Rep (symbol), for it is the name of
a specific idea employed by psychologists. But that idea is not a true Rep—not a
true Concept—for nowhere can we see or hear or feel or otherwise experience the
unconscious mind.
Indeed, by its familiar (incoherent) definition, the
unconscious mind is claimed to lie outside of our Awareness! It is an idea that
claims to be a Rep of an unexperienced experience—an oxymoron, according to
Tef Theory. This means that the unconscious mind does not exist (per Tef
Theory’s axiom: “No experience, no existence”). To repeat: Although the term,
“unconscious mind”, is the Rep of a psychological idea, that idea itself is not a
true Rep of anything. It is a rootless idea.
The idea of the unconscious mind seems, instead, to be a creative
Imagination, a theoretical construct invented to account for certain human
experiences and behaviors, but having no Actual Referent. It is an imaginary bag
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created by Psychologists to contain a set of Mental percepts. The unconscious
mind is illatent.
And, what is considerably worse, some people further assert that the
unconscious mind is a Willful agent, an entity capable of doing things on its own.
For instance, it reputedly generates phobias and sexual fantasies, it reputedly
expresses itself in archetypal images, it reputedly generates anxieties in us, and it
reputedly compels the conscious mind to behave in unusual or irrational ways
(Freudian slips and such). But I doubt that anyone can demonstrate a Willful
agent—a hidden self—that actually does all this. I certainly can’t demonstrate it.
Of course, it is patently true that we do experience phobias and sexual
fantasies, that we do report archetypal images, that we do suffer anxieties, that we
do sometimes behave in unusual and irrational ways. But why construct an
invisible agent to account for all these diverse Inner experiences? Why believe
that a shadowy, troublesome “double” lives within us? We might just as well
insist, “The Devil made me do it!” Tef Theory suggests we will do better to stick
with the contents of the bag—not with the bag itself—stick with what we actually
do experience: fear, anger, lust, joy, anxiety, and so on. In my opinion, these
Actual, Inner Realm experiences have nothing to do with any “unconscious
mind”, as imagined by Freud and Jung. In short, I cannot recommend Belief in
the unconscious mind.
Note well, however: We can, and perhaps should, continue to use the
notion of the unconscious mind, if and when doing so is effective for therapy and
research—and even if we do not Believe it exists! If it is effective at increasing
the H/D Ratio, we can and perhaps should continue to use it, provided we are very
careful not to be used by it. (See “Are Atoms Real?” below for a similar
situation.)

“Where Did I Come From?”
Because, as we have seen, the self is multiple and complex, “Where did I
come from?” will likely need multiple and complex answers. We must specify
which aspect of self we are inquiring about: physical? psychical? metaphysical?
And as to “where”, we must similarly clarify whether we are asking about a
physical origin, a psychical origin, or a metaphysical origin. Let me have a hand
at stating where I, for one, came from. Perhaps you have origins similar to mine!
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Physically, I was birthed from my mother many decades ago. At least this
is what my mother and father told me. As a child I accepted their word about my
Body’s history. I accepted their word because I had no way to confirm my origins
using my personal experience. Even today, all that I can confirm is that my
physical birth is not happening here and now, and that I can summon no clear
memories of it from long ago.
I have also accepted the word of biologists who tell me that my Body
developed from a zygote growing in my mother’s uterus, following fertilization of
an ovum there by one of my father’s sperm cells. Biologists say that I grew from
that single fertilized cell into a multicellular fetus, a Body complete with bones
and blood and specialized organs. They say that one part of this spectacular
symphony of biochemistry and embryology yielded my brain and nervous system.
These latter organs became a coordinating system for the rest of my Body. All
this prenatal development yielded a sweet little baby, who, with the support of
culture and nature, has grown into a truly awesome adult human being. And that
is the physical explanation of where I came from.
Psychically, I can report no clear memories of perinatal experience. About
my life in the womb I have heard various stories and facts, and sometimes I am
visited by vague Inner visions of fleeting places, events, and affective experiences
that might be memories of gestation in the womb. I suppose these might even be
memories of an existence prior to conception—perhaps misty memories from my
deep historical or even prehistorical past—but they can just as well be interpreted
as fantasies, or shreds of night dreams, or tangled childhood memories.
Whatever, all this is just my vague interpretation of those vague visions. What I
am certain about right this minute is that I can perceive no clear, distinct
beginning to my psychical, Inner, subjective life. My psychical experience has
just always been there (or, rather, here). Psychically, I live in the eternal present
—the Present Interval, according to Tef Theory—and I Actually experience only
the Herenow, right here, right now. I have come to regard all of the above stories
and inferences about my psychical origins as spurious or irrelevant.
And what about the metaphysics of myself? Christians tell me I am a
“child of God”, that I began to exist at the moment my mother’s ovum was
fertilized (or at some other time during my gestation as a fetus, or even at the
moment of my birth, depending on whom you ask). I am, Christians say, a spirit
or soul, “living in the divine hands of God”. For me, this is only a L.2 Creative, a
Fantasy, and therefore a Rootless Representation. Possibly I will someday come
to see that I am indeed a child of God, but for now I can report only what is
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clearly before me: no God, no divine hands, no evidence of a divine origin. That
is the metaphysics of life for me.
Tef Theory offers a manifestly better option. It tells me that only the
Herenow is Actual: right here, right now. Onto this Actual Herenow experience
Tef Theory permits the grafting of Inactual Therethen Stories and Ideas—
Empathies and Representations and Inferences and Beliefs that tell me where I
came from physically, or psychically, or metaphysically. But it clearly identifies
these Stories and Ideas as Inactual grafts, as Additions to my Original Herenow
Actuality.
So, where did I come from? As far as I can tell, I did not come from
anywhere! I have always been here—right here, right now!

PRAXIS
Look back over this section, Earthquake Questions: Self. It asks:
“What Am I?”
“Can Other People See My Thoughts?”
“What Happens To Us When We Die?”
“What Is The Unconscious Mind?”
“Where Did I Come From?”
Choose one or more of these questions and jot down your own answers.
Do you agree with my views? Where am I right? Where am I wrong? Think up
other Earthquake Questions that I should have included in this section on Self.

Earthquake Questions: Physics
“Are Atoms Real?—I’ve Never Seen One.”
To get a clear answer to this childlike question, Tef Theory needs to
explore the words “atoms” and “real”. (Bear with me: This will get a bit
involved! But many aspects of Tef Theory are involved here, and the conclusions
may be usefully applied to life as part of Tefistry.) (See Fig. 12.)
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First, as to “atoms”. This word stands for two kinds of things.
(1) “Atoms” names certain representational ideas. For instance, many of us who
were children in the early days of the Atomic Age carry in our minds an iconic
“solar system” model of the atom in which electrons zip like planets along tilted
orbits around their “sun”, a grape-cluster atomic nucleus. Graphic paper-and-ink
representations of this “solar system” model can still be found in books and
magazines. Hence, we possess both a cartoonish Mental model of the atom in our
minds and a corresponding graphic of that Mental model in printed media. We
use the word, “atom”, as a Mim for both our idea and the graphic illustration of
that idea.
(2) “Atoms” also names certain putative, invisible, submicroscopic material
entities that are believed to compose matter in the physical world around us.
These entities are reputed to be the material Refs of the ideas and graphics cited in
(1) above. This is not a new notion, for even some ancient Greek philosophers
speculated that all material things were composed of tiny, hence invisible, bits of
matter.
Scientists today universally believe in the existence of these
submicroscopic bits of matter.
Like the Mental model and its graphic
representations cited in (1) above, these invisible material entities are also named
“atoms”. Thus, we need to answer our question in terms of both meanings of
“atoms”: both the ideas/graphics and the putative tiny bits of matter.
Second, as to “real”, the question needs to be answered in terms of three
contrasting senses of the word, “real”.
Sense 1. Tef Theory asserts that all experience is real. In this sense, “real” means
the same as “experiential” or “phenomenal”, and therefore to be real is simply to
exist. Thus, according to Tef Theory, everything of every kind is real. Nothing is
truly unreal. All atoms are real, be they ideas, graphics, or reputed bits of matter.
Because this sense of “real” is comprehensive, we can mostly ignore it in this
discussion. In this first sense of real, everything is real.
Sense 2. Tef Theory often uses the R/R Frame Dyad to classify experience. This
dyad asserts that because Reps mimic Refs, all Reps are “unreal”, and only their
Refs—that which is mimicked—are “real”. This is to say, “unreal” describes
anything that is functioning as a Representation, and “real” describes anything
that is functioning as a Referent.
Said yet another way, “unreal” means
secondhand, Inactual, and metareal (i.e., Reps), whereas “real” means firsthand,
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Actual, and orthoreal (i.e., Refs). In this view, our Reps of atoms (by any
meaning of “atoms”) are unreal, for all Reps are “unreal”.
Sense 3. Tef Theory also uses the Sensible/Mental Frame Dyad to classify
experience. In this dyad, experience is either Sensible or it is Mental. Mental
experience, which is the stuff of Pentef’s Other Worlds (including Concepts,
Reconstructions, Predictions, and the Creatives), contrasts with Sensible
experience, which is the stuff of Contef’s This World (the Material World, which
includes the Outer Realm and the Body). For me, Sensible experience is usually
more vivid and compelling than is Mental experience, and consequently I
sometimes treat my Sensible experience as “real”, or at least as “more real” than
my Mental experience, which is “unreal”, or “less real”. Expressed simplistically,
“real” means tangible and vivid, whereas “unreal” means intangible and pale. In
this view, Sensible experience is real, and Mental experience is unreal. (It may
be, of course, that this distinction is only my own idiosyncrasy, not necessarily
one that you share.)
So now, given all the above, let us see if we can answer the question, “Are
atoms real?”
Concerning Sense 1, Tef Theory takes it as obvious that all experience in
Tef is real, because all experience truly does exist in Tef. So, by Sense 1, atoms
are real, regardless of what they are or how we define them.
Concerning Sense 2, using the R/R Frame Dyad, the name, “atoms”,
functions as an abstract Rep for our iconic “solar system” idea, as well as for its
printed graphic. Moreover, the graphic, itself, can be a Rep of the atom-idea in
our mind. So, “atoms” is an “unreal” Rep that names both our idea and our
graphic. And the graphic can be either Ref or Rep, depending on its function:
either real (Actual) or unreal (Inactual), by Sense 2.
Concerning Sense 3, Tef Theory observes that our Mental ideas of atoms
represent nothing Sensible, nothing outside the mind that we can empirically
perceive (thus, nothing in the Outer Realm, in nature). That is, our Mental atomideas do not represent any material Referents in Outer Realm sensation.
Empirically this is the case, for we cannot in fact see atoms with our eyes (after
all, atoms have always been defined as invisible, submicroscopic bits of matter).
We cannot pick them up with our fingers or hear them buzzing around our heads
like bees. (Similarly, we are incapable of seeing or touching numerous other
kinds of putative, ultra-small particles, e.g., bacteria, viruses, nanoparticles,
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molecules.) Therefore, lacking Actual Refs, these ideas can only be regarded as
“Rootless Reps”, which is to say, not true Representations at all. These are
merely Mental, Inner ideas (Inferences, at best) having no Sensible, Outer
Referents. They are, consequently, unreal by Sense 3.
To repeat:
* By Sense 1 of “real”, all atoms are real.
* By Sense 2 of “real”, the word “atoms” is unreal, because it functions as a Rep.
On the other hand, our graphics of atoms are real enough as graphics, though they
become unreal whenever they are used as Reps of our ideas of atoms.
* By Sense 3 of “real”, we find that our Inner, Mental ideas of atoms have no
Outer, Sensible, material Referents to which they refer. We do not, in fact, behold
atoms in the world around us. Tef Theory says, therefore, that our atom-ideas
must consequently be regarded as Rootless Representations. I personally treat
Rootless Reps as unreal. By this latter sense, “unreal” means “lacking a Sensible
Referent”. Such atoms are sensibly unreal. (That is, these microscopic atoms are
illatent things, not existent things.)
Thus, atoms can be real (Sense 1), or either real or unreal (Sense 2), or
unreal (Sense 3). Whew!
Now usually, the question, “Are atoms real?”, does not concern itself with
the reality of either our experience as a whole (Sense 1) or with our atom-ideas
and atom-graphics (Sense 2). These things are just taken for granted or ignored,
whether real or unreal. Rather, “Are atoms real?” usually wants to know about
the reality of the submicroscopic material Referents of those atom-ideas and
atom-graphics (Sense 3). My answer has to be: “No experience, no existence.”
We do not see any such material Referents, so therefore submicroscopic bits of
matter that can be labeled “atoms” simply do not exist. At least, I have never seen
any. (Recall that perceptual elements are acknowledged by Tef Theory as
“atoms” of experience, but that use of “atoms” is figurative or poetic. Microscale
elements are not submicroscopic; we actually see them.)
Therefore I am compelled to conclude that atoms are not real (Sense 3),
because in fact no one has ever seen any. At best, we have photographs of exotic
objects, taken through special microscopes, or we have computer-generated
pictures, derived from high tech instruments—but of course a photograph or a
computer-generated picture is not a submicroscopic particle. Actually, this
empirical fact should come as no surprise at all, for scientists have always defined
atoms as invisible things! There simply never have been any material things,
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perceptible to the human sensory organs, that correspond to our ideas and
drawings of atoms.
In conclusion, “Are atoms real?” is a profound question, for it lays bare
the fundamental irrationality and incoherence of our everyday use of
Representations.
Nevertheless, in today’s world most people blithely and blindly Believe in
atoms, illogically taking atom-ideas, and the graphics of same, to be true Reps of
their Refs, those putative tiny bits of matter. The ideas and graphics may even
become surrogates for those reputed tiny bits. We ignore the simple fact that no
one has ever seen or touched or tasted or smelled a material, L.1 atom. The map,
let us remember, is not the territory. The idea is not the matter.
Note, however, that nothing about the reality or unreality of atoms
prevents us from using our ideas about them! If these ideas are useful for
engineering a technological world and for weaving scientific explanations, I feel
we should continue to use them. And our ideas about atoms are indeed useful.
We have been using them for many decades now, and we will surely continue to
do so. Concluding that atoms are unreal does not require us to stop imagining
them or to cease using ideas of them for practical purposes.
(Similarly, a personal God has no referent in This World, yet we
sometimes use this grand Other Worldly idea to our benefit, as I explained in the
section on the Self/Not-self Dyad in Chapter 1.
See also “What Is The
Unconscious?” above, for a parallel situation.) Thus, our ideas about atoms can
be useful, even if we know they are irrational and contain Inactual components.
They have a place in our lives. However, when we choose to use them, we should
use them very carefully, knowingly, with discretion. We should seek to be
conscious-of of our choices about what to Believe.

“Why Are Atoms And Galaxies Visible
Only By Using Scientific Instruments?”
Having acknowledged that atoms, from the perspective of Tef Theory, are
not Actual matter—because we can neither see nor touch them, but only think
them—we can easily conclude that galaxies, too, are not Actual matter. Neither
atoms nor galaxies have the properties of matter: tangibility, volume, and mass.
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And for good reason: Science tells us that all these things are either too small (the
atoms) or too far away (the galaxies) for our Bodies to kinetically interact with
them. Kinetic interaction is necessary to give us percepts of Actual matter.
From Tef Theory’s perspective, our percepts of atoms and galaxies are
solely ideas in the Mental Realm: Rootless Representations. They are not
Sensible matter. Extreme smallness and extreme distance imply invisibility, and
invisibility means that the terms “atoms” and “galaxies” have to be Rootless
Representations. This is clearly the case without the use of special instruments,
but even with the use of special instruments, atoms and galaxies exist, at best,
only as intangible images, not as tangible matter.
Another way of approaching our question is to ask two additional
questions. First: “In Paleolithic times (long, long before microscopes and
telescopes were invented), how many human beings ever beheld atoms or
galaxies?” The answer is, of course: None. And, second: “How many human
beings in our own times have ever beheld atoms or galaxies?” Again, the answer
is: None. The atoms and galaxies that we reputedly “see” today are material
images, not matter, for they lack tangibility, volume, and mass. They are
instrument-facilitated images. Galaxies, for example, can appear as naked-eye
images using small telescopes, or as photographic images through large
telescopes, or as electronic images generated by computers. None of these images
is matter. And the nighttime swath of the Milky Way and a lone fuzzy nebula in
the constellation Andromeda do not count: Empirically, these percepts are merely
a swath of stars and a patch of pale light—not the pinwheel galaxies that
astronomers photograph every night. Not one person has ever seen an atom or a
galaxy without the use of instruments.
So, let us return to the original question. How is it that, using modern
technology, we are able to produce the material images that we call atoms and
galaxies? Sorry to say, I do not offer much enlightenment here. As to how we
and our instruments are able to produce these images, I have no simple answer. I
agree, of course, that we can do it, for we do do it. Tef affords it. Our technology
and our minds are capable of it. But the origin or cause of the images and photos
remains unexplained, a mystery to which Tef Theory does not, at the present time,
provide a satisfying answer. We could use a Phenomenalist answer to this
Earthquake Question!
I realize that very few people will be comfortable with this view. Instead,
most of us prefer to crawl quite a ways out on a philosophical limb, even so far as
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to believe and assert that atoms and galaxies have a (Realist) existence that is
independent of our minds and instruments. Most would claim, “Our instruments
simply serve to facilitate our observation of those independently existing entities”.
Yet Tef Theory says that this reckless limb-crawling is illogical and unwarranted
—maybe even laughable! Not that I claim that atoms and galaxies cannot have an
independent existence, but simply that they self-evidently do not, certainly not as
matter. Their existence as true matter simply cannot be demonstrated by personal,
empirical experience. Atoms and galaxies exist as ideas and material images, but
not as true matter.
What is your view? How do you explain and justify your Belief in atoms
and galaxies? How do you account for the images, photographs, and ideas we
have of these things?

“Is The Earth Round Or Flat?”
An easy question! The Earth is round. Or, rather, it is both round and flat.
Or, to be more accurate, it is neither round nor flat. (See Fig. 13.)
Actually, I give up! The answer depends on how we look at the question.
(This answer may surprise you a little, for I denied the existence of atoms and
galaxies in preceding paragraphs. You may have expected me to affirm a flat
Earth!)
To begin with, we need to be clear about what “Earth” refers to. If by
“Earth” we mean soil and rocks, mountains and valleys—the Tellocosm, the land
surface of the planet—then by all means, the Earth is neither entirely round (not a
smooth, perfect sphere) nor entirely flat (not a smooth, perfect plane), for it is
round in a some places and flat in other places, but mostly it has an irregular,
uneven topography. Even a bare granite dome, which can appear round at a
distance, is found underfoot to exhibit slabs and fissures. Likewise, a desert
playa, which appears flat from a distance, is found underfoot to be replete with
mud cracks and jagged evaporite minerals. And most of Earth’s land surface is
far more irregular than granite domes and desert playas.
Or, if by “Earth” we mean the idea of a spheroidal planet, analogous to a
baseball, then of course that idea of Earth is round. But this spheroidal Earth is
only a Mental idea—an Inner, immaterial image—not an object constructured
from Outer sensory experience. We can hold a baseball in the hand, whereas
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planet Earth is by definition far too big to see or grasp when we stride across its
surface. It is only an idea (classroom globes of the planet not withstanding).
Or, if by “Earth” we mean the silent blue image beheld by astronauts
walking on the moon, then yes, the Earth is round. Yet if astronauts were to
rocket hundreds of millions of miles farther away from Earth, I predict that this
round image would gradually constrict down to a single dot of faint light, and
then, at an even greater distance, vanish altogether—certainly, at that distance,
neither round nor flat!
So we have at least three meanings of “Earth”. Which of these shall we
use in answering “Is the Earth round or flat?” We need to choose, for the three
meanings generate three different answers.
Of course there are a few intellectional atavists who claim that planet
Earth is indeed flat. But they do not refer to desert playas. Rather, they promote
the idea that the whole, material planet is a pancake-shaped disk. I, along with
most other educated people, regard this atavistic flat-earth idea as unacceptable.
It is not useful technologically, and it conflicts with the standard, scientific idea of
Earth, which conceives of a round (baseball-shaped) planet.
Some other people will insist that the round planet idea is the same thing
as the material landscape (the Tellocosm) of Earth. But that is an illogical
surrogation. I refuse to Believe! Ideas are not the same thing as material things.
The map is not the territory. And I insist that these people are also empirically
wrong. The falsehood of their view is patent, for at this very moment I can see
mountains out my window. The uplands I see are neither round nor flat. So, even
though my Mental image of planet Earth may be round, the Sensible, material
Earth I walk upon is not: It is bumpy, jagged, full of mountains, valleys, and
canyons. My Tellocosm is not a sphere!
Of course, I have seen images of Earth from space (that is, photographs
taken by astronauts), images that are indeed round (circular). Most of these
images are not completely round, however, for the Earth, like the moon, exhibits
phases: It presents crescent, “half-moon”, gibbous, and full-moon shapes when
seen from different angles. Indeed, there is one part of Earth’s image that can
actually look flat (or flattish) when seen from space. This is its terminator line,
the indistinct edge where its sunrise/sunset zone divides the circular image evenly
at the “half-moon” phase, analogous to the moon’s terminator line that divides
light and dark halves during the moon’s own phases (as seen from Earth).
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So my answer to the question, “Is the Earth round or flat?”, is not a simple
answer at all! I insist we must not confuse or conflate the various meanings of
“Earth”. And we must never forget that our idea of any planet, be it round or flat,
is solely an Inner Realm, Other World percept. An idea is not an Outer Realm,
This World percept.
This Earthquake Question reminds us not to accept
generalizations and ideas uncritically. We need to test our beliefs against our
Actual, personal experience. This testing is, essentially, the scientific attitude. A
dash of skepticism and reality-testing is always refreshing.

“Why Is The Sky Blue?”
Scientists say the sky is blue because air molecules cause a scattering of
the blue portion of the sun’s light. Due to this scattering, an abundance of blue
light is redirected down upon us from the sky. Rays of the other colors—green,
yellow, orange, and red—are mostly either absorbed or transmitted by the air, and
consequently, a lesser amount of these colors is scattered down upon us. The
result is a blue sky. So they say.
Hey, Kids, I sympathize with you! I understand! This stuff catches in
your throat! It doesn’t go down easily! Yes, this explanation may be good
science, but it doesn’t agree with your own lived reality. It is reminiscent of
myths that assured ancient peoples that an invisible Sky God and an invisible
Earth Goddess had divided the world into two halves, creating the Sky above and
Earth below. But instead of stories about unseen Gods and Goddesses, science
gives us scenarios about light rays and air molecules, things just as Other Worldly
and invisible as those ancient deities!
The facts are as follows. First, the sky is not always blue. Often it is
white, gray, violet, or black, with temporary displays of yellow, orange, red,
brown, and green. Second, molecules have no material Refs—they, like atoms,
are Rootless Reps (see “Are Atoms Real?” above). And third, our notions about
scattering, absorption, and transmission are Mental constructs that have little
place in our Sensible encounter with the world. These are largely abstract ideas
located within our Inner, Mental realm—not much use for anyone trying to live in
rich, direct connection with Outer, Sensible experience!
But still, you may wonder: Why is the sky blue much of the time—often
an exhilarating, beautiful blue? Sorry to say, but I have no answer! It just
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happens to be blue much of the time. Moreover, I feel compelled to respond:
Should I have an answer? Am I less human, or less happy, or less moral because I
cannot explain why the sky often turns blue? I can only report that the sky is
sometimes blue because sometimes there are no clouds to hide the blue color, and
that at midday we do not ordinarily expect to see the orange of sunset or the violet
of pre-dawn. But I doubt that this is the answer you sought or expected!
Maybe we should just let the sky be blue, whenever it “wants” to. I feel
we do not always have to employ our L.3 Intellection Sector’s explanations,
especially when these ideas threaten to overrule or supplant the self-evidence and
hedonic joyousness of our L.1 Sensation Sector. Our Other Worlds need not
overwhelm This World.

“If Gravity Pulls Everything Down,
How Do Clouds Stay Up?”
Answer: Gravity does not pull everything down. If it did, everything
would be lying on the ground! But the question remains: If gravity is pulling on
everything—if all things tend to fall—how can clouds stay up?
Well, sometimes clouds don’t stay up. Sometimes they sink toward the
ground. I have seen this happen. But most clouds do stay up. How, then, do
clouds rise up and stay up, against the force of gravity?
The standard answer is: “Whenever air and clouds are warmed, they
become lighter in weight and more buoyant, and then they rise, or at least they
stay aloft”. Yet, except for the warm part, this explanation mostly restates the
obvious: Clouds tend to rise and stay aloft. A refinement of the answer might be
that cooler, more dense (heavier) air masses are pulled downward more strongly
than warmer, lighter masses. That is to say, in anthropomorphic terms, the lighter
air masses are out-competed by the cooler, heavier air masses. The heavy ones
elbow their way down toward the ground; the lighter ones are squeezed and
crowded upward.
However, these mechanistic explanations never fully satisfy me. Although
I have some understanding of force and mass and buoyancy, I simply do not fully
relate to these notions. Yet, I would not ask a meteorologist to tell me that clouds
have minds and powers of their own. I am not seeking an animistic or poetic or
anthropomorphic explanation.
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Perhaps the query, “Why do clouds stay up?”, is instead a request for How
and Where and When—rather than for Why. Basically, all that most of us really
need to know is that clouds can both rise and fall. Of greater importance than our
scientific explanations are the implications of the falling, rising, and staying up of
clouds. Will the clouds rain on us? Will they cool the land? Will cloudiness
make us exhilarated or, instead, depressed? Will clouds bring beauty and health
to forest and field?
Generally, the scientific, intellectional explanations—although interesting,
and very useful for practical purposes—are not as important to me personally as
are the other facts about clouds. In any event, the scientific, Mental ideas are not
more true than the personal, Sensible facts. Truths should never be allowed to
completely surrogate for the facts.
And one thing more: I have never yet “seen” gravity. It, too, is largely an
idea. Therefore, it is not very compelling for me. I think we can, and should,
leave the idea of gravity out of this answer, focusing instead on the force we
experience as things fall. Isn’t it enough, for most of us, most of the time, to
know that clouds often rise, and that they generally stay up?

PRAXIS
Look back over this section, Earthquake Questions: Physics. It asks:
“Are Atoms Real?—I’ve Never Seen One.”
“Why Are Atoms And Galaxies Visible Only By Using Scientific Instruments?”
“Is The Earth Round Or Flat?”
“Why Is The Sky Blue?”
“If Gravity Pulls Everything Down, How Do Clouds Stay Up?”
Choose one or more of these questions and jot down your own answers.
Do you agree with my views? Where am I right? Where am I wrong? Think up
other Earthquake Questions that I should have included in this section on Physics.
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Earthquake Questions: Metaphysics

“If God Is Real, Why Don’t I Ever See Him?”
I think most religious believers would agree with my alteration of a
famous Taoist saying: “The God that can be seen is not the real God”. By
definition, God is unseen, not an entity visible in This World.
True, a few people claim they have actually seen God. And many say that
the Creation and numerous “miracles” can be taken as evidences of Him: “The
firmament showeth His handiwork” and “The Lord healed me with a miracle”. I
find these claims dubious, however, for they are Beliefs about an unseen causal
agent operating in the Outer Realm, one that is not empirically detectible to
impartial observers.
Recall: Tef Theory requires that anything asserted to exist must be selfevident, if it is to be granted existence: “No experience, no existence!” This
axiom of Tef Theory implies that experience comes before existence. Therefore,
we can’t claim the existence of something until we have experienced it. By
contrast, most people assume that we can’t see something unless it already exists.
In their view, experience comes after existence. So, Tef Theory challenges this
common assumption. The belief that things exist independently from, and prior
to, our Perception of them, is called Philosophical Realism. Tef Theory, by
contrast, is Philosophical Phenomenalism. It is Phenomenalist, not Realist. Tef
Theory says that we can claim existence only after experience has emerged. In
keeping with this perspective, then, I must regard an unseen God to be a
nonexistent God; the putative unseen God does not exist. (Tef Theory says that,
at best, the unseen God is illatent, not existent.)
Now, let me be more specific. I am asserting that nothing called God
exists in the Outer Realm—Contef—for we have no direct sensory experience of
Him there. However, I am prepared to allow that something called God does exist
in the Inner Realm, and self-evidently so. For in that Realm we find God-ideas
(produced by L.3, the Intellection Sector) and God-stories (produced by L.2, the
Intuition Sector). Combined (by L.4, the Orchestration Sector), these ideas and
stories constructure a majestic image, called God. However, this image dwells
solely as an Other World within Pentef, in our Inner Realm. (Of course, the same
goes for Satan, the angels, the diverse pagan pantheons, and the primordial Earth
Mother.) By this view, God is indeed real—but only as an image within our
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Mental Inner Realm: Pentef. God remains a Rootless Rep, lacking a manifest Ref
in our Sensible Outer Realm.
Some, however, do not Believe in even an Inner God. God, they say,
cannot be comprehended at all by the mind. He exists, but He is beyond all
human thought, and, being a transcendent deity, He also exists outside of our
experience, outside of both the Outer and Inner Realms, thus, outside of Tef.
While intriguing, this picture leaves me vanishingly little to hold onto—so little,
in fact, that I have lost my grip and have fallen by the wayside! For it is selfevident to me: There is no Outer God! I simply must insist: The “unseen” does
not exist. Moreover, we experience nothing located outside of Tef, because
everything that we do experience—Sensible or Mental—is located inside of Tef.
We can project an external, illatent God, but by definition illatents are
nonmanifest. We can’t “get our hands on” such a God, an illatent God.
I am not a total naysayer, however. Tefistry proposes that we try replacing
the customary notions of God with something that we can “see”: Harmoniousness
in our experience. Tefistry proposes that henceforth we employ “God” as a threeletter synonym for “Harmoniousness”. And, as we have seen, Harmoniousness
can be well-expressed by L.2’s emotions of Love and Good Will. Simplistically,
then, Tefistry proposes that God is Love. (Perhaps Christians intend to convey
something similar whenever they, too, say “God is Love”.) Having equated God
with Harmoniousness, we can then affirm that God is “seen” and does exist in Tef,
for we do indeed experience Harmoniousness there (which is, of course, here).
God becomes “real”, because He is “visible” as each and every harmonious
experience in our lives. Indeed, the Vector of Value always points toward this
God, toward Harmoniousness. And it goes without saying: We want this God in
our lives.

“How Many Things Are There?”
Tef Theory’s first answer: One. Tef Theory’s second answer: Indefinitely
many. You see, the Grand Illusion is the separateness of things, and multiplicity
exists (only) within this Grand Illusion. Prior to Mentation’s Analysis and the
emergence of multiple entities, all experience is simply part of Tef. At that point
there are no individual things. Thus, It is composed, most fundamentally, only of
continuous “flowing goo”. Trouble is, the cutting, discriminating Intellection
does not know, or prefers not to concede, that such a unity exists. Nevertheless,
Tef Theory asserts that Tef is One, Whole, and All—even though it appears to the
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Intellection to be chock full of entities. The One and the Many: a seeming
paradox of Multiplicity within Singularity!
Tefistry’s advice: You get two by cutting up one. So, if you want to
experience one, just quit cutting! (But note as well: In Tef, you also get one thing
by consolidating two things—Synthesis at work.) Thus, to restore oneness in Tef
—because you have been cutting it up—seek for a time to turn off your Mentation
and Intellection—until you choose to use the Grand Illusion once more.

“Seeing And Being: Same Or Different?”
In this Earthquake Question, Seeing is Tef Theory’s shorthand term for
detached observation: our Perception, intellectionally, from L.3. (Thus, here,
Seeing does not refer to the Sensible experience of using the eyes—that is, seeing
— but to the Mental experience of creating Ideas and Scenarios.) Seeing gives
form and meaning to our experience whenever percepts are perceived from a
detached, external site. Another term for Seeing is spectation—being a spectator
from a site in L.3.
Moreover, Seeing generates the perceptual depths of
Consciousness through its linkages (overlayments) of Mimics upon their
Referents. Conscious Seeing therefore employs secondhand experience of the
world: Mental, simulated, Inactual, metareal experience—the Mimics (Reps,
Imps, Beliefs). Moreover, because it is L.3 Intellection, Seeing de-emphasizes
values and emotion. Indeed, Seeing often strives to be nonmoral and emotionless,
such as when we strive to be impartial and objective.
By contrast, Being is Tef Theory’s shorthand for participation in
experience: the processing of experience from low or no standpoint—that is,
participatorial Perception in L.1 and L.2, hence without the spectation of L.3.
Note that Tef Theory uses two other, similar terms. One of these is a Being—
capitalized, with an article before it—a noun connoting the subjective self,
including its empathies, its Will, and its deductions of Other Beings. The other
term is being—not capitalized—an ontological term meaning the state of “isness”, the existence or happening of something. This is ontological being, or obeing. But in this discussion I am using a third term, a gerund: Being—
capitalized, but without an article before it—meaning participatorial Perception, a
function of L.1 and L.2. (See the GLOSSARY for disambiguation of these three
terms.) Here, Being entails involvement, engagement, engrossment, oneness with
life. It is a way of Perception. This Being yields belongingness. It emphasizes
values and emotion, while de-emphasizing form.
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Seeing comes from using L.3; Being comes from using L.2. Moreover,
Being lacks Consciousness, for neither L.1 Sensation nor L.2 Intuition offers us
Consciousness, whereas L.3 Intellection does. On the other hand, L.2 Being can
give us Enchantment, through the intuitional infusion of spirit/soul/psyche into
our L.1 percepts. When we are Being, we easily and automatically ensoul and
animate the world; we may even claim: “The world is alive!” When we are
Being, L.2’s Perception is not hampered or complicated by the external, detached
spectation of L.3 Seeing.
We need both Being and Seeing in our lives, for Being gives us
engagement with the world, directly, as firsthand experience, whereas Seeing
gives us truth about the world, as secondhand experience. If we want an
integrated, orchestrated Tef, we need to enrich our lives with both engagement
and detachment, with both participation and spectation, with both L.2 and L.3,
with both Being and Seeing. For this Orchestration, we call upon the services of
L.4.
Unfortunately, we find we cannot Be and See simultaneously. We cannot
live our lives and observe our lives at the same time. We cannot be both upstairs
and downstairs in the same instant! All attempts to do so are fatiguing and futile.
However, we can do second-best: We can approximate simultaneous Being and
Seeing by deftly alternating them. That is, we can live our life (Being it), then
gain standpoint on that living (Seeing it), then again live our life (Being it), then
again gain standpoint on it (Seeing it), and so on, and on. In this way, in effect we
can have Seeing and Being at the same time—by adroitly and rapidly alternating
them. This is one way that an effective, good-enough philosophy can succeed: It
can alternate Being and Seeing.
(Of course, this Earthquake Question is so elementary it’s almost
embarrassing to pose it! Why should I see a need to pose it—here in America,
where nearly everyone supposedly gets an education?)

“How Can There Be Zero?”
Zero was discovered. More precisely, zero was invented, a useful fiction.
Look back in history and we come to times before zero existed. But, once
invented, zero has persisted, for it is very useful.
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What does zero mean? On the one hand, if zero means an absence of all
experience, then Tef Theory asserts that zero is patently never the case, hence that
that notion of zero is a Rootless Representation. Absence of experience is simply
not found in Tef. The Total Experiential Field has no gaps, no voids. We have
only to look around us to see that this is so.
On the other hand, if zero means absence of a particular quality or
quantity, then it does have meaning. For example, we can note the absence of salt
in our soup, because we can remember what salted soup tastes like. Likewise, we
can remember that today’s orange-red autumn tree was pure green last summer,
even though its green leaves now number zero. Thus, salt and green may be
absent in terms of Herenow sensory experience, while not be absent in terms of
Archived Therethen memories. (Similarly, using Inferences, we can reconstruct
the past or predict the future, such that what we Believe about those Therethens
highlights what we observe in the present. If something is expected to be present,
but it is not encountered, we are warranted to say it has zero existence in the
present.) So, what we actually mean by zero salt and zero green is that our
Archived memories of these Qualities lack Herenow referents. Our memories of
salt and green, if taken to be candidate Reps in the Herenow, are therefore
Rootless Representations, which of course are not Representations at all.
To repeat, the Herenow has no zero in it, for all existent experience is
positive, never missing or absent. Zero is meaningful only if we have memory or
other support for the inference of things that, in the Therethens of past and future,
had or will have existence. Thus, zero requires either our memory or our
inference of illatent Refs. Neither of these is Herenow experience. Zero
functions only in these contexts. Otherwise, zero is a Rootless Rep.
Of course we use our rootless memories all the time. We routinely treat
them as if they were existents—as if Refs possessing true Reps. We strongly
desire to have solid histories, and we want to Believe that these histories tell us
about Actual Referents. Hence we “lie” to ourselves about the Actuality of those
Inactual ideas and stories and come to Believe and assert the reality of “the past”.
We treat our Metareality as if it were Orthoreality. We elevate the ontological
status (ontostatus) of Metareality zero up to near that of Orthoreality, that is, to
Quasi-orthoreality.
Stated otherwise, we customarily treat zero rather like a ghost: It is
ambiguously here and not here. It is a device we invented long ago whereby we
can “have” something, such as the past, that does not exist as Herenow Actuality.
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Once again, we see that we humans want to have our cake and eat it, too! With
our use of zero we maintain an irrational fiction in which entities come and go, in
which memories sometimes have Referents and sometimes do not. Quite strange
behavior! But this is what humans do. This is us.
Zero can be questioned on another ground, as well. Suppose we are
watching something dwindle down, becoming less and less. How can we know
for sure when it finally reaches zero, that is, when there is exactly none of it?
How can we ever determine when we finally “have” zero of it? For example, as
discussed in Part One of this book, when using Analysis we can detect smaller
and smaller portions of something until our Analysis arrives at the “brick wall” of
Perception. There we encounter just one perceptual element. How can we predict
when that element itself will disappear—to give us zero of it? For all we know,
the element may never disappear, lasting for eternity. Or it may last only two
seconds more. How can we predict—and be certain about—its eternal demise?
And suppose the element were to fade away for a moment, then pop back into
existence, then fade away again. How could we know, for certain, that it will not
pop back into existence again, for at least one more time?
So, at what point—and on what grounds—can we say that we have
reached zero of something, that we now and forever “have” zero of it? Such an
ultimate boundary to experience appears impossible to specify. It would seem
more realistic, therefore, not to think of zero as an observable state, but rather as a
theoretical end point in a process of diminution—that is, not as a L.1 orthoreal
Referent, but rather, as a L.3 projected metareal Inference. Seemingly, at some
point—which I suspect is always arbitrary—we simply have to choose to assert
zero, even though we can never demonstrate absence with absolute certainty. We
must choose zero. We must declare zero.
To repeat, “How can there be zero?” The only way I know for zero to
exist for us is to create it and then use it. It is the result of memory or of
Inference, projecting an illatent Ref, not an existent Ref. It is Metareality paraded
as Orthoreality. It has no function independent of memory and L.3, which is to
say, it has no Referent in our L.1 experience. It is, however, a useful fiction,
widely employed. Thus, apparently, zero is here to stay. We willingly choose to
Believe in it.
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“Why Am I Here?”
Why is who here? Earlier, in my answer to the question, “What am I?”, I
proposed that “I” does not refer to any one, simple, single thing, but to a
“committee” of self-images and functions. It would seem, therefore, that no
single, simple answer can fully explain what one’s purpose in life might be.
However, for the sake of addressing this Earthquake Question, if we agree that
our “committee” of selfs does have some identity and unity through time, and if
we also agree that we can empathize similar selfs in others, then we might
usefully proceed by asking, “Why is everyone else here, more or less?” and then
apply the answer to our own self. This would give us a L.3 answer to, “Why am
I here?” Some responses to this Earthquake Question follow.
Evolutionary Biology’s response is that no “why” answer can be given.
Biology gives only a “how” answer. People are products of natural, unplanned
evolution. No inherent purpose for people has ever been detected. People are
simply participants in the awesome natural process of evolution, having no known
design or goal. At most, Biology might venture: “Our purpose is to follow
Natural Law.”
Many religions might answer that our “why” is to conform to Divine Will,
to follow the Divine Way—be this the way of the Tao, Allah, Christ, Yahweh, or
the Goddess. People are here to live out some kind of divine plan. “Our purpose
is to do the Will of Deity.”
Some others might say we are here just to become whatever daily life
itself demands or permits, without seeking to know, or needing to know, any
grand purpose. These people would let life unfold like a blossom. “Our purpose
is to live in the moment, with few regrets about yesterday and with few worries
about tomorrow.”
Still others might say our origin, purpose, and destiny are unknown, and
perhaps unknowable. We may indeed have some awe-inspiring reason why we
are here, but we remain agnostic, for we do not know what that reason is. “Our
purpose is to soldier on, engaged in life’s mystery.”
Tefistry feels affinities with these diverse views about the purpose of life.
If we could understand them fully and correctly, we might find that they all point
to the same underlying truth. However, Tef Theory offers some additional views
of its own.
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Central to Tef Theory is the tenet that the one, fundamental stuff of It is
experience.
Tef—the Total Experiential Field—is a continuum, without
beginning and without end. Experience is in flux—always changing—yet Tef
exhibits a preferred direction of change, expressed as the Vector of Value,
pointing us toward Harmony—toward our sense of the good, the beautiful, the
fitting, the blissful. The Vector of Value determines the way we prefer to go. And
it is the way we do go, when we are not diverted. Given this worldview, Tef
Theory answers the “Why am I here?” question as follows:
1. As to origins and destinies, we can say nothing, aside from the obvious fact
that we participate as material bodies in Gaia’s ecological cycles. Our material
Bodies are fairly well explained by the theory of organic evolution, which is part
of Natural Law. But why Natural Law is the way things work is unknown. Much
about our life is a mystery, unexplained.
2. We find that our choices always aim for Harmony. And our preference for
Harmoniousness is involuntary and innate. That is, everything we do is an
expression of our quest for Harmony. We cannot choose to do otherwise. At each
moment we can only choose the most harmonious course that life affords us. In
this sense, we can say that our purpose is simply to be ourselves, to discover the
best ways to pursue our inherent quest for Harmony. Where this preference came
from is unknown and perhaps unknowable. Again, much about life is a mystery.
So, “Why am I here?” It is clear to me: I am here to pursue Harmony, to
be my inescapable self. As noted earlier, one synonym of “Harmoniousness”
might be “God”. From this perspective, I might say that my purpose in life is to
be Godly. I live to love.

PRAXIS
Look back over this section, Earthquake Questions: Metaphysics. It asks:
“If God Is Real, Why Don’t I Ever See Him?”
“How Many Things Are There?”
“Seeing And Being: Same Or Different?”
“How Can There Be Zero?”
“Why Am I Here?”
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Choose one or more of these questions and jot down your own answers.
Do you agree with my views? Where am I right? Where am I wrong? Think up
other Earthquake Questions that I should have included in this section on
Metaphysics.

Earthquake Questions: Society

“Why Have I Never Had Training In Solitude, Self-gratification,
And Cultural Criticism?”
Yikes! This question hits a raw nerve in our culture. Not many people ask
it outright, and usually not in public. Our culture keeps us pretty ignorant about
these three things: solitude, self-gratification, and cultural criticism. Our culture
fears that engaging in these things could make us think we are autonomous
Beings, and autonomy is seen, by at least some segments of society, as dangerous,
to be controlled and limited. That is, to some people, solitude is anti-social; selfgratification is selfishly hedonistic; cultural criticism is subversive of our
civilization. Some may hope our youth never discover these things. This
obstructionism means that each of us has to discover and pursue them pretty much
on our own.
So, what does Tefistry see as the values of solitude, selfgratification, and cultural criticism?
First, solitude. This state of disengagement from community helps us to
become, or return to, our true selves. Of course, we are also ourselves among the
crowds, but crowds and solitude tend to bring out different aspects of self. In
solitude, we can attend to subtle or hidden thoughts and feelings that the crowd
crushes or ignores. In solitude, we can listen for the quiet Inner voice. In solitude
we need not keep up appearances or be concerned with the needs, demands, or
threats of other persons. We can avoid distraction and preoccupation. We can
change our pace, we can savor new scenery and new activities. We can relate to
vitally important things—such as nature and our own soul—things that
community may ignore or even suppress. Moreover, through solitude we can rise
to higher standpoint and gain broader perspective on life—for, in solitude, we can
“climb the mountain”, there to gain the freedom and strength and insight that our
lives need. And Tefistry suggests that all this can actually aid and build
community.
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In solitude we find health, strength, freedom, and insight. Although our
culture finds health and strength acceptable, it often sees freedom and insight as
dangerous. Consequently, our culture explicitly trains us be “good, productive
citizens”—good workers, good taxpayers, good members of the crowd. Solitude,
by contrast, may be suspicioned as anti-social—even though it is mostly just nonsocial. Consequently, we often have to discover and pursue it without society’s
backing.
Second, and similar to solitude, is self-gratification. If we are not clearly
gratifying others, especially if we are not actively supporting and promoting
cultural institutions, then we are regarded with suspicion or hostility. The prime
example of this is sexuality. Even though sex has become ubiquitous in American
culture—in dress and music, in mainstream media, in web porn—still only a
grudging regard is given to it, so that youths may still have to smuggle it into their
lives. When adults do talk about sex, it is almost always in cautionary, social
terms: “Be careful to avoid pregnancy. Be careful to protect against sexual
diseases. Be careful about emotional injury.” Rarely do we hear anyone openly
encourage—even for monogamous adults!—a thrilling, fulfilling sex life. Rarely
do we teach our children how to have a thrilling, fulfilling sex life. The message
—notably the message we give to adolescents—has traditionally been: “Don't
have sex. Or, if you do, keep it socially responsible. And practice safe sex. And
keep it private; don’t publicly affirm it or flaunt it. Most of all, never, never
venerate it!”.
Thus, sex is too often expressed uneasily, uncomfortably, without
affirmation, and thus without joy. Although we constantly bring sex very near the
surface of our social lives, we infrequently bring it to the surface. (Though, I do
see signs that all this is changing, and I may now be reporting attitudes toward
sexuality more common in my youth, less common today.)
Thus, sex, like some other forms of self-gratification—such as eating,
eccentric life-styles, and drug-taking—has to be discovered and pursued without
much encouragement or guidance from society at large. Yes, I fully agree that
self-gratification can easily become risky, even damaging, behavior. And I am not
promoting unsafe sex or drug-taking. I am simply complaining that society drags
its feet, such that people—youths, especially—are left ignorant and therefore not
empowered, in regard to both the negative and positive sides of self-gratification.
Society turns its back on self-gratification, and the results of that avoidance are
not benign.
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And, third, cultural criticism. American culture tolerates a good deal of
cultural criticism; many other cultures are not as open as ours. Nevertheless,
American culture welcomes criticism much like it welcomes the uses of solitude
and self-gratification:
It grudgingly tolerates what it must, and gives no
assistance or encouragement. True, our universities are centers of cultural
criticism. But most of this criticism compares our culture to other cultures, or
past cultures to our present culture. For instance, we discuss whether the health
care system of Canada is superior to that of the United States, or we consider
whether socialism is a better economic system than capitalism, or we debate
whether the social status of women today is an improvement over their status in
the past.
But I am not thinking of this kind of cultural criticism. I am thinking of
criticism whose Frame Dyad is the Nature/Culture Dyad. This criticism asks:
How is culture different from nature? Is culture always (or ever) an improvement
on nature? What are the respective rights of cultural entities and natural entities?
Are we humans in control of culture, or is it in control of us?
Most people have only sketchy answers to these questions, in part because
they have only sketchy notions about nature. Our lives are bound up in culture:
“The world is too much with us….”, to echo William Wordsworth. How can we
contemplate the ethical rights of insects, if the only insects we see are stinging
wasps and biting mosquitoes? How can we long for fresh mountain air and
inspiring ancient trees, if the only air we know is polluted urban air and the only
trees we see are metal street lamps?
Tefistry concludes that we need a nonsocial dimension to our lives, yet our
culture has tended to view solitude as anti-social. We need to embrace selfgratification, affirming it, guiding it, balancing it, without attempting to ignore it
or to force it underground. Our culture has also not promoted cultural criticism—
in terms of the Nature/Culture Frame Dyad—for such criticism can sometimes
turn out to be obstructive to that very culture. No wonder our culture does not
encourage it! Yet I believe we need such criticism badly, for it may yet save us
from the excesses of our culture.
“Why Can’t I Go Naked In Public?”
In fact, you can go naked, but you may not do so, except in specified
places. That is, nakedness is permissible only in certain primal societies, or in
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nudist colonies, and on clothes-optional beaches. In the vast majority of public
settings you are not permitted to walk around (completely) naked. If you ask
people why this is so, most will probably tell you that nakedness is discouraged
for the following reasons:
1. You will become hypothermic from frost, or you will get skin cancer from too
much sunshine, or you will be scratched and abraded as you work or play.
2. You will attract an unwanted crowd of gawkers, making you feel self-conscious
and vulnerable.
3. You will be breaking the law, and you could be cited for “indecency”, leading
to some kind of unpleasant penalty.
4. You will probably be accused of acting immorally or antisocially.
5. You yourself may be hiding your body, or some of it, if you are self-conscious
about it.
All of these reasons make sense, and I think all of them are good, practical
reasons not to go naked in public. You may well agree with them. But I think
they are merely good reasons why we prohibit nakedness, not the real reasons.
A major theme of Tef Theory is our need for Orchestration of the various
Major Dyads and Sectors of our experience. We need Orchestration because mind
and heart, individual and society, body and soul—these contrasting regions of Tef
are strongly compartmentalized by our culture, sometimes having only the most
awkward or tenuous of interconnections among them.
This is so because the various compartments of Tef—such as religion,
sexuality, business, self-interest, societal interests, nationalism, anger, ideals—all
contain powerful energies. Our compartments contain and restrain these energies,
keeping them regulated and governed. Hence, we agree to obey a host of
prohibitions on our behavior, including the prohibition of public nakedness.
Sexuality and our fascination with the human Body are very powerful
psychic forces. They sometimes overpower us. And they enable some persons to
dominate or abuse others.
Public nakedness, we fear, could, and would,
encourage promiscuity or pedophilia or rape. People would not be able to
concentrate, their lust being enflamed by the sight of naked Bodies. No one could
get any work done! And I agree, these things might happen. Or they might
happen at first, if we suddenly dispensed with wearing clothing.
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To my knowledge, no society has yet learned how to encourage open
public sexuality without also paying a price for it, even if merely the price of
obsession. For this reason, cultures always limit and control their sexuality.
Moreover, limiting or even hiding sexuality can increase its allure to us—the
“forbidden fruit effect”. Given these reasons, in addition to the practical values of
clothing—warmth, sunshade, protection from abrasion, social shield, non-verbal
communication, fashion, art, and so on—it is no wonder that you and I can’t go
naked in public.
So the real answer to “Why can’t I go naked in public?” is this: Public
nakedness is proscribed primarily because we fear the energy of sexuality.
Sexuality is a very powerful, and therefore potentially hazardous, force. (Though
I hasten to add, it is also a potentially glorifying and vivifying force.) Until we
learn how to integrate and orchestrate the various parts of Tef more effectively
and more completely, we will continue to fall back on our restrictive social codes,
such as the proscription of public nakedness. L.4 has much work to do here,
seeking Harmoniousness both for individuals and for society. Tefistry does not
have all the answers. It is evolving right along with our culture.

“What Holds Society Together?”
Why do human beings lead such social lives? Why are we so gregarious?
After all, theoretically, we could perhaps lead solitary lives. So, what holds us
humans together in social groups, in Community? My answer to this Earthquake
Question, drawing on my personal thought and experience and expressed in the
terminology of Tef Theory and Tefistry, is as follows.
Human beings strive to attain and maintain Harmony. We heed the Vector
of Value. One of our strongest desires is for the Harmony of oneness, wholeness,
and connection with other Beings. We desire the bondedness established by Love
in L.2. We dislike being separated from our context, be it our physical habitat or
our social milieu. Although we do at times seek out separateness (in order to
establish self identity, build consciousness, or gain the benefits of solitude), even
so, we sustain our social links, lifelong. Clearly, we want to be bonded with
others, an intuitional desire I call The Fond Delusion. (Even hermits have a sense
of bondedness, be this only with a pet or with the universe or with God.)
Before birth, the fetus is one with its mother. Then, at birth, the child and
mother separate. Their original oneness is replaced by an emotional and physical
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bond between mother and child. This mother/child bond is therefore the original
social bond; this is the original Community. The bond within the Mother/Child
Dyad is the very core of Community. Of course, other social bonds are important
too, including our need for sex, for companionship, for protection, for food, for
education, and for many other services and benefits. But none of these other
bonds is as essential and central as is the mother/child bond.
The primary role of motherhood is, therefore, “to bear and to bond”.
Every woman (most mothers are females) has other important roles, too, such as
spouse or Community leader or employee or artist, but her clear social and
biological role is to sustain the bond with her child. Mothers need not invent this
role or wander around searching for it, nor is it a role arbitrarily assigned to
females. Only females can give birth, so, initially, every child’s mother is a
female. The biological and psychological needs of children assure that adult
females have this as a natural role. Each child needs a mother (that is, each needs
a nurturer—regardless of the mother’s sex or gender). Perhaps the mother needs a
child, as well. Girls loosen or abandon the mother/child bond during adolescence,
but then recapitulate it when they take upon themselves the role of motherhood.
The primary role of fathers in society is much less clear than that of
mothers. The father more or less provides services to the mother and child: as
provisioner, companion, care-giver, protector, and representative of the family
(along with the mother) to the larger Community. At least this is so when the
father resides at home—home being wherever the mother and child are. But men
(most fathers are males) have no equally compelling reason (sexual gratification
notwithstanding) to stay at home—to stay bonded to mother and child—no reason
as compellingly strong as the bond between mother and child. Of course, the
emotional bond between father and child can be quite strong, but from my
observation, it is usually (in my culture, at any rate) secondary in strength and/or
importance to the mother/child bond.
Thus, men, more than women, must invent or discover a role for
themselves in the world. Men do not have an equivalent, long-term natural role.
Although boys, like girls, loosen or abandon the mother/child relationship at
adolescence, boys have a less clear, less compelling role to take on. They need to
find or invent their role in life, and this becomes crucial for boys—crucial both
for themselves and for society. Failure to establish a personally and socially
harmonious role can leave young men adrift, meaningless, fundamentally
unhappy, and at risk of doing damage to the social fabric. Unhappy, unbonded
men tend to become mischievous, disruptive, unproductive, even dangerous.
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If my views are correct, our social challenges include the following:
1. To sustain and support the nurturing role of mothers (regardless of their gender)
and thereby to sustain the essential, central mother/child bond
2. To help fathers (that is, any adult not serving the role of mother) to find a
harmonious social role, one that sustains mothers and children and the mother/
child bond
3. To promote self-realization and fulfillment for all, without damaging or
weakening the mother/child bond. This need is greatest for males. Therefore
considerable attention should be given to the proper and successful rearing of
males
4. To assure that living out the role of mother does not foreclose the selfrealization and fulfillment of mothers as full persons (including the option, for
both women and men, of remaining childless)
5. To fulfill the desire each of us has for bondedness: The Fond Delusion. Our
gregariousness seems to be in-built, not just a convenience, not just an advantage,
not just a comfort. Rather, it probably reflects our desire to restore something of
the original unity of the womb.
If the mother/child bond were ever widely broken, would human society
perish? Perhaps. At the very least, we would enter an entirely new era. We in
America have been tinkering with this bond for some time. I believe we should
proceed with caution.
Back to the initial question: “What holds society together?” We are held
together by bonding that mimics the original state of oneness in the womb.
Though we separate from our mother at birth, we promptly establish the mother/
child bond, the prototype of all other bonds. We benefit from this and all
bondedness. We need one another. We arise from oneness and (seemingly)
reestablish oneness. Thus, our need for oneness holds us together, in society, in
Community.

“Why Do Adults Spend So Much Time Indoors,
Doing Things They Don’t Like?”
To me, a closely related Earthquake Question is: “Why so much culture,
so little nature?” Here are some good answers to these Earthquake Questions:
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1. Some people are ill, or injured, or weak, or handicapped, so they cannot easily
work or play outdoors.
2. Some activities call for a secure, controlled, uniform environment—for
example, high technology manufacturing. (Even the word processing of this book
required that I work indoors, away from rain and snow, sitting in front of my
office computer.) Moreover, some supplies and manufacturing materials cannot
be used outdoors.
3. People often need to work together in groups. An indoor setting facilitates
group hearing and seeing of one another, group use of tools, group supervision
and support, and so on.
4. Nature, including various landscape features, weather, animals, and insects, is
at times dangerous or unpleasant.
Now let us look at some real reasons why we have so little nature in our
lives:
1. Many people are simply ignorant of, or out of touch with, the pleasures and
benefits of being outdoors. Increasingly, they are glued to their computer games
and TVs and smartphones, and these may be what they mostly know about.
2. Many people enjoy intense social interaction, so they prefer the socially-thick
cultural environment over the socially-thin natural environment.
3. Most people work for an employer—“the system”—that dictates how, when,
and where they will work.
4. Many people cling to culture because they fear that any other way of living will
deprive them: less food, less sex, less identity, less electricity, less employment,
less security, less fun, less luxury.
5. Many people yearn for nature but lack the knowledge and money they need to
free themselves from their cultural trap. Indeed, many are so overextended
financially that they are virtual slaves to their indoor jobs.
6. Some people have a familial or cultural alienation from the outdoors, lacking
any sense that they might “belong” there. In fact, some may feel intentionally
excluded from using the outdoors. Many may feel insecure there.
So my best answer to “Why so much culture, so little nature?” is this:
Some people need culture to survive, some people prefer culture, some people
don’t know any better, and some people know better but are trapped by fear,
insufficient knowledge, alienation, or lack of enough money to change their lives.
Nevertheless, you’d think people would simply rebel! Culture can be hell.
You’d think people would just run out the door and never come back, taking their
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chances in nature. I must admit, I do not fully understand. Yet I must also admit
that I share many of these good and real reasons, right along with everyone else.
I, too, spend too much time indoors, doing things I don’t like—such as sitting for
hours (years, actually) at my computer, writing and editing this book! Must be
some sort of species-wide brain defect!
Nature is our ancestral home, and it is still an overwhelming source of
health and joy and wisdom. Whenever we feel lost in culture, nature remains a
refuge and rescue and resource. It provides opportunities for needed solitude. We
should use it much more than we do.

“What Is Our Obligation To Nature?”
Questions about how we should relate to the natural world, as individuals
and as societies, launched me on my lifelong philosophical quest. As an
adolescent, I wanted to know when, and even whether, killing animals is justified.
Likewise, I wanted to know when, and whether, killing plants is justified. If
killing humans is (usually) considered wrong, why is killing other living things
considered okay? I also pondered whether it is morally wrong to dam our rivers
and mine our hills and pollute our air—wrong, that is, in regard to any inherent
rights these things might have, rights that are independent of human interests. I
wondered: Are these really our things? All such questions belong to the field of
environmental ethics. Tef Theory grew out of my quest to answer them.
I now feel I have some of the answers I sought as an adolescent, though
clearly not yet all of the answers! So, having pondered for decades, how do I
answer this Earthquake Question, “What is our obligation to nature?”
First of all, let us affirm that Tef is one. Although Analysis is able to
create the Nature/Culture Dyad, we are wrong to think that these dyadic members
are two completely separate things. They are not. Indeed, the Triad of Nature/
Body/Culture reveals that nature and culture are interrelated—through the Body.
Yet we have been living as if culture is a monad, a strong figure on ground against
nature. I believe we must not do this any longer. We must find a Yang/Yin
balance between the two, seeking a Sustainable Culture. Although I believe we
are inescapably anthropocentric beings, yet I also believe we need not, and must
not, continue to be excessively anthropocentric. We have an obligation to move
toward a better balance between culture and nature.
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Second, let us affirm that Value springs (mysteriously) from microscale
Evaluation within each of us. It springs there, not in someone else’s Heart, not in
some state legislature, not in some biblical revelation. You—your own microscale
Portal of Evaluation—is the source of Value. You—your own megascale Intuition
Sector—is the source of your love. Whatever Value you ascribe to nature,
whatever love you extend to nature, comes from you, not from Other Beings, not
from the State, not from Deity. Knowing your own Heart, and heeding it, is
therefore of highest importance. During your interactions with nature, you have
an obligation to know and to heed your deepest, clearest values. The flip side of
this view is that nature has no inherent, independent value.
Third, we need to concede that nature could be full of hidden spirit/soul/
psyche, though no one has either proven or disproven this possibility. But you
can be ethical, mindful that nature may be full of soul. In order to be ethical, you
must develop your skills of L.2 empathy. Any ascription of soul to things in
nature—thereby enchanting those things—is your own, personal task. Whether
you conclude that animals such as horses, dogs, and whales, for example, are
kindred souls, or are simply biochemical machines, is up to you. You have to
make exactly the same decision with regard to humans, too. This is a general life
task. It is a task of highest importance, and each of us must accomplish it. Thus,
we have a personal obligation to nature: to ascribe, or not to ascribe, soul to
nature and to other persons.
Individuals and societies have to interact with nature. Conservation is any
and all Action, coordinated by our L.4 Orchestration, needed for successful
human interaction with nature. It is guided by planning and wisdom from L.3’s
Scenarios, motivated by love from L.2’s Stories, and applied through our bodily
Actions in the Herenow of L.1. In short, conservation is an excellent example of
a L.4 quest for optimal Harmoniousness. Conservation is an expression of love.
It is urgently necessary, although it is neither easy nor tidy to accomplish. Today
we are compelled by planet-wide events (including global climate change) to
hasten the conservation of nature.
In effect, my conclusion is the same as Aldo Leopold’s: Our definition of
Community should be expanded beyond culture, so as to include nature beyond
humans, even to the whole universe. Yes, we are anthropocentric beings.
However, just as our excessive egocentrism and our excessive ethnocentrism
prevent optimal Harmony, so our excessive anthropocentrism also prevents
optimal Harmony. We must therefore avoid excessive anthropocentrism. Society
must Orchestrate culture and nature. Initially, this may seem as if we are giving
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nature higher priority than culture. But this seeming is only a temporary step as
we move toward a higher H/D Ratio in the Nature/Culture Dyad.

PRAXIS
Look back over this section, Earthquake Questions: Society. It asks:
“Why Have I Never Had Training In Solitude, Self Gratification, And Cultural
Criticism?”
“Why Can’t I Go Naked In Public?”
“What Holds Society Together?”
“Why Do Adults Spend So Much Time Indoors, Doing Things They Don’t Like?”
“What Is Our Obligation To Nature?”
Choose one or more of these questions and jot down your own answers.
Do you agree with my views? Where am I right? Where am I wrong? Think up
other Earthquake Questions that I should have included in this section on Society.

In the next chapter of this book, let us apply Tef Theory even more
directly to the quest for Harmony. Here, as before, Tefistry is asking, “How can
we live life more happily?”
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Chapter 9:
MORE APPLICATIONS OF TEF THEORY

Understanding Tef Theory is one thing. Applying it—via Tefistry—is
another. No theory or worldview is worthy if it cannot be applied to our lives, to
bring us greater happiness—greater Harmoniousness. This chapter provides more
examples of applied Tef Theory.

Children, Truth, and Science
Remember early childhood? Look back on it. Out of seemingly endless
time—“eternal life”—we were made to wall in time, to subdivide it again and
again, to live within those narrow little moments. We were made to fragment the
sweet, dreaming life of eternity into harsh, bitter minutes, and we were told to like
it, for we would have no alternative, no escape. We were asked to forget—even to
deny—much of reality. And we were told to accept truth in its place!
What gross deceptions we have thereby learned to live with! What
falsehoods we have learned to tolerate! Only children continue to see clearly. Yet
before the child has fully tasted its world, and spoken its refreshing view, we
adults seek to impose the truth. “Eat this, Little One. This tastes good!” As if the
proof were not in the pudding! We adults have been so brainwashed about what
the world is said to be that hardly any of us knows, or can remember, what it
really is.
How has this inversion come about? And how has it been perpetuated?
Through the education and acculturation of our children, of course! Children are
nursed, bathed, and clothed in our religious dogmas, scientific theories, moral
precepts, social prejudices, and political myths. They are discouraged from
asking their Earthquake Questions: “What am I?” “Why can’t I go naked in
public?” “If God is real, why can’t I see Him?” “Why doesn’t gravity pull the
clouds down?” and so on.
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Honest answers to such questions would earthquake us all! Alas, due to
our adult habits, ignorance, uncertainty, inhibitions, and—yes—genuine care for
the child’s well-being, he or she gets no answer at all, or perhaps a jumble of
conflicting, disjointed, and even ludicrous answers. Only occasionally do we
adults willingly admit: “I honestly don’t know”, or “I’m too unsettled by your
questions to discuss them”.
It’s an unsavory fact: Our adult ideas about the world are confused and
contradictory. We struggle along with a hodgepodge of assumptions and partlyintegrated, partly-conflicting truths. What a remarkable talent we have for
patching up rickety structures and trying to make them work. Chewing gum and
baling wire artistry!
Take science, for example. During my childhood in the 1950s, science
enjoyed strong popular and professional support. Even many Christians seemed
to believe that the Laws of Nature were God’s Laws. Nearly everyone I knew
revealed respect for scientific truths.
I soaked it up. I became a youthful science-worshipper. I had been told
that scientific laws and theories would—someday—describe the whole of
existence. Someday, somehow, science would give me the universe—but only if I
would place my complete faith in its worldview. In fact, some said the world is
nothing more than a Grand Mathematical Theory, a theory that humans will
someday discover. God, by this view, is simply the Great Mathematician in the
Sky!
So I immersed myself in science and in the trappings of science.
Technical symbols became more appealing to me than the hip slang of my peers.
Scientific jargon spoke to me more than sports jargon. I sought the truths of
science as if those were sacred waters to slake my thirst. Yet even as I drank,
those waters began to foul and my faith in science began to weaken.
Let me recount this reluctant change of heart more fully. Among my
childhood joys were collecting minerals and insects, observing birds and stars,
identifying trees and wildflowers. In classrooms, museums, and books, I found
nature almost always relegated to the natural sciences—seldom to art, religion,
economics, philosophy, literature, or recreation. Unwittingly, I adopted this
science-biased approach to the natural world that I loved. Unwittingly, I came to
suppose that science, far more than any other discipline, would put me in contact
with nature. I needed only to accept the word of science as The Truth. Or, in Tef
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Speak: I had come to Believe that L.3 Intellection was superior to L.1 Sensation
and that L.2 Intuition was irrelevant to both! I had concluded that only L.3
Intellection and its Idea World could fully reveal the natural world that I loved.
I was slow, unfortunately, to recognize that science is only secondarily
concerned with sensing the natural world and not at all concerned with responding
to it emotionally. Indeed, science told me that love has no place at all in one’s
encounter with nature. Instead, the champions of science asserted that the only
worthwhile view of nature was the scientific, intellectional view: the objective,
emotionless, detached view; the abstract, representational, high standpoint view.
Inferences, concepts, scenarios, theories, and Natural Laws: Generating these was
the reason we should pay nature any heed at all. Communion with nature and
love of nature were branded as “unscientific” and were therefore tainted. In short,
the Sensation Sector and the Intuition Sector had been demoted to subservient
commoners in Tef, to be lorded over by the Intellection Sector, king of it all!
Consequently, as an adolescent I began to sense a barrenness and a
restriction. Science, or more correctly, that belief system called Scientism, was
asking me to impose limits upon myself such that nature’s beauty and mystery
went unheeded and unloved. Scientism threatened to incarcerate me. Seemingly
could not sanction a whole-person approach to nature. Slowly and reluctantly I
became disillusioned. I sensed that science was becoming an enemy of my free
experience, an obstacle to my full living. It was saying to me, “See things my
way, and only then will you have The Truth”.
“This is dogmatism,” I began to protest. “It looks an awful lot like
fundamentalist Christianity!”
Science was pushing upon me numbers and
symbols and models—Inactual Mimics from the Idea World—while ignoring or
marginalizing life’s awesome, firsthand Actuality—sensation in and of This
World. I felt betrayed. “Where,” I asked, “is the wholistic discipline that
cherishes the sensitive person’s experience in nature?” Scientism gave me no
answer. No one else did, either.
My trust and faith and credulity, so eager at first, eventually sagged.
Scientism had failed. “Enough of your Truths!” I cried. “I’m starving!” So, as a
young adult, I relaxed my grip on science and set out on my own, a reluctant
skeptic. My subsequent path has led me to Tef Theory and to Tefistry.
But in saying all this I will surely be misunderstood. My words appear
bitter toward science. To the contrary, I did not then, and I do not now, seek to
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vanquish science or any other institution founded on Mentation and elaborated
through Intellection. After all, this is a book of philosophy—an intellectional
work! And after all, I was long employed (successfully, I judge) as a science
teacher—sharing Intellection’s scientific Ideas about nature! I seek, rather, to
orchestrate and balance all of my perceptual processes and products. I simply
object whenever science stands in my way. And, of course, little of my quarrel is
with science as a method for generating knowledge. Instead, I object to the
channelized teachings and attitudes of Scientism—views held by those scientists,
science educators, and others who have crowned Intellection as king.
No, I do not seek to evict the Intellection Sector, nor do I want to
disrespect its truths. Heaven forbid such an error! I seek, rather, to honor the
child’s view of nature. I seek full, balanced, credible answers to the Earthquake
Questions. Orchestrated answers need science. But they need more than science,
too.

Searching For Truth
As a young person, I came to believe that somewhere, eventually, I would
find truth—ultimate truth. My society implied that truth definitely could be
found. It even implied that some truth is “more real” than the material world.
And it assured me that this truth could anchor my life.
I assumed I would know this truth when I found it. So, I watched for it in
science, in art, in religion, in philosophy. I read books, pondered teachings,
analyzed theories, and savored interpretations. Surely somewhere, I thought, I
would find that truth—ultimate truth.
But I was in error, for early on I had failed to distinguish truth—the Mimic
—from its Referent. I had failed to recognize that ur-experience—my Original,
given experience—simply is. It is self-evident, whereas truth—the Mimic—is
experience that is about, and Additional to, that Original. You never have to
invent or learn Original ur-experience, unlike truth. Ur-experience is Actual,
whereas truth is Inactual. And I had been mistaken about what I needed. In fact, I
needed the Actual, along with the Inactual.
Now that I am much older and somewhat wiser, I realize that, had I
attained only truth, I would have attained a wretched, crust-gnawing poverty. I
can now see that truths are nothing more than symbols—Mimics—and that
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symbols always refer to something else. Mimics are imposters, substitutes,
Inactualities. They are Metareality, not Orthoreality. Beware a life filled only
with symbols! A pure diet of this pallid, airy starch leads to malnutrition of body
and spirit. The more we eat, the hungrier we get. On the other hand, when we are
sincere with ourselves, we need no one to tell us what is Actual. What we want,
of course, is both the world and truth, in proper proportion. We contend with an
imbalance.
Can we redress our excess of truth by merely searching more deeply
within traditional philosophy? I think not, for philosophy is nothing more than
elaborated truth. It is an intellectional activity, existing solely in the mind, the
Mental Realm. Yet the Original red is red, the Original loud is loud, the Original
sad is sad. Unfortunately, philosophy is neither red, nor loud, nor sad.
Or, can we redress our excess of truth by searching yet harder within
science? Again, I think not, for science, too, ultimately seeks and yields only
truths. For example, science may tell us how to explain sound, but can it give us
sound? Science may be able to explain pain, but can it give us pain? The Mimics
—the truths, the knowledge—generated by science reside solely in the mind, the
Pentef Mental Realm.
Some scientists have boasted that science will someday explain the whole
universe—providing us a scientific “Theory of Everything”—but I have my
doubts. It may give us a theory of every material thing—yet that theory will still
be only a theory, not the material things themselves. The universe will still be
there (or, rather, right here!), regardless of what science says about it. True,
science can explain many things well. But these truths remain wholly Inactual,
wholly metareal. They are intellectional constructs, not our lived, firsthand
Actuality, not Orthoreality. Science gives us a map—often an excellent, useful
map—but never the territory itself.
Suppose, for example, I am looking at my office wall, as sunlight floods in
through my window. The scientist is happy to tell me what is happening here:
“So, you see, sunlight is shining through the window, illuminating your wall.
Look, by clouding the air with chalk dust, I can reveal the path of those light rays
between your window and the wall.”
To which I reply: “Chalk dust is not light rays. Chalk dust is tiny sparkles
of light. Where are the light rays? I haven’t seen any.”
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To which the scientist replies: “Well, you see, I’m showing you what
actually happens to the light rays, even though you can’t see them. To tell the
truth, you do not actually see the wall, either. It turns out that light rays stream in
through the window, ricochet off the wall’s molecules, enter the pupils of your
eyes, and then register as an image in your brain. That is what actually happens.”
To which I respond: “Cease and desist! Enough already! I have seen
neither light rays nor molecules. I have seen only chalk dust and a wall. These
are what Actually happens. Instead of sensations, you have given me only ideas!
Instead of This World, you have given me only the Idea World. You have
confused Actuality and Inactuality!”
But science is not alone in confusing Actuality and Inactuality.
Religionists, too, insist that I accept as Actuality that which is clearly Inactuality
(or even Fantasy): God, Angels, Heaven, Satan, Hell, and so on. Scientific
explanations and religious teachings—these are pushed on me in lieu of light and
love! Both science and religion are selling the unseen! They are selling illatents
—Hidden Things and Other Beings—not existents.
Besides offending my allegiance to Actuality, this huckstering of
counterfeits also offends my sense of consistency, fair play, and orderly
procedure. Worst of all, it is absolutist. Beware the absolutist! He will deny the
reality and integrity of your subjective experience. He will tell you there is only
one God (his), or only one Theory of Everything (his). Beware! If you surrender
your own experience, you surrender everything. You surrender Tef! Tefistry
strongly advises: Don’t surrender! Don’t do that to yourself!
Yet upon my objections, the scientist, for one, may attempt evasion. He or
she will point to the success of science in predicting and controlling things.
Technological success will be claimed as proof of the truth of scientific
explanations. But of course, technological success proves only their utility, not
their truth!
Or he or she may point to the spirit of free inquiry in science and to the
willingness of scientists to revise their theories as evidence requires. And I do
admire these traits. They are quite worthy; I employ them myself. Yet I am still
not persuaded. For scientists seem nevertheless to believe—deeply believe—that
scientific ideas should take priority over what the eye sees. The Other World
should trump This World: “You can’t always trust your senses,” they say
dismissively.
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Similarly, the religionist may insist that the writings of ancient prophets
are superior to the self-evidence of my own Herenow experience (while missing
no chance to twist and distort arguments, I have found). Enough! Religion grows
from a genuine spiritual core of awe and gratitude. It should cleave to that core.
Religious truth—in a word, theology—distorts the core purpose of religion.
And so, too, with the world of business:
substitute for real life!

It tells me that money can

And fictional literature: It tells me that its stories are true representations
of life, when in fact they are often rootless representations, even fantasies!
Of course, my reader will gently remind me that this book is itself a
wholesale exposition of truths. Okay. Yes, there is very little Actuality here!
However, my justification for writing this book—instead of, say, taking you on a
nature walk—is that I can reach more people this way. I am fighting fire with
fire, it seems.
In conclusion, I assert that firsthand, Actual experience is right here for the
taking. We ourselves are but wisps of experience flowing in intricate eddies:
currents of life in a sea of life. Lots of words will not do. I simply cannot tell you
the warmth of sunshine, or the scent of rose, or the fear of crime. The hardest task
of all, you see, is to tell it like it is! Indeed, I tell you something that isn’t, even as
I strive to tell you something that is! When all of our exquisite models and
theories and abstractions have been set forth, one final point must always be
made: All these are Mimics! It is instead the Referents of these Mimics that are
life. Regardless of what Inactual thoughts you may hold about life, Actuality is
your lived life. Therefore, live!
I well remember a related incident in graduate school when truth
threatened to overpower a fellow student’s firsthand experience. A Humanities
major, he had received a disturbing earful in a Biology course, and he seemed
shaken. Yet at the time I could think of no counsel for him.
Only later—after he had moved on—did I pull together what he needed to
hear. Had I been able at the time, I might have said to him: “So, you were told
that biological science is very close to explaining how life works. So, you were
told that you are merely a biochemical system, that your sense of free will is only
a phantom in your mind. So what? Should learning the truths of science make
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you feel any differently? Let the scientists do their theorizing. Does it matter
what they say about you? Do you really believe them? Never trade your
firsthand experience for their secondhand descriptions and theories. Do not
confuse observations and statements about your body with the in-living reality
that flows through your veins. Even the best of words is not your lived life.
Words and lived life are almost separate cosms unto themselves. Of course, it is
good and useful to know about yourself and about humankind and about the
universe. But foremost, be yourself. Yes, my friend, all is still well!”

Orchestrating Solitude And Community
How to live life more effectively? How to understand, and then to
employ, both Solitude and Community? Both Actuality and Inactuality? Both
Orthoreality and Metareality? Both Authentic Experience and Faux Experience?
Both what you actually see and what you are told?
Tef Theory’s purpose is primarily to map the Processes and Products of
Perception. I have worked, mostly alone, to sculpt this theory, across more than
six decades of my life. I have done so simply because, as a young person, I did
not find effective answers about Perception anywhere else. I was therefore
obligated to provide my own answers. Tef Theory—applied as Tefistry—is, as a
result, primarily aimed at helping me to live more happily. But it is my hope that
my ideas will also help you.
Yet, clearly, having Tef Theory to hand is not the same thing as actually
using it in daily life. We want and need to know how we can live more happily.
What methods and Actions will promote Harmoniousness? The application of Tef
Theory is what Tefistry strives to provide, or at least to sketch. In any event, it
strives to maximize the H/D Ratio.
Key to much of Tefistry is effective Orchestration. A symphony orchestra
is capable of all manner of sounds, ranging from awful squawks and cacophony to
the most harmonious euphony. Orchestration of music assures the best possible
musical sound, and I have borrowed that term because it seems apt to Tefistry. In
Tef, at megascale, the Orchestration of experience is taken up by Level Four
(L.4), the Orchestration Sector. This is the perceptual Sector that seeks to “get it
all together”, to reconcile, to manage, to coordinate, to find win/win solutions, to
optimize Harmoniousness.
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We saw in Chapter 6 that both Solitude and Community are necessary for
our happiness. Both members of this Major Dyad are necessary for the good life.
The following, then, are some comments about Orchestration of this dyad.
Solitude would seem to be, at first glance, merely the absence of other
persons: isolation, aloneness, hermitage. But, for Tefistry, mere absence of other
persons is not itself key to Solitude. Aloneness often helps, but isolation misses
the point. The point is to become freed from the demands and confusions of
Community and Culture: freed so that you can hear your own Inner voice, so that
you can attend to your Body, so that you can commune with Nature at large, so
that you can talk with your deity, so that you can think grand or subtle thoughts.
By going into Solitude, you temporarily escape from Community.
However, some remnants of Community may be necessary for your
successful return to Solitude. If being alone is unfamiliar and makes you uneasy,
or if you fear for your well-being (say, by the hands of “evil-doers”, or by the
claws of wild animals, or by the lash of harsh weather), then having a partner or
small group nearby may be helpful. However, you must insist that those persons
give you enough space and time to feel alone. You must be freed not only from
the greater Community, but from them, too. Tell them to quit talking! You desire
to be free from your Community and your Culture, savoring as much Solitude as
you can handle.
Seeking Solitude is not just escape from. Rather more so, it is escape to.
You seek to meet yourself there. You seek to meet Nature. You seek to meet
Deity (if you have one). But beyond and even greater than these important goals,
Solitude allows you to reground. It allows you to return to Actuality, to
Orthoreality, to Authentic Experience, to your existent reality. It allows you to fill
your FOA with the Herenow, with the Sensible Realm, with the Original/Given
stuff of Contef. It frees you from Therethen, from the Mental Realm, from Faux
percepts, from the Additional/Invented stuff of Pentef. And, if you are like me,
when in Solitude you realize that Orthoreality is simply a “better” kind of
experience: more varied, more intense and vivid, more natural, more nourishing,
more concrete. It is given. It is existent. In Solitude you reconnect with this
richer, more compelling realm of Tef. You reground.
Where to find Solitude? Often I go to nature (and for best results, I do go
alone, or nearly alone). Rarely do I need a designated Wilderness Area for this
“escape” (though one reason I live near abundant Public Lands, including
Wilderness Areas, is the abundant opportunities for Solitude they offer me). Even
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a quiet nook in a city park can suffice. Solitude may even be found in a quiet
room in your home, in a corner of your public library, along a (safe and pleasant)
walkway, or even while seated in a noisy coffeeshop. Yes, I know: For some of
us, conditions conducive to Solitude may be scarce or absent. This fact reveals
yet another dimension of our society that pleads for Social Justice and better
opportunities for all.
Of course Meditation can also provide Solitude. Many people use this
method, walking mindfully or sitting rooted in place, while going inward to
silence and nourishment. I confess, however, I am not adept at Meditation. And
because through Solitude I also seek Communion with Body and with Nature, my
pursuit of Solitude does not usually involve Meditation. I seem to relate better
through Communion than with Meditation. (See my book, Tefist Paths to Nature,
for additional ways to bring Solitude into your life.)
Escape to Solitude becomes ever more important in our present time. For
we are ever more drowned in Community and in Culture. In my view, we are
beset by three major experiential issues.
1. Community consumes our attention. We are born into it. Other persons and our
physical Culture constantly surround us: glaring lights, annoying smells, noise,
crowds, buildings, highways, vehicles, airplanes, and so on. Granted, physical
Culture keeps us alive, yet in return it often demands too much of our attention.
It often fills up our FOA for long periods.
2. Our Culture more and more substitutes electronic media for the physical reality
of the material This World. We find huge parts of our lives are plugged into cell
phones, televisions, computer screens, and video games. These provide us with
visual and auditory stimulation, but—unlike in Nature—our other sensory
channels are engaged only via imagination. We live in a world made up more
and more of ersatz reality, even of “virtual” reality. We humans have become
dangerously ungrounded, our FOA diverted and adulterated by artificial,
invented, depauperate substitutes for “real” life.
3. Embedded in Physical Culture—not in Physical Nature—and plugged into
ersatz sensory stimulation, we also come to live more and more in our Mental
Realm and less in our Sensible Realm. We become lost in our Fantasies and
Imaginations, in our surrogated Mimics and in our Ref Images of illatents, that
is, lost in our Pentef’s Other Worlds. We are at home less and less in This
World. I wonder, where is all this artificiality taking us? Are we trying to
abandon This World? Are we trying to completely leave our Bodies? Maybe
we are.
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The Fond Delusion is part of this problem. It entices us to believe a lie:
the lie that Other Beings, and hence, Community, are Actual and existent. We
want to feel bonded with Other Beings. We want to belong to Community. And
we are willing to lie to ourselves in order to sustain this beautiful delusion.
Moreover, we gain benefits through living this lie: sustenance, security, sociality,
sex, etc. Community keeps us alive, and it even helps to mold who we are. We
not only want Community, we need it.
Thus, Solitude and Community are in tension. Seemingly, Community
distrusts Solitude. It seems reluctant even to speak of Solitude, much less to
encourage it. And consequently Solitude comes to resent the overwhelming
power of Community. Alienation and even misanthropism can, unfortunately,
result.
Even so, Tefistry insists on having the whole dyad, Solitude and
Community. Each member offers valuable insights and powers. Each can
complement the other, like Yang and Yin—even if in our times, Community has
become overweening and consuming. At least this is my view.
So, the bottom line is this: Tefistry counsels us to consciously scale back
our commitment to Community, while building up our commitment to Solitude.
We need them both. But let us seek balance.

Action Paths Toward Harmony
The microscale process of Evaluation compels us to seek the ultimate
goal: Harmony throughout Tef. The Vector of Value points us toward that goal.
At each step in life, we seek optimal Harmoniousness. Thus, our goal is given to
us. But even so, Tefistry asserts that we can choose among various paths toward
that goal. Each such path is an Action Path, facilitating our quest for Harmony.
Here we will explore several Action Paths toward Harmony, each entailing
Tef Theory and Tefistry. But first, let us briefly review three of the megascale
Sectors of Perception: L.1, L.2, L.3. (See also the GLOSSARY and CHARTS OF
TERMS.)
* L.1, the Sensation Sector/Material World
Hedonic emotions are evoked by our bodily experience in the L.1
Sensation Sector/Material World. We are motivated by these emotions. These
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arise in response to pain, pleasure, effort, repose, and other bodily experiences
(many of which lack common names). That is, our hedonic emotions draw us
toward pleasure and repose, and away from pain and effort. We have little control
over these hedonic preferences: The Body commands and we respond.
Thus, our path to Harmony in the Sensation Sector calls us to heed the
Body, respecting its urges and needs. We dive into L.1’s Material World, roll in it,
consume it, savor it, revel in it. And we respond to it with hedonic emotions—
desire, loathing, delight, contentment, malaise, and so on. If we wish to impede,
assist, or modify L.1’s hedonics, we must either (1) alter the Body (which we may
be able to do—by, say, taking analgesics or wearing sunglasses) or (2) try to
overrule the Body, and thereby gain control of its Actions (which we may be able
to do by applying either sufficient Will from L.2 or sufficient intention from L.3).
L.1’s Sensation Sector arises directly from microscale Qualities such as
warmth, light, pressure, odor, sound. Its archetypal values, I surmise, are those of
the fetus, our life in the womb. Indeed, at birth we are thrust into a world that
pulls us ever farther from our roots—away from the concrete Material World of
L.1 and toward the Story World of L.2 and the Idea World of L.3—away from
Contef and toward Pentef. But even as we are pulled farther and father from the
Original somatic sensations and hedonic emotions of childhood, still, even in
adulthood, we can heed these Originals. The motto of L.1’s Sensation Sector has
always been: “If it feels good, do it!” This is simply the Vector of Value operating
at the hedonic level: We are compelled to prefer the good.
Yet, although this motto is unassailable in the immediate moment, it may
not serve as an adequate guide to life in the long run. For instance, using drugs
may feel good now, but over time it can ruin our lives. Risky sex may be
compelling at the moment, but it can result in great regret later. And moderate
sugar intake is okay, but, when heavily consumed over time, it sweetly poisons
the Body.
The Sensation Sector perceives the Material World: our Inner Body, our
Outer Body, and the Outer Realm (the Universe). To use it as a path to Harmony,
we need to engage in Sensory Communion with both our Body and the Universe,
that is to say, in rich, attentive, hedonic Perception of materiality. Sensory
Communion is therefore purely physical, sensual, carnal, animal, appetitive,
somatic. Sensory Communion might also be called Hedonic Communion. In L.1
we do not perceive the Body and other physical entities as souls (Beings), but as
Sensible images and objects. Whether we are eating a meal, smelling the morning
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air, running a mile, or taking a shower, our L.1 Sensory Communion is Bodycentered. The physical dimension of sex is another powerful area of Sensory
Communion, focused on L.1. (The emotional—romantic—dimension of sex is an
expression of Love, focused on L.2).

* L.2, the Intuition Sector/Story World and L.3, the Intellection Sector/Idea World
These two levels offer Action Paths toward Harmony that are more fully
voluntary than is the hedonic Sensory Communion of L.1. They are also Action
Paths of greater complexity and more options. Let us briefly review the
perceptual processes of both L.2 Intuition and L.3 Intellection.
L.2 Intuition is “other than” the brainy, form-biased L.3 Intellection.
Intuition is instead biased toward value and emotion. It is similar to L.1 Sensation
in that its percepts are analog, consisting of “braiding currents”. Currents in water
and wind are physical analogies of L.2. That is, experience in L.2 is continuous,
much of it culminating in Stories that flow like videos. Moreover, Intuition is
“mute”. L.2’s (few) words are not coded, declarative messages, but instead are
expressions of emotion and motivations of Action. “Cool, man!”, “Good on ya!”,
“Injustice sucks!”—these are L.2 expressions. Intuition causes intellectional,
hard-headed thinkers to cringe. To the L.3 Intellection, the L.2 Intuition is
perplexing and mysterious, a cloud of value that slips right though Intellection’s
net of form.
L.3 Intellection is, by contrast, digital, consisting of “jostling marbles” of
experience. Rolling, bouncing pebbles are a suitable analogy. Its percepts are
typically constructured into Scenarios, that is, into successions of digital snippets,
some of which, like movies, approximate the analog continuity found in L.2
Stories. Intellection communicates using coded, declarative, abstract symbols:
words, numbers, signs. When it attempts to describe or translate Intuition’s
flowing percepts, it often becomes flustered, babbling vague word-pictures such
as: “inherent and self-validating”, “proper fit”, “in tune with the Tao”, “oneness
with the universe”, and so on. It is not comfortable with Intuition’s gooey
indefinity and non-rationality. Consequently, Intellection may blurt out its
frustrations toward Intuition: “Emotionalism! Sentimentalism! Soft-headedness!
Mysticism! Bleeding-heart!” Yet, because the world uses L.3’s declarative words
for much of its communication, L.3 Intellection speaks not only for itself, but also
for L.1 and L.2. Thus, for each of us, Intellection becomes our lead spokesperson,
our translator, our interpreter—for better or worse.
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Due to these inherent differences, Intuition and Intellection offer
contrasting, distinctive Action Paths toward Harmony. So, let us now look at the
paths offered by these two Sectors, as understood by Tefistry.
(Here I shall
discuss L.3 Intellection ahead of L.2 Intuition, so as “to save the best for last”.)

A. Two Intellectional (Level Three) Paths Toward Harmony
There are two L.3 Intellectional Action Paths toward Harmony. Each path
employs methods (techniques) and standards. The standards guard against the
tendency of Intellection to become calculating, manipulative, and morally blind.
The two Intellectional Paths are as follows.
1. The Human-centered Intellectional Path concerns the affairs of humans.
The methods of this path are those employed by politics and the law. Its standards
are ethics—rules that place more or less consensual—and more or less rational—
limits upon our behavior toward other persons and groups. In the absence of
these ethical guidelines, human affairs can become anarchistic or morally
indifferent or unpredictable. In short, the Human-centered Intellectional Path
amounts to ethics-guided social engineering. We might informally call it the
Political Action Path.
Examples abound: legislative compromises that yield win-win solutions;
social action that is based on justice and reasonableness; honoring one’s promises
and agreements; encouraging social systems that protect the interests of both the
individual and society.
2. The Nonhuman-centered Intellectional Path concerns nonhuman things
and systems. The methods of this path are those employed by technology (which
in turn relies heavily on science). Its standards are esthetics (broadly speaking)—
rules about beauty, efficiency, and ecological health that guide our interactions
with the nonhuman world. In the absence of esthetic guidelines, our interactions
can yield destruction or ugliness. In short, the Nonhuman-centered Intellectional
Path amounts to esthetics-guided environmental engineering.
We might
informally call it the Technical Action Path.
Examples abound: conservation actions that protect species and
ecosystems; design of infrastructure that is both effective and beautiful;
construction of physical culture so that it harmonizes with nature; limitations on
pollution and resource depletion.
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Both the Political Action Path and the Technical Action Path seek to
engineer Harmony. And both are open to revision and improvement: We can
refine them even as we use them, learning from our mistakes and successes.
To employ these two Intellectional Action Paths, Tefistry does not need to
completely reinvent the wheel. We are born into a great heritage of intellectional
methods and standards, so we already use many L.3 formulas about how to live
life at L.1 and L.2. Part of our life’s task is to learn about these formulas, to try
them out, and to winnow the useful ones from the rest. In this way we benefit
from the trials and errors of our ancestors. Our goal should be conscious
employment of these paths, the Intellectional Action Paths toward Harmony.
For example, the Christian heritage includes Human-centered, ethical
standards such as these:
“Do to others as you would have them do to you.”
“Love your neighbor as yourself.”
“You shall not murder, steal, lie, etc.”
(Christianity and its ethical standards are handicapped, regrettably, by excessive
anthropocentrism. But the Christian standards are nonetheless strong antidotes to
ethnocentrism and egocentrism.)
In our own time I see new intellectional standards emerging to meet the
needs of the present age. These include the following updates to our Humancentered, ethical standards:
“Do not prolong failing human life when it has lost all quality, dignity, and hope.”
“All people must be assured of basic political and economic rights.”
“We are one world and we share common values, so let us all live together,
ethically, or we shall surely all perish together.”
Likewise, I see the following updates to our Nonhuman-centered, esthetic
standards:
“Love nature as much, or even more, than you love culture.”
“Live so as to prevent extinction, pollution, and ecosystem degradation.”
“Build cities in Gaia that are fully sustainable.”
“All life is affected by climate change, so seek climatically benign lifestyles and
cultures.”
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B. Two Intuitional (Level Two) Paths Toward Harmony
The Intuition Sector does not perceive the world as snippets (“marbles”),
as L.3 does, nor does it try to manipulate things in planned, intentional ways.
Instead, L.2’s bias is toward value and emotion—and emotion is a force, not a
plan. Intuition runs (“flows”) largely outside the domain of thought. It does not
employ methods and standards, as the two L.3 Intellectional Paths do. Instead, it
employs feeling and loving and worshipping. L.2 Intuition offers us two paths
toward Harmony.
1. Animistic Communion is the Intuitional Path that treats each nonhuman
thing as if it had an associated Willful Being (a spirit/soul/psyche). This
Communion evokes emotion toward these Other Beings. (For instance, Animistic
Communion is the spiritual fuel for much of our environmental activism.) Its
hallmark is Gladness—Gladness for the boons that the nonhuman world provides
us. It produces in us a sense of oneness, a bond between our souls and the
universe. From Animistic Communion we gain peace, contentment, wonder,
exhilaration, joy. During Animistic Communion we may lose our sense of
separation between self and not-self, such that continuity may be (if only partly or
temporarily) restored in Tef.
How does L.2’s Animistic Communion differ from L.1’s Sensory
Communion? In two ways: Animistic Communion is our response as souls—as
Beings, not merely as Bodies—and it is our response toward souls that we have
empathized in the nonhuman world. It presupposes some sort of Other Beings
within or behind all material things. Animistic Communion is integral to the
Enchantment Mode (the perceptual mode created when L.2 pervades L.1). It is,
however, one-sided: In Animistic Communion the nonhuman world does not
reciprocate our emotion (not usually, at least).
How does Animistic Communion relate to Nature Communion? It is the
same thing, except that Nature Communion focuses specifically on nature,
whereas Animistic Communion can relate to physical culture and to the
supernatural, as well as to nature. (Animistic Communion is also very similar to
Naturalistic Pantheism, but it differs in that, whereas Animistic Communion
attends to Beings presupposed to inhabit every part of nature, Naturalistic
Pantheism attends to one grand Being that is identified as the whole of nature.
That is, Animism attends to every ensouled part of nature, and Pantheism attends
to the whole, to “Mother Nature”.)
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When I follow the intuitional path of Nature Communion, I fill up my
Field of Attention (my FOA) with natural experience, and I perceive nature (be it
either the parts or the whole of nature) as being enchanted and alive with Willful
spirit/soul/psyche. Thus, as a nature lover, I am an Animist at heart! I fill my
FOA with something other than myself, other than my culture, other than my
fellow humans. And I closely attend to that other experience. This can bring me
esthetic and emotional rapture, and it serves as an antidote to all three of the
“centrisms”: egocentrism, ethnocentrism, and anthropocentrism.
Moreover,
Nature Communion gives me a sense of being at home: at home in my Body, at
home in Gaia, at home in the Universe. (For more on Communion with Nature,
see my book, Tefist Paths to Nature.)
I can facilitate my Nature Communion by seeking, when I am in nature, to
avoid fears, worries, distractions, and preoccupations. Alone, safe, and relaxed, I
can give nature my full attention. Changes in perspective and routine help a lot: I
try to experience nature at diverse times, places, perspectives, and moods—say,
by taking a vacation or by altering my daily routine. And I can also learn from the
example and inspiration of great nature writers and artists who have communed
with nature and then shared their insights with us. (Henry David Thoreau, John
Burroughs, and John Muir are three of my favorite American nature writers from
the Nineteenth Century. Similarly, the Hudson River School of painters are
inspirational to me.)
As I noted, Animistic Communion is a one-sided relationship. We
ourselves do all the feeling; the object or environment does not actually
reciprocate. (Except when we fantasize that it does: when we sense that an
impressionist painting or a Chopin nocturne or a mossy monolith or an ancient
tree actually does “speak” to us, or when we project our own subjectivity into our
pets, opining that “pets are people, too”, as we often hear these days.)
Similarly, Animistic Communion includes Religious (Spiritual)
Communion. Here the Willful object we empathize is wholly illatent. We choose
to Believe in a deity, spirit, or other supernatural Being. Here, too, we may
fantasize reciprocation, say between ourself and a god or a goddess. Religious
Communion offers us security, deep joy, and even a loss of self in our emotional
communion with deity. It may be facilitated by prayer, meditation, rituals, music,
dance, art, and architecture. It is, nonetheless, an intuitional path, one based in
our Belief that our illatent deity has ontological being.
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L.2’s Animistic Communion, like L.1’s Sensory Communion, is an
instance of Passive Perception. But when we add Action, it becomes Good
Works. There are many ways to add such Action. For example, we can travel
through nature in order to engage it and enjoy it fully (e.g., by hiking). We can
conduct sacred rituals in nature (e.g., Tefist rituals). And through our Good Works
we can care for nature: by defending it (e.g., via conservation), by nurturing it
(e.g., via organic agriculture), and by leading others to it (e.g., via outdoor
education and outdoor recreation). But throughout, even when Action is added to
it, Animistic Communion is nevertheless emotionally one-sided, in contrast to the
second Intuitional Path toward Harmony: Love and Loving.
2. Love and Loving is the other Intuitional Path toward Harmony. Perhaps
I merely reflect my ancestors’ Christian roots when I say that Love and Loving is
the noblest and best path toward Harmony. For, I believe love is the great
bonding power, the great survival power, of humanity. Like the circles rippling
from a pebble dropped in quiet water, one’s love can spread farther and farther
from one’s own spirit/soul/psyche, enveloping more and more of Tef in
Harmoniousness.
At base, love is a pure force, one that wells up from our inmost Being.
Love is our yearning to bond, our reaching out to other soulful Beings, our
reaching out beyond our own self. It is the desire of our lonely, isolated soul for
union, for inclusion, for warmth, for security amongst other Beings. I call this
yearning The Fond Delusion. It is our desire to bridge the gulf between Person
and Person, between Being and Being. It is an active reaching-out whose goal is
to build a two-sided emotional reciprocation, to nurture a give and take of
emotions.
Love first emerges as Gladness. Gladness and thankfulness toward Other
Beings may then become Gratitude toward them. Next, our Gladness and
Gratitude may blossom into Good Will toward Other Beings—that is, into love!
And when love overflows, it motivates Good Works—harmonious Actions. So:
The emotion of love, when expressed through Good Works, becomes the act of
loving. Love becomes loving. Moreover, and of massive significance, it is this
reciprocation of love between and among Beings that generates Community.
How can we nurture our love and loving? Tefistry sees at least four aids to
love and loving: sincerity, sacrifice, clarity of purpose, and universality.
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*As to sincerity: We can nurture love by simply and sincerely dedicating
ourselves to becoming persons of Good Will. We can sustain our faith in Tef’s
potentials, seeking not to succumb to disabling cynicisms or pessimisms. We can
cultivate the divine garden by sowing seeds of Good Will wherever we go.
*As to sacrifice: We can nurture love by conceding that loving often calls for
effort and even sacrifice. Sometimes only by bleeding can we truly love. After
all, where is the loving person who has not at some time become a martyr to that
love?
* As to clarity of purpose: We must know our priorities. We can nurture love by
guarding against the domination of Intellection. Our spectation about life must
never displace our participation in life. Without love, life is barren, dry.
* As to universality: We can nurture love by seeking to love as broadly as
possible. And what is the very greatest, the most comprehensive, realm of
experience to which we can give our love? It is, of course, Tef, the Total
Experiential Field! Tef is It, reality. Therefore, Tefistry’s lead commandment
becomes: Love Thy Tef!
So, our L.3 Action Paths toward Harmony are the two Intellectional Paths:
the Human-centered Path and the Non-human-centered Path. And our L.2 Action
Paths toward Harmony are the two Intuitional Paths: Animistic Communion and
Love and Loving. In our daily lives we can use all four Action Paths, plus our
Sensory Communion in L.1. We can use each path singly, or we can combine
them. The overall goal is, of course, to increase Tef’s ratio of Harmony to
Disharmony.
Here I must insert a brief cautionary note, however. Even as we employ
the Action Paths Toward Harmony, we must remain aware that our promotion of
the world’s Harmony must not be our only goal. We must also promote our own
Harmony! The Community is, after all, a Community of specific souls, each
having genuine needs for Harmony. Justice, peace, and love must therefore
sweeten the life of every person, or else the whole Community is weakened and
incomplete. A corollary is that ultimately no one else can be held responsible for
your Harmony: You are! Even as you earnestly seek Harmony for the whole, you
must also continue to look after “Numero Uno”. The orchestrated life contains
both conservatism and liberalism, both self-interest and not-self interest. The
trick is to find the best balance of all this, an orchestrated balance that yields
optimal Harmoniousness, everywhere within Tef, for both self and not-self.
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Good And Evil
Tefistry, heeding the Vector of Value, affirms the Good, the Harmonious.
Yet it knows well the Bad, the Disharmonious. And Tefistry distinguishes “Bad”
from “Evil”, even though the two terms are often used as synonyms. Let’s look at
Tefistry’s distinction between these terms.
“Bad” works best as an adjective.
It signals negative value:
Disharmoniousness. “Evil” works best as a noun. It signals a Bad Deed: a
disharmonious Action. Thus, an Evil is a Bad Deed. But Tefistry holds that our
deeds are value-neutral until a specific person evaluates them as good or bad.
This means that, for you, a neutral deed can become an Evil—a Bad Deed—by
your Evaluation of it. And by your Evaluation alone! The Bad Deed is bad to
you and for you. On the other hand, the perpetrator of the deed may feel his “badfor-you-deed” is a “good-for-him-deed”! It may be good to him and for him.
Thus, how you and he evaluate the same deed depends on your respective
processes of Evaluation, as well as on the sites (standpoints) that you and he
employ. In other words, Good and Bad are not socially absolute Values. Rather,
they are personally absolute values, relative to you and to him, each
independently. This in no way suggests that values are not widely shared and
widely encouraged.
It simply asserts that your values reside within your
experience only: from the Evaluations you make independently.
Tef Theory holds, therefore, that the emotion of Ill Will (also called
Unlove) is not absolutely bad. Rather, Ill Will is often your misplaced or
exaggerated Will, usually the result of your excessive self-centeredness. Your
infliction of suffering on another person (assuming it is not accidental) may
simply be an act of Self-interest—typically reflecting your fear or greed or anger,
directed toward the Not-self.
In a nutshell, Tefistry holds that human nature is fundamentally good!
Each of us obeys the Vector of Value, always. Each of us, according to our own
Evaluation, is always well-meaning—though we may not be well-behaved
according to the Evaluations made by others! Our deeds may indeed be regarded
by others as evils, but those evils are determined by them, not by us. I believe the
soul is neither corrupt nor in need of salvation. It is, rather, in need of
enlightenment and training. We need to learn techniques for doing Good Works
in the world. We need to learn that our well-intentioned Actions sometimes harm
others, that even the best of our intentions sometimes bring evil into the world.
We need to learn to live harmoniously.
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Your task, then, at L.4, is to orchestrate your own loving Actions. This
means that you must strive to do Good Works, seeking to bring Harmoniousness
to both self and not-self. An essential tool in your Orchestration toward optimal
Harmoniousness is a global perspective. Tef Theory offers just such a global
perspective: the Total Experiential Field!

Tefistry: Using Tef Theory
Tef Theory seeks to describe the roots and trunk of reality and to outline
some of its main branches. The tree’s leaves and fruits—the application of Tef
Theory to life—is called Tefistry. Is Tefistry useful in your life? Only you can
say Yea or Nay, for the application of Tef Theory takes place only in the lives of
real, breathing Persons, like you. Only actual living can demonstrate Tefistry’s
usefulness, for it is more than just a philosophical theory.
Coming full circle, I would like to sum up the message of this book by
returning to the three fundamental questions I posed in the Introduction. The first
two questions were explored in Part One, “Tef Theory”. These sought to create
Consciousness-of of reality by overlaying it with Tef Theory (a Mimic of reality).
The third question has been explored in Part Two, “Tefistry”, and it strives to
reveal ways of optimizing Harmony in our lives. Here are the three questions:
What is reality and what are its characteristics?
Reality is experience, of any and all kinds. If we want to know reality
well, we need to have a rich and broad base of life experience. We gain
experience through the Processes and Products of Perception, both Passive and
Active, in both Contef and Pentef.
The characteristics of reality include its existence, its continuity, and its
flux. Experience has no gaps, no perceived beginning, and no perceived end.
Thus, we need not worry about death, because our life contains no death (though
it does contain dying). And we need not fret about the separateness of things
(including ourselves), because separateness is a Grand Illusion perpetuated by the
Intellection Sector. We are not ultimately separate or alone. All is one. Yet at the
same time, we must expect change, for change occurs throughout Tef, whether we
welcome it or not. Change brings us experience that is both harmonious and
disharmonious.
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What are the patterns and processes of our lives?
The overarching pattern of Tef, at megascale, consists of the perceptual
Sectors and their respective Worlds. These are elaborated into the Modes of
Perception. And the general direction of life is determined at microscale by the
Vector of Value: our innate, involuntary preference for Harmoniousness, spurring
our quest for a state of Harmony throughout Tef. Once we realize that every
choice we make reflects our inescapable preference for Harmoniousness, we can
then see our life’s purpose: We live to love; we live to worship; we live to find
Wholeness, Home, and Harmony. Stated simplistically, the goal of life is
happiness. We employ both Passive and Active Perception in our quest for that
happiness. The Processes and Products of Perception are the stuff of our lives.

How can we live life more happily?
This is the fundamental question explored by Part Two of this book,
“Tefistry”. Tefist techniques seek to assist our application of Tef Theory to living.
We have only begun to list the ways, the techniques, of Tefistry. Indeed, as I live
and learn, I continue to expand and refine my sense of Tefistry. Here are a few of
Tefistry’s suggestions for applying Tef Theory, for living life more happily:
Know what reality is
Learn how Perception works, know the Processes and Products of Perception
Don’t be deceived or confused or preoccupied by Pentef Mimics, that is, by
Representations and Inferences and Beliefs, or by Surrogations of these
Don’t accept science, or anything else, as the sole truth
Ask Earthquake Questions and seek to answer them
Use verbs of being with awareness and discretion
Use Frame Dyads with awareness and discretion
Seek the bigger picture, the higher standpoint—from “atop the mountain”—and
then return—“to the valley”—to do Good Works, seeking Harmony in Tef
When feeling lost, drop back; return to the Actuality/Orthoreality of This World
Beware excessive self-centeredness, thus beware of Egocentrism, Ethnocentrism,
and Anthropocentrism
Stay grounded in This World; integrate with natural systems; honor the Gaian Anthropocosm; prize both Solitude and Community
Trust yourself
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Care for yourself
Lovingly pursue Harmony, in both the Inner Realm and Outer Realm, and for
both self and not-self
Serve Tef. Love Thy Tef!
Yes! Love Thy Tef!
It is bound around by mystery. Although It has many names—experience,
life, reality, energy, phenomena, and so on—ultimately it is a oneness about which
our ideas and our language are mere symbols. The fact is, no one can say where
experience—It—comes from! We only know that It is, and that Harmony is the
way we want It to be.
Harmony! It reeks of divinity. It is something like deity. In our moments
of Harmoniousness the split between self and not-self fades. Then all things “fit”.
Though mysterious, Harmony does not seem to be a gift from a deity hovering
over Tef. Instead, simply put, we find Harmoniousness whenever Tef is happy.
Ecstasy!
We find that life has only one great challenge: How best to love! Not
solely love of one’s own self. Not solely love of one’s child or parent or partner
or friend. Not solely love of nation or humanity or Gaia or even the universe.
But love of Harmony everywhere, throughout Tef. May we become Beings filled
with Good Will toward all. Life should feel better and better and better, until it
feels right!
Our quest for Harmony is also a thirst for oneness. We hope to find
ourselves in the world, not out of it. Let us move toward oneness, peace, and
Orchestration, not merely away from alienation, antagonism, and fragmentation.
Let us seek wholeness and balance everywhere. Travel where we will, may our
home always be here!
We can float like a cloud. We need not cling to solid rock. The mystery of
life will buoy us up. After all, what is wrong with a life suspended in mystery?
Must we control everything? Let us relax, let us love Tef, let us rest content in the
fact that we are not all!
May Harmony Prevail! Love Thy Tef!
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Concluding Remarks
I have been sculpting Tef Theory and Tefistry for more than 60 years.
Many of my ideas run counter to the grain of my culture. Yet I am convinced that
Tef Theory offers much-needed insight into living life happily.
Tef Theory focuses on many important themes: Change, Harmony,
Actuality, Consciousness, Orchestration, and so on. It is a Theory of Everything,
a Theory of Experience, a “wrap around theory”. Because it shows us how
experience works, Tef Theory is also a Theory of Perception. Similarly, it is a
Theory of Change. It is a map of life’s territory.
Tefistry is the application of Tef Theory. It is our quest to use Tef Theory
in the pursuit of Harmony. The pursuit of Harmony is what life is all about.
One last observation. By now you may have noticed that Tef Theory and
Tefistry have, as it were, a center of gravity. This center is the Body, “the Body
Central”, “the Body Ambiguous”, comprising both Inner Body and Outer Body.
For, the Body is simultaneously the place “within” which our thoughts and
emotions unfold and “beyond” which the universe spreads. It is the ambiguous
transition zone—the Exceptional Third—bridging the Inner Realm and the Outer
Realm, belonging entirely to neither and yet partly to both. And Body is the
nexus through which Action flows, yielding new experience that is stamped with
the self’s own signature. The Body is Tef’s center, the pivot of Perception. You
can know this truth in Solitude, even if sometimes you may forget it in
Community. Do not forget!
The goal of life is Harmony throughout the Total Experiential Field.
May Harmony Prevail! Love Thy Tef!

***
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GLOSSARY

Accepted, Adopted, Affirmed, Opted-for: These are terms regarding the
standing of Mims. If a Mim is a Rep (a Ref Image in Pentef) that has been wellmatched to its Ref and is therefore true and proven as a Rep, it can be affirmed as
accepted. If a Mim is an Imp (likewise a Ref Image in Pentef) that has been wellsupported by evidence and is therefore warranted as an Imp, it can be affirmed as
adopted. Both terms, “accepted” and “adopted”, simply mean a Mim has been
affirmed as truly mimicking (simulating) its Ref. Because Beliefs are based on
choice, not necessarily on matching or evidence, they are affirmed simply by
being opted-for, that is, chosen.
Action, Active Perception: This is bodily response to our experience whereby
our muscular effort yields new, self-stamped experience. Our Actions are our
“footsteps in the sands of time.” Active Perception, like Passive Perception, is a
major perceptual process. Inaction, which is also a bodily response to our
experience, can be considered a kind of Action. A near synonym of Action is
behavior. (See Passive Perception.)
Actuality: This is authentic, firsthand, Sensible, Herenow, Original, potentially
referential experience, i.e., Orthoreality. By contrast, Inactuality is inauthentic
(faux), secondhand, Mental, Therethen, Additional, mimetic experience, i.e.,
Metareality. Inactuality includes Reps, Imps, and Beliefs. Actuality is a member
of the Actuality/Inactuality Dyad.
Analysis: This is a subprocess of microscale Mentation (but it also operates
throughout the perceptual processes of Tef). Analysis subdivides experience,
creating parts from wholes. It increases the number of things. Its near-synonyms
include dividing, disassembling, disintegrating, splitting, fracturing, and
deconstructuring. Its contrasting, opposite process is synthesis. Analysis does not
proceed forever, however, reaching its limit at the “Concrete Wall” of analysis
where only tiny or brief Elements of Experience remain available to our
Reception.
Animism: This is our ability to infer (by our L.2 Empathy) a sentient spirit/soul/
psyche—that is, to “find” a Willful subjectivity—(usually) within, or associated
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with, a material object. It is the result, in part, from the infusion or braiding of the
L.2 Intuition Sector (the Story World) into the L.1 Sensation Sector (the Material
World, “This World”). Animism is essentially the same thing as Enchantment.
Animism presupposes Will everywhere in the world. Thus, for Animists,
potentially everything in This World is sentient and/or Willful: “The world is
alive!” (See Enchantment.)
Architectonics of Tef: These are the largest features of the Tef Model, and
therefore of our Perception. The Architectonics include the three scales of
Perception (microscale, mesoscale, megascale); the Basic Processes and Products
of microscale Perception; the Major Dyads and Frame Dyads of mesoscale
Perception; the Sectors and Worlds of megascale Perception, as well as the Modes
of Perception and the Contef/Pentef subdivision of Tef. Also, Harmony and
Disharmony can be regarded as parts of Tef Theory’s Architectonics.
Archives (Arcs), Archivation (“L.5”): This is our store of Memories, used in
reconstructuring The Past. It consists of Mimics (e.g., mirror images) of our
experience, recorded and held beyond the Present Interval. Archives include both
veridical and abstract Memories. Our megascale Archives are, in effect, a fifth
Sector/World. The storing and accessing of Memories is called Archivation.
Thus, Archives and their constituent Memories are a major part of Tef. (See
Memory.)
Awareness: This is our basic, default Mode of Perception, the mere having of
experience (in any Sector) prior to either the infusion of Willful spirit/soul/psyche
(as in L.2 Enchantment) or the overlayment of depth-giving Mimics (as in L.3
Consciousness-of). Level One (L.1), taken firsthand and by itself, is composed
solely of Awareness.
Being, a Being, being: These three terms—a gerund and two nouns—can be
confusing if taken out of context and need to be disambiguated. Each term is used
in a specific way by Tef Theory and Tefistry.
“Being” is a gerund, with an upper case B, but without the article “a”. It is
an informal synonym for participatory Perception, whether in L.1 or in L.2.
When you are Being, you are “in the game”, you are living life directly. Thus,
Being is a perceptual process, a member of Tef Theory’s Being/Seeing Dyad. (By
contrast, Seeing is the observational, spectatorial, detached, non-participatory
process of Perception that occurs in L.3.)
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The two nouns have contrasting meanings:
1. The term, “a Being”, with an upper case B, and with an article “a”, strongly
denotes a L.2 Intuition Sector. A Being is a subjectivity, a spirit/soul/psyche, a
Will. A Being may or may not also include a L.3 Intellection Sector: a knower.
A Being can be Believed to be simply a disembodied ghost or deity, or it can be
Believed to be an immaterial entity associated with a human Body (or perhaps
even with the Body of a “higher” animal). Animists empathize Beings as
associated with any and all things and events. Thus, for Animists, every
material rock or tree has its associated Being.
2. The term, “being”, with a lower case “b” and with no article “a”, is short for
ontological being, the ontological status of something: its is-ness, whether
existent or illatent. Thus, being is the fundamental state of all manifest
existents: Whatever else they may be or do, existents have being. “They are
there.” And a state of being can also be inferred or projected (but not proven)
to apply to nonmanifest illatents, as well. We assume illatents have being
whenever we project them or come to Believe in them. “Ontological being”
can be shortened to “o-being”.
Community: This is a group of Beings (subjectivities), bonded by empathy and
love (in contrast to a society of Beings, who are linked in other ways). Other
Beings are not existents for us, for they are nonmanifest and can only be
Believed-in (that is, they have illatence, not existence), so in one sense, all of
Community is a “lie”, the Social Lie. But because Beings are always linked to
Bodies (hence, to Persons), and Bodies are manifest and existent, Communities
are effectively groups of Persons, and to that degree Communities are usually
treated as existent. We cannot (at least, we do not) ever live completely outside of
Community, though we need to seek—periodically, temporarily—the benefits of
Solitude, experience which is complementary with Community. (See Solitude.
See Social Lie.)
Consciousness/Consciousness-of: This is a Mode of Perception created by the
overlaying of Representations (Reps) upon their Referents (Refs). Hybrid “Rep/
Ref” percepts result, giving a distinctive perceptual depth to those Referents.
Thus, Consciousness is the overlaying of Reps (derived from L.3 and therefore
derived from an external, spectatorial, intellectional standpoint) upon L.1 entities.
In short, Consciousness results from looking at Refs through their Reps.
Conscious Perception is presumed by us humans to be more fully developed in us
than in other life forms. Note that this term is actually Consciousness-of, not the
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vague, poorly-defined “consciousness” that is roughly synonymous with
Awareness.
So, according to Tef Theory, when we are Conscious-of of
something, our Rep necessarily has a matching Ref, upon which that Rep has
been overlaid. Note that Imps can likewise be overlaid on Refs, yielding a similar
kind of Consciousness-of. Both Reps and Imps are Mims, so, we may validly
generalize, saying that Consciousness-of results from our overlaying of Mims
upon their Refs.
Contef (Continental Tef): This is the vast region of Tef that is Original, and
orthoreal, and mostly coincident with the Herenow Sensible Realm—that is to
say, roughly coincident with the L.1 Sensation Sector/Material World (“This
World”). Emerging from within Contef, mimicking it, and separated from it by
some kind of boundary, is another vast region, called Pentef. Pentef consists of
Creatives, Representations, Inferences, the L.2 Story World, the L.3 Idea World,
and our Beliefs. (See Pentef.)
Creatives: These are firsthand percepts that emerge early in the constructuring of
Pentef’s L.2 and L.3 Sectors. Creatives are firsthand and nonmimetic: Fantasies
in L.2 and Imaginations in L.3. Though (for me) Creatives are not usually as
vivid and compelling as firsthand L.1 Sensations, they are constructured from
Repstocks in much the same way as Sensations.
Creatives are (initially)
orthoreal, Actual, and authentic, having been constructured in Pentef from
orthoreal Repstocks segregated away from Contef. But (subsequently) Creatives
are repurposed to serve as our metareal Mimics of orthoreal Referents in Contef
(ie., as Representations, Inferences, and Beliefs).
Disharmoniousness and Disharmony: See Harmoniousness and Harmony.
Dyad (aka dualism, pair, binary, couplet): This is any percept, first emerging in
mesoscale Perception, that subdivides a portion of experience into two parts, the
two members of the dyad. If that portion is the whole of Tef, or a vast region of
Tef, the dyad is called a Major Dyad. Frame Dyads (which are typically Major
Dyads) constrain, limit, and interpret our experience (“like looking upon the
world through a window frame”). Any dyad, of any size, whose members stand
in symmetric complementarity to each other is the Yang-Yin type of dyad. By
contrast, any dyad, one of whose members has greater extent or influence or
priority than the other member, is the asymmetric, figure on ground type of dyad.
Dyads are typically products of Analysis, although Synthesis also produces them.
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Elements of Experience: These are typically the tiniest, simplest, briefest of
percepts, composed of pure energy, encountered at the limit of our ability to
analyze. Tef Theory calls that limit “the Concrete Wall of Analysis”. For, when
we analyze something over and over, creating smaller and smaller parts, we
eventually arrive at Elements of Experience, at that “Concrete Wall”. These are
undifferentiated (“pure”) percepts and can be regarded as the most basic building
blocks available for constructuring. Potentially found anywhere in Tef, elements
include, for example, Outer Realm flecks of color, pops of sound, and pinpricks of
pain, as well as vast numbers of Inner Realm percepts that are similarly minute or
instantaneous. Each element is composed of a single kind (channel) of energy.
Each element has contrast external to itself, but no contrast internal to itself.
Elements display the ultimate graininess of experience created by analysis.
Emotion: This is affective experience, arising at mesoscale and employed at
megascale, that focuses and magnifies microscale Value. It serves as motivation
for Action.
Emotions range from simple (e.g., anger) to complex (e.g.,
vindictiveness). Emotions are often only vaguely defined in time and space, and
they can vary from weak to intense. Two distinct kinds of emotion are passions
(which are unusually strong emotions) and moods (which are long-lasting
emotions). Strong emotions, employed in L.2, become our desires and they
overflow as our Will. The Opinions are relatively weak emotions, employed in
L.3.
Enchantment: This is a Mode of Perception created by the infusion, or braiding
(interweaving), of value, emotion, and Will (derived from the L.2 Story World)
with the L.1 Material World (This World). L.2 empathizes subjectivity—
awareness, emotion, and Will—“within” material entities (entities that L.3
considers affectively inert). The result is the ensoulment of Tef, the attribution of
subjective spirit/soul/psyche to the world. Thus, the Enchantment Mode is
essentailly Animism. Enchantment perceives all things in the Material World to
be, in various degree, “alive” with Will. (See Animism.)
Energy: This word, in Tef Theory, can denote either (1) physical, material
experience that does not meet all the criteria (that is, mass, volume, tactility) of
matter, or (2) experience of any kind. Material energy typically occurs as material
images (not as true matter) and is emergent through a single Sensory Channel
(e.g., vision, tactility, etc.). In materialist Physics, material energy is variously
defined as the ability to do work, radiation, the constituent stuff of matter, etc. In
idealist, esoteric traditions, psychic “energy” can denote any experience of any
kind, but especially mind or spirit. Hence “energy” has multiple, confused and
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confusing meanings, both outside and inside of Tef Theory. The term should
therefore be used with discretion and with care, in order to avoid confusion.
Entities: These are separate “things”: defined regions of the continuum of
experience. Entities have closed boundaries. Boundaries are zones of rapid or
abrupt contrast. Entities are produced by Mentation, that is, by Analysis and/or by
Synthesis, throughout Tef. The simplest entity is a microscale node produced
when pulsing closes a boundary segment (that is, closes a peninsula of microscale
experience). Entities are present in all three perceptual scales, but are most salient
in the digital (“jostling marbles”) Perception employed at megascale by the L.3
Intellection Sector.
Evaluation, Evaluating: This is one of the four Basic Processes of microscale
Perception.
Its product is Values, which are then added (“imported and
imparted”) to other percepts. Evaluation establishes the Vector of Value, an
“arrow” the goal of which is always Harmony. Our preferred direction in life is
always toward greater Harmoniousness. Evaluation is foundational to all affect
(emotion).
Existence, Existents: These terms denote the ontological state (o-being), and
instances thereof, of percepts that have been experienced. According to Tef
Theory, things become existents only when they are experienced (perceived).
Existents may serve as manifest, Actual Referents (of proven Representations).
Existence contrasts with illatence, for illatents are not manifest, Actual Referents,
but are instead putative, projected Referents. Existents are self-evident; illatents
are pretended (though illatents in use may become Hard Believed).
Experience: This is any and all of life’s “reality-stuff”. It is the contents, the
stuff, of It. Near-synonyms include reality, percepts, awareness, energy, life-aslived, qualities, phenomena, changes, and what’s happening. In order to have
experience, we must live life. Experience has no negative. Experience evokes the
attribution of existence, hence an axiom of Tef Theory is: “No experience, no
existence”. Another name for Tef Theory is Experience Theory.
Field of Attention (FOA): This is the part of Tef (thus, of our experience) to
which we are giving priority at the moment. It is our current, temporary arena of
focused Perception, happening in the Present Interval. It is also called the Focus
of Attention. The FOA has a central region of high priority and a peripheral
region of low priority. It is related, therefor, to the concepts of the monad and the
figure on ground.
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General Story: This is my weaving together, at Level Four, of Self and Not-self
to create a master story/scenario of my life. My General Story tells my origin and
the past events of my life. It also offers a vision of my destiny in the world and of
future events of my life. Thus, my General Story is my sense of myself through
time, the broad arc of my life as a unique Being. It is my life story, my
autobiography (not someone’s biography of me), broadly sketched.
Given Experience: This is primary, Original experience that does not arise from
any secondary, Additional Process of Perception. So, Given Experience is
firsthand, nonmimetic, and orthoreal. It has no known origin, and is most typical
of Contef’s contents. It emerges as Quality during microscale Reception. It
comes to constitute much of L.1’s Material World. It contrasts with the Creatives
(i.e., with L.2 Fantasies and L.3 Imaginations) and with the Mimics (i.e., with
Reps, Imps, and Beliefs), all of which are located in Pentef and are secondary,
Additional experience. We receive Given Experience; we never create it or add it.
Good Will/Ill Will: This is an emotional force that arises at mesoscale and takes
full effect in the megascale L.2 Intuition Sector. Good Will desires that Harmony
should result from one’s Actions. It is an overflow of positive emotion, arising
from Gladness and building through Gratitude and serving to motivate Good
Works. In interactions between Beings, Good Will is called Love.
Ill Will is the negative equivalent of Good Will. In interactions between
Beings, Ill Will is called Unlove. Others may claim that sometimes my Ill Will
motivates me to do Bad Deeds. But from my perspective, I hold that all of my
Actions are Good Deeds and that all of them are motivated by Good Will/Love. I
may be tempted to interpret some of their Actions similarly: Ill Will from my
perspective, Good Will from their perspective. The quest for Harmony asks that
we understand Good Will and Ill Will in ourselves and in other selves and always
search for ways to increase the H/D Ratio.
Harmoniousness: This is any condition of our experience that our Evaluation
deems is better than Disharmoniousness. Harmoniousness includes beauty,
goodness, fitness, love, peace, bliss, pleasure, and so on—that is, all of the
positive Values. (Disharmoniousness includes all of the negative Values, such as
ugliness, badness, unfitness, unlove, conflict, discontent, pain, and so on.)
Harmoniousness is the direction that we always prefer change in Tef to go, and
the Vector of Value always points in that direction. The abundance or volume of
our life’s Harmoniousness is measured by its ratio with life’s Disharmoniousness:
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the H/D Ratio. For the sake of conciseness in communication, I sometimes
substitute “Harmony” for “Harmoniousness” (and “Disharmony” or
“Disharmoniousness”). Happiness is a fairly-near synonym for Harmoniousness
and Harmony. (See Harmony.)
Harmony: This is our ultimate goal in life, the target of our Vector of Value.
Likely, we will never in our lifetime achieve Harmony throughout Tef. More
pragmatically, then, our life goal is to maximize the relative condition of
Harmoniousness, as we quest toward complete Harmony. Complete Harmony
would consist of perfect and universal beauty, goodness, fitness, love, peace,
bliss, pleasure, and so on—that is, attainment of solely positive Values throughout
Tef, in both Inner and Outer Realms. Happiness is a fairly-near synonym for
Harmony and Harmoniousness. The opposite of complete Harmony would be
complete Disharmony. Thus, life as lived is a mix of Harmony and Disharmony.
Herenow Experience: This is the experience we Actually have, here and now. It
occupies the Present Interval of time. Herenow experience is not projected into
an inferred, illatent placetime (Therethen). The L.1 Sensation Sector contains
exclusively Herenow experience. Herenow Experience is a near-synonym of
Actuality. Poetically, the Herenow is the “Eternal Present”, wherever you happen
to be.
Idealism:
This is the philosophical view that reality is essentially or
fundamentally spiritual (and/or mental), or that the spiritual/mental part of reality
is of overwhelmingly higher priority and value than the rest of reality. Spirit/
Mind is nonmaterial. Idealism is a basic assumption or tenet of most religions.
(See Materialism. See Phenomenalism.)
Illatence, Illatents: These terms denote the ontological state of being (o-being)
of, and specific instances of, projected, nonmanifest, putative Referents of
Inferences. Illatence is the nonempirical equivalent of empirical existence.
Illatents are pretended. They are Imps (Ref Images) projected into placetimes
outside of Tef, that is, into Parallel Tefs (Partefs). Illatents consist of Hidden
Things (such as, for example, an existent thing that vanishes but that is Believed
to continue to have o-being as an illatent). A large subsection of Hidden Things
consists of Other Beings, notably the subjectivities associated with Other Persons.
We Believe such Other Beings never were, are not now, and probably never will
become, manifest. Illatents cannot, however, be proven to have o-being and may
not even have strong evidentiary support. Regardless, we may choose to Believe
in them. One’s Community of Beings (except for one’s own self-evident,
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manifest, existent Being) is composed only of illatents (though their Outer Bodies
are existents).
Images: These are entities composed of energy, yet lacking the criteria of matter
(tangibility, mass, and volume). Material images are found in the Outer Realm
(~Contef), and nonmaterial images are found in the Inner Realm (~Pentef). My
view of a mountain rising up before me is a material, Outer Realm image in
Contef; later, my memory of that mountain view is a nonmaterial, Inner Realm
image in Pentef. For me, Pentef images are usually paler and more abstract than
are my images in Contef. (See Matter.)
Inactuality: This is all the percepts that mimic Actuality. These percepts often
claim to be the equivalent of Actuality (and can even become surrogates of
Actuality), but Inactual percepts are nonetheless inauthentic (faux). Inactuality
resides in Pentef and includes all Mimics: Reps, Imps, Beliefs. (Note that
Pentef’s Creatives are Actual, and they remain so until they are repurposed as
Mims.) I sometimes also loosely equate Inactuality with all Mental experience,
and Actuality with all Sensible experience. Inactuality is a member of the
Actuality/Inactuality Dyad.
Inference (Imp): This is a Mimic that claims that a candidate Ref Image
accurately mimics an illatent Referent (which is projected to reside in a Partef).
By repurposing a Creative Imagination, an Inference in Pentef constructures the
candidate Ref Image as, for instance, a L.3 Scenario. Each Inference has three
parts: An illatent Referent, a claim that good Mimesis has occurred, and a Ref
Image that mimics the illatent Ref. We never do perceive the illatent Ref,
however, for that Ref is pretended and projected. Unlike a Representation of an
entity in the Herenow, an Inference is a transtemporal event that may span Past,
Present, and/or Future time, that is, it occupies the Therethen.
An Inference
cannot be proven (as can a Rep through matching with its Ref), but it can be
supported by marshaling evidence for it. If strongly-supported, an Inference can
be adopted (as a warranted Imp). If not adequately supported, an Imp may be
deemed a Rootless Imp and can be rejected. And, regardless of evidence, an
Inference can also be opted-for as a Belief.
Note that most Imps are
transtemporal, regarding Therethen. But some Imps regard the present—arguably
the Herenow—and these are, along with proven Reps and opted-for Beliefs,
function as Concepts (aka Knowledge). (See Ref Image.)
Inner Body: This is the part of our bodily experience that is purely subjective
and private, not shared directly with Other Beings. The Inner Body includes
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somatic pains and pleasures, effort and relaxation, our sense of balance, our sense
of acceleration, and many other percepts Inner to the Body. Note that Inner
(which contrasts with Outer) is a perceptual, Phenomenalist term, whereas
Internal (which contrasts with External) is more commonly a Materialist term,
meaning physically inside something. (See Inner Realm. See Outer Body.)
Inner Realm: This is all experience not emergent in Tef via the Outer, sensory
organs. It includes the Inner Body, plus the emotions, the Creatives, the Mental
Realm, as well as the Archives, the Story World, and the Idea World. By contrast,
the Outer Realm is any experience associated with the surface of the Body or
experience located beyond the Outer Body in the Outer Realm. Inner Realm
experience is subjective and private, and most of it (for me) is not as vivid or
compelling as is Outer Realm experience. The Inner Realm is a member of the
Outer/Inner Dyad. Note that Outer and Inner are perceptual, Phenomenalist
terms, whereas External and Internal are more commonly Materialist terms.
Integration, Integrating: This is one of the four Basic Processes of microscale
Perception. It weaves Quality, Value, Form, and Memories of these, into full
microscale percepts.
Near-synonyms are constructuring, uniting, melding,
alloying, merging, assembling, and weaving. It employs Mentation’s Synthesis,
and it is motivated by Evaluation’s positive Values, including Good Will.
Microscale Integration evolves and elaborates into the processes and products
occurring in the megascale L.4 Orchestration Sector.
Intellection Sector: This is a megascale Sector of Tef, also called L.3 (Level
Three). Its product is the Idea World, one of the two Other Worlds. L.3 includes
Creatives (the Imaginations) and the Mental Mimics: Representations, Inferences,
and Beliefs. Complex L.3 Ideas are also called Scenarios. Intellection is biased
toward microscale Mentation and Form. Its Values are expressed as the positive
and negative Opinions: Regards, Attitudes, Expectations, and Mixed Opinions.
Time in this Sector is “mechanical” and regular: Clock Time. L.3 employs the
familiar cognitive processes of intellect, reason, and logic. Its perceptual site is
always “outside” of (external to) its Field of Attention, hence experience in L.3 is
spectatorial (not participatorial), and its site can have quite high standpoint. L.3 is
digital: It presupposes that experience consists of defined entities (“jostling
marbles”).
It also presupposes that things are “inert”, not possessed of
subjectivity/Will (that is, the world is not “alive”—with the exception of humans
and other acknowledged Beings). Intellection makes possible the Consciousness
Mode by its overlaying of Mimics upon L.1 percepts.
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Intuition Sector: This is a megascale Sector of Tef, also called L.2 (Level Two ).
Its product is the Story World, one of the two Other Worlds. Stories include
Fantasies, Narratives, Enacted Stories, and Lived Myths (Beliefs). Intuition is
biased toward microscale Evaluation and Value. Its Value is expressed as the
relational emotions of Love and Unlove (emotions that respectively build and
weaken social bonds). Time in this Sector is irregular: Dream Time. This
Sector’s perceptual site is always “inside” of its Field of Attention, hence L.2 is
participatorial—not spectatorial as is L.3—and it has very low standpoint. It is
not conscious-of of its experience. Intuition is analog: It interprets experience as
consisting of flowing, continuous change (“braiding currents”).
It also
presupposes Will throughout Tef, detected via the faculty of Empathy, and
consequently it sees the world as “alive”. The Intuition Sector makes possible the
Enchantment Mode by its interweaving or infusing of empathized Will and
animistic Stories into or among L.1 percepts.
It: This is the Referent that the Tef model mimics. It is reality: that which is One,
Whole, and All. It is singular and Actual. Tef is really only a model of It, but Tef
Theory and Tefistry often loosely speak of Tef as if it were the same as It.
Levels, Sectors, and Worlds:
These are among the biggest features
(Architectonics) of megascale Perception. The Sensation, Intuition, Intellection,
and Orchestration Sectors are the four salient megascale Processes of Perception.
Their Worlds—the Material, Story, Idea, and Optimal Worlds—are the respective
megascale Products of those four megascale Processes. The Levels, One through
Four—abbreviated L.1, L.2, L.3, L.4—are a concise way of referring to the four
Sectors and their Worlds. Archivation and the Archives of Memory (Arcs, for
short) can be validly regarded as a fifth Level, Sector, and World in Tef.
Love/Unlove: See Good Will/Ill Will.
Materialism: This is the philosophical view that reality is solely material—that
is, that reality is composed exclusively of matter and physical energy. In this
view, spirit and mind are somehow reducible to, or at least are “epiphenomenal”
to, material reality. Science (in its study of matter and physical energy) usually
interprets phenomena in materialist terms. (See Idealism. See Phenomenalism.)
Matter: This is any complex Outer Realm percept that has three properties:
tangibility, volume, and mass (inertia). Matter contrasts with material images—
which are composed of physical energy only—and with all nonmaterial
experience (e.g., the Inner, Mental percepts in Pentef). (See Images.)
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Megascale Model of Perception: This is Tef Theory’s phenomenalist model of
Perception at megascale. Its Processes are the megascale Sectors (L.1, L.2, L.3,
L.4, and Arcs), and its Products are the megascale Worlds of experience.
Hybridization of L.2 or L.3 with L.1 yields Modes of Perception. Each megascale
Sector is biased toward one of the Products of microscale Perception: toward
Quality (for L.1), Value (for L.2), Form (for L.3), Wholeness (for L.4), Memory
(for Arcs).
Memory: This is any recorded experience at any scale of Tef. Some very shortterm Memory occurs within, and as a temporary part of, the Present Interval. But
most Memory remains for the long term, stored after change has transformed the
contents of the P.I. into new percepts. Memory helps create our sense of time. It
is essential to the constructuring of our Inferences of The Past. Our memories can
be faulty, however, for they develop errors, suffer false fabrication, fade, or even
become inaccessible with our aging. (See Archives.)
Mental Experience: This is all of our nonmaterial, Inner experience, exemplified
by Pentef’s megascale Other Worlds—L.2 Stories and L.3 Ideas (Scenarios)—but
also including Pentef’s Creatives (our Fantasies and Imaginations). In everyday
English, the megascale “Mental Realm” commonly also include our emotions, but
Tef Theory associates the emotions are more with mesoscale experience. Hence,
Mental Experience is all of our Inner Realm experience, except for our Inner
Body experiences and our emotions. (Parts of Archives may be Sensible, as well
as being, typically, Mental.) Mental Experience contrasts with our L.1 Sensible
Experience, with which it forms the Sensible/Mental Dyad.
Mentation, Mentating: This is one of the four Basic Processes of microscale
Perception. Its product is Form, which Perception adds to other microscale
percepts.
Mentation uses Analysis and Synthesis to constructure entities.
Microscale Mentation is basic to all cognition, and at megascale it evolves and
elaborates into the L.3 Intellection Sector/Idea World.
Metareality: This is a broad category, coextensive with Mimesis. It is Inactual
experience, including Representations, Inferences, and Beliefs, hence much of L.2
and L.3, and it also includes (at least some of) the Archives. Metareality is
Additional (secondhand, faux) experience that mimics our Original (firsthand,
authentic) experience (aka Orthoreality). For me, Metareality is generally less
vivid and compelling than is Orthoreality, so initially I grant it lower ontological
status (though I may subsequently artificially elevate its ontostatus to Quasiorthoreality for important purposes, such as when I am engaging in Community).
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Microscale Model of Perception: This is Tef Theory’s phenomenalist model of
the microscale Basic Processes and Products of Perception. It describes the
ontogeny (the emerging, transforming, and vanishing) of microscale experience.
Its Processes are Reception, Evaluation, Mentation, Integration, and Memory. Its
Products are Quality, Value, Form, Wholeness, and Memory.
Mimics, Mimesis: This is the processes and products of simulation in Tef.
Contef (which is largely the Sensible Realm) is Original, Actual, and orthoreal.
But it can be mimicked (simulated) in Pentef by Additional, Inactual, metareal
percepts, which are called Mimics (Mims). Mims include Representations
(Reps), Inferences (Imps), and Beliefs. Thus, Mimics are a big part of the Mental
Realm. Examples of Mims include names, symbols, thoughts, plans, descriptions,
models, speculations. Mims are shared between Beings via messaging (which
entails our coding and decoding of symbols from “the surface” of physical
carriers). Mims do not include the Creatives. In short, Mimesis is the making and
using of Mimics.
Looked at another way, one the one hand, true Reps in Pentef have Actual
Refs in Contef. All Reps are “other” than their Refs; Reps and Refs are two
different things, even though true Reps simulate their Refs. Whereas, on the other
hand, Imps in Pentef lack Actual Refs in Contef. Instead, Pentef must imagine/
invent/pretend Refs for its Imps: these imaginations are Ref Images. Thus, the
Refs of Reps are Actual and existent; the Refs of Imps are imaginary and illatent.
Modes of Perception: These are hybrids that combine two or more Sectors of
Perception, hence are among the largest of Tef’s Architectonics. (Taken by itself,
L.1’s Awareness may be considered a Mode, though it does not combine Sectors.)
L.2’s intuitional Stories braiding among L.1 Material World percepts yields the
Enchantment Mode (essentially Animism, wherein all things are perceived to
possess Being/soul/Will).
L.3’s intellectional Scenarios overlaid upon L.1
Material World percepts yields the Consciousness Mode, whereby “we freshly see
what we see”. L.4 combines and orchestrates multiple Sectors to produce the
Optimal Mode, seeking to optimize the H/D Ratio in Tef.
Monad: This is any one, temporarily static, entity. No important Analysis or
Synthesis is currently being applied to it. A monad stands alone, seemingly
disjunct from all else, because its contrast (i.e, its background or its complement)
is being ignored or marginalized:
Monads are taken-for-granted entities.
Nevertheless, a monad’s context or contrast is always available to us if we
broaden our FOA. Each of L.3’s “jostling marbles”, taken by itself, is a monad.
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Mystery: This is a vague, nearly rootless Representation, or a poorly-supported
Inference, pointing to all of the unknowns of Perception, the unknowns of Tef.
For example, whenever we seek an ultimate source of our experience, none is
found. Nevertheless, we choose to say, “It’s source is a mystery”, in an attempt to
satisfy our Intellection’s desire to know and describe such a source. Invoking
mystery is hardly better than not invoking it, for its use can give us a false sense
of understanding. “I just don’t know” is often preferable to “It’s a mystery.”
Ontogeny: This is the emerging of experience into being, initially via the four
Basic Processes of microscale Perception, as well as via all subsequent mesoscale
and megascale perceptual processing. Ontogeny also includes the vanishing of
experience. Thus, ontogeny includes all the ways whereby Perception processes
our experience, though placing an emphasis on the processes of emergence. In
other words, ontogeny is a synonym for Processes of Perception.
Ontological Status (Ontostatus), Ontology: These terms have to do with
ontological being (o-being), which is the is-ness of our experience. O-being
expresses whether existents “are there” or “are not there”, or whether illatents
have a different ontological standing from existents. Ontostatus is the recognition
by Tef Theory of the ontological being of our various percepts, be this
Orthoreality (of our Referents), or Metareality (of our Mimics), or our projected
illatents. In Tef Theory, Referents located in Contef (thus, any nonmimetic
percepts) are initially deemed “more real” and are accorded higher initial
ontostatus than that accorded to the “less real” Mimics of them located in Pentef.
Orthoreal percepts—which are firsthand, Actual, Original, authentic, “factual”,
and (for me) generally more vivid and more compelling—are accorded higher
initial ontostatus by Tef Theory than are metareal percepts—which are
secondhand, Inactual, Additional, faux, “fictional”, and (for me) generally less
vivid and less compelling. Metareal percepts can be (and often are) secondarily
accorded an ontostatus—Quasi-orthoreality—higher than they initially deserved.
Both Orthoreality and Metareality are real, however, for both occur in Tef. There
is no unreality.
Orthoreality: This is a broad category of experience that can include Actuality,
Referents, the Body, and any other experience when that experience is taken
firsthand. Orthoreality is Given (not created, not invented), though its origins are
unknown. Its purest instance is microscale Quality. It mostly coincides with the
Sensible Realm (though it includes more than that realm). For me, it is generally
more vivid than is Metareality, hence I grant to Orthoreality (e.g., to Existent
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Referents) a higher ontological status than I initially grant to Metareality (e.g., to
Representations).
Other Worlds, otherworlds: These terms need disambiguation. The first term—
two capitalized words—refers to the Products of all Sectors of Tef other than the
Material World (“This World”) of the L.1 Sensation Sector. Thus, the Other
Worlds include L.2’s Story World, and L.3’s Idea World, and the Archives, much
of which Tef Theory sees as repurposed Creatives in the Mental Realm (Pentef).
The otherworlds—written as one word, not capitalized—are a subset of the Other
Worlds that claim to have illatent Referents residing in Partefs (parallel to Tef, but
outside of it). Thus, the Other Worlds are our Mental images, whether Creatives,
Mimics, or Ref Images that are understood as residing inside of Tef. By contrast,
the otherworlds are Believed-in Hidden Things and Other Beings, claimed to be
residing outside of Tef. The center of Earth and Uranium atoms are examples of
Other Worlds, whereas Heaven and Hell are examples of otherworlds.
Outer Body: This is our bodily experience that is objective and public and
shared with others, in contrast to the Inner Body, which is subjective and private
and not shared). Our Outer Body includes our visual appearance, the sounds we
make, our flavor and fragrance, and our tactile qualities. Our Actions (our
behaviors) are changes in our Outer Body produced by our muscular responses to
experience. (See Outer Realm. See Inner Body.)
Outer Realm: This is experience, including matter, that is emergent into Tef via
the sensory organs. It includes one’s own Outer Body, other human Outer Bodies,
Gaia, and the vast Universe. Outer Realm experience is objective and public, and
(for me, at least) it is often more vivid and compelling than is Inner Realm
experience. The Outer Realm includes the L.1 Material World. It makes up a
major part of the Sensible Realm and of Orthoreality. It is a member of the Outer/
Inner Dyad.
Partef (Parallel Tef): This is an invented, pretended placetime, projected to lie
outside of Tef. A Partef, along with its constituent entities and subdivisions, is
illatent. Partefs are therefore putative, nonmanifest, hypothetical Referents,
projected outside of Tef by Inferences whose Ref Images reside within Tef. All
Hidden Things and Other Beings are pretended and projected to lie within Partefs.
Partefs have no existence (no Actuality, no manifestation) and therefore cannot be
matched up with Representations (Reps) in Tef. But we may be able to marshal
indirect evidence or support for them, warranting their adoption as Inferences
(Imps). Partefs and their contents may, of course, also be the projected Refs of
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our Beliefs (regardless of any matching or marshaling). Tef Theory asserts that It
is One, Whole, and All. (See Illatence, Illatents.)
Passive Perception: This is the emergence, processing, and vanishing (thus, the
ontogeny) of any and all experience aside from Active Perception (Action).
Passive Perception is not a muscular response, as is Action. Thus, Passive
Perception and Active Perception constitute a Major Dyad—Perception—in Tef
(though, loosely, “Perception” may sometimes imply Passive Perception only).
(See Action.)
Pentef (Peninsular Tef): This is a vast region of Tef that is separated from
Contef by some sort of boundary and, through the sequestering of Repstocks and
the constructuring of Creatives and Mimics, forms a peninsula (aka pocket,
enclave, invagination, intrusion) containing our Mental experience: L.2, L.3,
Archives. Everything we think of as Mental experience (except for emotion and
perhaps part of the Archives) resides in Pentef. Our L.1 Sensible experience lies
outside of Pentef, in Contef. (See Contef.)
Perception: This is the processing of experience, the having of any and all kinds
of experience, whether Passive or Active. At microscale, Perception culminates
as Integrations of Quality, Value, Form, and Memory. At mesoscale, Perception
yields emotions and simple systems of entities (such as dyads and triads). At
megascale, Perception consists of Sectors and their Worlds, plus the Modes of
Perception. At every scale of Perception, Archives store memories of experience.
And at every scale, Action, when present, yields new, self-stamped ur-experience.
Perception is the central topic of Tef Theory. To perceive is to experience.
Perceptual Scales: These are among the most basic of Tef’s Architectonics.
They encompass all processes and products of Perception and operate together.
Microscale percepts are the smallest and simplest instances of experience,
providing the raw experience that Perception subsequently constructures into the
greater, more complex percepts at mesoscale and megascale. Mesoscale and
megascale percepts are, in theory, analyzable into microscale constituents. If
microscale is likened to the subatomic, atomic, and molecular realm of Physics,
then mesoscale is like the realm of sea and land and sky, and megascale is like the
celestial Universe.
Percepts: These are individual instances of experience, of Perception. Percepts
range in complexity from simple Elements of Experience to ultra-complex
systems of experience. Viewed strictly, percepts are the digital “marbles” of
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experience—entities—produced at microscale by Mentation and at megascale by
Intellection. But, viewed loosely, percepts are any experience, be it digital or
analog.
Person: This is, for me, the combination of My Being and My Body, that is, the
linkage of my intangible (to others) subjective, Inner Realm (My Being) to my
tangible (to others) objective, Outer Realm (My Body). For me, only one Being
is manifestly existent: myself, my own Being. Other Beings are not manifestly
existent for me, hence they are illatent for me. However, Other Bodies are
manifestly existent for me, so it is meaningful (if not strictly true) when I speak of
Communities of Persons. (Strictly speaking, a Community is a collective of
bonded Beings.)
Phenomenalism: This is the philosophical view that reality is composed of
phenomena and nothing but phenomena. Phenomena are experiences, percepts.
Phenomenalism differs from Materialism by its assertion that phenomena are not
solely material. It differs from Idealism by its assertion that phenomena are not
solely spiritual or mental. It also differs from strict Dualism and Pluralism by its
assertion that the members of every dyad are not radically and totally different
from each other, but are two aspects of one, ultimate stuff: experience. In this
way, Phenomenalism is monistic at its roots, but is pluralistic in its branches.
Thus, for Phenomenalism, matter and spirit are two kinds of one stuff: experience.
Phenomena are solely the products of Perception. Tef Theory is a brand of
Phenomenalism. (See Materialism. See Idealism.)
Portal: This is a graphic or conceptual or poetic synonym for the emergence of
any microscale Basic Product. Analogous to a window or door, a portal is an
imaginary “entry place” where each microscale experience emerges in Tef.
Hence, portals might be called the sources of Quality (via Reception), and of
Value (via Evaluation), and of Form (via Mentation), and of Wholeness (via
Integration), and of Memories (via Archivation). “Portal” might seem to imply
that our experience comes into Tef from somewhere else, but in fact no source for
experience external to Tef is known. (See Mystery.)
Present Interval (P.I.): This is the brief period of time (for me, up to four
seconds) within which Herenow Orthoreality occurs. The Field of Attention
(FOA) is filled with P.I. experience. If we are using Clock Time to interpret the
P.I., we say that, in the P.I., “The Present becomes The Past, and The Future
becomes The Present”. Thus the P.I. is The Present as we actually experience it—
as a brief duration of time, not as an instant.
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Prime Motivations: These are two kinds of Action-motivating Will, one
reflecting self-interest and the other reflecting not-self-interest. Tef Theory holds
that all of one’s Actions are aimed, per the Vector of Value, toward increasing
Harmoniousness in Tef. But some of these Actions are motivated by self-interest
and some by not-self-interest. Self-interest motivates conservative Actions,
whereas not-self-interest motivates liberal Actions.
Both of these Prime
Motivations are present and operating in every Person. One’s own Actions,
whether conservative or liberal, are seen by oneself as good, because all (except
Spontaneous and Reflex Actions) are motivated by one’s Good Will or Love.
Hence, one sees all of one’s own Actions as Good Works, Good Deeds. But these
same Actions may be seen by another Person as not good, hence may be regarded
as Bad Deeds motivated by Ill Will (Unlove).
Projection: This is the process in Pentef whereby an invented Ref Image is
imagined—pretended—by L.3 to have an illatent Referent. This Referent is
imagined to reside in a Parallel Tef (Partef) that is outside of Tef. Projection is
solely a function of Inference (or of Belief), not of Representation (which always
has its Referent inside Tef).
Realm: This is any vast subdivision of Tef, such as a Sector or a member of a
Major Dyad. It is a generalized, abstract term, often used by Tef Theory, for
example: Outer Realm/Inner Realm, and Sensible Realm/Mental Realm.
Reception: This is the first of four Basic Processes of microscale Perception. It
is the “portal” through which Quality emerges in Tef. Quality serves as Given urexperience that initiates each microscale chain of Perception. Thus, Reception is
the Original, first process of microscale Perception, as described by the
Microscale Model of Perception.
Referent (Ref): This is the percept that a Mimic simulates, that to which it refers.
Some Refs are existent percepts—because they are Actual and manifest—whereas
others are projected, Inactual, nonmanifest, illatent percepts. An accepted
Representation in Pentef well-matches an existent Ref. Inferences propose Ref
Images in Pentef that, so they claim, accurately mimic a projected, nonmanifest,
illatent Ref residing outside of Tef (in a Partef). Beliefs are opted-for Mims, be
these Reps or Imps (or even lies or errors), residing in Pentef.
Ref Image: This term is short for Referent Image. It is a L.3 Idea in Pentef that
is either (1) a proven Representation—that accurately mimics an existent,
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manifest Referent, or is at least a candidate Rep that claims to be representational,
or (2) an Inference—that accurately mimics an illatent, nonmanifest Referent
residing in a Partef, or is at least a candidate Imp. As a candidate Imp, it is our
notion as to how an illatent Hidden Thing or Other Being looks and what it does,
even though we can’t see illatent Refs. Thus, an Imp entails both a claim of
Mimesis and a candidate Ref Image in Pentef. Ref Images (be these candidate or
affirmed) always reside in Pentef; Refs themselves are either existent percepts in
Contef or illatent percepts that we pretend and project to lie outside of Tef.

Representation, Rep (the percept): This is, whether veridical (~literal), or
abstract (~figurative), any Mimic (Mim) of an Actual, Herenow Referent. A
Representation (Rep) is Inactual, secondhand, and metareal in regard to its
Referent (Ref), which is Actual, firsthand, and orthoreal. To be accepted as true
and proven, a Rep must be well-matched to its Ref, at least in key respects. When
allowed to temporarily stand in for its Ref, a Rep serves as a substitute experience
in the Mental Realm—such as the ubiquitous use of Reps in Mental activities like
thinking and speaking. When allowed to permanently replace its Ref, a Rep
becomes a Surrogate of its Ref, a faux Ref. The process of Representation occurs
in the L.3 Intellection Sector of Pentef (although, loosely, L.2’s empathies and
Stories are often taken to be representational). A Rootless Representation is a
candidate Rep that has been shown to be not at all, or poorly, matched to its
claimed Ref—it is “a Rep in search of a Ref”. Both candidate Reps and proven
Reps reside as Mental Ref Images in L.3, in Pentef. (See Ref Image.)
Representation (the process): This is the process of simulating, veridically or
abstractly, an existent, manifest Referent. During the process of representation, a
candidate Representation (Ref Image) is matched to a Referent, and if it matches
well, it is deemed to be a proven Rep and can be accepted.
Seeing, seeing: This is (when capitalized) an informal name for processing by the
L.3 Intellection Sector. It is a detached, external-site, L.3 interpretation of L.1,
regarding any channel(s) of sensory Perception, not just sight. Our Seeing is thus
a spectatorial, non-participatorial L.3 process. It holds membership in a Major
Dyad, along with Being (which is participatorial Perception using the L.2
Intuition Sector). (See Being, the gerund). By contrast, seeing (not capitalized) is
merely a synonym for commonplace visual experience, aka sight—that is, for
simply using the eyes to see.
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Sensation: This is a near-synonym for Sensible experience, that is, experience
entering Tef via the Four Sensory Channels (Vision, Hearing, Savory, and
Tactility) and via the Inner Body. Thus, sensation is experience belonging to the
Outer Realm, the Outer Body, and the Inner Body, in other words, to the L.1
Sensation Sector (in other contexts, this term is usually not capitalized).
Sensation Sector: This is the megascale Sector, L.1, whose processes yield the
Material World (“This World”). Its bias is toward microscale Reception and
Quality. Its evoked emotions are hedonic. Time in this Sector is essentially
lacking: It occurs only in the Herenow, poetically the “Eternal Present”. Both
words are capitalized.
Sensible Experience: This is experience belonging to the Outer, physical world
(the Universe)—all of which is emergent via the sensory organs—plus experience
belonging to the Body, both Outer and Inner. Thus, Sensible Experience is mostly
Outer Realm experience. It is a near-synonym for sensation (see Sensation). It
contrasts with Mental Experience, as in the Sensible/Mental Dyad. It is also a
approximate synonym for Contef.
Sensory Channels: These are inputs to Contef (not to Pentef) via the Body’s
sensory organs. They are inputs from the Outer Realm, including the Outer Body.
These channels include: Vision (via the eyes), Hearing (via the ears), Savory (via
the nose and tongue—the “chemical senses”), and Tactility (via the skin).
Analogous senses in the Inner Body provide experience of that part of Contef,
though most of the Inner sensory channels have unfamiliar, technical names.
Site (and Viewpoint and Standpoint): These terms pertain to one’s perceptual
perspective—where one “stands”—revealing the relativity of one’s percepts.
One’s physical (Contef) site is one’s on-the-ground geographical place in the
Sensible Realm, and its perceptual content may be described as one’s Viewpoint.
An example is the view you get from atop a building or some other high vantage
point. Another example is an intimate, close-up, “in your face” encounter with
something, such as taking a walk in foggy air.
By contrast, one’s psychic (Pentef) site is the “place”—e.g., Scale, Frame
Dyad, Sector, or Mode—to which percepts in one’s current Mental Realm relate,
and this content is called one’s Standpoint. Examples of Standpoint include one’s
knowledge, bias, or preconceptions. L.1 has physical site, but no psychic (Pentef)
site; L.2 and L.3 have no physical (Contef) site, but do have psychic (Pentef)
sites. The psychic site in L.2 is internal to the FOA (it is “one with” it), and in L.3
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the psychic site is external to the FOA (it is “removed from” it)—which is to say,
the psychic site of L.2 is participatorial (“playing, and in the game”), whereas the
psychic site of L.3 is spectatorial (“watching, and in the crowd”).
Social Analogy: This is one of the supporting evidences for my inference of
Other Beings. On the one hand, I observe that my own Person consists of my
Body (which is manifest to me) plus my associated Being (which is also manifest
to me). On the other hand, I observe that Other Persons consist of their Body
(which is manifest to me), whereas they have no associated Being (that is, Their
Being is not manifest to me). However, by analogy with My Person, I infer that
Other Persons probably do have an associated Being, even though it is
nonmanifest to me. In other words, My Body and My Being have existence, and
Other Bodies probably also have existence, as the analogy suggests. Even so—
regardless of how solidly I Believe in Other Beings—for me they remain illatent,
not existent. My inference of (and Belief in) Other Beings by using the Social
Analogy rests upon my assumption as to the regularity and wholeness of reality: I
assume that the Form of Persons is repeated, such that the pattern of My Person is
repeated in Other Persons. (See Social Lie.)
Social Lie: This is my Belief wherein the following occur. One, I assume illatent
(pretended, projected) Other Beings have ontological being, even though these
Beings lack existence for me. Two, I claim to have accurate knowledge (e.g,
proven Reps and/or strongly-supported Imps) of the traits and behaviors of illatent
Other Beings. Three, I elevate the ontostatus of my Mims (Reps, Imps, Beliefs)
of illatent Other Beings up from Metareality to Quasi-orthoreality. In short, I treat
my illatents as if they were existents. Applied to Beings, the Social Lie asserts
that Other Beings exist just as certainly and clearly as My Being exists. Belief in
the Social Lie underlies all effective Community, usually as a Hard Belief. This is
also called the Lie of Community.
Solitude: This is the state we enter when our Perception is nonsocial, proceeding
outside of Community, and restricted to (or at least prioritizing) existence over
illatence. No “lying” is necessary. No Belief is necessary. Emphasis is placed
upon Contef and the self-evident L.1 Sensation Sector/Material World. (However,
Pentef can be explored as if it were Contef, as for example, during subjective
introspection). It is in Solitude that we can reground after time spent in
Community. Solitude and Community may be regarded as two contrasting
dimensions or approaches to Perception and to the living of life. Both are real;
both are necessary. (See Community.)
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Spirit/soul/psyche: These are three near-synonyms of the “braiding currents”
that are the essence of the L.2 Sector. They are the core of our Inner, L.2
experience that makes a Being a Being. They are associated with the motivating
emotions of Will and may be thought of as the place in which the Will resides.
Any one of them more or less implies the other two. None of these terms is
usually capitalized by Tef Theory.
Synthesis: This is the perceptual process, widely employed by Mentation and L.3
Intellection, whereby parts are combined into wholes. Synthesis reduces the
number of things. Its near-synonyms include joining, assembling, constructuring,
weaving, melding. Its opposite perceptual process is Analysis. Synthesis operates
“upward” through the perceptual Scales in Tef; through L.4 Orchestration it
reaches its culmination as the Tef model of Perception.
Tef: This is Tef Theory’s acronym for Total Experiential Field. Tef is a mental
model of It. Tef claims to represent everything: all experience, both Inner and
Outer. There are four meanings of “Tef”. First, the most restricted Tef is the
Field (or Focus) of Attention (FOA), which is the region of our experience to
which we are giving focused priority at each moment. Second, the Existent
(“Lesser”) Tef, consists of all of our firsthand, Herenow, existent experience in the
P.I.. It includes the FOA. Third, the Greater Tef is the whole of Tef, consisting
of our Herenow experience (i.e, the Existent Tef), plus all of our Therethen
experience (our past, our future, and all projected places, There). And fourth,
“Tef” can stand for Tef Theory’s idea of It. (All existent experience resides inside
Tef. All illatent experience also resides inside of Tef, but is pretended and
projected to lie outside of Tef.)
Tefian: This is anyone who finds Tef Theory useful as a map to guide their life
toward Harmony. Thus, a Tefian is one who engages in Tefistry. Being a Tefian
can be more or less compatible with living by non-Tefist philosophies, religions,
and wisdom paths. (“Tefist” could nicely substitute for “Tefian”, the person,
except that I find its plural—“Tefists”—is very difficult to pronounce clearly!)
Tefist: This is an adjective to modify the term Tefistry, as in, for example, Tefist
ideas, or Tefist practices: “We Tefians pursue Tefist paths toward Harmony”.
Tefistry: This is the application of Tef Theory in the harmonious living of life.
Therethen Experience: This is Inactual, inferred, or even surrogated experience
claimed to reside elsewhere, in a placetime other than the Herenow. It is found in
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the Other Worlds of L.3—hence it is entirely Mental, part of Pentef. Therethen is
not found in L.1, which is solely the Sensible Realm, Herenow. Therethen is
projected and pretended to consist of illatent Hidden Things and Other Beings
residing in Parallel Tefs (Partefs) outside of Tef. Because it has no Herenow,
manifest existence, Therethen may in some sense be regarded as a “lie” (even
though in Community it is widely adopted as a Belief, without being questioned).
Truths: These are affirmed Mimics—thus Reps, Imps, and Beliefs—employed in
Pentef. Narrowly speaking, all genuine truths are necessarily proven Reps, or true
Concepts. But truths more broadly speaking include Reps known to be rootless
and unproven, but that we nevertheless choose to accept as true, and Inferences
adopted because they are well-supported by evidence, and Beliefs that we have
chosen to regard as true, whatever their proof or support. In this broad sense,
truths are any Mims, whether proposed, employed, or rejected. All truths are
themselves Inner, Mental, metareal experience, but their Referents (or reputed
Referents) can be Inner or Outer, metareal or orthoreal, Contef or Pentef, existent
or illatent. L.3’s Concepts (accepted Reps) are truths that faithfully mimic the
Form of their Referents. L.2’s Myths are truths that contribute (“import and
impart”) Value to L.1 percepts. All truths are real experience, of course,
regardless of their role. Note: The utility of truths does not confirm their validity.
For example, the success of scientific truths in predicting change in the Material
World does not in itself validate the truths of science over all other truths. Their
utility demonstrates only their usefulness, not their truthfulness.
Ur-experience: This is, most simply, microscale Original experience—Quality—
emergent into Tef through the process of Reception, prior to the microscale
Additions of Value and Form and Wholeness and Memory. The role of urexperience is to initiate microscale chains of Perception. At mesoscale and
megascale, percepts more complex than Qualities also function as ur-experience
in chains of Perception. These more complex, higher-scale, percepts carry with
them whatever Value, Form, Wholeness, or Memory have been added during their
constructuring, regardless of scale.
Vector of Value: This is the direction, or “arrow”, of our evaluational preference.
It is always aimed away from Disharmony and toward Harmony. The Vector of
Value establishes life’s direction, its natural tendency, its preferences. The final
goal of life is a state of complete Harmony throughout Tef, in both Inner Realm
and Outer Realm and at all scales of Perception. The Vector of Value points
toward that goal.
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Will: This is our affective force, notably at megascale, culminating when Value is
magnified by emotion into focused desire. This force, when strong enough,
overflows and motivates the Body to Action. Will is the hallmark of a Being, of a
spirit/soul/psyche, of a subjectivity. Will reflects and expresses the Vector of
Value. The L.2 Intuition Sector presupposes Wills to be ubiquitous in Tef. The
L.3 Intellection Sector can deduce Wills.
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CHARTS OF TERMS

Chart 1
The Processes and Products of Microscale Perception:
Four Basic Processes and their Products + Archivation
Process yields Product:
Reception —> Quality (the fundamental ur-experience)
Evaluation —> Value (Harmoniousness and Disharmoniousness)
Mentation (e.g., Analysis and Synthesis) —> Form
Integration —> Wholeness
Archivation —> Memory
***

Chart 2
A Generalized Chain of (Positive) Emotions at Mesoscale
Value

Emotion

Emotion

Action

Harmony —> Gladness and/or Gratitude —> Good Will/Love => Good Works.
***
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Chart 3
The Complex Percepts
Complex Outer Percepts
Complex Body Percepts
Complex Inner Percepts
Emotions evoked by Complex Percepts:
Hedonic (in Level One), in response to the Body
Relational (in Level Two), culminating in Good Will and Ill Will
(i.e., Love and Unlove in interpersonal relationships)
Judgmental (in Level Three), the Opinions: Mixed Opinions,
Regards, Expectations, Attitudes
Kinds of Stories (in Level Two): Fantasies, Narratives, Enacted
Stories, Lived Myths
Kinds of Ideas/Scenarios (in Level Three): Imaginations,
Reconstructions, Predictions, Concepts (~Knowledge)
Ultra-complex Percepts (notably in Level Four)
***

Chart 4
The Processes and Products of Megascale Perception:
Five Levels: The Sectors/Worlds
Level One, the Sensation Sector —> Material World (“This World”; “Flowing
Goo”): L.1 orthoreal percepts
Level Two, the Intuition Sector —> Story World (an Other World; “Braiding
Currents”): L.2 metareal Stories, “like videos”
Level Three, the Intellection Sector —> Idea World (an Other World;
“Jostling Marbles”, or snippets): L.3 metareal Scenarios, “like movies”
Level Four, the Orchestration Sector —> Optimal World (management,
coordination, reconciliation, win/win solutions): L.4 complex and ultracomplex percepts"
“Level Five”, the Archivation Sector —> Archives, Memories: “L.5” Arcs
***
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Chart 5
Abbreviations used in L.3 Mimesis
Mim is short for a Mimic. A Mim can be a Rep or an Imp or a Belief. A Belief is
any Mim chosen and held regardless of its proof or supporting evidence,
yet treated as if proven or warranted. A Mim is a simulation of a Referent.
Rep is short for an accepted Representation, a proven representational Mim, wellmatched to its Ref.
Imp is short for an adopted Inference, a well-supported, warranted Hypothesis.
Ref is short for a Referent, that which is mimicked by a Rep, or by an Imp, or by a
Belief. Refs are existent or are (asserted to be) illatent.
Ref Image is short for a Referent Image, a candidate Rep or a candidate Imp.
***

Chart 6
Material Reality = percepts/phenomena belonging to the L.1 Sensation
Sector/Material World; ~ the Outer Realm; ~ the Sensory Realm
Physical Energy (aka Energos, symbolized by Pyros/Fire), most simply the
Sensible Realm’s elements of experience; experience received from
one Sensory Channel; not matter (hence lacking tangibility, volume, and
mass)
Material Images (complex percepts constructured from Energos); typically from
one or two Sensory Channels; not matter
Matter (complex Sensible percepts having mass, volume, tangibility)
Matter is diverse, including:
Cultural Matter and Natural Matter
The Classes of Gaian Matter: Lithos, Hydros, Atmos, Bios
Gaia (Planet Earth’s ecosystems in aggregate)
Tellocosm, Anthropocosm, Caelocosm
***
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Chart 7
Contef and Pentef
Contef vs. Pentef: The Original, Sensible Realm vs. the Additional, Mental
Realm.
Both Contef and Pentef are real. Both have existence when taken firsthand.
Taken secondhand, Pentef Reps mimic existent Refs located internal to Tef.
Taken secondhand, Pentef Imps project illatents—Hidden Things and Other
Beings—which are claimed (pretended/projected) to reside in Partefs
external to Tef.
At megascale, Contef consists mostly of the L.1 Sensation Sector/Material World.
At megascale, Pentef consists of the L.2 Intuition Sector/Story World and the L.3
Intellection Sector/Idea World and at least part of the Archives.
***

Chart 8
The Chain of Perceptual Processes Leading to L.2 Stories
(Except for Contef, all of this chain lies within Pentef.)
Contef —> Repstocks —> L.2 Creatives (Fantasies) —> diverse L.2 Stories —>
Beliefs and Surrogations.

***
Chart 9
The Chain of Perceptual Processes Leading to L.3 Scenarios
(Except for Contef, all of this chain lies within Pentef.)
Contef —> Repstocks —> L.3 Creatives (Imaginations) —> two branches of L.3
(Representations and Inferences) —> diverse L.3 Ideas and Scenarios —>
Beliefs and Surrogations.

***
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Chart 10
Equivalent Names for, and Various Descriptors of, each Megascale Sector
L.1
Level One
The SensationSector/Material World, “This World”
~Sensible Realm (experience emerging in Tef via the Sensory Channels)
Location: Contef (and any of Pentef when taken firsthand)
Microscale bias: Quality, born of microscale Reception
Continuous Analog experience : percepts are “Flowing Goo”
Near-synonyms: Awareness, Given Experience, Firsthand Experience, Urexperience, Referents, Existents, Herenow Orthoreality
Products: Physical Energy, Material Images, Matter, Somatic percepts
Various Descriptors: Existent, Actual, Authentic, Manifest, Original, Orthoreal,
Herenow, Referential
L.1’s Outer percepts (the Outer Body and Universe): Public, Objective, Shared
L.1’s Inner percepts (the Inner Body): Private, Subjective, Not Shared
Evoked Emotion: Hedonic—Gladness and Good Will
And
L.2
Level Two
The Intuition Sector/Story World, an “Other World”
“The Heart”, a part of the Mental Realm; “The Social Sector”
Semi-continuous Analog experience: percepts are “Braiding Currents”
Location: Pentef
Microscale bias: Value, born of microscale Evaluation
Products based on My Value and My Emotion: My Will, My Spirit/Soul/Psyche,
My Being, My Self Image
Products based on My Empathy: Other Wills, Other Beings, Interpersonal
Bonds, Community, Animism, Enchantment Mode
Products based on My Repurposed Creatives (i.e., Fantasies): Dream Time,
Stories (Metaphors and Myths), Beliefs and Surrogations
Various Descriptors: Inner, Subjective, Private, Not Shared, Emotional, Faux,
Additional, Empathetic, Social, Not Conscious, some Mimetic and
Metareal, part of Subjectivity, part of Self, mute (i.e., not verbally
communicating, except for utterances); secondhand experience (except for
the Creatives)
Strong Motivation of Action
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Participatorial in lived life, Low Sites
Functions: Generation of self-image; Promotion of Bonding and Community;
Interweaving or alloying of Stories to import and impart Value, Emotion,
and Will into L.1
Notable Disciplines based in L.2: Art and Spirituality
Evoked Emotions: Relational—Gladness, Gratitude, Love
And
L.3
Level Three
The Intellection Sector/Idea World, an “Other World”
“The Mind”, a part of the Mental Realm
Discontinuous Digital experience; successions of “snippets”: percepts are
“Jostling Marbles”
Location: Pentef (but sometimes projected beyond Tef as hypothesized Partefs)
Microscale bias: Form, born of microscale Mentation
Products based upon Repurposed Creatives (i.e., Imaginations):
Ideas, Models, Plans, Thoughts, Inventions, Pretends, Beliefs,
Surrogations, Scenarios
Products based on Mimesis, that is, the Mimics, Mims:
Representations (Reps), matched to L.1 existent, manifest Referents
Inferences (Imps), that hypothesize nonmanifest, projected Referents,
including Hidden Things and Other Beings; projected Referents are
claimed to be nonmanifest, illatent (i.e., having o-being, but residing in
Partefs)
Other Products: Clock Time, Messages (communication, using coding and
decoding), The Consciousness Mode
Various Descriptors: Inner, Private, Not shared, part of Subjectivity, Part of Self,
Additional, Mimetic, Inactual, Metareal, Conscious, “Mechanical”, Not
Social, Communicating
Weak Motivation of Action via Opinions; Regulation of Action
Spectatorial upon lived life, High Sites
Functions: description, interpretation, and modeling of L.1 as entities and systems
of entities; generation of Consciousness-of; generation of Concepts, Reconstructions, and Predictions
Notable Disciplines based in L.3: Science and Philosophy
Evoked Emotions: Judgmental—The Opinions
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And
L.4
Level Four
The Orchestration Sector/Optimal World
Processes: Integration, Management, Coordination, Reconciliation, Optimization
Products: Win/Win Solutions, Harmonization, Wholistic Perception, Global
Perspective, Ultra-complex Percepts, Whole-person Experiences, Passive
Perception + Active Perception, and other combinations of Tef’s contents
Various Descriptors: Both Outer and Inner; higher H/D Ratio; Wholistic
Mixed Motivation of Action
Location: Contef or Pentef, and often both together
Examples: Tefistry, any Applied Wisdom Path, resolution of conflicts and
dilemmas
Evoked Emotions: Gladness, Gratitude, Good Will and Love, Opinions
And
Arcs (“L.5”)
The Archives/Memory
Processes: Recording, Accessing, and Using Memories
Products: Dream Time, Clock Time, portions of The Past, Mimics of the
Herenow/Present Interval
Location: Probably not localized

***

Note well: L.4 Orchestration yields the Optimal World. Success in
optimizing the H/D Ratio is the crown of living, our true success in life!

***
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